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I know what north means. In Seattle the usual flow is north. Winds are usually from the south. Clouds go north. Trees and grass bend north. Big ships leaving port sail north to exit from Puget Sound through the Straits of Juan de Fuca. The Duwamish river flows north. Longfellow Creek, the first creek I ever saw or fished, flows north. As a child, I believed life was a northern journey and at some unknown point in the north, all things end. The river found acceptance in the sea.
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John Keeble
from CRAB CANON
This Saskatchewan farm is in the shape of a right triangle, the hypotenuse of which runs southwest by northeast. A two-story brick house is located midpoint on a hypothetical abscissa drawn horizontally from the northeastern corner to the western side. The house is tied to the northwestern corner and hence to the in­adequate pavement which leads east into Moose Jaw by a narrow gravel road which is forever losing to weeds, shrubs, and over­hanging limbs.North to south, the Hunger River bisects the triangle. The river runs fast and deep through the thick forest which spreads across the northwestern corner, past the house, through two hundred sixty acres of wheat field, then spreads and exposes its rocky bot­tom where the terrain becomes rough and untillable. That terrain culminates in two craggy foothills which thrust upwards at the southern and eastern corners of the farm, their naked, striated faces forcing the stream aside to the extreme east. The stream’s erosion has made the two precipices appear faintly convex.
from YELLOWFISH
Yesterday he had traveled the country on a motorcycle, in con­trol, insofar as the cycle controlled even the landscape through which he moved, and so limited it, so designed it, or his perception of it. Today he found all control taken away. Lily held the wheel now. She dealt the hand. All the weight had slid to her side. Earlier, she had insulted his sexuality. No matter how considerate he might try to be of her difficulty, what really lay at the root of his
3
uncertainty was his desire to master her, or someone, or some­thing equal, and so restore himself. He fingered a zipper of his jac­ket and stared straight ahead through the windshield, the light of his eyes, set wide apart in his forehead, choked, inquisitorial, monomaniac, and carnal. He hated feeling like a fool.The sleet shifted back to snow as they left Spokane and thick­ened as they began to climb the Bitterroot Range. Sandman’s ears popped again. Lily didn’t talk. He didn’t talk. Just beyond the Idaho border they entered Post Falls, then turned left, north, and passed across a broad plateau—the Coeur d’Alene prairie. As they progressed, the mountain forest encroached steadily upon the grain and grass crop fields. They had traveled forty miles. The snow on the road deepened and Lily slowed to twenty-five. The big car tracked well, but at dips and rough spots it showed a ten­dency to slide and demanded her attention. They passed through Rathdrum, a railroad town built in a pocket against a mountain, then Lily pulled off onto the shoulder, stopped the car, and got out—still without speaking. Sandman waited, then followed. The snow caked the bottoms of his leather trousers and melted onto his cheeks from behind his large ears. Deep woods lined the road on both sides. Lily appeared from behind the open trunk, holding a bumper jack and a set of tire chains as if they were toys. Snow­flakes clung to her frizzy hair. One chain rang softly when she dropped it into the snow beside a rear tire.Sandman tried to operate the jack, but it jammed and Lily had to come to his aid. He slid under the car to fasten the chains on the insides of the tires, but he couldn’t get the locking swivels to work. Lily didn’t speak. He wished she would speak. She lay down on the outside of each rear tire, first one, then the other, and fastened each on the outside, then reached in and pulled the chains taut and slipped the swivels through the links on the insides. Sandman lay under the car on his back with his hands clasped on his stomach and watched her long fingers master the chain. When the second chain was mounted she rested her cheek on her hand and peered around the tire at Sandman.Now she spoke: “They can be tricky.” She raised her eyebrows and smiled slyly at him, as if there were nothing of moment here, nothing extraordinary, as if she were relaxed in bed and just glancing up at him from a magazine. “Are you coming out of there?”
4 John Keeble
Erks had a special attachment for Fraser’s journals, which were filled with the violence of dream, of visions exceeding his ideas. His language was excessive, his nouns sheer and his verbs aggres­sive, Brontesque, his words on the verge of unintelligibility and yet exact in their evocation of the massive, rebellious land. Fraser himself Scotch, his grandparents immigrants to New York, then to Vermont, Jacobite in their sympathies, then his parents, loyalist in their sympathies, fled to Quebec, or his mother did. His father died in prison, and Simon Fraser, exploring the West, took on the language of the West and in so doing seemed akin to the ex­cessive, often brutal, and yet exact language of other Westerners to come: Joaquin Miller, Norris, London, Jeffers, Ginsberg, Kerouac, Spicer, and Bukowski.
The truck was up the road, the lights on, purring like a live thing. Otherwise, the road was empty, as it had been for miles. Holding the bird, looking at the truck, he felt that he looked at himself. Certainly he looked at his predicament, his truck, the ve­hicle of their conveyance, and watching himself, he had the sense of being watched, the sense, again, of points in space, of triangula­tion. The third point—he thought—was Taam, or something see­ing from the position of the yellow man’s filmy words, but when he turned to toss the bird into the ditch he saw it, a large thing darker than the dark in the trees and brush just the other side of the ditch. He froze. The hair on his neck prickled.It stood erect and it was big, one shoulder and a massive head vaguely silhouetted against snow behind the trees. It didn’t move. He couldn’t see its eyes, but by its utter stillness and seemingly in­clined posture, he felt that it stared at him. He could not get him­self to move. He couldn’t get his feet to lift off the ground. He thought: A bear, a grizzly, it has to be a bear. He did get his eyes to move. He glanced at the truck, gauging the distance—fifty yards. He looked back and managed to whistle softly at the thing. He whistled again, louder. It did not move, and he thought: It’s not there, it’s just a trick of night, moon, shadow, and my bad bear­ings. He leaned forward and chucked the owl at it. He heard the bird land and then it did move. The brush crackled and the body heaved sideways as gently as a tree falling through space, a hill­side sliding, as the earth itself, all of mountain and forest and night condensed and drawn into the quiet, terrible, sideways movement of the beast. It was big, bigger even than he had thought, too big for any bear he had heard about, and he saw it outlined more
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clearly against the snow, one leg rising ponderously and setting down, and the second leg, and the head not broad enough for bear, too ovoid, too humanoid, and the head tipped slightly like that of a man looking at him askance, and one arm dangling free, and then the body pausing, then turning toward him, moving forward to the very edge of the ditch, and as it came Erks smelled a stench, a terrific carrion reek. He was filled with the strange, powerful ter­ror of night he hadn’t known since his boyhood.
6 John Keeble
Frederick Newberry
DIALOGUE WITH JOHN KEEBLE
Frederick newberry: In your last novel, Yellowjish, the jour­ney of Lewis and Clark is mentioned a number of times. Did you intend to suggest that the contemporary journey of Wesley Erks is somehow a retracing of that historical journey?
john  keeble: There’s no journey actually retraced but rather certain points of the journey which are crossed and evoked in the fiction. One of the things at the heart of the book is the idea of journey, and the contemporary journey of Erks is perhaps reas­serting past journeys. Journeys raise, of course, the matter of land­scape, which is central to the novel in a thematic and conceptual way. And it is also central to the book in the sense of action—and I suppose in that way the landscape was also central to the original explorers.
newberry: Why the Northwest?
keeble: Because I live here. Quite deliberately I came up with a journey that would traverse an area which runs between the two metropoles marking the northern and southern bound­aries of the region: Vancouver and San Francisco. Those are both wet places. The journey goes through Reno which is a dry place. And I guess that that was also quite deliberate: to try to encom­pass that contrast or contradiction of landscape, the arid region and wet coastal region.When I wrote Yellowjish—or prior to the time I wrote it—I was busy trying to gather knowledge about the area, by travelling to various places and by reading. Among the people I read were De- Voto, Wallace Stegner, and William Everson, all of whom in their writings make a great deal of aridity, and I guess especially Stegner. That fascinated me because I live now and lived through much of my childhood in an arid region.One of the things about the west, I think, is there’s something in the nature of place and particularly in the nature of motion in the place that produces a certain kind of thoughtfulness. The thought­
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fulness, I think, is a consequence of distances between points and a kind of sameness of landscape—also the emptiness of much of the landscape, and also the seeming “abstractness” of much of it. Erks is self-aware. If he’s anything, he’s self-aware. The landscape helps produce his thoughtfulness and awareness.
newberry: Aren’t you speaking more about the West than what we typically think of as the Northwest?
keeble: Probably. There’s some question as to whether or not San Francisco is part of the Northwest. I happen to think it is because of the topographical nature of the place. There’s also a question as to whether Reno is part of the Northwest. I have my doubts about that. I think that’s West. The emphasis on aridity in the novel is probably Western rather than Northwestern.
newberry: What about the historical issues the novel re­calls, of Indian displacement, and of Chinese immigration and ex­ploitation: don’t they relate more widely to the West than to the Northwest?
keeble: The illegal immigration of Chinese people goes on in New York today just as in the West. Then there are the Haitians in Florida, and so on. But you’re right, there is a certain history in the West that goes with Chinese immigration. History seems to me to be indigenous first—if that doesn’t sound like solipsism of region—and yet one can read a lot of history that ignores this. Maybe this is where the novel comes in—making history indige­nous.Landscape and region are extremely important, but one doesn’t want one’s art to be region-bound, either, any more than one wants it to be time-bound, because both of those I think are a form of death. At the same time you don’t want to think about not being region-bound or time-bound, not while you’re working, anyway. Faulkner’s work is not region-bound, and he’s perhaps the su­preme regionalist. Because of his interest in the human condition he’s not bound by region. Rather, the region is the place where cir­cumstance has left him to treat human concerns . . . and maybe thinking of it that way is the path out of the solipsism.
newberry: Your first book, Crab Canon, is set in Saskatche­wan, Southern California, and Wyoming. Mine is set in Iowa. Yel- lowfish is set generally in the Northwest. . . .
keeble: I think the second book is a kind of anomaly, whereas Crab Canon is more in the stream of my work.
newberry: I take it that by “in the stream” you mean West­ern, even though you may have mixed feelings about regionalism or being considered a regionalist.
keeble: Well, regionalism is both a conceptual trap and a
8 John Keeble
practical trap for a writer: conceptually because if one thinks of oneself as a regionalist, one limits oneself; practically because of the politics of writing.
newberry: Do you mean in terms of publishing? 
keebee: Yes, publishing and being read. The practical trap is of much less significance and it follows the conceptual trap. Be­cause one isn’t concerned with region, really. One is concerned with place as a reality, not as an idea. One is concerned with cer­tain kinds of weeds and with the way the land lays in a certain place. But that’s actual. Whereas regionalism is a literary idea, and I don’t think writers can write according to literary ideas.
newberry: And questions such as mine can also pose atrap?
keebee. The temptation is to try to answer them. 
newberry: Let us then talk about place instead of region. The sense of place in Yellowfish is important in many ways. One of these is that place almost seems to entail a geography of cir­cumstance. Two evocative characters, the brothers Bud and Zack, for instance: Are they typical of the area? Are they true to life?
keeble: They are from northern Idaho. I guess they’re low­life characters. I find Bud interesting because he has some of Erks’ traits. They share a kind of monomania. And Bud has a reflective capacity underneath all of his violence and monomaniacal be­havior.In northern Idaho, which is a depressed area economically, and topographically an area that tends to isolate people because of the mountains and the distances between towns, such a character as Bud is possible. Really, what the character is typical of is the mind of the writer, but his type could be found in rural places through­out the country. He’s a man of intelligence who can’t control his violence, and his violence is at least partly, possible largely, the consequence of circumstance.
newberry: Circumstance of region or place? 
keebee: Economics. Region in the sense of its being iso­lated. I think there are more people in the United States like Bud than most of us would imagine. In a certain respect he’s an anach­ronism. But there are a lot of people walking around who are anachronistic, and not all bad. He’s the kind of character you would find in the Ozarks.
newberry: He appears to be the kind of character for whom you generally have more than nominal respect. He’s competent with his hands, competent with machinery. He can get a great deal done physically, and basically on his own.
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keeble: Yes, but he’s not competent with people. 
newberry: Are his traits more characteristic of Western types than Eastern types as you conceive them?
keeble: No, not his traits. His paraphernalia, yes. But the latent violence of the character is latent everywhere. All you have to do is stand on a street corner in New York and you’ll see the vio­lence. There’s a kind of anger, just under the surface, which I think is American.
newberry: The anger is American, and yet if I catch your drift it’s also aimed at America.
keeble: I think it’s aimed at power. I think it has to do with being pushed, or the feeling of being pushed, or with the juxtaposi­tion of freedom and oppression or what certain people feel is the reality of oppression. This is a rather complex matter. The oppres­sion may be in certain cases an oppression in the mind. It may be the impression of oppression, the impression of expectations not being realized, or even the sense of oppression that comes from being an oppressor. That’s American.
newberry: The myth, at least, holds that opportunity is Western. In the very roots of Western migration there was some­thing hopeful.
keeble: There’s truth in that. But through whose eyes are we now to see it? Are we to see it through the eyes of a Chinese im­migrant in Chinatown, San Francisco? Or of a person in Watts? Or of a person in northern Idaho where you can get locked in? Or of a person on a reservation? One of the nice things, I guess, about the West is if you’re competent or have a competency of imagina­tion which allows you to see alternatives outside the immediate situation, and then a little luck, you can usually get on. Whereas, judging from the little bit I know after a brief stay on the east coast and from people I’ve talked to, it’s possible in an Eastern city to get genuinely, thoroughly locked in. Of course, that’s possible in the West too, but, I have a feeling, less frequently. Maybe simply because of the relative recency of settlement and of the size of the place.
newberry: On this issue of size, it would seem that in all of your books, but especially Crab Canon and Yellowfah, your use of geography amounts to some sort of fictional cartography. We see a liberal use of maps, compass points, survey lines, angles and bisecting lines, roads and towns and distances between various landmarks. The landscape isn’t exactly gridded, but one gets a strong impression of measurement—of how the landscape is given visible and invisible geometrical shapes. What’s the function of such details?
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keeble: I th in k  i t ’s a  w a y  o f  d e f in in g  c h a r a c te r . I b e l ie v e  
th a t  o n e ’s life  is d e f in e d  b y  w h e r e  o n e  l iv e s ,  o r  b y  th e  v a r io u s  
p la c e s  w h e r e  o n e  h a s  l iv e d .
newberry: But why the rather precise sense of measure­ment? I don’t take it that you have an empirical preoccupation with measuring the landscape; but the reader becomes very much aware of boundaries, of how they cross one another, and of the dis­tances between spatial points.
keeble: That’s a difficult question to answer, a long ques­tion that has a number of smaller questions buried in it. When I try to think of a response to it, I find my mind getting tangled. It has to do with measuring the immeasurable, which is at the sub­stance of art.In Crab Canon, quite a different novel from Yellowjish in many re­spects but similar in others, the opening description of the farm in Saskatchewan is geometrically rendered. A close examination of that description would reveal that the farm is impossibly laid out, or that in fact the farm can’t exist. Similarly, the protagonist of that novel grows up in the Bay area, and a close examination of the description of his place there would show that the house is in the Pacific Ocean, that the place where he lives can’t exist either.Crab Canon is a comic novel—it’s comic, apocalyptic, and parodist. In those respects it’s different from Yellowjish. Crab Canon, though, also involves a journey or a kind of search, and it is quite patently a search of a son for his father, the father being a kind of spiritual figure. I think the careful and exact description of places that can’t possibly exist is ironic in a way, in that it is an at­tempt to delineate as exactly as possible something that is impos­sible. That brings it down to a spiritual question. The pro­tagonist’s search is a spiritual search. I think now, and I believe I’ve always thought in one way or another, that the question of where one is is fundamentally a spiritual question—where one is and how one got there. In the case of Crab Canon the meticulous descriptions of places that can’t possibly exist are attempts to get at the inaccessible.
newberry: In Yellowjish, however, the places described ac­tually do exist. Erks considers the journey in terms of towns along the route which he mentally tallies and checks off. It seems his way of helping to control, of giving form or outline to a trek he doesn’t much understand. Is this your way of suggesting a mind strug­gling for comprehension and control?
keeble: Yes. The book refers at one point to the listing of places as a kind of catechism. I would say now it is a catechism of place. Yes, absolutely, it is an attempt on the part of Erks, who has
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a roving mind, to give some kind of shape to what he’s engaged in. I think the change in writing from Crab Canon to Yellowjish is a change from seeking a kind of other-worldly magic to finding a this-worldly magic. In Yellowjish, things as they are have a kind of magic.
newberry: Is it such magic you mean to evoke when in the night Erks stops the truck in Canada, gets out, and, while reliev­ing himself, senses a presence near him?
keeble: That scene is probably the one point in the novel where there is an explicit magical emanation of landscape. He doesn’t know what he saw.
newberry: I’m reminded of Faulkner, “The Bear,” for in­stance—when Ike seems lost after giving up the compass and watch. Yet it’s precisely at the moment when he seems most lost, without the mechanical devices for measuring time and space, when he senses the bear even before witnessing the physical evi­dence of his presence. Even beyond that, Faulkner speaks about the forest as if it were alive—had being—apart from the animals inhabiting it. The woods breathe—“suspire” I believe is Faulk­ner’s term. Are you very far from him in your use of landscape?
keeble: Probably not. Erks is under a kind of spell there, a spell of confusion actually, because he doesn’t know who he has with him in the car, even though he has been paid well to take these people across the border. The people, and one in particlar, turn out to be considerably more enigmatic than he had expected. It’s also night. Then too, the interior mountains of British Colum­bia were regarded by the coast tribes as a place of spirits. That place as a place of spirits makes sense to me, because of the for- midability of the mountains, the density of the place.It’s also true—and I suppose the obvious might as well be said—that the passage is an evocation of the Sasquatch legend. At some point in the writing of that sequence, it occurred to me that just as Faulkner’s bear epitomizes the lost southern wilderness and also contains literally the attempts of people to control the wilderness—in the form of bullets and pieces of metal the animal has in him—so in a mythical sense the Sasquatch embodies the Northwest.
newberry: These creatures, then, take on more spiritual than actual existence? Do you take Faulkner’s position that “puny man” reduces the wilderness to such a point that its creatures are destroyed or forced out, leaving us only with myth?
keeble: Yes, I guess. What’s troubling about the ruination of the natural world, seen from the perspective of people, is not so much the destruction of this or that animal or section of forest but
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rather the attitude of mind that accompanies it. And the failure of people to acknowledge a spiritual traffic between themselves and the natural world, or between themselves and themselves. It’s a stultifying and murderous attitude of mind.
newberry: Is Erks up to something spiritual, something in­volving this traffic, when he gathers totemic items—even a minia­ture totem pole itself—to take along on the journey?
keeble: Erks, as I’ve said, has a roving mind. And he has a curiosity which at times is idle and at other times aggressive. When he picks up the goose vertebrae, that’s an idle activity be­cause he has nothing else to do. He’s waiting. It ends up in his pocket and it becomes significant. I like that. I like the way idle ac­tivity can become meaningful. I think that’s the way life is a lot of the time. We find ourselves doing something and we’re not really sure what it is, but if we’re lucky we get hold of an openness of mind that permits our entering into this traffic. Novels are won­derful that way. One of the great things about the novel is that it’s a loose form, almost anarchic. I like to think of the novel as a large ship with engines, cables and winches, banners and decks, a great variety of things, and cargo holds, a lot of holds. It’s complex and it moves heavily and gracefully in the water. This is probably an antiquated, Melvillean vision of the form, but in it a person can engage in seemingly idle activity and eventually make it stick. Though it’s an academic point, I’d add that a lot of the longer “fic­tions,” as John Hawkes would call them, that pass as novels nowa­days are really novellas.
newberry: In the book you’re now working on, the pro­tagonist at one point is driving a large truck and very much sens­ing its parts. They seem to be extensions of himself. The narrator says: “He had about as much in and behind the truck as he would want to pull, but it felt all right. Taking in the data and touching the wheel and shift knob, these palpable tools of leverage helped to clear his head.” My question is: Do the names on a map or land­scape, along with the totemic artifacts, which Erks recites, serve as tools of leverage, helping to clear his head?
keeble: They too are tools of leverage. 
newberry: And so we’re dealing with both exterior land­scape and interior geography of mind?
keeble: Absolutely. There is no real distinction between the interior and exterior world. Again, there’s a change here dem­onstrated by the difference between Crab Canon and Yellowjish. Yel- lowjish would probably be in a category with the novel I ’m working on now. In Crab Canon, the places are inventions of the mind. Now there’s a close relationship between that and a character like Erks
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in a sense inventing, or perhaps discovering is a better word, him­self through landscape. But in Yellowfish and the book I’m working on now landscape is accepted as something which is actually there, and which in being there is fully as mysterious as the impos­sible landscape of Crab Canon. When I wrote Crab Canon, I was still under the sway of what Jung calls the “eternity of childhood.” I hadn’t yet come fully to realize that everything was actually there—it was all truly there! John Berger, a British writer I greatly admire, is extremely interesting on this subject in his book Art and Revolution. He quotes a biologist, J. Z. Young, who points out that as we developed mechanical and electrical apparatus for observa­tion and as we saw increasingly minute moving parts of the world, the distinction between the minute moving parts of ourselves and the minute moving parts of the world became increasingly fuzzy. He says that the naive way of naming the world as distinct from people is no longer adequate.Shift rods are intriguing instruments of leverage. With the hand, touching the end of the shift rod, you can reach in and exert tremendous force. Another word for this process might be arma­ture, a term Thomas McGuane seems to like. And I think, too, that levers, armatures, and, as the original question was suggest­ing, totems can exert tremendous force and start up the traffic.
newberry: Does Erks’ tallying of geographical points and totemic objects have anything to do with your own craft of writ­ing?
keeble: In the sense that such tallying is rhythmic, whether it be the rhythm of words in close relation to each other or the har­monic rhythm of extended works of fiction, the answer is yes. The rhythm is at once a kind of control and a kind of assertion of one­self as a part of things.
newberry: You seem to take sensate delight in listing places: towns, mountain ranges, rivers. I’m reminded somewhat of Whitman.
keeble: I hadn’t thought of Whitman. 
newberry: Does it have anything to do with space, with bringing vast space into manageability?
keeble: Yes. By naming the places you are in a sense nam­ing the space, or at least making a gesture toward that, or serrat- ing the page, so to speak.
newberry: Filling the void?
keeble: Yes, which is what writers are all about, working with empty spaces, starting with something as simple as the page.
newberry: I get the feeling that this activity is ever becharming for you.
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keeble: Sure. If you can be charmed—and I take it you mean beguiled or enchanted—you’re entering into an eternity, which is certainly what I desire, scarey as it is. Distraction is a form of eternity. That’s what stories are about—enchantment.
newberry: You give a lot of attention to machines, to their engines and other moving parts. And as someone like Erks moves across the landscape in his car, if he is in tune with the machine, understands it and has a feeling for it, he seems to put himself somehow into a mental or spiritual synchronization with land­scape. Am I reading you correctly?
keeble: There’s a large and rather hollow mythology con­nected with machines and the rape of the garden, which at least in the ways I’ve seen the myth presented seem to me mostly bullshit. Because, again, it’s a question of attitude.Machines are absolutely fascinating for reasons that are quite obvious and that have been written about at length—as digital ex­tensions of the hand, of ways of using the hand on a microscope, say, to bring something closer to the eye. But you can fuck up a piece of ground by walking on it too much, just as you can mess it up by driving on it too much, or by tearing it apart with a machine.I also think, and this is kind of off the subject, that many people, usually men, who are engaged in the use of machines, particularly outdoor machines—various types offarm implements and logging or excavating implements—have a much stronger sense of the outdoors, of nature and the fragility of nature, than those who know nothing about this except the myth.
newberry: Do characters have value or lack of value for you in relation to what they know about machines or the degree to which they are in tune with the functioning of machines? One thinks of the scene in Yellowfish, where Erks’ wife, Ruby, fixes the motorcycle while the owner, Sandman, stands by utterly helpless.
keeble: I’m especially interested in women and machines. To tell the truth, I don’t completely understand why I’m inter­ested in this. I like to take cliches with energies going in opposite directions, and put them together. In the literary world, the han­dling of machines has been highly cliched. They are usually drawn as ugly, destructive, negative. It’s also associated with low­life characters or oppressed characters (I’m thinking of Tillie Olsen’s introduction to Life in the Iron Mills and Frank Norris’ The Octopus). In the real world, machines are things with which women have little to do. Even now one encounters this again and again. Men still change the tires for wives, and so on.Okay. Now. It’s intriguing to take a machine and a woman and
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put them together and see what happens. One of the things that happens is the cliches crack right open.
newberry: In any case, Ruby fixes the motorcycle. She also plants a garden. And in one scene we see her ruminating over her hands. On the one side, she considers them as we might typically expect: they are calloused, cracked, soiled—aging. On the other side, she seems proud of what she can do with them.
keeble: Hands can be vehicles of effectiveness. I am inter­ested in fictional characters who have a sense at least of nominal effectiveness. Whether one is finally effective is open to question. But if you have to choose between effectiveness and ineffective­ness, the desirable choice is quite clear. It seems to me that so much fiction of the last fifty years or so has opted for ineffective­ness, has chosen to celebrate ineffectiveness, despair, machine­sadness. Personally, that bores me.
newberry: Is it the issue of effectiveness, then, behind Sandman’s being treated negatively?
keeble: Yes. That is exactly the case. He is evil because he is ineffective.
newberry: Do mean effective in the sense of competence? 
keeble: Yes. There has to be some kind of moral back­ground. Competence as opposed to manipulation. The devil is manipulative.
newberry: So we have effective characters such as Erks, Ruby, Lily, and ineffective ones such as Sandman. Yet even the ef­fective characters, especially Erks, are manipulated by something in reality larger than themselves: the Triad. Erks can’t exert con­trol over it as he tries to exert control by charting the landscape or tallying the objects of totem.
keeble: Another thing that comes to mind with leverage or manipulation is the function of mystery. The manipulation of the Triad is a source of mystery to Erks. It almost has the quality of supernatural manipulation. There’s something almost devilish beyond the scope of the novel which is exerting tremendous force upon events. But it’s finally not supernatural. It’s human. And so we’re involved with intent. What we have is a bunch of landlords, bad ones. But in any case we’re involved with mystery, whether Erks’ attempts at leverage or the Triad’s manipulation.This is heavy, and it goes back to an earlier part of the conversa­tion. When one puts oneself in a relationship with things, through the hand or some kind of tool, then there’s traffic. People who work with machines or people who work with simple tools or their hands get the traffic out of that activity. The most meditative ac­tivities I’ve engaged in are digging holes with a shovel, putting
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shakes on a roof, peeling logs. . . . That kind of work isn’t so de­manding that your mind can’t wander, but it wanders in time to the work. It’s like beating a drum, very slowly and regularly. Now, in the case of the Triad, there is also that, there is also spiritual traffic because of the mysterious nature of the manipulation that’s going on, and because much of it is in Erks’ mind. He’s at work, his hands on the steering sheel, driving across the Northwest, and he’s thinking and thinking, trying to understand.Back in the first novel, Crab Canon, the mystery is indeed super­natural. Again, there’s the movement from that first book in which things are truly supernatural, if ironic, to Yellowjish in which actualities are mysterious. Maybe this is something the book doesn’t treat as fully, or scrupulously, as it should have, but the real mystery behind the manipulation of the Triad is the people. The book I’m working on now will get a little more at that issue, I hope, since the manipulative character is at the center of the ac­tion.
newberry: Will the new work deal more centrally with abstract power or abstract systems as political manifestations?
keeble: I hope so. It may be a weakness in Yellowjish that the source of evil is alien, foreign, remote. Whereas, in the work with which I’m engaged now, I’m trying to treat the personality of that kind of evil—you know, to get a little closer to that cliche.
newberry: Your interest therefore is not so much in any particular system or branch of government but in the people who are behind them, use them?
keeble: Yes. Machines are not in any way evil innately. That’s naive. We’re surrounded by this incredible menace, in par­ticular the nuclear menace. That it exists is mind-boggling, all right; that it could be deployed is far more mind-boggling.
newberry: Considering the attention given in Yellowjish to machines, a world seemingly quite masculine, and the attention given in your next book to a construction project, do you expect that many women might find these subjects appealing? What kind of audience, in other words, are you addressing?
keeble: Certainly I reach certain points in the develop­ment of a manuscript when I try to think practically about audi­ence. But while the writing is going on, especially when going on in an intense way, the audience is the writer. But even that is a lit­tle complicated because while the writer is writing it’s the writer writing to the writer as reader; and as a reader, the writer has read books by other writers and talked about books with other readers. Even as a reader, the writer has a collaborative mentality. So, I don’t know. Certainly there’s a sense of a presence, a kind ofscan-
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ning, perhaps paranoid extension of the working writer.The way you’ve asked the question—and I’ve heard this one before: that Yellowfish and a couple of my stories too seem to be stories for men—I suppose obliges me to grant that it is so. But I look at it this way: I myself read with pleasure books by women that are chiefly about women. And I’ve just assumed that women readers would take the same kind of approach. The question of the sexuality of the main characters or the question of the kind of paraphernalia with which the main characters are surrounded is not at the heart ot the matter. The heart of the matter is the nature of the characters and the kind of humanity that’s being presented, and the writing, for God’s sake. Am I supposed to ignore James Alan McPherson because I’m white?
newberry: In Yellowfish, Ruby is a character who, in her competence and the various kinds of activities she performs, is not at all typical of the women we normally read about in modern times, especially as written by men. How might a person in a big city, male or female, perceive her or be able to identify with her?
keeble: While I know men who still change tires for women, I also know women who are competent at many things. It doesn’t matter what those things are. With Ruby, it happens that she can put a carburetor together. It could have been anything. The question really is her competency and ability to show it in a number of areas. And it doesn’t matter, finally, whether this com­petency displays itself in the country or the city. The fact that she plants a garden is a function of her circumstance. It could be any­thing.
newberry: There are various kinds of women in Yellowfish; and all but one is rather imposing. They know their way around and have a strong sense of themselves. The one exception is Winona, who seems to be in a tradition of pale wallflowers, but that category does not sufficiently explain her.
keeble: Well, Winona is a woman who’s been mastered. That’s her problem. Whatever she has in her that might make her like the other women has been destroyed by her husband. She’s as distinct as the other women. It’s a question of this distinctness finding some force in her character, and it hasn’t.
newberry: Are there ever points in your writing when you consider creating characters or situations which might have large audience appeal but which you decline to create? That is, do you think you could write a potboiler, or a book that would win a large readership; and do you purposely not write such a book?
keeble: When my friend Ransom Jeffrey and I sat down to write our collaborative novel, Mine, we were both in a creative dol-
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drum. I was having difficulty coming up with anything that was any good. We sat down and said, all right, we’re going to write a potboiler. What happened was it didn’t turn out that way at all. So the answer to the question is no, probably I can’t. And I don’t know why that is exactly. It would be nice, I guess. It would be nice in terms of making enough money to write. If I can spend all the time I do teaching to earn a living, why not take that time and write a potboiler? I’ve thought about it, but haven’t been able to do it.
newberry: Do you think writers can purposely set out to write different books than the ones they really would like to write?
keeble: I don’t know. You hear about such books. I guess there may be such a thing as a double-gaited writer, but I have my doubts. I think that the business of running one’s career and the ability to be a good writer are two quite separate things— which is more or less the way Hemingway put it. Some writers who are good writers are also good at running their career, and some aren’t. And the ability or inability to run a career in most cases doesn’t have a hell of a lot to do with the writing. It is said that Mailer has damaged himself as a writer because of his ability to manage the career of himself. Maybe that’s so. Maybe it isn’t. I don’t know Mailer.
newberry. Which women writers do you especially like? 
keeble: Tillie Olsen is one of my favorites, among men and women. She doesn’t write exclusively about women, but she cer­tainly gives a woman’s viewpoint. She has a novel coming out, and I’m on the edge of my seat waiting for it to appear. The first chap­ter of it appeared in Follett’s collection of Best American Stories (1971). It has a young boy as the protagonist, but the perspective of it comes, I feel, from a woman, the mother, who’s out of the manuscript. She’s just died, and that’s the boy’s problem. It’s ab­solutely terrific writing.I like Gertude Stein, too, and, of course, Flannery O’Connor. She doesn’t restrict herself to female characters either, by any stretch of the imagination. She handles male characters quite suc­cessfully. With her, one would be hard pressed to say that the per­spective is a women’s if one didn’t know.
newberry: What other reading do you do? 
keeble: Some of the reading is connected with study, trying to follow something. Right now I’m still reading Bernard DeVoto in that way. Interspersed with that is the reading I do just for the fun of it.
newberry: Other than the women you’ve mentioned, what other writers do you read and admire?
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keeble: I would want to repeat Tillie Olsen. I like the in­tensity she gives language, and then for similar reasons, John Hawkes, who might be the finest living American writer—for his language and consistency and the Poe-like lever he has on reality. I like Thomas McGuane for his language and spectacular wit, and I like Ken Kesey, and Jim McPherson, and Sara Vogan.I also like James Welch’s work very much. And Wallace Stegner, but he’s connected to my study. DeVoto and Stegner. It’s incredible to me that Stegner’s not given more attention. One reads these articles which are attempting to be synoptic in some way or another on contemporary writing, and you consistently find Stegner going unmentioned. That’s amazing to me because I think he’s one of the major writers of the country.A writer who’s very important to me and whom I mentioned earlier is John Berger. I ’ve been using the word, “traffic,” in his way. He’s the author of G, Permanent Red, Art and Revolution, Corker’s Freedom, among other books. He’s interesting to me because he’s managed to take a radical ideology and make it work as an intrin­sic element in fiction. It’s wonderful that he’s managed to do that without limiting his fiction.And I read poetry, but in a pretty disorganized way. William Carlos Williams. For a long time I was impressed by Charles Olson. Ed Dorn’s work I like, and Gary Snyder, Seferis, Naomi Lazard.
newberry: What writers have been particularly important to your own work, or who inspired you?
keeble: The inspiration, of course, goes through stages. As a school boy, I think just what you might expect: Twain, Dickens, Faulkner. I had a high school English teacher who had us read a section of the Canterbury Tales in middle English, which at the high school I went to was a rather startling gesture. It was anything but a highbrow institution. I remember being very impressed by that—Chaucer.Later I worked very hard on James Joyce for a long time. I worked hard on Faulkner. And I worked on the modern European writers—Kafka, Mann, Canetti, Svevo, Flaubert, Turgenev, and so on.
newberry: How about James?
keeble: I haven’t read all ofjames by a long shot, but I’ve liked everything I’ve read. You have to be ready when you’re going to sit down to read James. Readingjames would be a study. He’s just wonderful. It’s like sitting down for a certain kind of very elaborate dinner. You have to know that it’s coming so you go light in advance.
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newberry: I mentioned James because it seems to me that, despite all the clear differences between your work and his, you share something in common. You present manners, accepted forms of behavior, among lower middle class and even low-life characters that are on a level of importance which James found only in the upper classes and aristocracy.
keeble: That’s extremely interesting, and intimidating. But of course people who are not of wealth have codes of behavior. I have yet to see any evidence that there are not people of intelli­gence and gravity in any class. My father is a minister. So long as I was with the family, his churches were always located in so-called lower and lower-middle class areas. Never upper middle class areas. My experience as a child was with ordinary people, who went to church. You see? These were people with a very strong sense of code. The high school I attended was in a navy town, south—if you can believe it—of San Diego, an enlisted man’s navy town. There was no racial majority in the school, but a wedging together of several groups, and there were codes there, too.
newberry: On the issue of manners, Erks is extremely ill at ease over how to behave with the Chinese in San Francisco and, more to the point, with Taam on the journey. Are tensions be­tween different codes at issue here?
keeble: Erks is a character who has had very little experi­ence with people other than his own type. And yet he’s inquisitive. He knows that something’s up, and he wants to do right in his curious way. He’s racist and not racist at the same time. He’s rac­ist because of his lack of experience; he’s not racist because he has an open-mindedness.In the early development of the manuscript I was intentionally trying to deal with racism. I had become bored with the liberal ap­proach to racial problems. I wanted to put out a character who was truly racist in certain ways and yet who could perceive this. It seems to me the liberal approach to racial problems is to blur them rather than to deal with them. The society we live in is racist. There’s no getting around that.
newberry: Is there some connection between manners and racism in the book?
keeble: One of the ideas I remember struggling with in the early development of the book was the intrinsicality of groups, among them the intrinsicality of racial groups, and how that in­trinsicality had power. Approaching such groups, there is a point beyond which one ought not to intercede. For instance, in the boar-roasting episode, Sandman offers to help Bud and Zack. He is so far out of his element, and so spooked, that he’s lost all per-
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spective. The treatment of Sandman is almost racist, although he’s white. Meanwhile, Erks squats and picks at the goose verte­brae. He offers no help because he knows it’s not his place.
newberry: Is it also not his place to do anything about Bud’s mistreatment of Winona? In a classic western, the pro­tagonist would likely come to her defense.
keeble: If Erks were to have witnessed overt mistreatment, maybe he would have done something or said something. Maybe not. What he witnesses is evidence of mistreatment, and he senses the intrinsicality of the household, which includes Bud, Zack, Winona, and also Lily. So he waits. And of course it’s Lily who comes to Winona’s aid. Erks’ waiting might very well have in­cluded his expectation that the situation would take a direction of its own, and that it wasn’t his place, at that point, to intercede. Which comes again to the problems connected to racism and lib­eral thinking. I’m not anti-liberal by any means, I guess, but lib­eral action is often intercessionist and not always rightly so.
newberry: What k in d  o f  e v o c a t io n  is  m e a n t  b y  r a is in g  th e  
n a m e  of Howard Hughes?
keeble: Well, the best statement I’ve heard about Hughes was made by Ed Dorn, with whom I was drinking whiskey on the day Hughes died. Ed said he regarded Hughes as the prototypical twentieth-century American—I think those were his exact words.Hughes was rich. He began as a kind of he-man, jack-of-all- trades—an adventurous soul, a pilot and designer of aircraft. Then he became reclusive. The image of Hughes is an image of self-hatred, taken to the point that he ended up with nothing. Physically he ended up to be nothing. And yet there’s all the power. And there’s that contradiction of a man with immense wealth and power but yet a man who had nothing. It’s that con­tradiction that’s prototypically American.Elvis Presley was a Hughes figure. The reclusiveness, the wealth, and in the reclusiveness, there’s the seeming shame for what he’d become. A helplessness, which Hughes certainly had. There may be something with Reagan here, too—the emphasis on the personal image. Certainly there’s a connection with the mak­ing of such personalities by Americans. I have a hunch that to a certain extent Hughes was made into what he was by adulation and curiosity, the cannibalistic emulation, which Presley also suf­fered, and Elizabeth Taylor, nearly stripped naked in a hotel lobby by a mob after she ripped off Eddie from Debbie, then threw Eddie over for Richard. Her cannibalism became theirs, and theirs hers.I think Hughes was a remarkable human, obviously brilliant,
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and early in his career adventurous. A little weird, but smart. And then deranged in his later years. There was that whole bizarre em­phasis upon sanitation. There’s something mid-American and mid-twentieth century, about that. That’s what the long-hair in the sixties was protesting. Hughes also opened up the secret con­nection between sanitation and the desire for immortality via his fixation on cryogenics. The Reaganites have a fascination with immortality too, such as Watt and all his millenialist talk. If we believe in the Second Coming, then I guess we’re free to fuck ev­erything up now. All this is American and, I suppose, literary— especially western literary. It’s the big dream.The first images of the continent as an Eden, usually an economic Eden but sometimes a natural Eden, and the power that such an image had to fuel exploration of the country, are very much a part of our history and literature. One of the distinctions that might be made between western writing and eastern writing (West coast and East coast) is that this dream still has a vitality, in some good ways as well as bad, in the West that it doesn’t have in the East any more.
newberry: Somehow I want to bring together the images of West, freedom, and individuality, all of which Erks and Bud seem to represent.
keeble: They do. He and Erks are two sides of the samecoin.
newberry: How can we bring all these images together, keeping in mind the perspective of a person in Chinatown or Watts, with the kind of image Ronald Reagan projects—with his western clothes, his ranch, his horseback riding, all that western- movie symbolism—which Goldwater similarly projected in 1964?
keeble: I can’t speak for a recent immigrant to Chinatown or for a person in Watts. I just have impressions, impressions of foreshortened possibilities of hope. My favorite image of Ronald Reagan is of his going home and clearing brush at his ranch. This is a man who can’t rest. All things to him are brush. They need to be cleared.
newberry: Do you think Reagan can have any influence on the popularity of western writing?
keeble: Usually that kind of popular influence goes to glut, then to aversion.
newberry: Y ou  see h im  e s s e n t ia l ly  a s  a  d e s tr o y e r ?
keeble: Yes.
newberry: Does this have anything to do with your image of his clearing away brush?
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keebi.e: Yes. 
newberry: Why?
keebi.e: Because he can’t stand chaos or complexity. 
newberry: Thus his self-proclaimed simple answers to problems?
kf.eble: Right. One of the old saws about politicians is that they have to act. There’s something admirable about Reagan’s ac­tion. It’s not entirely discouraging to see someone acting. It’s good if the action has clarity. But in the world as it is, I think it should be understood that a clear action is simply a gesture that ideally would crystalize a complex situation. And the action has to be made with an understanding of the complexity of a situation. And there doesn’t seem to me to be evidence yet that Reagan under­stands complexity. It’s hard to tell.
newberry: In  th a t  s e n s e  th e n , h e  d o e s  c o n fo r m  to  a  w e s te r n  
m y th , to  a  b y g o n e  t im e  w h e n  life  w a s  s im p le r ?
keebi.e : Oh, sure. But we’re talking about a man we don’t know, like Mailer. And it’s difficult. It does seem as though he’s acting out a part. Is it possible that he really is an actor? 
newberry: He sure took that bullet well. 
keebi.e: Ah. Strong self-image.
newberry: Does Sandman come West with this western self-image?
keebi.e: Sure. He comes West with a head-full of cliches. He comes West with an idea of how he should look. The West doesn’t turn out to be what he thought, or he doesn’t look the way he thought he would look in the West. He has ideas about how he should act—as if he were in a big playground—but that doesn’t work for him, either. He’s incompetent, or more than that—perni­cious, and yet not really very dangerous. He was probably just that way back where he came from. He’s an example, to try to tie some of these things together, of the impossibility of such self-serv­ing dreams, or of visions of immortality.
newbf.rry: And to tie them together still more, what would you say Yellowfah finally asserts, considering that Erks completes his journey to San Francisco, and then (not typically western) re­turns to his wife and child, his totems intact?
kef.bi.e: Intact. . . maybe, or yes and no. He does get home with his goose vertebrae and totem pole and his two pieces ofjade, and himself. He’s alive. His wife’s there and his child, and he’s learned something from Taam. He has all that, which is pretty damn good, but the closing image of the book is those coyotes sing­ing. He can’t place them, or locate the sound, or grasp it quite, and when they stop he’s scared. So there’s something out there still
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that he can’t master, and mustn’t try to master, asserting itself over him . . .  the coyotes, those mysterious, conniving, and very in­digenous creatures. They belong there and so does Erks. I really shouldn’t have tried to answer this question, but I guess the book asserts that: place, belonging to it, and some glimmering of eter­nity—as opposed to immortality in the way we’ve been using that word—is the mortality and even horror of belonging.
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Sandra McPherson
IF THE CARDINALS WERE LIKE US
Before I’m awake, the dreamlike Courtesy could happen in fact—
The male places the sunflower seed In his mate’s bill.
I’ve seen it other mornings.He’d seed a blush-red cloth, ruined
On a twig, if it were allHe had, my husband told me once . . .
When he does not come home,I hope to wake to a plush bird,
A chant of flattery. I like it because We do not have the vocabulary,
My daughter and I, to discuss What’s happened: the new day’s
So bright you cannot see the porchlight on.
To come back to us, he rises,And his lover’s cat
Claws up the bedstead to her side. I find my bedtime book unmoved
From the sheet’s smooth half,And on my half the blood that—
As I’ve slept—has made this sheet as red As it needs to be and ruined enough.
Now he’s in our door and telling us, “Breakfast,
Eclairs from the bakery for breakfast. Come down.”
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Cecelia Hagen
DIALOGUE WITH SANDRA MCPHERSON
Sandra McPherson comes out to the front of her house in Port­land to meet me. I give her some flowers, she seems very pleased with them. Inside her house she puts them in a vase, offers me tea, coffee or wine. I opt for tea and she fixes it, apologizing about the kitchen (“It used to be Pheobe’s job to clean the kitchen, but now she’s so busy with school. . .”) and talking about the interview she did with Karla Hammond which has just come out in American Poetry Review. We go to the living room sofa, Sandra bringing the flowers with us. A black baby grand dominates the room. On it is an open book of Granados which she invites me to try out, (I im­mediately make a mistake on the third or fourth note), some Bach music, and a book by Randall Jarrell. A fireplace, a large window with sun coming in, a bookcase with glass over the shelves. Sandra gets behind the sofa to unplug a light control which, as she says, has her completely mystified. We plug in the tape machine. She sits on the couch facing me, removing her boots and tucking her feet up under her.We are talking about a short book of hers, Sensing, put out by Meadow Press in a limited edition. A student of McPherson’s from Iowa, Leigh McLellan, runs Meadow Press and lives by free­lance book design in San Francisco.
cecelia hagen: These look like poems I haven’t seen.
sandra mcpherson: You’re not going to see some of them,either.
hagen: Why is that?
mcpherson: Because I want to reprint only, maybe three at the most, two or three. So that this book will have its own integ­rity.
hagen: Since this poem, “If the Cardinals Were Like Us,” will appear with the interview I wanted to ask the questions about this first. This poem talks about love through a metaphor from Nature. These two subjects were revered by the Romantic poets as being the true realm of poetry. Do you consider yourself as being a
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descendant of the Romantics?
mcpherson: Lovely! Oh! That’s interesting, because I never could understand the Romantics very well. That was the one period in English Lit that I always got B’s in, because I could not—and I don’t know why! I go back to them, and I do not feel close to the Romantics, at all.
hagen: Well I think they have a kind of excess, that quickly became outdated, and that your poetry doesn’t have any traces of. It’s just an affinity of subject matter and approach, but not at all of style.
mcpherson: Yes, I think there’s more lemon juice in my poems, or something.
hagen: Less treacle.
mcpherson: I would like somebody to teach me about them. I know that Stafford loves Wordsworth, feels very close to Wordsworth.
hagen: What I find in both you and the Romantics is that intuitive closeness to Nature: “To see the world in a grain of sand.”
mcpherson: Yes. I used that a lot, too, in m y  early poems. But I feel that Nature is a very local thing. I don’t think of it as a big conglomerate. I think that certain flowers are opening at the same time that certain butterflies come through and the trees are in a certain stage. And you have to get all this right. The Western landscape is different from the Mid-Western. It took me a long time to learn to love the Mid-West landscape, because I didn’t know what to look at.
hagen: “Cardinals” is more straightforward than most of your poems. Do you feel that this is a trend?
mcpherson: No. I think it’s about as far with my autobiog­raphy as I could go. I felt very daring when I wrote it, but I’m be­ginning to back off now a little bit from wanting to tell. . . Let me say it this way. My secrets are other people’s secrets too. If it was just myself, if I was just talking about how terrible I was or what a weird thing I did once, that would be all right. It doesn’t embar­rass me to tell anybody anything. But when it involves other people, I have become sensitive to the fact that it’s not a very nice thing to do.
hagen: You have to draw the line somewhere.
mcpherson: Well, I suppose I’ll draw the line after I write the poem. When you have to write the poem, you have to. There was one poem I refused to write. It had to do with when my grand­mother died, my favorite grandmother. I just felt extremely close to her. My mother said do you want to go in the morgue and see her,
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before the funeral. And I thought that it would be almost immoral to go in there. If I went in there, I would remember, I would write about it. I knew I would write about it. So I censored myself there. I thought, “I won’t even go in,” because it seemed immoral to me, I don’t know why. But to make use of a thing like that. . . .
hagen: Another thing about “Cardinals” is that it’s very di­rectly told, as well as touching on a very personal subject. Usually, your poems are autobiographical but they’re also obtuse, and this is not. Is that from a sense of urgency?
mcpherson: I don’t know. I think it’s fairly elaborate; first of all I have to tell a story about this bird, the habit, of the car­dinal, which is to feed its mate a seed. And I had seen this, more than once, when I was in Iowa City before. Most people don’t know that, so I had to get that information in there. That was difficult. Then, it was also difficult to write about. . . the little . . . the menstrual accident (laughs at her description) of the blood on the sheet. Hard. I mean in one case I had the birds, which was in­formation that I had to turn into poetry, and this was an event which was not intrinsically poetic, or at least, it’s hard to talk about in poetry, so I had to turn that into “art,” in some way. So almost the easiest part of it was lines such as, well, the part about him leaving his girlfriend. That was not hard for me.
hagen: But there’s also some kind of sense that that goes back to the birds, because all you describe about her was the cat.
mcpherson: Yes, she has an anti-bird creature. The cat is anti-bird.
hagen: Well, it’s a remarkable poem, it’s brief, yet very in­terrelated. You manage to set up a story, get across a lot of infor­mation.
mcpherson: Yes, it went through a lot of drafts. Oh, I was going to get them out for you, but I ’ll just say that it went. . .  How long did I have it around? Maybe, maybe nine months, that may be all, but it took that long, at least, to finish it, to have it distill. 
hagen: Is that usual?
mcpherson: It had a lot of information. I got off on false di­rections. Where I mention the vocabulary, “We do not have the vocabulary, my daughter and I,” then I started thinking of words. If there is anything that will distract a poet, it’s words. I started making lists o f. . . words. Interesting words. And that, actually, didn’t have anything to do with the poem, my reason for writing it, so, that had to go. And I also juggled parts of it around. It was in a different order. The hardest part was to come up with what he was bringing home from the bakery. I’m not crazy about the word ec­lairs, but I couldn’t put bear claws in the poem, or creme puffs.
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HAGEN. Doughnuts?
mcpherson: Doughnuts. Yes, it was very hard. Anything from the bakery, I guess, is kind of sexual.
hagen: All of the images in the poem create a sense of a female realm, and then that’s shattered. Especially by the “Come down.” You can just hear that male voice in the last line.
mcpherson: Yes. I had “Come down” as the first thing that he said “Come down. Eclairs from the bakery for breakfast.” I give my poems to friends to criticize, and one person suggested that I end with “Come down.” So you are left with the man’s voice.
hagen: And relating back to the bird imagery. 
mcpherson: It’s meant to be parallel. My man’s giving me this gift just like the male bird gives . . . something to eat.
hagen: Bird imagery often occurs in your poetry, in “Car­dinals,” “The Bittern,” “Studies in the Imaginary.” 
mcpherson: Yes. Lots of places.
hagen: Are you suggesting we have something to gain by observing and even imitating the habits of birds? Why birds?
mcpherson: Well, something interesting happened to me this year which may lead us to conclude that interest in birds is hereditary. I always respond in sort of a mystical way to birds—to animals—and feel very close to them. (Thinking, looking out the window as a bird flits from the tree in her front yard. “There’s one!” Laughs.)
hagen: So it is mystical.
mcpherson: Let’s see. So it’s natural for me to work through another being, or another life . . .  an animal life. But I met my real—my birth parents, that’s what they call them now, this spring, and come to And that they are Audubon people, and they’re environmentalists, and they know far more birds than I do. First thing we did was to go out and take a walk in the Palo Alto salt marshes and identify. But my adoptive parents, also, were interested in nature. My father was a teacher and so we would get every summer off and travel and go camping. What he liked was scenery.
hagen: More than animals.
mcpherson: Yes. Just . . . beautiful scenery. Which was wonderful! Nothing better than to spend three months of the year looking at scenery! I think that was very helpful. When I met my sister—she came up here—we went up to look at the sturgeon in the Bonneville Dam hatchery pond. I was watching her, she was watching the sturgeon. We couldn’t pull her away from there and I thought, “That’s just the way I am too.” I get extremely absorbed
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in an animal. And when we left she said, “I want one,” which is exactly what I say. But maybe we’re all like that. It’s just an intui­tive closeness. The opposite of what I feel with the Romantic poets. (Lifting the teapot from the floor again. “Let me just warm up your tea.”)
hagen: You dedicated The Year o f Our Birth to your daugh­ter, Phoebe, and you mention her in “If the Cardinals Were Like Us.” Does she read your poetry?
mcpherson: Yes! She does. And she’s helpful, because if she’s bored, she says, “Is that all?” or “Yes I read it” and that’s the end of it. But if there’s something for her to respond to, she will say what she likes best. She wrote some very good poems when she was 5, 6, and 7, and they were published in—I want to plug this book, because it’s hard to find— Miracle Finger, edited by Dick Bakken. It has the poems of a lot of poets’ kids. Gwen Head’s daughter—it starts with her, she was the youngest. And my daughter . . . Phillip Dow’s kids, and Primus St. John’s school kids.
hagen: It has drawings?
mcpherson: Yes. It has a lot of drawings by kids, doodlings. You can look at it. The point is that she wrote, and she knows what poetry is. She knows what line is poetry and what line is “un­poetry.” That’s what Phoebe says. She began revising just before she quit writing. (Laughs.)
hagen: That’s ra re  that fa m ily  m e m b e r s  can give opinions that are valued.
mcpherson: Anyway, th e  book is dedicated to Phoebe. She’s in a lot of my poems, and in a lot of my new poems. I’ve just taken to naming her. It’s hard to say “my daughter,” “my child.” When your speak that way you wonder, “Well who is your audi­ence? Who are you talking to, that you have to b e  so roundabout?” And so I’m just naming her. She’s in a lot. She does nutty things that I find . . . inspirational.
hagen: This poem is remarkably devoid of anger, and it develops a kind of wistful focus on the “dreamlike courtesy” of the cardinals instead of on the betrayal described. Is that a kind of suppression, or just a means of coping?
mcpherson: Oh. I’m equally guilty. I can hardly . . .  I would have a double standard if I got angry at him. I think my goal was to perhaps excite that emotion in the reader.
hagen: That wistfulness?
mcpherson: Whatever. Whether it made them feel angry, or . . .  I figured that the reader would respond to the news of this poem, and so my goal in writing is not so much to express myself,
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as to make somebody else feel what I feel, and that way I get a kind of company out of it. The person who reads it is like company to me, and not just a listener, not just somebody who listens to me blowing off steam.
hagen: So you imagine a particular kind of audience when you write?
mcpherson: I probably do. 
hagen: Not a specific person, but a type? 
mcpherson: It’s hard to say. Now and then I do think of cer­tain people. When my first book came out I got a letter from a poet whose work I admired extravagantly and I’d never met him, never seen him before. It was Anthony Hecht. And he read my book and responded to it, just wrote to me out of the blue. Which probably affected my confidence—permanently. It’s wonderful. And now and then, if I write a poem which I want to give the reader chills, I think of him. He can do that. The Hard Hours is the book of his I was reading then. So I might think of him, or of Baudelaire . . .  Yes. I don’t know quite . . .  audience shifts around.
hagen: So when you say you want to give the reader chills, you want that kind of emotion because that’s what you felt? It’s a sense of power, don’t you think, to inflict that on someone you don’t even know?
mcpherson: Oh yes! You know Jon Anderson’s poem, “The secret of poetry is cruelty”? It was a poem that I had a violent reac­tion to, and then I studied it, and found it quite interesting. I had a student take his poem and do what’s called a reverse translation on i t . . . “The secret of poetry is charity, or kindness, or loving, or something like that.”
hagen: Are you interested in history? 
mcpherson: Oh yes, because I’m totally ignorant about it and I want to start knowing a few things. I think that the poets who can use history, who have some knowledge of it, like Robert Hass, are going to have a big impact, and their poetry will have ... a wholeness about it. Although we’re taught history in school, people like myself don’t absorb it, I don’t know why. I just never had a mind for history. I would do an exam, and get an A, and . . . forget it!
hagen: In my high school history was always taught by the coaches. I thought that’s why I didn’t absorb it.
hagen: (Laughing.) Well, not in my school. My father is a coach, and he loves history. He has a natural mind for it, but we never talked about it, so . . . .  Also, I think, that if you grow up un­aware of the history all around you, then you feel like it is all past. If you grow up with current events in some way, as perhaps chil­
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dren are a little more. . . .  I feel my daughter is growing up with more cynicism, a healthy sort of cynicism and questioning of au­thority than I did. I grew up patriotic . . . well, I’m still patriotic, but I grew up thinking everything our leaders did was just fine, this was just the greatest nation in the world, which means I wasn’t thinking. But now, the history people my age have experi­enced is mostly Vietnam, Watergate. So I try to use what little bit I know. I wrote a poem on Nixon, called “He Like Everyone.” It was in Poetry, oh, a couple of years ago. And I read a lot of books when I was down with an injury. I was bedridden for a while, so fortunately I could read all this. 
hagen: History books?
mcpherson: Well, books about Watergate. They were very hard to put down. Just fascinating, with their different points of view. I’d like to be able to do that.
hagen: Do you think of the Vietnam era as something that needs to be sorted through eventually, or learned about histori­cally?
mcpherson: At the time of the Vietnam war, poets were writing protest poems, and I was too. We were giving readings, and the poem which I used at the time was “The Gun is Such a Horse.” People understood it at the readings, but after the War ended, and it came out in the book, it was the poem which critics liked least of all. I don’t care whether they like it or don’t like it, but the point is they forgot what it was about, and it bothers me that history is so quickly forgotten. And now I am thinking about how to get politics back in to poetry. Two nights ago Vern Rutsala gave a reading and he ended with a poem in reaction to Reagan, about the starving people in this country. I found it refreshing. I miss some of that. Carolyn Forche does that, of course, and she has that incredible first-hand experience from being in El Sal­vador.
hagen: It seems that with the climate now being so much less pleasant for poets, or for so many people, that political poetry is due for a return.
mcpherson: Feminism encourages anger, and I think that liberalism ought to, too. I mean, what’s happened to everybody? We should be banding together and doing something about the callousness of the current administration.
hagen: Is it always anger behind your political poems? You have “Resigning from a Job in the Defense Industry,” and “Prep­aration,” about the bomb, which I think of as a political poem.
mcpherson: Yes, it is . I read that one time, I think in Arizona. It was about the—what did they call them—air raid
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drills? I’m thinking of when I was in the second grade. 
hagen: When you got under your desks? 
mcpherson: Yes. It would have been in the early fifties. I think we called them air raid drills. Anyway, I met a man who said that he started that readiness program up in Seattle, the very thing I was writing about, and there he was, in my audience!
hagen: And the time you were writing about was in Seattle? 
mcpherson: Yes, I had written it about when I lived in Seat­tle, and he said that it took him a long time to convince the city, first of all, to do that—to have those practice drills once a week, Wednesdays—and then he realized that it was of no use and it took him another ten years to convince them to stop!No, it’s not just anger. I think it’s a thing that’s impossible to describe. There’s a fascination with the world that those people have built for themselves, you see, all the little details, the names of the components of the weapons they had when I was at Hon­eywell, the “defense industry” of that poem. When Robert Bly was protesting Vietnam I heard him. After the reading, here at Reed College, there was a party and he had everybody spellbound. He was going through, reciting all the different kinds of weapons that we were using in Vietnam. And it bothered me, because I saw he really was fascinated, more than repulsed.
hagen: When you worked at Honeywell you didn’t feel fas­cinated with the components?
mcpherson: I was fascinated with the language, the names which they used to describe things, but I was horrified at the use . . . that they would go to. So, what it probably is, or usually is, be­hind the poems, is a mixture of pleasure and something scary, or fascinating. Even in the Nixon poem, I got to be fascinated with this strange person who, if he were just my neighbor, or just a salesman, a nobody important, his quirks would interest me.
hagen: So you’re saying that, like Bly, you have that com­bination of fascination and repulsion?
mcpherson: I th in k  I w o u ld  h a v e  to  a d m it  th a t , y e s .  I th in k  
i t ’s  o n ly  h o n e s t  to  a d m it  th a t  t h a t ’s w h y  w e  g o  to  s o m e  m o v ie s  . . . 
w h y  th in g s  th a t  w e  d is a p p r o v e  o f  a r e  u s e d  to  e n te r ta in  u s .
hagen: So a sense of guilt can occasion a political poem as well as a sense of injustice?
mcpherson: Oh, probably. Who are we to consider our­selves totally just? Also, it just may be my fascination with con­tradictions. I love to see what was sensitive, what was soft and sen­timental about Nixon, versus the insensitive, stupid . . . parts of that man. I like that kind of complexity.
hagen: Which reminds me of the Valery quote you have at
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the beginning of Radiation. Let me find the question I have here about th a t. . . “The color of a thing is that one which, out of all the colors, it repels and cannot assimilate. . . . Your genius is every­thing you are not. Your best deeds are those most foreign to you.” Is this where the title Radiation comes from? Because there is no poem “Radiation”?
mcpherson: The word “radiation” is in “Collapsars.”
HAGEN: Well do y o u  feel that your poems emanate form what you hold within?
mcpherson: I suppose you could . . .  oh, I don’t know how to say it, other than just saying “Valery said it.” Because that’s what poetry is for me: You don’t translate those paradoxes.
HAGEN: What I’m trying to say is that quote, as far as I can understand, says that you hold inside that which is really you and then what you are judged by, what you give off, is really opposite to you. Like you were saying about Nixon.
mcpherson: I don’t think that’s true. I could say one thing, which is that I’ve noticed that after I write something, I am re­lieved of it. In fact, I worry that if I write a lot, I’ll just run out of emotions, because I will solve them all. In a way, each poem deals with a puzzlement, and is a problem-solving vehicle. I do my best thinking in a poem. It helps me to get unbearable emotional pres­sures into concrete forms that other people can use. So, in a sense, what I give out in a poem is in its best form “out there,” unassimi­lated. It is not held inside you, then. It has been held inside, but the poem puts it out, and makes it public. And this is why it usually doesn’t bother me to read very private poems to an audience, be­cause I put it out there, let’s all look at it, I’m not going to hold it in.
hagen: And then it’s over for you, because you’ve written the poem?
mcpherson: It is, in a large way, over. And I have to fill up again; I feel very much an emptying and filling process.
hagen: When you read the poem, do you find that you enter back into that emotion so that it once again engages you? I re­member when you read “To Elizabeth Bishop.” At the end of it you cried.
mcpherson: Oh. (Suprised.) I did, yes. Sometimes some of the elegies do that. Yes. It was very hard the first time I read that poem. Well, you think, this will never do! I can’t do this!
hagen: So you never read it again?
mcpherson: No, you just learn to handle it. I read that poem . . . always. Yes, now and then, if I find the right audience, that I feel very relaxed with, that may happen.
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hagen: In her introduction to Anne Sexton’s recently re­leased Complete Poems, Maxine Kumin observes that Elizabeth Bishop declined all invitations to have her work represented in feminist anthologies.
mcpherson: That’s right, I remember. 
hagen: You read that?
mcpherson: No, but I remember that when they came out, a couple of them that I am in, that she wasn’t in there. 
hagen: Which ones are you in?
mcpherson: No More Masks and Rising Tides. I really would love to write more feminist poetry. Now that I’ve read some feminist literature, I just respond to it so strongly. Now that I find people like my poems, I would also like the feminists who I like to like my work too, to find something fresh in it for them—but I don’t think it’s there yet. I like the prose better than the poetry, I guess. I just read Marilyn Krysl’s stories, Honey You’ve Been Dealt a Winning Hand. They are wonderful! 
hagen: This is a book?
mcpherson: Yes. It just came out last year, I think. I lent it to my neighbor or I’d go get it. They’re fairly short, they’re all about women, and they’re just beautifully written. I like some of her poems but really, the stories are just extremely graceful. Read it!
HAGEN: I w il l ,  I w ill .
mcpherson: Anyway, I would love to be able to do that. I would just like to write about my wonderful women friends, who I think are such interesting people. I would talk to, and listen to these people . . . looking at their lives . . . that’s what I hoped to do this year, but a lot of the people are far away. I don’t have access to the details I need. I find women’s lives interesting. I find women’s “small talk” interesting. And I want to praise it in some way. Reading the women that I like, like Anna Akhmatova, has always made me feel stronger. And that’s what I would like to be able to give to people too.
hagen. Do you think that men would be just as interested as you are, or do you feel that when you write a feminist poem or a poem about women you’d be writing for women?
mcpherson: I would think of women as the audience. This is something that I never did before, to think of an audience en­tirely of women. Recently I tried to write some autobiographical prose which has not reached a very high level, but the good parts of it did come from thinking, “Oh. Oh boy. We women will know. You’ll recognize this the minute you see it.” That’s what I like about Krysl’s stories. Carolyn Kizer, in “Pro Femina,” an old
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poem which hasn’t gotten much notice— Knock Upon Silence, first of all, an excellent book, is out of print—and “Pro Femina” is won­derful. (Tries to think of the line. “I can look it up. You want to shut that off?” She leaves the room and I get up to look at her piano again. It’s beautiful.)
mcpherson: Here it is, this is it. “We are the custodians of the world’s best-kept secret:/Merely the private lives of one-half of humanity.” I’m sure that when I first read that it had quite an ef­fect on me. This book came out in ’65. The effect it had at that point was that it was OK to write about my domestic life, my motherhood, and that men did not have that to write about. I mean, there are domestic men poets, like Vern Rutsala, but motherhood they didn’t have.
hagen: You’ve always written about motherhood.
mcpherson: Yes, I have. And I was bothered that the poem that was always being picked up by feminist anthologies was one I didn’t think was very good, “Pregnancy.” And so that’s one reason I would like to write greater things that women would feel spoke to them.
hagen: You mentioned you were working on prose auto­biographical pieces?
mcpherson: Well, I’m just putting aside. I tried it. It was a funny story.
hagen: Do you write in a journal, or do you write many let­ters?
mcpherson: I have to write a lot of letters, they’ve taken over my time. But I kept a journal when I was alone, in Berkeley, and I had the time to do that. I haven’t had the time here. Nor do I have the large numbers of new experiences here. When I go some­place I write things down because I depend on those details in my poems when I write them. They’re mainly lists of things that I’ve seen, and now and then I throw in an idea about something, or an insight. But I do keep, now and then, a prose record of an event that I can’t handle in a poem, and yet. . . “Collapsars” is based on a fire in the night, in which a woman died. And the next day I realized that I’d want to try and understand this in a poem, and that I wasn’t going to write about it for some time, so I wrote about it in prose, and that was extremely useful.
hagen: And then you found the article in Scientific American about black holes?
mcpherson: In Natural History. But that was two years later.
hagen: But when you read that article, it occurred to you that that was the vehicle for the event?
mcpherson: Yes. That was the cooler metaphor for the
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more mystical, or near event, and like I said I work with opposites.When I began to find the trail of my birth parents, I wrote all of that down, and I wrote in prose how I felt about having this name, “Helen Todd,” for the space of one day in my life. It was just too much for me to understand. I wasn’t even weeping, I was ju s t . . . like a fascinated spectator, almost. And that surprised me. I wanted to write down the details for when the emotion caught up with me.
hagen: There’s that poem where you say “I accompany my life like a . . .”
mcpherson: “ p e r s o n a l j o u r n a l i s t .”
hagen: (shuffling) I thought these cards would be so handy but now they’re a burden!
mcpherson: Oh, but the questions are good. You sound much more clear-headed than I do!
hagen: Well I’ve had time to think. You’re doing off-the- cuff. Here it is. This is on that theme. Robert Hass, who’s working with Czeslaw Milosz on translating his poems, was speaking re­cently about what it must feel like to be an exile from a country that’s now obliterated. Your poem “Eschatology” begins:
I accom p an y  this life’s even ts like a p ersonal jou rn alist:“L ittle d id  she know  w h en  sh e got in  the car th at afternoon  . . 
or “D esp ite  in a u sp ic io u s b eg in n in gs, 
this w as to be their h ap p iest yea r .”
and ends,
S h ou ld n ’t w e refuse pred iction
that the untried  tod ay  is g u ilty , that im m easu rab le
as this ch ild ’s h op e is, it w ill break tom orrow ?
Would you say that all writers are in exile from their childhood, trying to recapture times and places which formed them?
mcpherson: The reference to childhood .. . Exile is a word, first of all, which I do not use. Because I feel it is the property of people who really have been exiled, and it has been loosely used by young writers in workshops.
hagen: Like the word “survivors?”
mcpherson: Yes! Every year, I always have some student write a poem with the word “exiled”; it’s like the old term “alien­ated.” I feel that it would be arrogant for me to pretend to know anything about the political exile’s experience, even metaphori­cally, to use exile as a metaphor. But the childhood . . .  I think a lot of my daily thoughts . . . my head is kind of filled up with little re­
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sponses. This is very, very hard to talk about because it’s the way I think all the time. If I take a walk, and I go down a certain street with a yellow tree, or the light has a certain cast, or the leaves are arranged . . . I’ll go flash back to an extremely pleasurable time in my chilhood. And all day, this goes on in me. 
hagen: Always pleasurable?
mcpherson: Very pleasurable. Extremely. And so, there’s a kind of a paradox which I felt that I experienced . . .  I can see Wordsworth is catching up with me (laughs).
hagen: So it isn’t something that you have to recapture? 
mcpherson Oh I try, constantly! And my dreams even, too, are very pleasurable. I don’t have nightmares, usually. And I’m always chasing after that. I believe that it exists someplace, and I want to recapture it.When I went back to Berkeley, it was kind of a profound experi­ence, because I grew up in San Jose, just a few miles from there. And the light is different down there than it is here. So many of the emotions would pass back through to things that I had felt, twenty years, thirty years, before. They don’t go away. They’rejust all up there.Like I say, it’s very central to my thinking process. It just may be a pursuit of pleasure, because it’s not a desire to go back. I be­lieve that world exists, around me.
hagen: It seems that you must have created it, especially if your dreams are filled with it; it’s of your own making.
mcpherson: I may well have created it! But I don’t think of it as something that I made. It’s a kind of heaven. I don’t know what it is. And I don’t know if everybody has it—does it sound like anything that you have? It’s sort of a visionary thing, but I don’t like to use that word, either, because I guess that true visionaries are something else. But it is a kind of a little vision that keeps on going, like having a radio on. I should say that I want to add to these old visions, add new ones. That I do. There are places—like Washington State, Port Townsend, Port Ludlow, that do that, that have added themselves to my personal paradise.
mcpherson: Mentioning your childhood, and places that you have some sort of affinity with, do you feel that you’re a very American poet?
mcpherson: Very. I’ve only been to Mexico and Canada, I ’ve only travelled to those two countries, and I’ve not been to Europe. I think I resist going to Europe, because I want to know a place in depth. I hate tourist poetry. I feel close to Mexico be­cause, where I grew up, I learned Spanish and there were many people from Mexico who lived in San Jose. And, in fact, I was en­
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chanted with that place. I just want to write about things I feel in depth, and so I’ve just not gone to those places. I’m not saying that’s right; I’d love to go to Europe someday. But I love America. Just as women have some experience to write about that men don’t, Americans have experience and cultural individuality that is every bit as noble as Europeans’—but different. To become any kind of even amateur expert on it will take most of a lifetime, I sup­pose. I’d like to live in all different parts of this country for a while. I like the West, and I like lonely places. I also like to go to a city and not know anybody, just wander the streets.
hagen: Do you feel that that resistance, not going to Europe, is something like not wanting to go in to see your grand­mother lying in her coffin, because you know you would write about it but you feel it somehow isn’t earned?
mcphersoN: It might be. It might just be that, as a Wes­terner, I feel closer to Japan and China. I love Oriental culture and poetry and art. I don’t know, I love all cultures, too, but I feel philosophically closer to the Far East.
hagen: That does seem to be true of Westerners. 
mcpherson: Yes, it does. That’s why I like Berkeley; it’s like a part of the Orient. A gay part of the Orient, I should say.
hagen: Do you sense the influence of Robert Lowell on yourwork?
mcpherson: (Laughs.) Only fairly recently. I have it in a lit­tle poem, “A Tracing,” about how my adoptive parents traced our family tree into the Lowell family tree, so that there is a branch in the family, the only rich people in the family, who’re named Low­ell. And they’re related to the Lowells. But they’re not blood rela­tions to my adoptive parents. Since I have taught Lowell’s Life Studies and For the Union Dead, I have tried to tune up my language, to do what he does. And you can also see it in Elizabeth Hardwick’s Sleepless Nights, they do very similar things with com­binations of adjectives, unexpected combinations. I think that’s what I would have to put down to Lowell. Lowell’s eye, his obser­vational powers which probably made Elizabeth Bishop feel close to him, or made him feel close to Elizabeth. He probably got it from her. But what do I know (laughs).
hagen: Lowell felt a responsibility toward the idiom, to­ward not only preserving it but making it fresh, which I see that you take seriously too.
mcpherson: Very. When I teach, it’s very hard to get my students to use the language in a personal way. There’s some used words store for poets where they get most of their words. And yet I think maybe not everybody should use it in such a quirky way as I
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do. I don’t do it on purpose. Words don’t come easily to me. That’s why I can’t talk, that’s why I write them down. And Low­ell’s responsibility to the language is inspiring to me. And when I teach Auden, Auden’s another one. I think of Auden in terms of having signed a loyalty oath to the language. It’s a sense of respon­sibility. “I will never betray the language,” is what they are say­ing. I will never knowingly betray the language, use it sloppily. I ’m nowhere near in their class but I would like to be. I do feel that way.
hagen: Do you enjoy teaching?
mcpherson: Yes. I like especially to work with people who are older, who are just starting to write. I don’t like to think of it as just making poets out of them. I want them to be able to use poetry to make their lives better.
mcpherson: Have you taught literature? 
mcpherson: Only from the point of view of a writer. I’ve never taught a lot of undergraduates literature, they’re usually graduates, who know that they like it. In other words I have not taught literature to people who didn’t know that they liked it. 
hagen: What is your attitude toward your students? 
mcpherson: I want them to be able to use poetry in a per­sonally satisfying way, and not impose other people’s standards on them too much. I want them to come to their own standards, their own subject matter. I get very inspired by people’s early work. I almost like teaching beginners better than veteran work- shoppers because, you see, the need to write the poem is clearer in the bumbling but very intense way in which they write. And they often use language in their own personal ways. Certainly they use cliches a lot, too, but they don’t flatten everything out. Lots of times their rhythms are stronger, because they’re pouring out their hearts. Sometimes peoples’ rhythms get flattened out in workshops. And then we try to reteach it somehow.
hagen: How did your experience with the Antioch Review in­fluence your writing?
mcpherson: Editing! After you read a large stack of manu­scripts and then you read one of your own poems it looks just as terrible as everybody’s that’s come in the mail. Especially if I read it with the speed with which I read the submissions. The submis­sions—if they didn’t surprise me in about the first 5 lines I wouldn’t read the rest of the poem. Because a good writer will sur­prise you by then. I’d get enough good poems without having to read everything that I got. Then I would look at my own things and think “When this goes out to an editor, what do they think?” The only thing I could do was to say, well, when you read a collec­
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tion of one person’s poetry, then their flaws seem to band together to show a personality. That’s why I prefer really to work with people’s whole manuscripts than with one poem at a time. 
hagen: Or a small group in a submission.
MCPHERSON: Oh, I’m not thinking of editing. I’m thinking of teaching. When I teach, it’s impossible to turn everybody’s indi­vidual poem into something that you would write. So I find it more satisfying to read a number of things and to see what thread goes through the poems, what common concerns. I think any editor would say the same thing. David Wagoner once said that the editing he did made him think everything has been done. Ev­erything has been written, and then we just keep repeating it. Since I knew he felt that way, and I found that I felt that way too, I tried to rid myself of that feeling. All I can say about editing is that I really enjoyed being able to bring some people to print. There is that. That was the kick.
hagen: Do you read a lot of magazines? 
mcpherson: I used to read everything, but I don’t have time anymore. So I read very little. It’s gotten to be painful to read most magazines.
hagen: The mistakes?
mcpherson: No, I don’t know what it is. I prefer to read col­lections. I’ve been trying to read more prose.
hagen: You seem very selective about where you publish. 
mcpherson: Oh no, just lazy. I used to send everyplace, until I found places that would take me, and then I send to the places that pay the most. I send everything to The New Yorker: they don’t like me at all.
hagen: In an interview, Elizabeth Bishop said, “There’s nothing more embarrassing than being a poet, really.” Do you share that feeling?
mcpherson: The embarrassing part of writing is showing my drafts to friends to criticize. I always apologize for them and then they send back their comments and I feel awful, but I know I have to go through this. By now this is part of the process, to go through the humiliation stage on your way into the finished poem. One’s finished work is not embarrassing, not to me. I don’t feel any embarrassment for what I have done my best on. I can’t do any better than I’ve done, or I would. But the drafts are something else, really awful. I’m always fighting a conventional mind. I was brought up very conventionally, but with a lot of love. So my early drafts make obvious connections and do obvious technical things, and all of that has to be made more graceful and immediately sur­prising.
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hagen: So is revision, for you, a  job of cutting things out,mostly?
mcpherson: Oh no, I do every sort of thing. I add, subtract, turn things upside down, just like anybody does. But I do revise. Over and over. And I also keep poems around for years, and I’ve made my peace with that. I think what first happens to a writer, they think, “Boy, I’m failing! I’ve worked on this poem a month! And I haven’t finished it.” Two years may be more like it. I had one student who came in to my office and said, “I’m so pleased! I worked on this poem longer than I’ve ever worked on anything.” And I said, “Well how long was that?” and she said “Four hours!” 
hagen: Do you have a stable group of people that you send your drafts to?
mcpherson: No, I have an unstable group that I send to. 
hagen: It depends on the subject?
mcpherson: Sometimes. But a lot of my friends, who I used to send my poems to, have become too busy, just like I am now too busy to look at other people’s work. So I try to pick unemployed poets, and I’m always happy when someone volunteers.
hagen: But surely you don’t take all opinions with equalweight.
mcpherson: No. But I put them together, and I find ways in which everybody says something I can use. I know the people well and I know their quirks. But they’re good critics, good readers of poems.
hagen: Do you read your poems out loud as a step in their revision?
mcpherson: Yeah.
hagen: Do you think of them as being heard as much as being read?
mcpherson: No, not as much, not near as much. I actually don’t read them out loud until I think they’re done. Other poets do. But no, I don’t work that way until it’s done. And then I will find perhaps I have said something which is embarrassing to say out loud, which is maudlin, sentimental.
hagen: Do you think the recurring idea of the void in your poems, such as in “Collapsars” and particularly “On Coming Out of Nowhere,” does it relate to your being adopted?
mcpherson: It probably has more to do with Genesis I. (She gets up, opens the top shelf of the bookcase and brings down one of three copies of the Holy Bible.) I hadn’t thought of it, but this is what came to mind immediately when you mentioned the void. Chapter 1, verse 2 “And the earth was without form, and void, and darkness was on the face of the deep and the spirit of God
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moved upon the face of the waters.” Verse 3 “And God said, ‘Let there be light’ and there was light.” I’m sure it comes from that. Being taught, and believing, I guess, that things start out null and void and creation comes from that.
hagen: Would you describe this void as active, or passive? As prohibiting, or engaging?
mcpherson: It’s not an emotional emptiness. I hate to run across the word empty in other poets’ poems. I guess I hope that I use it in a way that’s different, I don’t know if that’s true or not. I do not feel emotional emptiness when I write. I kind of pass through it, I don’t want to echo in the void for a long time, it’s just a place on the journey I go in and out of.
hagen: Well in “On Coming Out of Nowhere” in particu­lar, it does seem that you’re describing a home situation in your friend’s house and you put yourself outside of that.
mcpherson: “On Coming Out of Nowhere” just means that I considered that I was not born out of a woman’s body, or a per­son’s body. I did not come from a body; I came, as I always pic­tured it, out of the air, or had grown out of the ground.
hagen: Kind of an ethereal origin.
mcpherson: Yes, yes.
hagen: Is that because you always knew you were adopted?
mcpherson: Yes, always. And I liked that. And fortunately I wrote about it then, before I met my birth parents, so I got rid somewhat of that feeling, and am happy now to realize that I came from . . . two people.
hagen: The New Yorker has a reputation for providing sup­port for it’s writers. It seems that Antaeus and Ecco Press’ Ameri­can Poetry Series is also developing an aegis for poets.
mcpherson: What’s an aegis?
hagen: It’s a protective garment, like the Aegean shield, like a breastplate.
MCPHERSON: Oh!
hagen: Would you talk about the effect of this editorial re­lationship on your career?
mcpherson: Well I don’t get to talk to my editor very often. I see him somewhere now and then or he phones but I am just very happy with Dan Halpern and the Ecco Press, because how often does a Western poet get that kind of support? He likes my work, he lets me know that he likes it, and he will work with me on a manu­script if I don’t know for sure that I have one. And they do a beau­tiful job on the books. And I love the people in the series, many of them.
hagen: Yes, his editorial selection is certainly incredible.
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mcpherson: Yes, he has good taste in people. He also buys up out of print books and adds them to the series. John Crowe Ransom, Louise Bogan’s Blue Estuaries. So the company that you’re in is very good. And it is wonderful not to have to send a book manuscript around to total strangers, and besides you’re dealing with a poet as your editor, not with some big conglomer­ate’s hireling, you know. Usually it’s not enough just to love poetry, you have to write it yourself and that’s why I think his series is so good, is that he has inside knowledge.
hagen: Was Radiation invited to be included in the Ameri­can Poetry Series?
mcpherson: Yes, it was. I think Mark Strand had some­thing to do with it—whom I had only met a couple of times. So they chose it because they liked my book, not because they knew me. I like being out West because you’re removed from a lot of literary political pressure. And I like feeling like an outsider.
hagen: But your being a Westerner and being picked by the American Poetry Series is rare. Such things seem to happen more often to Eastern writers because they’re accessible.
mcpherson: And they push themselves. There are a lot o f  mediocre books of poetry by Easterners that get published. I wish there were a Western publishing house. Gwen Head’s press will, I think, be sort of like Ecco. It’s wonderful, she’s doing it all on her own. They did my husband’s book as their first, at Dragon Gate (.Running Lights, by Henry Carlile, Dragon Gate Press, 1981). Laura Jensen’s will be second and Richard Ronan’s third. But I wish there were more Western publishing houses and more people who would endow poets. And I wish there was a Western Guggenheim foundation. Last year I think the furthest West they got was to a Canadian poet who lives in Texas. Everybody else was on the East Coast. What I wish is that there were a foundation which would be only for poets living in the Western states.
hagen: So you don’t feel like it’s a handicap to be out here? 
mcpherson: Well now I don’t have to worry about it, so . . . .I want to wait before publishing another book. I’m in no hurry any more. I admire poets who wait a long time between books. I hope to be that way. They’re re-issuing Elegies for the Hot Season a year from now, in fall of’82. And I think they would like to publish a new collection alongside it, which is a very nice thing to do; b u t.. . the new collection should look somewhat better than my first book and I don’t know that it does at this point.
hagen: Do you have a collection just about prepared? 
mcpherson: Oh, it might be done tomorrow if something hits me, but I don’t know! I wanted to wait another year or so, the
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way it is now . . .  a couple years more.
hagen: Because you don’t want to come out with a thinbook?
mcpherson: I want to see what it’s about. I always want it to be about something, as a collection. The Year o f Our Birth had birth through love, marriage, childbirth, death, and out the other side so that it was . . .  all of a piece. And that’s why I dedicated it to my daughter, because it was a whole life: poems you could use at different stages.But you don’t always know what your themes are until you’ve been writing for three or four years. Any book is like that. I did find the theme in Year o f Our Birth, it’s a very human-centered book—despite the birds.
hagen: I see your poetry as having moved from the per­sonal subject matter of your first book toward more universal top­ics in your second book, and then back in Year of Our Birth to per­sonal subjects, with greater richness and scope, and your recent poems also carry that through. Could you comment on this prog­ression?
mcpherson: I like poets who have range in their work, a wide range of subject matter. There was a point where I was so re­lieved that I was not writing a love poem, or a poem which had anything to do with a love relationship. Likewise there was a point at which I decided to try to use the first person singular—in a per­sonal way, not just as a bystander. That was a challenge. I did feel recently that I wanted to write a lot of odes, in the manner of Horace, whom I’m crazy about, and I wanted them to be about happiness—an American preoccupation, but something that I feel I know something about now at my advanced age . . .  of thirty- eight. And I wrote one, and I started some others. I hope that they work, and don’t . . . right now they’re just suffering from self-con­sciousness.
hagen: Are these odes—I’m not that familiar with Horace—are they like Neruda’s Odes—“To My Socks,” “To To­matoes”?
mcpherson: No. What they do is they address somebody, first of all—they find a person, or some of them do, and they begin, maybe, with a literal situation and then they get very expansive and they bulge in the middle and they can talk about big issues. They have great freedom. An ode takes off, and it can talk about big issues because it’s supposed to. You don’t have to feel embar­rassed that you’re talking about some abstraction. That’s why I enjoyed writing the first one so much, that’s why I enjoy Horace. They combine that largeness of theme with a personal touch, be­
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cause it’s a personal address. And they can be funny and they can be serious all in one. The ode is the poem I would like to write in the future. There is one poet, very well known, who one day asked me if I considered myself a happy person and I said yes. I think, despite all that I go through, in my life, I feel a basic happiness. And he listened intently, and said, “I don’t consider myself a happy person. I don’t have a gift for happiness.” That’s when I began to realize that to some people, happiness just would not come. Well, whatever. That is something that I project. I ’m deter­mined, but I need a lot of time to finish that. Now that I ’ve plug­ged Horace . . .  I think that we should be reading him. I would like the last section of the next book to be odes, or the last four poems. If I could write three more.
hagen: Do the odes have any particular form? 
mcpherson: Well, not metrical. So far they’re in four lines, in quatrains. With some of the lines indented. I guess because the translation of Horace that I read had them.Teaching Auden, I got re-interested in the ode. Frank O’Hara has odes, and Holderlin. And, of course I tried the Romantics. I reread Keats’ odes.Maybe if there had been a woman writer in the Romantics’ times. That would be fun, to invent a Romantic-period woman poet. Somebody who’s good at that kind of thing should do it. 
hagen: Like who?
mcpherson: I don’t know. Probably a man. (Laughs.) 
hagen: Maybe Adrienne Rich. Of course there was Mary Shelley. Not exactly a poet, not exactly a Romantic either.When I saw you read you were very considerate and aware of your audience. You seemed very at ease. When you first started giving readings did you have a shyness to overcome?
mcpherson: No, I must have given a couple hundred read­ings by now.
hagen: I was thinking of when you started. 
mcpherson: Oh, when I started! Oh yes, terrified. Once you get up there, you find—practically everybody finds—that you can enjoy it. And I always was reassured that it was not like giving a piano concert where you had to have everything memorized, it was not like acting where everything had to be memorized, you were just reading, for heaven’s sake. So that was reassuring. But I never felt that the material was so private that I couldn’t read it. There is a Women’s Series, here in town, in which I will be read­ing this Wednesday, where they will have open readings before the main reader. They feel—the women—and I’m eager to talk to them about this—that there are things in the poems that they just
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want to say to other women, and not to men.
hagen: So they want the audience to be restricted? 
mcpherson: Restricted, yes. And I can understand that too, when you feel as if you never have the opportunity to say certain things in your life, and you sneak a line in your poetry which gives away how you’re really feeling. And you want somebody to be sympathetic to it. If you said it to your husband, perhaps he would yell at you. And so you put it in a poem and you want people to say, “Oh I understand.” That happens to me too. So I can under­stand why they would want to restrict the audience.
hagen: So your reading will also be tojust women, the men won’t all come in after the open mike is over?
mcpherson: I don’t know. I told my class. First of all I told my class that men were welcome in the audience. Now I have to tell them something. I have to say, “Come at 8:30.”
hagen: There’s a dance company called Wallflower Order who are very political dancers, and sometimes when they give per­formances they would have one night be for women only. In some of their dances on those nights they would take their shirts off— they wouldn’t do that with a mixed audience. But just having all women in the audience, it was very different and very beautiful. They couldn’t take their shirts off with men in the audience, but with the women it was really a gesture of strength and beauty, and pride.
mcpherson: Oh, lovely. Yes, that is very nice. Well, maybe I’ll take my shirt off.
hagen: In your readings you also explain the cir­cumstances behind the poems, or the relevancy of the title. This often sheds light on what even a careful reader might have missed. Does it bother you that you readers may not be careful enough?
mcpherson: I hear often from people that they have just finally understood one of my poems and they are so tickled! And the fact that they’ll keep looking, and get something out of i t . . .  I know everything’s there in the poem, and I think, probably, people don’t linger in poems long enough, and savor them. I too like the quick, witty poem, but I like also the kind that is all inter­woven. I have enough readers, I guess. The people that I trust. They will learn to read my stuff. I like poems that can be read over and over. Laura Jensen’s work, for instance, is just fascinating, the little intuitive links it makes that nobody else makes, which I think are closer to the sense of poetry than practically anybody else writ­ing. To appreciate her work well, you can’t just skim, you have to read. She’s just wonderful.
hagen: This is kind of an odd question, but what are some
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things, outside of writing, that you feel you excel at?
mcpherson: That’s a very good question. I would like to . . .  I wanted to give a course in non-literary books which include nat­ural history, and history, political history, music, art, anything. Writing is the thing that I do the best. I like to work with people, teaching, I like to work one on one. I’m probably better with one on one than in the class. I like to play the piano. 
hagen: It’s a beautiful one.
mcpherson: It is nice. I’m a mediocre pianist but I can use it in an emotional way, like a musical support. I also have come to accept my limitations. I consider myself as a reader of the music, like a reader of a book. I read a novel, I couldn’t write a novel, but I enjoy it. I can’t play the music, but I can read it with my fingers.I think the more interests a person has, the better it is for their poems. I suppose I’m getting narrower; when I was in school and forced to think of non-literary subjects my best subject was math. My mother, my birth-mother, come to find out, was a mathema­tics teacher. And my birth-father’s mother was a math professor in college in Kansas.
hagen: So you always l ik e d  math?
mcpherson: Oh, I didn’t like it, I just did it, and I was good at it. And I was good at languages.
hagen: What languages do you speak? 
mcpherson: (Laughs.) Practically nothing. Not English very well, either. But I took Spanish, this being in California. At one time I took Spanish, French and German all at once. 
hagen: Do you ever translate?
mcpherson: No. Elizabeth Bishop tried to get me to trans­late Miguel Hernandez, and I tried but I found, doggone it, if every poem didn’t have something like corazon, or a word for pas­sion, or something. It was impossible for me to get over it in En­glish. I found that translating was equally as much work as your own poems, so I don’t have the energy to do it and write too. Oh, I envy these poets without any families, lots of time. Without any job. They can do a lot, they can translate . . . .
hagen: But they don’t have that source. 
mcpherson: Well, I was being, I’m being facetious, of course. I’d probably not be here if I didn’t have a family. I was very unhappy at the time . . .
hagen: Before you had a family?
mcpherson: Yes; it forced me out of a lot of things. I had low self-esteem, and was very lonely, isolated. 
hagen: You’re no longer lonely.
mcpherson: No. And it’s not because of the family. That’s
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what the ode is about, the one that I’ve finished, about not being lonely. About feeling a lot of connections with people, not a need to be dependent as much as . . . (trails of!).
hagen: That’s all of the questions I have. 
mcpherson: It is! I wish that I could say that I did more things, outside of writing.
hagen: Do you w r ite  e v e r y  d a y ?
mcpherson. No, not any more, but I keep it in my head. I keep more things in my head. If the language comes I put it down, in writing. I write when I get the chance. With the least bit of notoriety, a poet’s time is reduced severly. I have to write a lot of letters, I have to look at manuscripts, do contests, editing, all kinds of things . . .  So I don’t have the time to write daily. Nor do I want to write if I don’t have a subject. So I wait.If I start writing in the evening, I can go all night. Something about the night. . . and writing. That’s just writing habits, that’s not of very much interest. Outside interests . . .  I would say it’s im­portant to read books which are not literary. I used to read popu­lar natural history. (Thinking) I like to shop. I like to spend money, if I ever have any. And I like to listen to music .. .jazz and classical.
hagen: Did you start writing when you were young? 
mcpherson: Yes. I always wrote. I wrote, painted and played the piano.
hagen: Oh, you paint too?
mcpherson: No, not any more. One by one I . . . the paint­ing fell away, I guess in college. I didn’t have any training, but I continued to paint until I was in college. Because no one told me it was awful! That’s the wonderful thing about childhood, is that you’re allowed to do all kinds of things and not be good at them. I read that in, of all places, the Reader’s Digestl It’s true that you’re happier when you don’t know how awful your performance is. And then the piano . . . when I got married we didn’t have money for a piano, so I didn’t have a piano for about ten years, until we rented a house that had a piano in it. So that has come back, and I’m very happy about that. Most of the people that, uh. . . . we’re just using up the tape, right? You want a little wine? (She gets up, continues talking.) Most of the people I know who write do have some other artistic talents. You are an artist, by temperament. And you take the one that makes you feel less of a failure than the other arts. (She comes in with two glasses of wine.)
hagen: Oh don’t you think there’s some sort o f  natural selection, that you gravitate toward the one you do best, you have some kind of instinct for that one?
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mcpherson: No, I think that if I’d had the right training, I could have painted, I could have been a good pianist. Especially I wanted to be a jazz pianist, but where on earth was I going to get that kind of training in the waspish community where I grew up?
hagen: Do you h a v e  a n y  fears?
mcpherson: Well I can’t think of any, at the moment, ex­cept political ones. I fear for the world, I feel like half the people are going backwards, while the other half is trying to go forward. I’m afraid for the environment.Personal fears . . .  I used to be a real fearful person. I was afraid of everything, and I thought everything was wrong with me. Jon Anderson, who knew me a dozen years ago, said he thought my poetry then came from being afraid of almost everything. I felt even then that he was right. But I have a tough hide now. I’m hardly af­raid of anything. I’ve been happy to overcome that. I used to be af­raid of not being loved, that was a big fear. And I’m not afraid of that anymore . . .  if somebody doesn’t love me, they just don’t know me. (Laughs.) (Tape ends here. While I am putting in another one, she remembers her adolescent pastime of cataloging everything that was wrong with her, from head to toe, literally. “My hair was too limp . . . my ankles were too weak . . . . ”)Elizabeth Bishop had a fear of going mad. There was madness in her family. I used to be afraid to pass somebody on the street, if I was walking. I’m afraid to drive. I do not have a driver’s license. And neither did Wallace Stevens. In fact, all the great writers be­fore this century did not have driver’s licenses! Kenneth O. Han­son is one of them, for whatever reasons. I’m afraid I will mess it up, I will hit something. I’m sure that’s had a large impact on my poetry—I like to walk slowly and look at things. I walk every day. I love to walk. And I loved to swim, when I was in California. Fears . . . boy, when you lose these things you lose them for good. I ’m a completely different person than what I was fifteen years ago.
hagen: And yet you feel close to yourself as you were as a child, that world is still present. There was something in the mid­dle that you’ve left behind?
mcpherson: Well kids are not very sentimental, little kids. They’re taught that, but they aren’t naturally. And they’re more independent, they’re more free of restrictions. They’re always tak­ing off, grabbing things, running around. That’s what poets have to do, be spontaneous. So I’ve recaptured a lot. The spontaneous­ness, the trust in my reactions. And also I ’m not afraid of making a fool of myself, because as far as I can see nobody escapes being a fool sometime or another.
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hagen: Have you ever taught children? 
mcpherson: No, I don’t like kids. I can take about five mi­nutes of kids a day. I like to watch, I like to look at a baby. But I re­ally want to go on with adulthood. The most terrible thing that happens to women is that they just grow up and then they have a baby and they’re thrown back into babytalk. They hardly get to experience adulthood; it’s all immaturity that their life is centered around. That’s why I don’t like being a mother. I’m interested in adults, and what they do. And how they change. Although, I think probably it was absolutely necessary for me to have a child. Most everything in my life that’s been good for me has happened acci­dentally. My motherhood was no exception. Phoebe’s been very good for me, and I try to make it good for Phoebe, too. But I don’t like it: I don’t want to tell people not to do something. I like to teach, but not endlessly over and over again, for years, being a slave to this kind of thing. It doesn’t seem to me to be worth one night of pleasure.
hagen: The endless repurcussions.
mcpherson: I can’t imagine . . .  I think I would have gone on being a little girl, for a long time.
hagen: This is just my curiousity—the poem after “Cardi­nals” in this issue of Antaeus is “The Firefly,” and cardinals and fireflys have in common that they both never cross the Rockies. They’re Eastern phenomena. I wondered if there was any connec­tion.
mcpherson: Oh, that’s true. Well that’s one reason why they would catch my attention, because I’m not used to them. It’d be hard for me to write a poem on a sparrow. Or a robin. But I looked at them closer because it was something new. Do you know the Romantic period very well?
hagen: Some. Not very well. 
mcpherson: Do you read them now?
hagen: I’m reading Keats’ letters now, those are wonder­ful. I think Keats has weathered the best, but even in his poems all the classical references and notions seem self-conscious. No, I don’t read them now.
mcpherson: I did read “Ode to a Grecian Urn” when I was reading odes, when I was in Berkeley. And then I went to the museum and they had some urns there. I had also just read Rich’s O f Woman Born, and I was looking at everything with a feminist perspective. I remember getting mad at those urns; the women were all being chased around. It really made me mad! Maybe I should look back to my notes on that and see if I could write some­thing . . . What you need on an urn is something like— what’s it
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called, in Dogpatch, where Daisy May is chasing L’il Abner— what is that day?
hagen: Sadie Hawkins day.
mcpherson: Sadie Hawkins day on a Grecian urn—that’s what we need! Maybe I could do something with that. But to be forever chased around is, as you say, demeaning.
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selections from JA P A N
JAPAN I: To Be
No need to go any further; a couple of steps in any direction, and that’s it.
The grin starts to spread, like children,and before you know it,the lone oak in the meadowis one of many, in any direction,and the rain headsover the ridge towards the village,leaving a field of yellow flowersand the sunlight for thought.
Oh, sure, there used to bewrinkled faces of water and the clogged spoutspeaking of “eta stock,”but soup doesn’t seep from a rockand if you need something,why abuse it?
The proof was in the pudding, the metal was the mettle was the kettle was the pot was the leather was the feather whether you wore it or not.
Whether coiffure in a coffin, a basket in a casket, when the warfare fared and the typhoon tarrifed, when the levee levied you came a-running like a fool,
like a boycott of girls,and found your daughter, not a slaughter, down in the down of eta get-ta when she should have been at school.
So what were you going to do about that one,two, innumerable instancesof longing and flowers,the meadow strewn with petalsface to face that were your own?Were you going to sit there and rain all day or come in for tea?
Were you going to slit the tit for tat and take the case to court, decapitating babies in baskets, recapitulating blood in the pulse of sun?
Besides, who built the court?Who went into the forest and did your work for you? Who struck the sword? Who birthed the drum?
Ritual, duty, honor.Mother: that’s where we’re from.
And where we are now the alarms are sounding.It’s a war, it’s a storm.
Come on—let’s carry on.
JAPAN XVI: Swift Ness
And what was swift hath stopped. Dead in its tracks. And don’t nobody go by there anymore. Which is why.
But don’t get me wrong. This ain’t no advertisement. Hyping hype. Nosirree ladies and gennelmen, this here’s the real deal, the squid pro quo, pro consul, and ain’t no need standing back like you’re going to catch the vernacular and all the archaic aches that you what you seems to think and believes come with it.
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Whatchumacallit there for instance. He don’t know spats from a spatula. And do he give a damn? Hell no! He don’t know a sheen from shinola if it struck him face in the smack of the sand-dab he’s eating on a stick in the hole he’s standing in knee-deep in knee-jerk and I’m the mower.
Hey. I mean it now. Whilst thou goest for baroque rock and rococo. Some of these rigidities has got to go! These nuances of nostalgia! Bon soir! Bonsai with the pronounced artifice of ar­thritis! And I got some myself, Pops.
This is not to ingratiate, like lint disclaiming sediment. Gomen- nasai. Does anybody get down in the goosebumps of the sake hop, sweating sayonara to the aloha of armpits disregarding pockets?
Which is to say what sweeps the land vacuums behind, and before you know it, urban derbies in scuba suits grooms itself like tradi­tion.
So it ain’t memory I’m standing on, like the wig of an an­thropologist. Nothing like that, Jacques. Hooting in the hollers is what I’m talking. This is live in the now, anthropomorphic as all get out, as sure as shooting sand-dabs for wetting the streets floun­dering fandangorooney but doing it swift, hip, original, tradi­tional, and you can’t go wrong because your eyes is screwed on right at bottom, and just lookit that little fella slip and slide for though he crumbiest, thou knowest skeletal possibility to abilitize and carry on.
Years pass, schooling. Big bands in the deep freeze of tundra. But the tracks exist in which the thing lives. Deified. Methinks, me- knows.
For instance—where do sand-dabs go but to the sole? And you walk the way it walks, gliding through eons, adjusting and ad­judicating your face now and then, just to stay with it while riffs of ripples effect and affect.
So nothing swift has gone. You’re looking at it, you’re doing it, you’re it. This is, after all, not a diatribe but a tribute of recogni­tion, of cognition that the tribe is carrying on. Glance at the stance of backtracks we’re standing on. Dab the sand.
Salud, amigo. Step. Right. Up. And. Dance.
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Ralph Salisbury
DIALOGUE WITH LAWSON FUSAO INADA
Ralph Salisbury: Lawson, I know you grew up in Fresno, California, and I ’ve been to your neighborhood. Were you re­ceived as a creative child, were you spotted early?
lawson fusao inada: Well, what that makes me think of is the question, “When did you become a writer?” Which makes me think of literature, which makes me think that there wasn’t even a branch library on our side of town, the West Side, Chinatown.
Which is not to say we were “culturally-deprived”; if anything, the other side was and is; sure, maybe we didn’t have many books around, but the West Side is, by its very nature, the most cultur- ally-diverse and culturally-rich society that I’ve ever lived in. It’s the best of America, and, in our way, we are a very literate people.
So while this may sound like a lot of “me-me,” it really isn’t simply personal indulgence because I am one of many, just one example, and what I’d like to do is use this opportunity to really communi­cate, to “set the record straight” to and for a lot of people.
Because of my mother, who has a college degree in Elementary Education, I was wise to “traditional” poetry at a very early age; I could recite passages of “The Pied Piper of Hamelin,” for in­stance, when I could barely talk. There are pictures of the two of us sitting on a couch—“before the war,” as we always say—and she is reading to me out of a book—probably A Child’s Garden o f Verses or something by Walter De la Mare. We had these big re­cord albums with stories and poems on them, with “classical” accompaniment, and she was nurturing my ears, developing my language.
So this is a tribute to, not only my mother and father (he’s a denist; both came from hard-working immigrant backgrounds), but to
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the society that nurtured me, the environment that allowed me, and made me want to become, a writer. A man ofletters. And the point is, not that I was an especially “creative” child, but that my people were, very resourceful, and they made me feel special with all that love and attention. We were very “tribal,” you know; thus, they allowed me to be very creatively naughty, too; but they were giving me a sense of self, the seed of possibility, to use.
My grandparents on my mother’s side, for instance, used to come over late after work and make my mother wake me up and take me out of the crib just so they could ask me to perform something— usually a song or poem, in either English or Japanese (they spoke very little English, so naturally I was bilingual), or perhaps chant­ing out stations like a railroad conductor (my grandfather always took me to see trains, and years later, when I was going off to grad school in Iowa, he came down to the depot, slipped me a twenty, and said “Rho-sohn, you go Iowa; you be writer.”). My uncles, who were not so literary, used to demand my Tony Galen to imita­tion (my old man, it was said, resembled Joe Louis, which worked in nicely when he lived later on the South Side of Chicago), and let me hang around the Fresno Fish Store, which my grandfather started in 1912, the first in all of Fresno, and which everyone naturally came to—“ethnic” Italians, Germans, Basques, Arme­nians, Portuguese, Irish, etc., and of course all of us “colored” people: black, Chinese, Mexican, Philipino, etc. Talk about a li­brary, a campus, a museum. Sociology of Marine Biology; free ad­mission.
And the bar/shine parlor next door housed the “Wurlitzer collec­tion.” “Bon Ton Jenny,” the Chinese owner, used to let me in to study “the forms and meanings of poetry”—blues, pop tunes, Mexican songs, Japanese music, all to learn. Up and down “F” Street there was all that food and music, and at night everything came wafting through the trees.
The West Side was also where the “not quite white” Okies came to, so folk/country music was there, too. Which reminds me—this sounds a bit like Ralph Ellison’s reminiscences of Oklahoma City, which makes sense, because that’s how it was, true. The poetry, the music, the library of a congress of people. And it was so great to hear that they dedicated a library to him, on his side of the city.
Salisbury: At what stage did you begin to identify yourself as a minority writer and begin relating to other minority artists?
inada: Well, those are terms, and the main thing, obvi­
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ously, is coming to terms with the majority of your self. My grand­parents, for instance, considered, say, California to consist of a series of Japanese communities—“Fu-reh-su-noh,” “Sakura- men-toh,” etc.—except that there just happened to be a bunch of other folks around. Toshio Mori’s book of stories, Yokohama, California, is “actually” San Leandro. And there are these recent terms like “multi-ethnic” and “culturally pluralistic”—but aren’t we all? Relatives. The American, the world tradition.
But a term I hadn’t reckoned with before was “Jap.” And that came—at least to me; my elders had gone through a lot of racist garbage, I know, in California—when we got put into concentra­tion camps. That took an enormous toll, immediately and eventu­ally, practically destroying the West Side, like erasing all I’ve been saying.My parents, relatives, friends, though, continued to give me books—Babar, Winnie the Pooh, The Wind in the Willows, animal stories by Thornton Burgess, comics . . .  Now that says something, because each family had only a nineteen dollar “salary” per month, at most, for clothing and everything else; thus, the proba­bly contraband photos show I was warm but raggedy, and I had books. And it seemed like the first thing the people did was put up some stage out of scrap lumber so they could have presentations and productions—“shibai.” And I remember those—variety shows, original skits, etc. Usually in English, since “things Japanese” were banned. When the weather got bad, they had them in the messhall. (I don’t remember reading them at the time, but the Camps also had their own magazines and little newspa­pers. One of my personal projects—with my own money, proba­bly—is to collect that material and publish it as a gift to America, because the Camps, after all, were an American creation.) And I kept learning more songs, from the people, and through probably contraband radio—all the pop tunes—and one incident in par­ticular that I remember was going by this open window in the bar­racks, hearing this great music, and since the door was open, going in to what was “bachelor’s quarters.” And the guy, Tak Abo, showed me this record, and the label said “ ‘Mood Indigo,’ by the Edgar Sampson Orchestra.” (Oh yes, another thing I read was match/wofo, which my uncles and other guys in the army would bring back, from all over.)
So the music, the culture was still with us (old men pounding mochi, the old and only way, people starting gardens, scavenging
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the forest for decorative burls, mushrooms, some even trying to make soy sauce, from swampwater), which was only natural, be­cause this was the region of the Delta Blues—Stovall’s Plantation and all that—and for all I know, guys like Muddy and Son might have worked in Camp construction. (This one Camp, by the way, was a real dandy—“escape-proof’—which is why they eventually moved us out to make room for captured Storm troopers. In other Camps, people remember being guarded by Italian P.O.W.s, “trustees” in guardtowers. You bet.)
This was also, I think, part of the Cherokee Nation, not far from “The Trail ofTears,” and “The Long March,” instituted by Pres­ident Jackson, was our precedent, and the guy who did such an efficient job of herding us about soon became “chief” of the B.I.A. You bet.
Which leads me to say something else. Let’s face it—the people of this hemisphere had it covered, culturally, before anybody else got here. Us fancy poets, novelists, etc.—we can’t mess with a chant, a totem pole, etc. That’s like “improving” on Yosemite, revising the surrender speech of our fellow Northwesterner, Chief Joseph. But as artists, as people, we’ve got to try to live up to that grand tradi­tion.
That’s how I see things—not so much in “minority” this and that, but in the grand, the world-wide scope of things, that tradition. Thus, a lot of my peers are people wiped out, extinct, right here in this valley. And, of course, this is not to say that there is no “minority problem”—helped along by the “majority,” which, ac­cording to nationality, does not exist in this nation—because Fresno was also an outright segregated society, same as the rest of the country, and it hasn’t changed all that much, and it wasn’t until I went across town to college that I met some “regular” whites. Now the interesting thing is, it was like they were the ones deprived of us, because, tough as times are, the West Side has a collective strength and pride; we are not victims. You know what I mean?: there is no East Side. No Non-Chinatown.
Many of my students, for instance, tend to have an inferiority complex because, as they say, they’re “just Oregonians,” “just your average white American,” etc., and you put that together with being the first of your family in college, and at a little state school at that, and you’ve got something to work on. For one thing, I try to break down the “them/us” barrier because they
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tend to feel intimidated by, even envious of, the so-called “ethnic minority experience.” They don’t know what they already have, that they’re a part of it. And it’s everybody’s. Shakespeare’s got a theater in downtown Ashland, Li Po runs a restaurant, Sophocles has a boutique.
And, for me, I’ve got my music. The West Side Library of the World.
Salisbury: You mention black musicians quite a bit. Were any musicians a particularly good influence?
inada: I’m glad you asked that, because it’s crucial to my work and life, but what I’d like to do is finish up what I’m saying here and then get back to the general scheme of things, the history, the chronology I was laying out.
And what it has to do with is decent people. Heavy concept, you know, very simple, but it’s what I aspire to in my life and writing, because that’s what was passed on to me; my father, for instance, is a fine person—loving, trustworthy, trusting, kind, and he is wonderfully competent in a time of need: for instance, when your teeth are killing you. (Competence and quality—that’s a subject in itself, as in Zen and the Art o f Motorcycle Maintenance, by Robert Pirsig. Or, Dr. Boehnke, our pediatrician, is a fine man and doc­tor. Or, my wife’s grandmother—passed on some fabulous hand­made quilts to us—man, to be able to write something like that.) So my students, same as anybody else, are decent people, and they come from their own West Fresnos—places like, say, White City, where my wife teaches grade school, mill towns full of mobile homes. (My wife, by the way, is downhome country from Mis­souri, the Ozarks, where she grew up with fireflies instead of elec­tricity, creeks instead of faucets, and she was likewise nurtured by her people—through the people, traditions, through hard-earned books. Thus, she’s a writer, too, and we met at the Writer’s Work­shop in Iowa. Come to think of it, the Ozarks is where the Bird, Charlie Parker, went to woodshed with a bunch of Lester Young records; and Lester, of course, is The Pres. Come to think of it, my sister-in-law is a librarian in St. Louis.)
But anyway, what I try to give my students is what they already have, to develop that, and which has got all messed around by some kind of mutual intimidation society and seemingly innocu­ous terms like “majority/minority.” “Race,” for instance—there’s the human race, with a bunch of wonderful breeds, like dogs. My
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dog, for instance, is a Japanese-American southern-Oregonian somewhat Australian shepherd without papers, like a wetback, but do you think he let’s that bother him? No indeed.
(Now I’m not trying to be silly, but it is silly, what we do to our­selves. I mean, for all we know, someone might be going by right now thinking, “Hmmm, there’s that Cherokee breed married to a German woman, and they got a right-handed daughter, with Siamese cats.” Next thing we know, there’s an Executive Order at the door, sending us to the Camps, for “Talking poetry on a Satur­day.” And then we say, “But Saturday does not exist. The sky is our witness.”)
But many of my students tend to feel “out of it.” Culturally. Tele­vision tells them that. Publishing. And so they want to get “into” things like Asian philosophies, black music, “latin” rhythms, Mexican foods, etc., etc., and to “live like Indians.” Which is great, the American way, which is only natural, but at the same time they overlook, don’t recognize, and even avoid who they are and what they have; the great tradition of country music, for in­stance, which though it may not be taught in our “conser­vatories,” is nevertheless doing quite well, thank you, in all their livingrooms back home and is all over the segregated waves around here. And, man, what a tradition—very literary, with many footnote references. Ask Frank Chin, the Chinese-American writer who grew up with country music in the Sierras—he’s got it covered. We’d like to do a Western together, because our people were here—bringing anti-Oriental legislation to the West. (Rose Maddox, of the famed Maddox Brothers and Rose, Hall of Famer whom I used to hear in Fresno, well, she lives right there in Ash­land, down the street from Shakespeare.)
So all I ’m trying to say is that a class of “regular Americans” tak­ing a course called Minority Literature turns out to be a fine, var­ied place of people recognizing similarities, respecting differences, because everyone is equal and, so to speak, out of the closet of soci­ety into the livingroom—Swedes, Jews, whatever, families who changed names, dropped foods and languages, the “ethnic” stuff, and in terms of “minorities,” everybody is or has been a “minor­ity” in some sense or another—religious, financial, social, phys­ical, political, sexual, geographical, whatever, so now let’s read some decent American literature. The library, the Living Room.
The teacher in me is coming out, more than the poet, but it’s the
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same thing. So I want to mention some books I’ve used, just for that one class: well, writers, friends like Rudolfo Anaya, Leslie Marmon Silko, Jim Welch, the late John Okada’s novel, No-No Boy, which a bunch of us put up money to publish, works by Toni Morrison, Ralph Ellison, a lot of fine poets, etc. And, of course, that’s just for starters—like trying to cover, say, English literature in nine weeks. But it’s better than nothing.
And I bring in music, my own tapes of interviews, etc. Which gets back to “relating with other minority writers.” You hang out with friends, you know—like my friends Vern Rutsala and Mort Mar­cus. But in terms of “ethnic/minority,” our first big meeting was at Stevens Point, Wisconsin, in the summer of 1973, at a conference sponsored by the National Center for Audio Experimentation, di­rected by poet Ed Burrows, of the University of Michigan. (Robert Hayden went out of his way to hear some of us read at Michigan.)
We just got together, boom!, History—like one of those burnished paintings of leaders shaking hands on a mountaintop. A first! And since many of the writers were quite young, they have since gone on to distinguish themselves—winning major awards, etc. Look at the names in the book, The Next World, published by The Crossing Press. The next year, we had another conference, in Ellensburg, Washington—and we’re talking about people who are major forces in American culture, like Ishmael Reed and A1 Young, who founded Yardbird Reader and the Before Columbus Foundation. And the important thing is, this is for the world, for my kids, for in­stance, because what we’re talking about was not available in our schools and libraries when we were growing up. Or, if it was there, we didn’t know about it.
About plain and simple history and everyone’s cultural depriva­tion. Little things, you know— like a vision of the world. And I should talk, because as an English major, I hardly knew anything about American literature, much less literature of the world. Much less cultures of the world. I had to find that out for myself— out of class, in libraries. Even in graduate school, the poet Michael Harper and I used to literally rummage through the stacks trying to find something by “new” names like Richard Wright, Robert Hayden, etc. It took a friend from Africa, Emmanuel Boye, to hip us to Ananzi and some of the African tradition. Luckily, about that time, I stumbled onto a practically secret class in Asian litera­ture, taught by a scholar from China, and all of modern American
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poetry (and even that Jackson Pollock painting in the lobby of the Iowa library) took on a different light. All of America, actually, and the world. Or, as the man told me, begrudgingly, “The first novel in the world was written by a Japanese woman.” Or, it was Vern and Mort who put me onto Rexroth and contraband Neruda—and that was way back when, before the West and Asia became fashionable in American poetry. “In the conservatory.”
Now I’m just not “dropping names” here; instead, I’m trying to acknowledge those who helped me along, in the actual cur­riculum, and also to acknowledge my own ignorance, my own lack of knowledge. And it inspires me to feel humbled, say, at a family gathering or in the library. I ’m forty-three years old, and just starting. Everyone’s starting, and should be granted the opportu­nity to proceed. You should have seen my student’s eyes light up—Rolling Stones freak from Klamath Falls—when I told him about their name coming from Muddy, along with the music, and how that unacknowledged, majestic saxophone on the Tattoo You album is obviously Sonny Rollins. I hope he found something in the record store. Probably not. Which says a lot.
Other books, at random, just my own reading to try to teach that course: America Revised, Frances FitzGerald, To Serve the Devil, that collection in two volumes, The Ethnic Almanac, Stephanie Bernardo (Anita Bryant comes out of the closet, as an Indian), Myths to Live By, Joseph Campbell, etc. I want to expand the course to teach “white ethnic literature,” including, certainly, a lot of work by women. Anne Sexton and Denise Levertov gave me a lot of en­couragement in my career.
(My boys, Miles and Lowell, keep me up on sci-fi/fantasy, and much of the good stuff seems to be by women—Ursula Le Guin, Anne McCaffery, etc. Recently, when I taught a course for El- derhostel—the great national program—some of the students suggested that I read Ashley Montagu’s Growing Young, about how we try to suppress the child in all of us.)
One more story, still on the subject of students and terms: When we were teaching in New Hampshire, I went by the grade school to pick up my wife, and one of the kids, who had been watching those war-time Superman cartoons, came up to me and called me a “German.” That was so funny. What was not so funny was being warned, by “grownups,” about “Canucks.” Must be something like Sasquatch, who steals hubcaps in Oregon.
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(Now there’s a real minority for you—the Bigfoot Gang of the Cascade-yama. They’re mostly Ainu, the Bear Clan, stomping around in get-ta, clogs. My Inada grandfather, with his grey/blue eyes, was obviously one of them. Now this was a man who was not to be “tamed,” “Americanized,” much less urbanized; he died when he was about a hundred, a sharecropper all his life, and he deigned not to know one word of English, just the Japanese places he lived—“Sahn Ho-zei,” “Sah-rih-nasu,” “Ghi-rhoi,” “Wah- tsohn-virru”; as a matter of fact, he was so country he spoke another kind ofjapanese, like Tlingit. So his tradition was not any of this “modern” samurai stuff of recent vintage, emperors and all that, because Inada means Ricefield, no getting around it, and he dwelt, naturally enough, with the spirits; thus, when my grand­mother Mijiu died, right before the “evacuation,” he knew that was some kind of sign and he kept looking for her, to find out, and he’d wander the house in the middle of the night, calling her name. And he’d come right up to my bed and look me in the face, in recognition.
Talk about enlightenment—when I visited him, he’d never ask me about school and what I wanted for Christmas; he’d just look at me and laugh, in some kind of wonderful recognition, and I’d laugh back. And talk about funny—this man did not believe in “doctors,” did not accept their concepts, and they knew it—but what could they say? Here was an ancient guy, older than Bud­dhism, very healthy, who kept healed by healers, who kept a shrine and special rocks around. So while my father became a “teeth healer,” his older brother stayed with the old man, the land, and could tame birds, sing to fish, and make any plant grow. Talk about a folk artist—my Uncle Yoshitaro’s farmyard was the kind of arboretum people pay admission to, but when he died, many of the plants did, too, because only a few of the old ones knew how to talk to them.)
Salisbury: Well, what I would like to do now, Lawson, is kind of depart from where we were and talk about your poetics, your aesthetic.
inada: Very good. Let’s get to that. Actually, though, since this interview has become an overview, this extended jazz haiku or whatever, and since, as you know, everything’s related—with an “ordained” feeling sometimes—and since I’ve been talking about artistic/cultural influences and the role of the poet as teacher, leader, and since I can’t in good conscience, leave our readers stuck in the Camps as Japs, trying to read between the lines of barbed wire, let me see if I can get us back to aesthetic America.
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The key to all of this, I hope, is aesthetic involvement, poetic mutuality, and so we’re aboard the readership, let’s say, tempo­rarily called the Inada Maru, but everything and everybody’s here—insects on rocks, lemurs in trees, etc., and I couldn’t possi­bly list the crew of millions, like F.D.R. over there, Ozzie and Har­riet in deck chairs— and what we’re trying to do is get the good perspective, maneuvering up close to Bruegel, swinging back from Monet, docking at the port of West Fresno . . . .
So, for one thing, I don’t want people to leave the province of this piece thinking that it’s nothing but one-way streets, because it isn’t—it’s Collective City, U.S. of A. The mutual municipality. For one thing, those Camp magazines I mentioned—they belong to everybody because they were printed at government expense, and it’s the government, not me, that should be, in good con­science, trying to get them collected and re-printed. That’s every­body’s responsibility. Same as the Camps.
That’s what most of us were trying to say recently, testifying be­fore the U.S. Commission on Wartime Relocation and Intern­ment of Civilians: the government is “on trial,” not us, and the cause is justice. (Interestingly and fittingly enough, there were white people, Indians, etc., “interned” with us because, though “intermarriage” may have been illegal, the heart went ahead and did it anyway.)
So, as we leave the classroom, I just want to say one obvious thing: the teaching is mutual. As my blind student said, “Don’t you see?” He also said handicap means “cap in hand, begging,” and he begged to differ.
Now we’ve been moved from Arkansas to the Colorado desert: Amache Camp. (It is now the site of a Chicano labor camp; in Ar­kansas, you can still see remnants of the barracks, with whites and blacks living in them. Tule Lake, just over the California border, was our biggest Camp— 18,000 strong— and of course is the site of Captain Jack’s Stronghold, the last “major Indian war” which means a lot of cavalry chasing women and children through the lava, eventually cutting off the heads of leaders and shipping sur­vivors to Oklahoma. Edison Chiloquin, in the audience of my reading last night, is the man who has refused to leave the ances­tral Klamath/Modoc land, even though the government has offi­cially “terminated” the tribes. My grandparents are “planted” in California, and their graves are not for sale. One idea I ’ve had is to
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get the Camps back, install some conveniences, set up some museums, and then let anybody come by, to camp. I’d come out dressed as a ranger, saying “Welcome to America.” Hostel in­stead of hostile.)
Poetics, aesthetics: here’s a poem a girl wrote me, in my autograph book, as Amache was breaking up:
I meet you early,I meet you late,I meet you atAmache Gate.
I’ll never “improve” on that, either. And in the meantime, my father, deaf in one ear, had been “granted leave” for defense work in Chicago, and this is what he brought back, for my ears: records of, and stories about, the legendary likes of people called “Fats,” “Hamp,” “Bullmoose,” “Lux,” “Fatha,” etc.—all those Japs giv­ing my ears vision of the great big world out there. There was even a guy called Art, who was a blind pianist.
Now that music was it. And it still is. The grand tradition—blues/ jazz/gospel, all so wonderfully interwoven, utilizing all the ele­ments at hand; this guy Fats, for instance, he could have you laughing inside some night club and the next thing you know you’re at church, crying, or watching him on the stage of some “classical” concert, and it was all and always Fats; and that Art was the movies, art, who obviously invented the piano, and he could take some silly tune I already knew, like “Begin the Be- guine,” maybe sung by the Andrews Sisters, and make it into something incredibly deep and special, his, just for you. Love. Welcome.
It was almost as if the old man were saying to me, “Look, kid, it’s a wonderful world out there, and it can be tough, but what you do is keep this with you: the most significant cultural contribution by any of us ‘newcomers’ to this continent. Now let’s see what you do with it.”
Well, those guys, much as they inspired and actually sustained me, well, they almost had a “reverse influence” on me, because when I took piano lessons later, and, much later, when I tried to play the bass, I just knew right off I was never going to be that good. They set the standard and gave me something to aspire to,
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to further and do with in my own way, which is the only way; so I’m not a “frustrated musician” but a literary one, which fits right in with poetry/music—the 4/4 of iambic, for instance, or the waltzing anapest, and all the singing and swinging involved—and I know a lot of musicians who want to “play” the typewriter. So what I’ve done, in my own way, is to make those guys my peers, my colleagues, my “competition,” and whenever I hit the stage or page, I always keep an eye on the door—in case Art comes in. Bringing his folks with him, my folks, our kids. Then ol’ Art and I both have to go out back, to the woodshed. And here they come again.
(As you may know, Art died in 1956, before I had a chance to see him. But I planned on it, and remember exactly where he was— playing Peacock Alley in Los Angeles. That was about the time Clifford Brown died, which was right after Bird, which was just before the deaths of Lester and Billie Holiday. Art, being a lot older, was more of a general influence on me; I grew up with bop, and the man on the keys for me was and is Bud Powell, who came right out of Art. And I’m talking literature here, poetic aesthetics: phrasing, lines, nuances, tone, values, references, embellish­ments, simplicity, complexity, and, above all, reaching people, giving something back.)
So let me give something back and acknowledge two families. Now being a Jap in post-war Fresno was like, well, being a Jap. Which was something innate, a given, and not the same as being poor or uneducated, because no money or anything was going to cure and fix this. It was a condition we all had, to live with or try to avoid, and people just don’t get over anything like that; but you can, however, put it to use—the good perspective, from the depths of experience.
Well, no one could tell that to me then—my own people, much less my family—because they either didn’t have it to give or I was in­capable of receiving it from them. We were all Japs. (To this day, my mother, who was born in Fresno, when she says “American” she really means “white.”)
I’ll just say this: after the war, I had to clumsily re-learn the use of chopsticks, and my younger Fresno cousins do not have Japanese middle-names nor could they converse with our grandparents. Culture, tradition, ancestry . . . The little things.
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So I started getting in fights, getting kicked out of school, etc. I had something to prove. Or disprove. Looking back, I see myself in deep trouble, headed whoknowswhere.
So along comes the Palomino family. Actually, we moved across the street from them—5 kids, 2 boys my age, and I, an only child, became the 6th. I was always there, and when they ate, I ate—and food was not easy to come by. Fittingly enough, the grandmother gave me my Spanish name—Lawson became “Losano” became “Chano.”
Now that’s not just a nick-name, but a real name, one that’s worth something, one that belongs, and with that name came love and understanding. So, in terms of “literary influence,” the Palomino family shared with me their sense of integrity, family, hard work, humility, faith, conviction, and taught me how to laugh and dance in celebration. So, you bet, I come out of the Mexican tradition, too. “Pare bailar la bamba . . . ” Affirmation.
(To keep the record straight, the Palominos did not “take in” some homeless waif, out of sympathy; to imply that would di­minish the relationship. No, they wanted me around, asked me over, because I had something to give them, too—my self, my people. The relationship was hugely mutual—which goes along with everything I’ve been saying: to receive is to give, to give is to receive. Ask for something, please. You gave me this interview, by asking. Here it is. That’s the dynamics, the organics of life.)
So when I say I “come out” of such-and-such, I mean just that. I’m not a thief, and I’m not an imitator, a robot in white-face, red- face, brown-face, black-face, yellow-face, etc.—that’s not respect; that’s mockery. It’s a rich world, and we can further enrich it, starting with this American potlatch we’re all attending.
An interesting idea is that, among the names I’ve been called, way back I used to hear terms like “Mexican-lover,” which, curiously enough, have to do with hate. Now I don’t mind being called names, because they’re true: tree-lover, moon-lover, etc., so I might as well call some names back. Jap-lover—that’s people like van Gogh, Michener, Pound, Williams, Richard Wright, Gary Snyder, etc., etc. Ol’ Toulouse-Lautrec even tried to look Japanese. Welcome, everybody, welcome.
Actually, instead of plain ol’ racism, warmed-over discrimination,
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etc., I ’d like to propose something new: cultural segregation. Now this is not my idea, but something Tofu cooked up: “Oh, man, these people abuse me something terrible—sticking me in sandwiches and such. I ’ve even had to substitute for cheese on my night off. Now you know Shoyu, he don’t give a darn, rolling around with anybody, but I try to be sweet and demure and I’ve had it up to here: take me home.”
The other home was the Jones family, who moved right across from my grandparents. They had just come from the Deep South, and Sam’s mother and father used to preach on streetcorners, with tambourines. Sam was my age, and he had an older brother, very much into things, and he would teach Sam and Sam would teach me. How to listen, and what to listen to.
This is not to imply that we were strange kids with huge ears, be­cause we went on to play sports in high school, etc., but we did spend a lot of time talking music and listening—especially to the jukebox at the Edison Malt Shop. Everything was in there— blues/jazz/gospel—and I remember sneaking out of the house to hear and peek in on, say, T-Bone Walker at the Palomar Ball­room. And since junior high/high school were the same place, the talent assemblies were full of the music—Bird, the “honkers,” Pres, King Pleasure, James Moody, tap-dancers, gospel groups, early R & B, etc.— with our elders teaching us the tradition. And, again, Sam must have seen something in me, because when we graduated, he had his mother put my picture up next to his, the same way it was displayed on the Palomino shelf. And I was there, in 12th grade Civics class, when Yvonne Harvey came in, looked at both of us, and said “Bird is dead.”
And Sam and the Palominos were at my house on graduation night, and Sam was there in San Francisco, right before he went into the Navy and we lost touch, at the concert he told me about, and which I asked my parents to take me to as a graduation pre­sent: Sarah Vaughan with Roy Haynes, Oscar Peterson with Ray Brown, etc. And the next night the folks snuck me into The Black- hawk to hear Dinah Washington with Wynton Kelly, and into the Club Hangover, to hear “Fatha” Hines with Pops Foster.
College? Sure, my folks let me take that for granted. But I had been working at the fish store since I was a kid, and later on worked in the fields, with the Palominos. I could always write (in the 8th grade, Mr. Mariano Chavez told me I could, and gave me
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a list of classics to read), and thus did okay in literature across town, at Fresno State. Then, when I spent my sophomore year at Berkeley, I checked out the poetry scene—“academics” like Richard Wilbur and Randall Jarrell reading on campus, the “beats” out in the street—started writing poetry for myself, on my own, but the main inspiration and education was still the music; Pres and Bud, both in difficult conditions, played a concert at the Berkeley Community Theater, there was some great blues in Oak­land, and The Blackhawk caused me to get put on probation at school.
Miles was there, with Coltrane. Lecturing. Professor Red, Mr. P.C., Dr. Philly Joe. All the groups came through. But my major advisor, the Poet-in-Residence, was The Lady. Now, for me, there’s Bird, Pres, Miles, Trane, etc.—fathers, uncles, older brother, etc.—but The Lady, as they say, is a mother. To put it simply, she is the greatest artistic/cultural anything I have ever had the fortune of experiencing in my life. She’s more than that; she’s a force of nature; she’s so great she’s downright scarey; she’s so great I never listen to her records, and I’ve got them all, except once a year, at most, because I just can’t handle her; she makes me cry too much; I miss her too much; I love her too much: still, she’s the greatest standard, because, as someone said, “Compared to Billie Holiday, everyone else is playing house.”
And to show you how great she is, with all my memory, I do not re­member if she had a thousand strings or a guy on tin can with her. And I saw her for 2 straight weeks, all through “finals week” and such, and all I can remember is her, her radiant presence, the en­tire universe of her voice.
Now, get ready for this: “Lawson.” That’s right: she took my name, and gave it back to me. And that name has not been the same since. Because the magic of The Lady was she made every­thing glow, special; she’d take the most mundane song and make it into heavenly love, and she invented the word “love.”
So she, more than anyone, made me become a writer. Made me love the language, respect it, hear it fresh , new. And so I went home to Fresno and seriously started studying, literature, every­thing else, and luckily met up with Phil Levine who gave me solid directions, pointing to the library. (At Phil’s house, though, we’d talk music, and he put a scratch on one of my Coltrane records.)
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And so I went through the “conservatory” thing, working on the craft, the discipline, woodshedding, reading everything, learning the “classical” way, like Miles attending classes at Juilliard and playing in Bird’s group at night. And Coltrane was there, pointing all over the world—India, Africa, Asia, his grandfather Reverend Blair’s home in North Carolina—challenging us to give, receive, and grow. In love, in spirit.
And that’s what I’ve been trying to do—further the tradition. Give it out there, for mutual exchange—public schools, rest homes, prisons, campuses—wherever people will have me: the South Bronx, Alaska, Chinatowns, J-Towns, Harlem, reserva­tions . . . Because it’s my privilege, and I’m just one of many— whom I come from.
Thus, in terms of poetic aesthetics, the main thing for me is to live up to the people, to the grand tradition, which means bringing the best that you have, be it very literary, danceable, avant-garde, or in the ancient oral tradition—it all comes down to the heart, com­munication, inspiration, being true to one’s word and music.
So the long piece I’m working on now, Japan, has, to the best of my ability, all that I’ve been talking about here. And it’s taken me a long time to get here, out of the woodshed with Art, but I like to think it’s home to me, of me—my own form and context to develop as I please. But at the same time, everybody’s in there—the li­brary ingredients—and where it comes from, specifically, is our West Sides, our “Yokohamas,” our newspapers and magazines right through Camp, and since my grandparents came over here, to stay, I thought I’d do as they did—bring the country with them.
In closing, then, some poetry by my grandparents:
“Come today fresh.” and“Cup coffee, piece pie.”
Salisbury: Thank you, Lawson. 
inada: You’re welcome.
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KITE
Dime store. The goldfish swam in the murky back. I was a child there, where the helmeted diver bubbled, where, in an enameled white basin below, the turtles struggled.They were a moist delight.And, as I realize,shaped as a child draws any animal: round body, legs and head extending.
Kites are separate from toys, for they are Seasonal. Toys are in the inner aisles that follow age so faithfully a child might guess what the next step might be.Of skeins of baby yarn, of bibs and rattles sings the hardwood floor—of mother. Then of pencils, parties, powder, bobby pins, barrettes. Suddenly, at the counter, a life has passed— a history, an age, a generation.
But the kites, like the pleated paper bells, are Seasonal. Making conversation, the young father tells, “We’re not looking for some expensive kite now,” as his son and little daughters skip around grandly.
For months it wasWouldn’t your mother like a handkerchief or perhaps a teapot for Christmas? in the window display, but now it is kites and flowers.
Not kites in trees or kites like heroines in wires, but the kite that was a speck, the opposite of fishing: to want nothing
caught in anything but the pretty sky, to reel the color back down again  beside you, a celebrity who tells what it is like in the altitude.
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Greg Simon
DIALOGUE WITH LAURA JENSEN
greg SIMON: You haven’t written much prose. Sometimes I think an interview can take the place of that for writers who either don’t have time or the inclination to express themselves in prose.
laurajensen: Are you talking about fiction, or about essays, or about. . .
SIMON: I’m talking about nonfiction—your ideas about other writers, things that you’ve read, possibly people whom you’ve met. I ’m leading into a question about the things you re­member from the earliest workshops that you and I were in, in Seattle, with David Wagoner and Mark Strand . . . .
jensen: I was always incredibly impressed w ith  both of them. Of course I had read some of David Wagoner’s poetry be­fore I was in his class. It goes back a long, long way, I guess, for me. It probably seems like a short time to some people. But when I was in h ig h  school, I worked in the public library during my junior and senior years. I was shelving one day and found Staying Alive. I looked at the number, because I had to shelve it, and I thought, That can’t be right, because that number’s poetry. I thought it was a book of exercises, health tips . . .  so I looked—I guess it was the shape of the poems—they looked like I might enjoy them. I just put them on the book truck and kept that until later. When I read it at home later on, I was just delighted. I didn’t realize that anybody wrote poetry, I really didn’t. And I didn’t know there was a workshop in Seattle . . . .  I did read on the back cover that David Wagoner was teaching there currently. That scared me. I thought, He’s probably got his bag packed, he’s ready to leave anytime now. I was hoping that maybe I could have a class from him while I was at the University.
sim o n: I th in k  a  lo t  o f  h is  p o e m s  c o u ld  b e  d e s c r ib e d  a s  g o o d  
r e a d in g  fo r  h e a lth  c la s s e s .  I c a n  th in k  o f  o n e  p o e m  in  p a r t ic u la r  
a b o u t  b e in g  in  th e  w o o d s  a n d  w h a t  to  d o  i f  y o u  m e e t  u p  w ith  a  
b e a r . . . .
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jensen: You die. 
sim on: Yeah, that’s right!
sim on: I remember the first thing Mark Strand did was to fill the blackboard with the titles of a lot of books I’d never even heard of.
jensen: I remember that. I copied the names. Donald Jus­tice, Louis Simpson, Anthony Hecht? I also remember hearing Mark’s poetry before I read it. He read at the University and it was the first poetry reading I ever went to. I thought the poems were beautiful and I went away completely charmed. I believe I remember hearing the poem that ends with “the cold confetti of paradise.” (“What to Think Of,” Reasons For Moving.) The image was so beautiful. I remember certain ideas he pulled from the air. That the light fixtures in the basement room looked like anchors. “We’re out of our element,” he said. That saddle shoes looked like little Indian ponies. Hearing this kind ofimagination was hearing something I had never heard before. I am grateful for that.
sim on: You mentioned that Mark Strand was the first poet you ever heard read. Has that had a lasting influence on your work?
jensen: I’m not sure. Most of the poetry I see is printed poetry, not oral. It’s very nice, but I can’t, I don’t think I’m ex­pected to internalize every poem I hear at a reading. A poem changes as you read before an audience. I thought somehow that must be wrong. But I haven’t had that experience as a listener—I haven’t heard other poets read time and time again. I’ve heard Mark Strand read one time, David Wagoner read one time . . .  I realize I don’t have a background in the sound of the poetry that I admire. My experience with people’s poems is from reading in a book, and I thought that’s what poems were. I have friends who insist that poems are sound, all sound, and that the oral tradition is absolutely what matters. But I can’t agree with that. I’ve looked into too many books, the peace and quiet there, to believe that. I spent a lot of time reading poetry when I was a freshman. I took skiing for physical education and I remember reading Robert Bly on the ski bus. The Light Around the Body had just won the National Book Award. I was always more fascinated with the beauty of the poetry instead of the political implications and the reactionary distaste for the war in Vietnam. I wasn’t aware there was a war. It wasn’t part of my life. I didn’t watch the news and I didn’t know what was going on. I’ve heard there was a lot of coverage of battle scenes that was terribly frightening, but I missed all t hat . . . .
sim on: In a lot of your letters, especially the ones I have that were written after you came back to Tacoma from Iowa City
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in 1973, you’ve spoken of returning to Seattle, perhaps to the Uni­versity. Is this something that you perhaps feel you’d still like to do?
JENSEN: Certainly. I’ve lived pretty much in this neighbor­hood for about seven years. That’s quite some time and it’s hard to pull up roots. I don’t have a host of friends in the neighborhood, so it’s not that exactly, it’s habit.
SIMON: You w e r e  born in Tacoma, and your family still lives here, too?
JENSEN: My mother and father do, and my mother’s family. 
sim o n: Tacoma also served as the locale for many of your early poems. I remember in particular “The Ajax Samples,” which is one of my favorite poems of yours.
jensen: Some people really get depressed about their old poems: Oh, did I write that? But I really can’t. Maybe not yet, I don’t know. I still really love “The Ajax Samples” and most of the poems in my first chapbook.
sim o n: That was After I  Have Voted?
jensen: Yes. Some of them, I wonder what I was thinking, but most of them still haven’t lost their charm for me.
sim o n : Part of the charm of “The Ajax Samples” is the ac­tual naming of places in Tacoma, and the people who were in­volved in the handing out of samples. Also, the beginning, espe­cially, seems to me to be something you’d never change, you’d never want to:
They gave us the mysterious deep warehouse, filled with lavendar and telephone books.
jensen: The poem is about a job, delivering samples of Ajax detergent. I was doing it with a friend, a very good friend. We weren’t working by the hour, we were working by the sample, so we ran the whole way. It was an adventure, it was fun. I suppose I should be loyal to Ajax for the rest of my life.
sim o n: One thing that has occurred to me about your early poems is your emphasis on the changes of light that transpire dur­ing the poems—the light shines like jewels on the truck where the samples were kept; in the poem about the mule, the stars come out at night; in “After I Have Voted,” you’re stepping out of the vot­ing booth and all of a sudden there’s a spotlight on your face and colored spangles on your clothes—those are the kinds of things that tie those poems together for me. And I think it’s the emphasis on light that gives those poems their—you called it their charm— the charm of their supposed simplicity which really isn’t simpli­city at all once you get involved in the poems.
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jensen: Well, without light there’s no sight. But are you talking about measurement? Or the degree of the slant of the sun’s rays? I am fascinated by light.
sim on: Yes, and it’s that fascination and particular aware­ness of the way light follows us and illuminates things for us that makes those poems especially remarkable, I think. It’s almost an anatomical awareness. You extend that to yourself in “After I Have Voted.” You talk about the motions the audience expects you to make as a dancer, the clinking of their glasses, how they lean down and whisper, “Who is she?”
jensen: When Peter Stitt reviewed Bad Boats for the Georgia Review, he said of “After I Have Voted,” “we hear the voice of Mark Strand a little too clearly.” This particular poem is influ­enced by Mark Strand. Peter Stitt also wrote that I find myself “not in the local elementary school or Lutheran church, but in an Algerian cafe.” I think he was right here too; it is as if he could as­sume that what I had been working on in one version of the poem was to find the world changed to a heaven: holy men and women in white robes, high-minded people. It was the curtain that changed the world into a stage.
sim on: In “Talking To The Mule” you say:
He might have stopped to think you heard for weeks the way the wind blew through its sculptured sections.
You’re taking advantage of the fact that everyone knows what a mule’s ears look like, and what a pine cone looks like, but may have never put them together in that sense.
jensen: I imagine a mule would hear a lot. One other thing about “Talking To The Mule”: that’s not exactly a situation that was continuous. I’ve never seen this mule in evening light, except in the poem. I’m thinking of a specific mule that belonged to my great-aunt, no it belonged to her daughter-in-law, or to her chil­dren. But this was a nice mule living in a shelter with lots of grass to eat. Once he ate my straw hat. It was always a very pleasant situation. I’m reminded of a poem that I read called “Big Friend of the Stones” by Steve Orlen. I think that mule poem outshines my mule poem, and it’s one of my favorite poems. I like the work he does with time in it, and the relationship of the mule to Jesus— that’s one of my favorite poems, it’s very strange because I’ve never seen another poem by Steve Orlen, and this one really stays with me. He wrote: “I sneezed again and it was winter.” I like that very much. It’s a beautiful closure.
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sim o n : Where did you find that poem? 
jensen: That was in an issue of Crazyhorse (Number 19, Fall 1979). I do like animal poems. “The Blessing” by James Wright. “The Heaven of Animals” by James Dickey. That’s something about David Wagoner’s work that I think is especially beautiful— his poems about animals. I especially remember “The Fruit of the Tree” which talks about a camel in a zoo. I think he’s very inter­ested in animals and their entrapment. I’ve been reading “Stop­ping by the Snowy Owls,” owls in a zoo. But I don’t know much about animals. I’ve never had a pet. I ’ve always been around other people’s pets—it’s easy for me to fall in love with other people’s pets.
sim o n : That reminds me that in “Subject Matter,” one of your strongest statements about poetry, you call your subject mat­ter “recognizable fowl,” and you also call it “helpless, unrejecta- ble.” In another poem you wrote: “long words have long lives of their own.” I wonder if, for you, poems really are such living and recognizable organisms, like animals or pets.
jensen: I can give you an example that comes to mind, a section of James Herriot’s stories about his life as a veterinary sur­geon in England? When he was a student he went out into the street, after learning everything about horses. He came across one that was tied up. It must have been a hansom cab horse. He started looking at it, naming the parts, um, the hock (I don’t know what that is), but eventually the horse got so tired of this that it switched its head around, grabbed Herriot by the shoulder with its teeth and started shaking him. The horse didn’t like to be looked at. Maybe that’s the way looking at the mechanics of a poem affects the poem—I’m not sure—but sometimes when I hear descriptions of a poem before hearing the poetry, I’m left very disappointed by the poem. I feel cheated because I feel that I would enjoy the poem if I hadn’t heard the explanation. So I’m very wary of explaining my poems too much because half the time I’m not sure what I say would be true. Yet who can deny that study doesn’t build appreciation?
sim o n: What kinds of questions do you a sk  y o u r s e l f  about a  poem after you have a first draft?
jensen: Usually I’ll write in a notebook with pencil. Once I get started maybe I’ll write three or four pages. It isn’t long, but . . . I try not to cut as I go along, but I do, and sometimes I’ll even write a line as I go along. Then afterwards I’ll cut, and look at it, and put things in other places. Sometimes I put the beginning at the end and the end at the beginning. Or I see a better way. I see two stanzas that should be switched around. I ask myself: Have I
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omitted anything important? Do the ideas flow? How are the line endings, stanza breaks? Each poem is new to me: if a poem doesn’t seem new, why bother? But a great deal of it is very mysterious. I hate to say that it’s chancy, but so much of it depends on where I am at that moment.
sim on: You wrote in 1975, in a letter, that “I hope that what I have written will be an influence on what I will write, and that the ideas will develop in themselves and just show up.” It seems to me that what you just said was consistent with that idea, that the appearance of the poem itself is a mysterious thing that’s not to be too greatly tampered with.
jensen: I think that’s true. I feel really bad about changing a poem a week after I ’ve written it. The idea of changing it a month after I’ve written it sort of terrifies me because I’m afraid that maybe I’ve lost something. I ’d also like to mention a line: “In your favorite country, the one no one remembers yet.” Making a new poem is like starting another world. Each poem is another projection. My poetry is very much “if’ and “possibly.” I don’t know if it’s so important to start a poem at a certain time. I re­member reading about someone who said they start a poem when they can’t think about anything at all, that’s the perfect time. That’s not how it is with me, exactly. I always, I usually have something in the back of my mind that I ’ve noticed. I ’m talking about noticing things as you walk along. It’s very interesting to see a tree in the distance go somewhere else, in relation to a tree very close to you . . . .  That’s often how I feel about my ideas— that they come tugging at you, you don’t go tugging at them. I think what I was trying to say in “Subject Matter” was that these ideas have a source. They’re only little ideas that can’t hurt you. But some­thing out there has its eye on you, and it’s best to deal with them responsibly.
simon When did you first start feeling that y o u  were b e in g  contacted?
jensen: Well I’m not talking about space ships . . . .
sim on . No, ( la u g h in g )  of c o u r s e  n ot!
jensen: When you talk about contacting, it does sound like t hat . . . .  I think respect means partly to respect one’s own talents and to keep them from atrophying. At one time in my life I drew from life. When Scott Walker published Tapwater, he included one of my drawings from imagination, and one from life. I no longer draw from life. I draw from imagination, and when I return to oil painting, which is an old pastime, I can pick up the brush. But I do not draw from life. I do wish to keep my own writing, & to do that I must exercise these skills.
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sim o n: You and Tess Gallagher have been close friends for a long time?
jensen: Yes, since 1971. She invited me to her house for din­ner. I found her very easy to talk to and we became friends. She’s been a lively, entertaining person in my life.
sim o n: You’ve dedicated poems to Tess, including “Well Water” . . . .
jensen: That was written in Tacoma. It’s one of those poems that happened—it’s continuous—not all my poems are. I can name only a few that occur outside themselves, in a recognised world with very little meditation, or bridges into other times or other meditations. “The Red Dog,” “To Have You Hear,” “In the Hospital” to some extent, “Well Water,” “Pigeons,” “Even the Crow.” There’s a reference to a poem that Tess wrote called “Ap­ples from the Ground.” It’s always been one of my favorite poems by her, it hasn’t been printed, either. We lived at one time, and Debora Gregor too, in the same house divided into apartments. I drank water there— it was well water. We took apples off the ground and Tess wrote a poem about that. But I always loved it. It’s so easy for me to love a poem for a single image. She talked about taking them in her apron and having her apron be filled with apples the way a sail would be filled with wind, which lifted her up the stairs with the energy or beauty or value of the apples. Lifted her up the stairs . . . .
sim o n: When you were at the 1980 Portland Poetry Festi­val, the poems you chose to read were all about places where you had lived . . . .
jensen: I know. I couldn’t help that because I had just been evicted. It wasn’t really funny. I didn’t know where I was going to live, and I started to have nightmares about tenements . . . .
sim o n : So in a sense you were going back to those poems like you might go back to old friends for some kind of reassurance?
jensen: Not really. I was really looking to find out what it had been like to live there. I know what made me move in there— it had casement windows and I’d always wanted to live in an apartment with casement window. It’s easy for me to be influ­enced by something like that.
sim o n: This is the apartment with the little balcony you weren’t supposed to use?
jensen . Yes, it was just a one room apartment, a cubby hole to sleep in, a little kitchen . . . .  I was there about five years . . . .
sim o n: And it was the apartment where you wrote “Apart­ment Dweller: Eclipse of the Moon,” and “Here in the Night” and “Night Typewriter Sounds”?
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JENSEN: Yes.
sim on: Until you read those poems in sequence at the Port­land festival, I hadn’t realized how carefully you had described the surroundings and the thoughts you were having as you lived there. And it seemed to me at the time, because we hadn’t met for some time before that reading, to be the most accurate expression of your voice that I had ever heard in poems.
jenseN: I had heard Robert Duncan talking about the oral tradition in poetry earlier that weekend. I knew that my poems al­tered when I read them from reading to reading. His observation of this as being general and developmental in all poets, when they read, was a reassurance. I went into that reading feeling a little more confident, not distressed when I heard a poem alter from the last time I had read it aloud. I think the dictionary would include under “voice” your intending to mean my willing of the poem; an expression of my will. Tess Gallagher once said that much of her will was included in her writing: her intention. So I read poems about my surroundings. There are a number of them, yes. I had fun with “Amigo Acres” and “Green Glass.” There is some sea air in them. “Green Glass” was in Tapwater. When Madeline Defrees reviewed Tapwater, she thought “Heedless as Water” was evoca­tive of a summer seaside residence. That would be Vashon Island. It’s just across the water from Tacoma.
sim on: You once wrote to me in a letter that your feelings about poetry and children’s literature were very much tied to­gether with the idea of a house.
jensen: I really love houses. You take them for granted, of course. When I was little I used to draw side views of a house with­out a wall—looking into the kitchen and the upstairs bedrooms on a single sheet of paper. I don’t know how many of those I drew with a family and all the furniture. I liked to draw them from a blueprint point of view, too. To figure out where the fireplace went and what you should have on the other side of it. It was just total absorption in living some place where I didn’t live and making up your very own house which was lovely.
sim o n: When you were asked by Tendril to choose what you felt to be your best or favorite poem, you chose a poem called “Household.”
jensen: That was a hard choice. I chose it for a lot of reasons. In this poem I really tried to get out of my own self and talk about emotions I would guess someone else might be going through.
sim on: Would you consider this poem to be part of that se­quence of poems we were just talking about, about houses as com­panions?
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jensen: No. What I intended to do w a s  catch a mood, a train of thought that wasn’t clearly organized in a  situation. I hoped the situation would come through—a country woman, a mother who’s mending and thinking about her daughter. I think the aphorisms might have reassured her or simply come to mind in this situation. I hoped worry would come through, because the child has left the nest. . . .
sim o n: There’s one line that you set off in the poem, “It is not easy to sew with an ignorant needle.” That certainly indicates foreboding.
jensen: It’s supposed to have the sense of being a saying, or maybe an observation that’s been made before.
sim o n: Are you saying that “Household” is the poem you feel the best about because it required the farthest personal reach­ing out of your own experience to bring the poem back?
jensen: Maybe so. I think it makes an attempt to be in a place I’ve never been in myself. I think that’s important. I think reaching to an understanding is something that’s open in my poetry.
sim o n: There is another poem like “Household” at the very end of Bad Boats, “Tomorrow in a Story.” Isn’t this a poem about what you’ve given up in order to write? Or what you feel is taken from you, like a daughter, when you write? I’ll read the laststanza:
She would look for baskets, a good market for snow, for time zones, hillsides, and cities.She would buy the bulbs and the yellow bird; she would free the cage and step inside.
It seems to me that it’s overpoweringly clear that you’re talking about the flights of the imagination in this poem. Something leaves, something is freed. It isn’t you, though. Or just a part ofyou?
jensen: I haven’t thought about this poem for a while. There is a sense of limitedness in the buying and in the caging.. .  I don’t mean caging...  a lot of it is about femininity, I suppose. You might guess that what’s feminine has to feel entrapped . . . .
sim o n: There is another poem that I would rank among the best you’ve written, and that I feel is somewhat related to “To­morrow in a Story,” and that’s the poem “Kite.” 
jensen: It’s a poem of observation, mostly. 
sim o n: But in “Kite” you’re talking about the same sorts of things you’re talking about in the final stanza o f. . . 
jensen: Merchandise!
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sim on: Yeah, merchandise. The scenario of the poem is a dime store, which has to be in Tacoma.
jensen: Well I’ve always loved things. 
sim on: But at the same time there’s someone identified with that kite. It’s hard to tell who it is from the poem itself, so my ten­dency is to guess. Again, in its final stanza, you say:
Not kites in trees or kites like heroines in wires, but the kite that was a speck, the opposite of fishing: to want nothing caught in anything but the pretty sky, to reel the color back down again beside you, a celebrity who tells what it is like in the altitude.
In the sense that you would reel a bird back in to put in a cage, perhaps releasing it again later. That’s why those two poems are related in my mind . . . .
jensen: Oh, I see. Well, I’m talking about when you see someone doing something important, they’re far away. They’re in a world that you don’t know. It’s like being a celebrity, I suppose. When you see them up close, what you’ve never seen before, the color is heightened. What I was trying to do was express what I felt about the kite once it had been up there. When you see it, it’s kind of a blessed kite, because it’s been up.
sim o n: And would you s a y  the same thing about a poem? That it’s blessed words drawn in from wherever they were and heightened in color, given specific order, given a degree of inten­sity that perhaps they didn’t have before? And then released again?
jensen: That’s very possible. It reminds me of thinking of definitions. Once you’ve really looked at a word, it’s hard to forget. Well, I suppose that’s really true. There are “golden ap­ples.” Once you’ve read that poem by Yeats, you can’t just walk by the golden delicious bin any more . . . .
sim on: That’s exactly what I mean. It seems to me that a poet you’ve read a great deal of, and I have too, Wallace Stevens, practically always writes about that state of grace, if you want to call it that, in which poems appear when you’re especially recep­tive. I think especially of “The House Was Quiet and the World Was Calm.” Stevens repeats that refrain over and over again as if somehow the words themselves can make that truth a reality. And for the length of time you’re reading that poem, it may be true for you, also. I don’t see how you can avoid reading “Kite” that way—identifying the kite with the fruit, the golden apples, or
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something that’s been sent out on a special mission beyond the or­dinary prose. And that would be one of the reasons why I would say this is an especially effective poem of yours. It’s able to com­bine, as you say, observation, simple observation, walking into a dime store and seeing what was there one day . . . .
jensen: But this isn’t just walking into a dime store, this is the dime store, where I spent time as a child. This dime store was important to me before it was in the poem. I watched this happen­ing, it was there, so I wrote it. This dime store always had given me a sense of season, and quite frankly it did this without needing the Hallmark turkeys. It sold very basic, good things. Very high quality things. It’s very hard to forget. I wanted to send the store out, like the kite. The observation I had made was of other chil­dren enjoying what I had enjoyed. I think I write a great deal about my childhood, and the things that worry me about my life. When I was looking for a favorite poem, I looked at “Statue- Maker” and “Faces Passing Your Garden” also.
sim o n: Yet still, in  my mind, these two poems, to some ex­tent like “Household,” give no clue really that they’re by Laura Jensen.
jensen: Well, maybe that’s positive. In my experience I think you pretty much have to just accept the ideas that are there for you to write. Something has always made me feel very shy about achieving something for the purpose of writing about it later. I don’t think that’s the way life works . . . .  In that sense, you pretty much have to take your expectations and what you can see around you and what you know and whatever words have popped up in conversation and your reading, however long ago or close up . . . .  I suppose I just live, the best that I can, and the important part of my life for many years has been writing. I suppose it’s in­evitable that I come to houses so often in my poens because that’s where I am when I’m writing. I think these poems are very much concerned with the way I live. “Faces Passing Your Garden” is about this loneliness that makes people look over fences and say, This is so beautiful. I don’t ever want to leave here. There’s noth­ing ahead but a boring day, why can’t I just stand here and wait for the leaves to fall? But I don’t. “Statue-Maker” is like that, too. I think it goes back to my childhood. It’s about a game we used to play, freezing into being something and we’d have to guess. But in the end there’s a stranger who doesn’t belong there. This is like what he has. He’s on a business trip and walking through a neigh­borhood like the one he knew as a child and like the one he knows as an adult, but it’s not his. I guess the poem’s about that, about separation.
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sim on: Who would you name if you were asked who had most influenced your writing style?
jensen: I think I would name David Wagoner and Mark Strand. But I have met a lot of people, teachers . . . also books, children’s books and novels that I ’ve read.
sim on: You gave a lecture on Wagoner once? 
jensen: I worked on that—I have a whole lot of note cards. I wrote down things about his poems—I had the cards with me all the time. I wanted to express what his life had been like, as far as I could tell from a few autobiographical pieces, and tie that in with his work. The lecture didn’t come across very well. I was very shy and afraid of the people at the lecture hall. I didn’t feel that I really came across with anything for them, or really told them how I feel about the books he’s written.
sim on: One of the things that I remember specifically being taught by him was that it was possible to write without being overly concerned with what you were writing, as you were writing it down. You spoke about that earlier today, about your starting a poem, how it can go on for several pages just on its own momen­tum. That must be something you consider to be part of your stylistic apparatus, and would you say that you learned that studying with him?
jensen: Oh, maybe so. I didn’t start writing like that until I’d been taking classes for six or seven months. I talked to some­body about this once, a stranger, a fellow student in French class. She said that when you write, you just get a pencil and a notebook, and start writing! That’s all you have to do. I found out she was right. Writing that way just happens because a word will spur something in your memory. And there’s so much to that word you can build another—it’s building, as in Laura Ingalls Wilder— building over your head and building under your feet, but always building. You never get anything done to suit you if you wait until things suit you to start. I’m paraphrasing a passage from By the Shores o f Silver Lake . . . .  You sort of have to start without really knowing whether you’re working on the roof or the cellar.
sim on: You’ve published a chapbook of poems in praise of Laura Ingalls Wilder?
jensen: That’s the first thing I remember being read from, by my mother, she read to my sister and me from the Little House . . . books, and we loved them very much. I was fascinated when Little House on the Prairie was made into a television series. I thought, How exciting, I would love to see that! But if you fol­lowed the story properly, every week this year you’d be tuning into the long winter in which they had seven months of blizzards and
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nearly starved to death. I expected to watch them grow thinner and thinner, and to watch the snow piling up on their little house, and to have this be a terrible boring thing, the girls grinding wheat . . .  to see fifteen minutes of gaunt faces, and the starved hands grinding wheat for bread. What effected me most about the televi­sion series was the embroidery on the life of Mary. She was a very patient, gentle, kind, quiet person who lost her sight when she was a young girl, to scarlet fever. This seemed like such an important fact in the book, this change in Mary. The treatment of it on the television show disturbed and distressed me because it was all going so fast. When I got a prize from Washington State Arts Commission, I knew I could use some of this to fly back and visit the farm that Laura Ingalls Wilder had built with her husband after they left South Dakota. I flew back there and spent the night in Kansas City, and rode down on the bus . . . 
sim o n: From Kansas City down to . . .  ? 
jensen: To Mansfield, in southwest Missouri. I wasn’t dis­appointed. It was a lovely small museum with lots of little relics saved from her life. You could tour the house, which I thought still had a lot of the memory of her and her husband and daughter. It just seemed so real—they’d kept things very much the way they were when she died. I felt a lot of emotion in the house. It was just very nice. I wanted to write about it. I wrote poems about what I’d seen at the museum, and sent them to Jim Cervantes at Porch. He said, This is perfect for a pamphlet series I’m doing. The Story Makes Them Whole turned into a pamphlet very quickly!
sim o n: What kinds of things have influenced you recently? 
jensen: Well, for me influence doesn’t always suggest any kind of permanence. “Recent influence” is rather a contradictory term. But the last person’s work I’ve looked at and thought, “I wish I could write like that!” is William Carpenter. I saw five poems of his in a recent AWP Newsletter (from The Hours o f Morn­ing, University Press of Virginia, 1981). They were conversational . . .jazzy. . . . And I thought, “Wait a minute! I think I’ll abandon this poem I’m working on.” Of course they didn’t make me want to stop my own work completely . . . .  Perhaps it was more a situa­tion than an influence.
sim o n: I know you didn’t stop working because you have just published a very substantial new manuscript. What kind of influences are behind your work in Memory?
jensen: Some of the poems in Memory were written while I was on partial withdrawal from a medication I’ve taken through­out the seventies. I was once hospitalized with seizures caused by accidental overdose, while I was at the University of Iowa. It is
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important to my functioning: perhaps as important as insulin or a pacemaker. But because it is connected with the brain I have questions about it.As far as books are concerned, for once they were chosen for me. I attended “The First Word,” a women’s writing symposium. I read, among other things, Woman and Nature, by Susan Griffin, and it really opened my eyes to the situation of women in our culture. This was my first real exposure to women’s literature. There is nothing more sensible to anyone female than the books of other women. That block of literature has had the most effect on me since I left Iowa.
sim on: So the poems in Memory are more concerned with this than other things you’ve written?
jensen: I think the way women’s literature affected me, put­ting it that way, was to confuse me. Suddenly I saw so many differ­ent points of view, and new ideas.
sim on: Your new book has been published by a relatively new press, Dragon Gate, Inc.?
jensen: A few years ago I met Gwen Head who was inter­ested in starting a concern for publishing books. She told me she was interested in doing my book. Daniel Halpern, who published Bad Boats, kindly released the manuscript of Memory from consid­eration at the Ecco Press.
sim on: In your poems which respond to the work you read by feminist writers, are you exploring a new area?
jensen: I believe that I have only just touched the surface of this work, too. It has led me to read some work by such feminist poets as Judy Grahan and Adrienne Rich. I have even read letters written by Calamity Jane intended for her daughter. They touch on the situation of the western woman who lived an unprotected wilderness life.
sim on: In one of your poems from Memory, “Patchouli,” you say, “She made her saints of bone, each multiple/ and di- nosaurian, all those fragments/ enormous in possibility.” Could you describe those fragments?
jensen: I am talking about the souvenirs of the Catholic Church at one time in its history; that if all the reputed bones of certain saints were added together, one saint would make a skele­ton the size of a dinosaur. In a way I intend the massive collection of ideas and responses by poets, that I ’ve encountered.
sim on: Is there a possibility in your mind that men are also developing a new literature—as they are simultaneously exposed to the same new voices and ideas and pressures? 
jensen: No, I am not aware of that.
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sim o n: What specific women poets do you admire the most? Do you have a model, as Tess Gallagher admires Akhmatova?
jensen: I am not aware of having a model; but one of the first women poets I read, years ago, was Anne Sexton. I remember doing a poem for exercise with one of her nuns from one of her poems. But I would not call her my model. I am not sure Tess would call Akhmatova her model, despite the great admiration.
sim o n: Would you call the recent emergence o f  women in writing a renaissance?
jensen: I do not think I should label it as such, although it may be true. But women are expressing things their readers have and have not seen themselves, in abundance and in numbers. I think there have been many personal renaissances. This, I sup­pose, makes a renaissance.
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Tom Robbins
from STILL LIFE WITH WOODPECKER
Gulietta didn’t work on Sundays. It was only fair. Even Friday got Thursday off, thanks to Robinson Crusoe. On Sundays Queen Tilli would lumber into the kitchen, her Chihuahua affectionately clasped, and make brunch.The odor of frying bacon, sausage links, and ham tiptoed on lit­tle pig feet all the way to the north end of the second floor. Inevita­bly, the odor would awaken Leigh-Cheri. Inevitably, the odor made her simultaneously ravenous and nauseated. She hated the sensation. It reminded her of pregnancy. Every Sunday morning, celibacy notwithstanding, Leigh-Cheri awoke to a pan of fried fear.Even after the panic had subsided, she found little to admire about Sunday. To her mind, Sunday was where God kept his woolly slippers. It was a day with a dull edge that no amount of recreation could hone. Some might find it relaxing, but the Prin­cess guessed that a great many people shared her feeling that Sun­day generated a supernatural depression.Sunday, a wan, stiff shadow of robust Saturday. Sunday, the day divorced fathers with “visitation” rights take their children to the zoo. Sunday, forced leisure for folks who have no aptitude for leisure. Sunday, when the hangover knows no bounds. Sunday, the day the boyfriend didn’t come to the hospital. Sunday, an overfed white cat mewing hymns and farting footballs.The day of the full moon, when the moon is neither increasing nor decreasing, the Babylonians called Sa-bat, meaning “heart- rest.” It was believed that on this day, the woman in the moon, Ishtar, as the moon goddess was known in Babylon, was menstruating, for in Babylon, as in virtually every ancient and primitive society, there had been since the earliest times a taboo against a woman working, preparing food, or traveling when she was passing her monthly blood. On Sa-bat, from which comes our Sabbath, men as well as women were commanded to rest, for
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when the moon menstruated, the taboo was on everyone. Origi­nally (and naturally) observed once a month, the Sabbath was later to be incorporated by the Christians into their Creation myth and made conveniently weekly. So nowadays hard-minded men with hard muscles and hard hats are relieved from their jobs on Sundays because of an archetypal psychological response to menstruation.How Leigh-Cheri might have chuckled had she known that. On a particular Sunday in early January, January being to the year rather what Sunday is to the week, she wasn’t aware of it, how­ever, and she awoke in mean spirits. She pulled a robe on over her flannel pajamas (she’d discovered that silk had a tendency to agi­tate the peachfish), brushed the knots out of her hair, knuckled the crunchy granola from the corners of her eyes, and descended, yawning and stretching, into the hot hog hell of brunch. (She knew without tasting that her soybean curd would have soaked up some of the essence of bacon.)As it has for so many for so long, the Sunday paper helped her through the day. Regardless of what else the press might have con­tributed to our culture, regardless of whether it is our first defense against totalitarianism or a wimpy force that undermines authen­tic experiences by categorizing them according to faddish popular interest, the press has given us big fat Sunday papers to ease our weekly mental menstrual bloat. Princess Leigh-Cheri, wriggle into your cheerleader uniform one last time and show us the way to hooray: two, four, six, eight, who do we appreciate? The Sun­day papers, the Sunday papers, yea!It was in the Seattle paper, on that particular Sunday in early January, that Leigh-Cheri initially read of the Geo-Therapy Care Fest, the what-to-do-for-the-planet-until-the-twenty-first-cen- tury-arrives conference. It was an event that would have speeded up her pulse even had it not been scheduled to occur in Hawaii. As it was, she bounced in her mother’s lap—hardly the ultimate ma­ture act—for the first time in years and began her petition to at­tend, for under the Furstenberg-Barcalona code to which they now strictly adhered, the Queen would have to accompany her. Tilli on Maui? Oh-Oh, spaghetti-o.
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I Michael Strelow
DIALOGUE WITH TOM ROBBINS
" Michael strelow: How did you get started as a novelist?
tom  robbins: I started before I was old enough to know any better. My muse was a cradle-robber, a child-molester. She seduced an innocent, blue-eyed, tow-headed, pre-literate tot and turned him into a paragraph junkie. By the time I was four I had written all of the works now attributed to Hermann Hesse. That’s a lie, of course, but by four I truly was in love with books. I couldn’t decipher them yet but I liked the way they looked, felt and smelled, and my idea of ecstasy was to have my parents read aloud.When I was five, somebody gave me a Snow White and the Seven Dwarfs scrapbook. Instead of pasting pictures in it, I put in stories. I dictated the stories to my mother and she wrote them in. Not long ago, my mother told me that when my muse would visit, she’d have to interrupt her ironing, cooking, whatever she was doing, and take dictation. Sometimes she’d rephrase a sentence to make it, in her opinion, “sound better,” but I always remembered verbatim what I’d dictated and if so much as one word had been altered I ’d throw a tantrum until my mother changed it back to the way I had it originally. When I mentioned this recently to my editor at Bantam, he said, “My God, Robbins, you haven’t changed in thirty years!”As a child, I wrote the beginnings of countless novels. In adoles­cence I stopped creating fiction and channeled all that energy into basketball and cheerleaders, still two of my favorite things in this world. Fashions come and go, come and go, but the length of the cheerleader skirt remains constant, and it is upon that ab­breviated standard that I base my currency of joy. Yes, yes, but I digress. Later, I expanded my interest to include journalism, painting, mythology, psychedelic drugs and mysticism. Then, in my late twenties, I ran into my old love, the novel and we have been inseparable ever since.
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strelow: How does the process of a new book start now? 
robbins: If authors aren’t writing enough of the kind of books one wants to read, then one has to write them oneself. That might be the only good reason for ever writing a novel. Otherwise, why bother? Unless you’re Sidney Shelton contracting to man­ufacture another best-seller so that you can install a nuclear reac­tor on your yacht.Personally, I ask four things of a novel: that it make me think, make me laugh, make me horny, and awaken my sense of wonder. If many months have passed in which I’ve not encountered such a book, I know it’s time to try to write one. I take out a sheet of blank paper and simply commence.
strelow . What calculations, thinking, goes into making a  character work—come alive? Are they based on people you know?
robbins: My major characters tend to be the sort refered to as “larger than life.” Some waggy reviewer once suggested that when we say “larger than life” what we really mean is “unbelieva­ble.” I disagree. I ’m fortunate enough to know personally people who are larger than life. And I believe in them more than I believe in people who are merely life-sized. Some of those people I have used as partial models for characters, and there is a little of my own personality in every character, male or female, that I create, but for the most part, they are products of my imagination.
strelow: Which of your characters submit to their fates most graciously? (Is it cunning? resilience? grandly perpetuated illusion? what? that makes us succeed or fail at being alive?)
robbins: I prefer characters who outwit their fates. Outwit rather than submit to. If we must submit, however, do let it be gra­ciously. And a grandly perpetuated illusion is probably preferable to a mediocre reality.We succeed at being alive only when we enjoy life. Anyone ex­cept certain existentialists and guilt-ridden liberals can enjoy life when it is easy. The trick is to enjoy it when it is hard. Fate gave Sissy Hankshaw (in Even Cowgirls Get the Blues) abnormally large thumbs. She didn’t submit to her deformity, she turned the tables on it, exploited it, made it work for her, had fun with it, was fulfilled by it, pushed it all the way to glory. That’s successful liv­ing. That’s wisdom.
strelow: What emotions does the Woodpecker character arouse in you?
robbins: Those emotions associated with the power—the elation—of positive thinking. The Woodpecker is a man who re­fuses to suffer. Or perhaps I should say, the Woodpecker suffers as all of us must, but he refuses to let it warp him. Or trivialise him by
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making him cautious or bitter.When social institutions wall him in, he blows down the walls with dynamite, metaphoric or literal. So, he arouses in me a sense of my own individual liberty, how precious it is, how threatened it is, to what extremes I must be prepared to go to protect it.As he himself says in the novel, the Woodpecker stands for “un­certainty, insecurity, surprise, disorder, unlawfulness, bad taste, fun, and things that go boom in the night.” Viewed collectively and in a positive light, these items define a philosophy of life that I much admire, a philosophy that encompasses the rewards of cut­ting against the grain, the giddy exhilaration of moving against the flow, the boldness of deliberately choosing the short straw, the crazy wisdom involved in taking the advice of the Spanish poet Jimenez when he said, “If they give you ruled paper, write the other way.”Jimenez’s statement could have been the Woodpecker’s motto, but I doubt if the Woodpecker sensibility could have developed in Spain, or anywhere except the Unted States. He is quintessen- tially American. I admire that, as well. I despise the government of the Unted States, as any intelligent, honorable person must, but I love the land, the people, the culture with all my heart. A Rus­sian cab driver in Los Angeles said to me recently, “This is a good country with bad mistakes.” How true.
strelow: What things, conditions, etc. can injure your writing?
robbins: Talk hurts. One can talk all the juice out of one’s prose. Literary conversation not only drains energy, it can gener­ate a mephitic smog of self-consciousness. That’s one reason why I seldom speak with interviewers.Aside from loose talk and the inescapable interruptions of daily life, the thing most injurious to my writing is a shortage of good cigars.
strelow: Is there any formula you follow to be the best writer you can be? i.e. constant revision? looking for what in revi­sion?
robbins: My formula is to try to avoid formula, to remain open and spontaneous, to allow images and ideas to marinate in the unpredictable but vital waters of the sub-conscious imagina­tion, and to keep myself cleansed of preconceived notions of what a novel should or should not be. Critics maintain such preconcep­tions, which is why, by and large, they are an impediment rather than an impetus to the evolution of meaningful literary expres­sion.I’m not implying that I don’t revise. My typing finger moves so
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slowly that if it fell off a cliff it would still be going only two miles an hour. It revises as it creeps along. I try never to leave a sentence until it’s as memorable as I can make it, although sometimes that’s about as memorable as a line from an Arabic drinking song. Using that slow, painstaking method, it can take me up to three years to complete a novel, but when it’s done, it’s done. There is no second draft.
strelow: Rain, blackberries, mushrooms, caves, ranches, etc.—things Northwest—abound in your novels. Why have you used these so extensively as opposed to, say, the stuff of the East, your childhood, your university days?
robbins: I suspect that very little happens during one’s uni­versity days that is worth writing about. It is in every respect a transitional time, a generally superficial and secondary rite of pas­sage that has little or no connection to that iridescent wolf s head we call “soul.”The university experience can be valuable, to be sure, but it is insular and fairly predictable. And as Robert Bly said, not many of us have any consciousness until we’re past the age of twenty. If you don’t eventually get out of academia, you may never have any. Student writing seems to be bound by Holden Caulfield at Princeton on one side and Animal House on the other. Going to the campus for a novel is like going to a barber college for a haircut. Of course, a good writer, one who can make ideas dance and lan­guage sing, can write interesting prose about anything. A tele­phone pole, a watermelon, the dean’s wife, anything.Events, images, characters and places from my southeastern childhood do pop up in my novels occasionally. Generally, though, the stuff of the West is a wilder stuff. It speaks to my imag­ination more directly and with greater poetic authority.Let John Updike write about what it’s like to go through a di­vorce in upper middle-class Connecticut, let Richard Price write about what it’s like to pick cockroach legs out of spaghetti sauce in the Bronx. For better or worse, I’ll build my literary house from cedar root and cloud totem and Zen yo-yo and mushroom dream—and pray that I have enough sense to turn off the neon sign on the roof when the structure starts to rot and slide into the slough.
strelow Do you have any movie plans for your books? Or, more broadly, can you conceive of other forms coming out of any or all the three novels—plays, theater of any sort, even collabora­tions? That is, are you willing to let go of the literal word for any of the hard-won blank pages you’ve filled with very successful novels?
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robbins: Each of my novels has been optioned b y  film com­panies and there is a lot of talk about going into production, but I’ve learned that Hollywood is 99% talk, so I’ll believe it the night I have to decide what to wear to the premiere. I would enjoy the money and I ’m curious about the process, but I’d bejust as happy if no novel of mine is filmed.Of all the ways that we can spend our hours on this little planet, reading is among the most satisfying and magical. In my books I try to provide a reading experience, one that cannot be duplicated in any other medium. Despite their abundance of visual imagery, my books rely upon literary effects. There is the book and then there is the plot. I strive to keep the plot secondary to the book it­self. My books have plots but they don’t depend on plots. That is what is different about them. To translate such a novel into cinema or theater would be no easy task, and major alterations would be required. Unlike many writers, I’m not bothered by the prospects of such changes—provided they were done artisti­cally—because I recognize that literature and cinema are vastly different media. In my heart, however, I’d prefer that the size of Sissy’s thumbs never be pinned down by a camera. Certainly, I ’d never write the screenplay.
strelow: A question about technique and writers you read and admire. You create special definitions by catalog (moon, p.4; sexual love/security, p. 14; Sunday and the Sunday papers, pp.22- 23—all in Still Life With Woodpecker) and these definitions come back and make the story move in a narrative way. Shakespeare does this; Homer, too, I suppose. But is there some author, maybe of this century, whose work you admire and return to to get pumped up again. And did you get this definition by catalog from someone? the author you admire?
robbins: “Definition by catalog” is not something I’ve ever thought about. I guess it’s just something I naturally do. If I was influenced in that technique by another writer, it was entirely un­conscious.There are dozens of writers whom I admire, and there are some to whom I often turn to prime the pump, to arouse me and get the fluids flowing. I’m thinking now of Norman Mailer (I’m at odds with him philosophically, but nobody muscles words around quite like Mailer), Blaise Cendrars, James Joyce, Anais Nin (the early pages of Seduction o f the Minotaur), Ishmael Reed and the Spanish poets. First and foremost, though, would be Henry Mil­ler. The establishment critics hate Miller. They deny his magnifi­cence because he is an active threat to their values, both personal and literary. I would like to think that I might be capable of pre­
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sen ting a similar threat. To be eternally subversive, that should be my goal.
strelow: Other questions come readily to mind, but we agreed to keep this short. Is there anything you’d like to add?
robbins: One thing. Saul Bellow has been sneering in pub­lic at those writers who, in his words, “have succumbed to pop re­ality.” I suppose I am one of them. I have not the slightest objec­tion to being linked to “pop reality” and I’d like to tell you why.With the exception ofTantric Hinduism, every religious system in the modern world has denied and suppressed sensuality. Yet sensual energy is the most powerful energy we as individuals pos­sess. Tantric saints had the genious and the guts to exploit that energy for spiritual purposes. Food, drink, drugs, music, art, poetry, and especially sex, are used in Tantra in a religious man­ner. Tantrikas perfect the techniques of sensual pleasure and use the energy released as fuel for their God-bound vehicle, their roc­ket ride to enlightenment.Pop culture, in somewhat the same way, may be exploited for serious purposes. Pop reality has great energy, humor, vitality and charm. When it comes to liberating the human spirit, sensitiz­ing experience and enlarging the soul, pop reality has one hell of a lot more literary potential than Bellow’s earnest moralizing, all stuffy and dour.
strelow: One final question, please. Are you concerned with immortality? How important is it that your books live on after you are gone?
robbins: In the next life I hope to be concerned with far more important things than whether or not people are reading my novels. Did you know that after you die, your hair and your nails continue to grow? It’s true, they do. But your phone calls taper off.
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LAVERNE KRAUSE
Artists and Friends 
Portfolio

Deb Casey
DIALOGUE WITH LA VERNE KRAUSE
laverne krause: Well, listen, we’d better get down to  busi­ness.
deb casey: Oh, this all is part of the business: lunch andtalk.
krause: All dialogues, huh, writers talking to writers? 
casey: And then the art feature, which will be your por­traits from the Artists and Friends Portfolio, which in a sense seems to me to be another sort of dialogue.
krause: That’s one reason I like printmaking so much. I think it is a place where you can get the chance to collaborate and work around other artists—and people in other fields too—and get involved in their ideas and so on, and the whole business of books, I think it’s a nice way to do a collaboration. I was taught as a student that illustration was a bad word if you were a “fine” art­ist. But I wanted to do a collaboration. Don’t you see I wanted to get involved in this. I wanted to make a book that was loose, portfolio style, and of course the examples of Picasso and Matisse, the European tradition has been there for these portfolios. There hasn’t been as much done in this part of the world as in other parts, but it’s not a new idea: it’s an old idea, but it’s an interesting one.
casey: And the idea for this portfolio, Artists and Friends, it really grew out of the terrible fire at your gallery, didn’t it?
krause: Yes, of course, that was when the Foundation Gal­lery burned. A lot of pieces were lost in that fire. We all lost heav­ily. It was very depressing. I had an awful lot of things burn in that fire. I lost 80 pieces: 18 paintings, the rest were prints and water- colors. See it was a pretty devastating time for all of us. There were about 50 of us in the gallery at the time, and we all lost heavily. See it was in a five story building and the whole thing burned and what wasn’t burned was lost to the water. It was very devastating. Psychologically, a downer.
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casey: And the Artists and Friends Portfolio w a s  developed to help you out of that?
krause: Ya, I’d had this idea for quite awhile. I was think­ing of my colleagues, too, and us getting older, and I decided I’d like to do a series of portraits, I’d already done some of the por­traits as you will see. Some I’d done twenty years before. Well, as soon as you get an idea, you have to start setting limitations. In fact when I wrote this up for the faculty research grant I was going to have a text, but I hadn’t thought that out very carefully. Be­cause I mean a text with artists, I mean, what the hell, what are you going to say? I got over that idea. So anyway, I started to read the works of some of the Oregon poets I like and landed on Ken Hanson, who teaches at Reed, and I asked him, I got in touch with him and asked him, if he’d be interested and he said he would. He didn’t really demand anything. He said I could use whatever I’d like. He said it was a neat idea and that was the first hurdle. 
casey: You selected all of the poems, right? 
krause: Ken had one poem he wanted printed. He left the others to me. Of course I was having a real bad time around here. I don’t want to go into the details, but as I told you already, I was having a heck of a time. I was depressed. I was really having an AWFUL time. Sort of like when you see a chicken with blood on it and all the other chickens start attacking it. I just had an awful time. I really did. I’m not making it up. It was ghastly. But any­way, I made, had, a lot of enemies who were working on me really hard. But I found this wonderful poem in here. “After Ar- chilochos” is the title. Here it is:
The mind delights in one thing after another
but Dog take your limping iambics Triantafilos there’s more
to life than poetry and it’s always your friends you’ve
got to watch out for your enemies can take care of themselves
And I just loved it. (laugh) That just epitomizes that time, you
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know. Here I was just having all these problems, and then this wonderful poem: I just adore it.
casey: And once you’d settled on Ken and the poems, than you had to decide on the artists.
krause: Ya, I know so many artists that of course I had to try to limit this thing. It had to have a beginning and end. I ended up with 16 pages for 27 portraits, so I started thinking in terms of pairs and doubles, or relationship, and all that. Also I had to get written permission because of the University. They were worried about getting sued. I had to have written permission because I was working with human objects. It was all rather humorous, you know, we artists never do things that way, but anyway . . . .
casey: Have you ever worried, I mean, the idea of being sued . . .
krause: (laugh) It’s the University’s worry. You have to get around that by, you know—who knows when you’re going to make a new enemy. You may make an enemy, I suppose, by doing their portrait, God knows! But anyway, my own attitude would be if I knew who my enemies were, I wouldn’t make any portraits of them. I mean, I DO know who my enemies are. I wouldn’t make any portraits of them deliberately, but sometimes you make an enemy, you know, inadvertently, as I say.
casey: OK, you said you’d really started the portfolio of portraits because of the fire, the losses, and your need for a project, but was it also kind of an offering to those peoples’ work, to them as artists and friends, too?
krause: I think that’s a good point. See what happened was as I started to think about this I thought I’ve really done portraits for years. That’s evident in the book, too, because some of them are 20 years old or more, 20-25 years old. So that means I’ve known these artists a very long time. That’s one reason I made the choices I did. I had to eliminate some people. I had to make some choices. I had to start to make the thing cohesive, so one of the criterion I used was that I had to know the people 15 years or more.
CASEY: Wow!
krause: 15 years or more, an association of at least that length of time, so that naturally separated out a lot of people I’d had a more recent acquaintance with and means that of course, there are artists in there I admire a lot. Like Louis Bunce is a good example. Louis is a very important Oregon artist. He’s always been positive and supportive to younger artists; each new generat­ion of young people he’s interested in. He’s been such a big influ­ence in all of our lives, and he’s a very good teacher. And of course
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he’s in his seventies, getting up there in years. So I thought I ought to do a soft gound of him. See, I had a December deadline and I just had to get this thing done, but I spent a whole dayjust putting this suit together here, you know, sewing it up and then putting it into the soft ground. And it bit maybe a bit dark, but we didn’t have any time to go back. It’s all right: artists wear dark things anyway. But anyway, I had this thing all figured out. See, I was going to use silver and a sort of salmon color; Louis uses those col­ors and I wanted to use them and, you know, I couldn’t get it to print; it WOULD NOT PRINT! and so I ended up using this color. I used violet on him. Violet was symbolic for me of his very important role in Oregon art, so that’s one reason I used that sort of metallic violet color the way a king . . . .  It imparted that quality to me.
casey: And Mary Davis?
krause: Now that is quite a poeticized portrait of her and her dog. And it’s a sugar lift done on copper. It’s really kind of pale, but it’s printed on newsprint grey and of course Mary is al­most 80 years old. She has a great many more wrinkles than this. Now Henk Pander did a portrait of her. He made use of that part, the wrinkle part, but I left all of that out. You see, I leave a lot of things out of my portraits, but I put other things in.
casey: Now these two are older prints aren’t they? 
krause: Ya, this is a wood cut I did in the early 50’s. Of Mc- Larty, Jack McLarty. He’s a wood engraver, and here’s Russo, Mike Russo. On the back of this block! (giggle) I like that one. Alot. He’s an old radical, (laugh) Ooh, and a romantic. He’d probably never admit it, but he is (laugh).
casey: And this pair, Una and Jack Wilkinson? 
krause: Now this one, yes, he’s a very important person in my life. Of course he died in 1974 before I started this print. He was the department head when I was hired. And he used to be my teacher earlier than that, in the forties. I really agonized over this portrait. It’s really symbolic of an attitude from the past: that her profile, his wife Una’s profile, is facing him. He was a strong per­sonality and charismatic, and she deferred to him. She is just a wonderful woman; now she has all her own life as an artist. I really wanted it to be just right.Another nice thing was my friend Rene Rickabaugh came over to see me, and I was thinking about doing more to it. But he said now Don’t Do Any More: Just Stop. You know, it’s the time you need your friends for—that reason they help you make decisions. And so I’m really glad because now I do think had I carried that out any farther I probably would have ruined it too. It’s very easy
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to overdo something, you know.You see I think one of the things people have to deal with in making portraits of this sort is to make sure the emotions are deeply felt and that they go into the work and don’t become a sen­timental surfacey thing. That’s what’s very dangerous about por­traits I think. There must be true feeling, and emotional impact. And of course I’m an expressionist, you know, we’ve got to keep that in mind. As an expressionist emphasizing the emotional as­pects I’ve got to be sure I’m not slipping off into sentimentality. Those are kind of the hardliners you’ve got to deal with. For in­stance, I think in formalism—really diametrically opposed to ex­pressionism—you’ve got the problem of coldness, of becoming so abstract that people can’t identify or get a feeling. You know what I mean, the feelings get shut away.
casey: I guess it’s not whether you’re called a colorist, or an expressionist, or a romantic or whatever, but what’s most im­portant for you too, is to get that paint brush, or plate and tool in hand . . .
krause: . . . and have the physical tool, yes, right, right. 
CASEY: Like you were saying color isn’t something that you intellectualize, it’s an actual visual process. You seem to approach most of your art that way.
krause: Right. Because you see that’s what puts me beyond an impressionist who takes from out there, but doesn’t distill it very much. I’m very much an artist who’s an expressionist; I’m so concerned about how /  feel. You see, I put the ego back in there. 
casey: And you stay at the center of it. 
krause: Ya, ya and try to get hold of the thing and distill it and really do a lot of editorializing. I think I made that point in the lecture the other day, how much I editorialize.
casey: Oh ya, you took out cathedrals (laugh). 
krause: Ya, I left out the cathedral, that was rather major (both laughing) and it just occurred to me but my god when I was actually there it was very dominant and I thought, well I don’t want to do a portrait of Giotto Tower. That’s not why I’m here, but for the whole feeling of this place. That’s why I left it out really: I thought it was too dominant. 
casey: Artist’s choice.
krause: Yes, it’s sort of an interesting choice, but that’s what I did. I really wasn’t quite conscious of it almost until I was giving the lecture and it suddenly flashed on me. 
casey: Something’s missing (laugh). 
krause: And I thought my God how do they know this is Florence except if I tell them about it, see(laugh). It’s very funny.
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casey: And you did a portrait without a face, edited it out too, didn’t you? (laughing)
krause: Ya, that was rather humorous. See, when I was a student my teacher, this is a little aside, but I can remember one of my teachers was always complaining that I always made the heads so much bigger when painting the figure. He ALWAYS said I made the head bigger; I made it TOO big was, I guess, what he was implying, (laugh)
casey: You really do seem drawn to faces. 
krause: Right. I guess one of the things is that in my own personality I’m very interested in people, but I ’m pretty tradition­ally trained. After all I’ve worked and drawn from the model. I ad­mire portraiture a lot because I’m interested in character.I remember a little quote from when I was in high school that made sort of a point. It just said that when you’re young you can’t take any credit for how you look, but when you’re old, your face re­veals your life as you’ve lived it. Of course it’s a pretty inane little thing. Maybe in the field of sentiment almost.
casey: But you do seem to mostly do older people, ones who would reveal themselves. Do you do any younger people, your family?
krause: Oh I have. I’ve done a lot. I have that portrait of my son. When they were younger I did all kinds of portraits of them because they were home all the time with me. I mean I was the housewife for a long time with three kids. I think my earlier art has an awful lot of that kind of thing in it.But women tended not to count; Heck, I remember getting very irritated. Because I began to notice that lots of times when exhibi­tions were chosen, they would choose academic people, you know, teaching at universities and state colleges and stuff—the commu­nity college wasn’t even in existence then—anyway, those people were getting in shows, and women weren’t and I was usually thought of as a housewife-painter, or “paintress,” even though that whole idea of being housewife-paintress really didn’t set well with me, even though it was true: I was a woman who did not work outside the home, who stayed home and painted all the time, and you know, took care of the children and everything. I had to admit that I was doing all those things but I sort of resented that attitude that somehow you were a second class citizen when it came to art, like you weren’t serious about it.But you know what happened, see, in 1951 I met Jack McLarty and George Johanson and Manuel and Louis. I met all those people in a year. 11 was really a very exciting year for me. I’d had a show in Portland in 1949. Louis Bunce and his wife had a gallery
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in Portland in 1949. I had a show there and those people really liked my work and you see I’d just met them all. So I started tak­ing classes. You see one night a week I got to go out and I started taking a class. I took silk screen from Louis then I took drawing from the model and then Manuel really talked me into doing woodcuts. He said I really ought to try it. So we had a woodstove at home and we were burning wood and we had all this wood in the house. You know how you do, buy planer ends, and so that’s how I got started doing woodcuts.
casey: With just wood from the stove!
KRAUSE: Yea. Right. Exactly. I used to be embarrassed I’m so self taught. I’m not anymore. I don’t see any difference, you know. If you’re really interested in something, you’re going to learn it. As long as you continue to be open and to learn. You don’t feel like you’ve “arrived.” That’s what I object to, is that some people think, it’s like saving up green stamps you know: You get the book full and you’ve got it. You know what I mean.
casey: (laugh) It seems if you go to a university, or get for­mal training, you just have to “arrive” at the point that you know you need to be self taught anyway.
krause: Ya, right, (laugh): Get in there: Jump in. That’s the other thing about art. You’re always in the state of becoming. I learn from everything. Wonderful! Why not.
casey: Do you think that’s connected with why you’re drawn to portrait, that you learn more, with the face, with people, about yourself?
krause: Yes, you’re right, I do think the portrait repre­sents, as a symbol, a person, and I’m very interested in individual­ity and of course as an artist you have to involve yourself with the universal. There’s a contradiction between the two. Yes. And of coifrse some of the artists I admire the most are portrait artists like Beckman, the Germans, and, in more recent years, Kollwitz, Cas­satt, Cezanne. He heavily dealt with portrait. He did his gardener. He did his wife so many times. He painted her a million times. He didn’t go very far afield to find people, but he did them. But I’ve always made sketches of people when I go to lectures or meetings. Like that one of Ken (Hanson) is characteristic for me. I do that all the time. I do little drawings. I carry a notebook with me—I’m in the habit—to lectures. I make drawings. I suppose it’s a kind of restless energy thing.There’s another thing about portraiture I’ve discovered: I have a women that owns alot of my work and she wanted me to do a portrait of her and I did it. I made two, but it was very difficult for me to deal with.
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casey: Because of the obligation? Because it was a commis­sion?
KRAUSE: Yes, I ’m not very interested in doing commissions. See here’s the thing. If you don’t choose the subject you’re apt to be in trouble. I guess what you were saying and what I was saying is there is a certain kind of “character” that occurs in the face. I’m not very interested in pretty pretty people. I don’t think I ever do that kind of people. I mean all the kids are kind of good looking, that is I think they’re beautiful, but you see, what I’m saying, that’s not what interests me about people.
casey: It was exciting to go to the University Art Museum here and see works up by almost everyone in your portfolio. I mean the portfolio meant more to me, and so did the artists’ work. 
krause: Oh neat.
casey: There was a portrait of Izquierdo, Manuel, and pieces by him and McLarty just all in a row. That was nice, and it made me conscious of your awareness of their art in your portraits. I could really appreciate your portfolio more knowing the artists’ work, but I suppose that’s often true of portraits—familiarity in­creased appreciation?
krause: Ummhmmm umhm Yes, I don’t know, well, as you know, I was trying to appreciate what they were and what they did. Like that idea of using the nails, because in Manuel’s things you know, that’s Manuel’s thing, you see those hammer nails in there. He does that all the time.
casey: Yes, I have seen some of those. It made me want to see more of his work. I began to see each of these artists in relation­ship to each other, and to you. Something more about community, working together.
krause: That’s another thing about this portfolio. It’s kind of a historical piece in ways. I have a great belief that the North­west is really important. I think we have a very cohesive group of people and that we interrelate real well and we have a lot of re­spect for each other. You see, I think it is cohesive. We’re lifetime friends, and we’ve influenced each other while maintaining our own identity, our own integrity. See, the people that don’t like the Northwest have all left. They go to, you know, they run off to New York or the Southwest. They just run away. But I think there are some of us who have had a real commitment to this place and we don’t want to leave and we like it here. And of course, I ’m a native; I ’m certainly a leader in that regard.
casey: That reminds me, I remember seeing a statement in one of your brochures, about the life you live and its effect on the art you make, about living life and letting it catch up with you, and
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your art’ll take care of itself.
krause: Oh no, that’s in that poem. That’s Ken Hanson’s. Kenneth O. is pretty astute, wonderfully astute, and of course, he’s so succinct. That’s what drew me to his work, besides the fact I like him as a person. It’s so visual! You know when he says some­thing you get this visual hit, you know, and that just relates so much to what I’m doing, which is also visual. You have a very clear idea of how he separates. It’s a very interesting way.
casey: “Oranges. We speak the same language.” That line of his operates that way for me, too: visual and verbal at once.
krause: Ya, ya, another one of the poems I chose was when he was talking about the stairs, “The painters are always fond of stairs that lead nowhere.”
casey: Oh, I know the quote I was trying to recall, “Learn to credit your own experience, and the rest will follow.”
krause: Yes, Jack Wilkinson was the one who said that first. He was a great teacher and that was something he was very strong on. That not to worry what was going on elsewhere. I think that’s the philosophy that a lot of us have had. He was always say­ing, like chasing after rainbows, you’ll never get there unless you make some decisions about what is important to you and stick by those and let the facts and trends, shifting tides, the whole hype of art, let fads, all go. The hype of art is fashion oriented anyway, I always have thought.Would you like some dessert or anything? A cup of coffee, maybe. This guy paints, too (the waiter). He was in a class I had about about 12 years ago. He said he’s hooking up with that gal­lery downtown. They should model themselves after Blackfish. I admire that place enormously.You know, it’s really important to have a gallery for a person in my position who’s very busy teaching and barely has enough time to do their own work. If I had to peddle it I ’d just be at the end of the world. I’d never be able to do it. The gallery takes a lot of pres­sure off of me. I don’t have to be home. I don’t have to answer the phone. I don’t have to meet with people. I say just go to my gal­lery.
casey: As far as distribution, it seems that just making trades is enough for the artist to personally deal with.
krause: Yes, trades are always fun. I’ve always done a lot of trading. I used to have a trade going at a bar in Portland, called the Gay 90’s. I had a show there. I did a painting of the bar there. The bar was beautiful. It was one of those big old mahogany bars with Roman columns, with gaslight. It was red. It was very romantic. So I made a bunch of sketches, you know, and a big
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painting which I exhibited there. So Tom Hardy—he went there all the time, see—he wanted the painting. That was our first trade. I got a nice sculpture of his. But anyway, this owner was into art and artists, so I had this trade going with him, so (laugh) they stayed open until 2:30 and they served not only beer and wine, but there were pizzas' and hamburgers.
casey: (laugh) So you had a running tab! 
krause: Yea, (laugh) I had this running tab, and this guy had a couple of paintings of mine.
casey: That’s an advantage artists have. Poets just can’t trade, so easily, a poem for a beer.
krause: (laugh) Yes, I think Picasso said an interesting thing. He said we had to be kind to our writer friends. They have an even harder time making a living. Especially poets. We have to be kind to our poets. Because you know he tended to be very generous with poets. He often made sketches for them and he would illustrate their books and he would do things just out of his generosity. I mean how many people are buying poetry books? I mean people can’t live off it. They never could and art’s like that too. It’s a commodity that has wonderful intrinsic value but until people have some means of recognizing that, it’s just sort of useless and we’re all just sitting around holding each others’ hands.
casey: Or making portraits. I mean. Aren’t they a sort of an endorsement?
krause: Yes, I suppose they are. It would be if it were rec­ognized. And it isn’t raining for a change, Deb, you notice.
casey: Great lunch! But snow. I just hope no more snow. Before we go, I keep thinking of your interest in portraits, and wondering about the possible connection with your background as an orphan . . .
KRAUSE: o h , o h .
casey: . . . a n d  I w o n d e r e d  i f  y o u ’d  b e  d r a w n  to  fa c e s  . . . 
krause: u n  h u h  u n h u h .
casey: . . . living with a person you thought of as an adop­tive mother and then realizing she’s in your family, a great aunt? And finding out someone in town’s your mother. Did you start looking for similarities, searching for likeness, for family, for char­acter resemblances?
krause: Ya, ya I think that might be very interesting be­cause, see, that whole question of identity comes up when you think about how you think you are related, and what you think you are. And, incidentally, from early childhood I can see where I got the notion I was a special person, you see, because in my early childhood, a lot of people, strangers, to me, even, and people in
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church, and people in the country, everybody knows everybody’s business. But I didn’t know it, see, so until I was 141 didn’t know that a lot of this personal interest in me as a small child probably came from the fact that they knew who I was and that my mother was an epileptic, and had a fit, you know, in church, and then I was pretty horrified, I think, as a teenager anyway. You’re al­ready having—you know, in that puberty period—you’re having a terrible time with your self and your relationships. I mean every kid does, you know. Then throw all that on top of you, you really get kind of worried. I mean I used to worry about my own sanity, lots of times. I mean folklore had it that people who had epilepsy weren’t right (faint laugh), but you know I used to worry even though doctors told me that it wasn’t anything that was heredi­tary. In fact, I was worried when I made the decision to get mar­ried, whether I could have any children, and whether they’d be normal, and I went through all this stuff. And the doctor reas­sured me on that score, but sure, I think that identification of people was very important to me. I mean you could see that as a person who—I’ve had a great desire to be somebody always, and I’ve always made the effort to overcome a lot of this stuff because of the kinds of depressions, the anxieties, the instability that I perhaps have—the severe depressions. I’ve suffered from severe depression really. I ’ve just never had to be hospitalized because I’ve always been able to somehow, to help myself. I think it was a great forward step for me when I got this job because I think psy­chologically it has been so great for me to have this positive rein­forcement.
casey: And great for the university and all your students, that’s for sure.
krause: I th in k  i t ’s  b e e n  v e r y  im p o r ta n t  fo r  m e  a s  o p p o s e d  
to  s o m e  p e o p le  w h o  p r e d ic te d  w h e n  I g o t  th is  j o b  . . .
casey: 14  y e a r s  a go ?
krause: . . . ya, they thought it’d be the end of me, that teaching would just be the end.
casey: How wrong they were.
krause: Well, there are certain aspects of being in the uni­versity I could see could be a problem. Of course what I’ve done, too, is I’ve never let this place become my whole life. I’ve always kept another sort of private life outside of school, which I think is valuable.
casey: You still bring all of you to your teaching too.
krause: Oh ya, I bring it along. Because see, I like to share, and I think that’s part of my nature. I’ve learned how to deal with all that. See, my ex-husband did me a big favor. He taught me how
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to work. He was very demanding. I had sort of a difficult child­hood, living with these kind of grandparents, and they didn’t put any demands on me. I didn’t really know how to do a good day’s work when I was living with them because I think my mother al­ways kind of did things for me, you know. I wonder, too, if I didn’t tend to do that for my own kids.
casey: That hard work sure showed in your show the other day, an amazing amount.
krause: Ya, well, it is amazing, but I’ve gotten older of course and a LOT of the distractions are gone. I think that has a lot to do with it. I couldn’t have done that when I was young. I’m very focused now, you see, and being alone doesn’t bother me, and being isolated from other people I’m fond of. I mean it bothers me some, but it doesn’t bother me to the extent I can’t work. See, you get focused when you get older, that’s all I attribute that to. 
casey: What an afternoon! Thank you, LaVerne. 
krause: Oh this is fun. This is the kind of interview I like, just enjoy it I say. Have a little wine. I hardly drink at all anymore; of course I certainly love to eat. Oh, I had a glass of wine today, a glass of beer last night, so I’m not completely stopped, but I’m more or less stopped.
casey: Occasional wine is healthy though, okay, good. 
krause: Yea, it’s just kind of relaxing. I’m just not into it anymore somehow, I don’t know if it’s drastic or not. I used to think euphoric states were real important, but somehow my work, my art, has continued to move to the center and I take my obliga­tions, my job you know, more seriously. I’m getting so straight (laugh). I’m too busy I guess. Too much going on. Of course seri­ous drinking involves hangovers and wastes of a lot of time. That’s another thing. The more things you do, you know, the more de­mands are made on your time, and the more you realize you have to take a hard look at your life and wonder what you’re doing with it. So if I want to relax some, I’ll read a little bit you know. Course that puts me to sleep right away, (laugh)
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Richard Hugo
BANNERMAN’S ISLAND
for Chris
We are passing it now. Our boat will circle it twice. The tour guide is telling how Bannerman made a fortune in guns and built a castle on the island.Downriver behind usan old man on the ramparted wallof the armory sits painting the island.Behind him, gray lines of cadets are marching.The old man hopes for two more hoursgood light. Our boat beginsa barely discernible turn. Our guide points outthe castle in ruin. He speaks of wild gameimported from far off jungles, then hunted downon the island and shot. He does not saythe bones are still there. We like to thinkthe bones are. The old paintercan’t catch the color of oak leavesreflected off the river. After they finish marchingthe cadets will go to a lectureand be told they are to be the future leadersin event of war. Some will dreamEisenhower giving the order, June 5,long ago, and the morning of the sixth,that flash and thunder, waiting for the next report,a world waiting for the next report.The old man decides his color of oak leaves off water is good enough for this time of day.Twice our boat has circled the island.Now it heads home. Let’s not look back.Let’s keep our eye on The Point. Behind us a bewildered tiger has run short of cover and stands alone on the shore. Across the water the mainland, where miles and miles of woods offer a chance. Behind him, Bannerman taking dead aim.
William Kittredge
DIALOGUE WITH RICHARD HUGO
william  kittredge: Driving up here I was telling Ripley I felt very unsure about doing this, and she said that you felt your mind had changed after the operation. Is that true? 
richard HUGO: In the poems. 
kittredge: In the poems?
HUGO: I don’t know why I find myself writing poems based on fiction, more and more. I fictionalize things and then write as if they actually happened. They sound almost like narrative poems. I suppose it was a way to get going again. I had post-operative de­pression and I hadn’t written for quite a while before I went into the surgery. After surgery, for months I felt: What’s the use of doing anything. I ’m told this is the usual reaction to major surgery. Now I find I am doing diffirent kinds of things than I had done before. They seem like slow moving narrative poems.
kittredge: You think you’re searching for a kind of storyor—
HUGO: I hope not. I think perhaps I’m writing a little bit like a man named John Bensko, whom I chose as a winner in the Yale Series ofYounger Poets. I make things up, and then write as if they actually happened.
kittredge: Ray Carver, you know—he was drinking pretty heavily, and he quit. He said he thought nobody just quite drink­ing to start writing again. He had the same kind of depression when he quit drinking. Did that happen to you years ago?
HUGO: When I quit drinking? I can’t remember; it was so long ago, but probably, I think, there were several days where there are chemical reactions setting in and that causes depression. But once that was over, I found it was almost like materials had piled up inside of me for years and years awaiting release. At the time I was drinking I was down to five or six poems a year and then all of a sudden I burst loose and I had that “hot” streak— eight or nine years—you remember? That probably will be the
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most prolific time I will ever have as far as poems are concerned.
kittredge: You were coming up with a new poem every couple of days—terrific stuff.
h ug o : Well, thank you, I was satisfied with a lot of those things I was doing. I think a lot of them were pretty good poems, at least for me, and it was almost like I could have written them earlier but I just delayed them. I had stored them all up and then suddenly they were escaping. That’s how it seemed.
kittredge: Tell me—you know we were talking about these changes—Annick Smith suggested that you had gone through two changes like this, the one being when you quit drinking and the other one—you know—with this operation and trouble. Do you feel like there is any resemblance between the two experiences?
HUGO: You mean that she thinks that the operation paral­lels the experience ten years ago when I stopped drinking. I hadn’t thought of it. I think maybe I had better hold that in abeyance while I think about it. That’s interesting. There isn’t any doubt that they are kind of turning points and they are just about one decade apart, you see.
KITTREDGE: Right.
HUGO: In fact today, oddly enough, is the anniversary of my operation. Right now. This is the 13th, isn’t it?
KITTREDGE: Yah.
HUGO: I was operated on January 13, 1981. 
kittredge: In the morning probably, right?
HUGO: No, as a matter of fact it was in the afternoon. It lasted a long time. I was under for six and a half hours.
kittredge: What were your feelings—I suppose terror and .. . ? 
HUGO: No, I didn’t feel any of that. I’ll tell you how I got through. I acted as if nothing was happening. I just ignored it. And the doctor, my surgeon, told me that I was a good patient and a bad patient for the same reason. He said I was a good patient be­cause I refused to admit I was sick, and, therefore, I just let them go ahead with their work and didn’t give them any problem. On the other hand, I was a very bad patient because since I wouldn’t admit I was sick I got extremely impatient because I wasn’t get­ting well faster.
KITTREDGE: Right.
HUGO: And, so that’s how I got through it—I just acted like I wasn’t sick. There wasn’t anything to do anyway. I was in their hands. They have a thing called intensive care after the surgery and they induce amnesia through drugs. I have almost no mem­ory of it at all, but apparently it lasted for two days and two nights, and during that time I spoke with a lot of profanity to one of the
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nurses, who asked my wife if Mr. Hugo wasn’t given to extremes. And my wife said, you mean in language, and the nurse said yes, blushing a little bit. I have no memory of that at all, but apparen­tly I spoke just vile language. I mean I wasn’t swearing at her, I was just swearing, and apparently at the fates for this and so forth. But I don’t remember it. That whole time passed fast because of the drugs, you see. And I was able to give up smoking. It’s very easy to give up smoking in a hospital. They just keep bringing you drugs. They bring you much better things than cigarrettes. My goodness, they bring you all kinds of goodies. And all of a sudden a week has gone by and you haven’t had a cigarette. You realize you don’t care anymore. So it’s not hard to give up smoking in a hospi­tal while they keep the drugs coming. It might be a little hard after awhile to give up the drugs. But whenever you’re going to climb the walls—they’re very generous—they’ll bring you something right away.
kittredge: There was an old guy named Louie Hanson, a wonderful old man who worked for us at the ranch in Warner Val­ley. He broke his back 1910, crossing a bridge in the Imperial Val­ley on a tractor, and they got him on morphine. After about six months, to get him off the morphine, they got him on to alcohol which he stayed on for the rest of his life.
HUGO: Yah, I can understand wanting to stay on that mor­phine. That’s wonderful stuff. My goodness.
kittredge: In the wintertime he’d go down to the shop and he’d open two bottles of beer and put them on the stove. When they were steaming, than he’d down them and he was ready for work.
HUGO: Oh, my God.
kittredge: And he finally killed himself—a car wreck— coming back from a cathouse at Fort Bidwell. He was 77 years old.
HUGO: That’s a wonderful story.
kittredge: Yah, which has nothing to do with what we’re supposed to be doing . . . .  Tell us what you feel has happened to your writing since the operation.
HUGO: Well, so far, I have only been able to write poems and one essay which I wrote on request. I haven’t heard about that essay, by the way. It seems to have disappeared back east somewhere.
KITTREDGE: What Was it?
HUGO: Oh, it was an essay on influences for a book on influ­ences that they asked me to contribute to, and I was awfully pleased they had asked. I think probably most of my influences were the ones everyone had who came up in my generation. I
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mean, there was Pound and Eliot and Yeats and all those giants in the background. But, I think, also that it may be necessary for a young poet to find a poet he likes who is a little outside the main stream. A poet he can sort of call his own. And for me there was a poet maned Bernard Spencer, an English poet who died in the early sixties. His first book, Aegean Islands and Other Poems, I liked a great deal and it remained an influence for a long time. It wasn’t only an influence but something I held up as a kind of ideal. It was a book of poems written by someone about a foreign country, about things that happened in a foreign land, and that seemed fresh and different—a very naive and innocent poetry. I mean, he’s a bewildered expatriot, that’s generally the role he is playing in the poem, and he is constantly surprised by what he finds. I t’s a beautiful book of poems. Incidentally, his collected poems have just come out from the Oxford University Press, edited by a man named Roger Bowen who wrote the introduction. He’s a professor at the University of Arizona.Spencer wrote a lot of poems of place. I mean not so much of events, but of place. So he was very appealing to me, Spencer. But I could never approximate that innocence of the way he lets words fall on the page with complete utter innocence. He’s a wonderful poet but not very highly thought of in England. He didn’t write a great deal. I understand that he was somewhat depressed. I was just looking at the forward here in the book, by Bowen, and it seems he didn’t go at it as hard as some other poets.
kittredge: Can you suggest some o f  your favorites of Spencer’s p o e m s?
HUGO: Oh, yes. Oh, yes. “Olive Trees” is a favorite of mine. “Aegean Islands, 1940-41” is one of my favorite poems. “Egyptian Dancer, Shubra,” and “Delos.” There are some beautiful poems in here. I reprint them in the essay. “Greek Excavations,” “Base Town.” What lovely, lovely poems some of them were.Other than that I have just been writing poems. I want to start on a mystery novel. A lot of people want me to. They seem to like that first mystery novel I did, and I would like to do a better job this time because that was—you know—I was a novice, I mean that was my first one. And I didn’t know how to do it; I had to cheat a little on the form to get it done. But I think I’d like to play it fair and square this time, and I have been in contact with a foren­sic pathologist who has come to Missoula and who is in charge of the crime lab. The state crime lab has been established here. It’s the first time we have ever had one in Montana. The doctor has taken me around the crime lab and I’ve talked to people there, and to him. He’s a very generous man named Ron Rivers, and I have
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been particularly interested in skeletal identifications, and he’s been very generous about that—how one identifies skeletons. It’s amazing what they can tell from bones and how they can tell it and so forth. So, I’m just about set.
kittredge: To g e t  s ta r te d ?  That’s terr ific  n e w s .
HUGO: I hope I’m just about set. Well, of course, I can’t give the story away. Let’s just say I’m going to use the same detective and his same boss, and he’ll have the same girl friend. And so I’ll have a set of knowns to work off of. I t’ll start out in Plains, Mon­tana. It’ll go back east to some city, I ’m not sure which one yet and then will come back finally to Plains. I kind of think this one may end up in Seattle, but that’s all I can tell you.
kittredge: When you say poems, how many poems? I’ve seen four in Rocky Mountain Magazine.
HUGO: Yah, and I just got one taken by The New Yorker and one taken by Atlantic. I have two out now to the New Republic, and I have three that I haven’t submitted sitting around. I ’m waiting to decide where to submit those. And I get some requests for poems, but I’ve become a little greedy about where I send my poems be­cause I have the family and I need the money and now that higher paying publications will publish me sometimes I tend to submit to them first.
kittredge: You c a n ’t b e  b la m e d  for th a t , m y  God.
HUGO: I want the money. It’s that simple a matter.
kittredge: I had a friend years ago who used to demand— this was ten years ago—that he get $5.95 at least for a poem be­cause a poem was always worth a bottle ofjim Beam.HUGoJim Dickey had that attitude, you know. I remember when I was an editor of Poetry Northwest, he refused to let anyone publish his poems without paying him. And I remember one time I sent him a check, five dollars of my own money, so we could pub­lish one of his poems. There is much to be said for that attitude. I mean there is a price on everything else, and especially, I think, if one lives in a city, especially an eastern city, like New York where you pay for everything. Then it doesn’t seem wrong to charge for a poem too. Of course, out here, in the smaller towns in the West, I think we tend to think more in terms ofjust doing things for noth­ing. And that’s a nice healthy attitude, but not a very profitable one.
kittredge: How do you feel about the notion of poets being more politically involved in society?
HUGO: Well, I mean, you can do that whether you’re a poet or not, I suppose. But I don’t think that poets are a particular political power. I think they do become so in certain countries. I
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believe in Russia people are in awe of poets and the poets enjoy a different kind of reputation there. I understand that when a book of poems is published in Russia, it is published in an edition of 100,000 copies and that it sells out within a week. I don’t know of any poet in America who could sell 100,000 copies in a week. Not in a lifetime.
kittredge: You have any personal feelings of yearnings for that kind of audience?
HUGO: No not at all. I think maybe unconciously I do be­cause I notice that I sort of take pride in knowing our Senator and our Governor. And it used to be that I would shy away from people like that. Now I kind of enjoy chatting with them, or feeling that I am worthy of chatting with them.
kittredge: Of course in Montana it’s possible.
HUGO: They’re lonely too if they’re from Montana.
kittredge: I can’t imagine chatting with the Governor of Massachusetts. You talk about writing a novel and you say your new poems have a lot of narrative in them, and so forth. I was just wondering what the implications of that are, and I was wondering what kind of story it is you are looking for?
HUGO: I seem to want to create a story about a community and measures being taken to insure that this community keeps going and survives. And I want to create a story about an indi­vidual who finds his way out of circumstances that point toward a tragic ending, but then to reverse the flow of the story and have the person doing okay at the end. That kind of thing. In other words, the reversal of the old Elizabethan wheel of fortune.Here’s what I try to do. I take a narrative poem but leave out the transitions. You remember that poem in the Rocky Mountain called “O-Mok-See at Nine Mile,” about the old man looking at his shoes? What happens is that I think I am using a narrative line but allowing the detail to stand firm in a kind of a symbolic stance. In other words, the symbolism of the events and the detail be­comes all the starker because the poem itself is written in a narra­tive framework. I think that’s what’s happening. At least, I hope that’s what’s happening. I don’t know how well it works. I have a new poem called “Bannerman’s Island” about an island that is just up river from the West Point Military Academy. In fact you can see it from the Military Academy. Interesting place. Banner- man was a man who made a fortune from gunrunning and he built a Scottish-style castle on this island. He had bought the island and built a castle on it and then had wild game imported. They would bring over a tiger and let it loose on the island. It was a small is­land, just a little place on the Hudson River. Then he would go out
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and hunt this tiger down and kill it. It wasn’t exactly what you would call sport of kings. And I guess they brought elephants in there and lions, and let them loose on this island and this guy would go out and gun them down. But, of course, they had no place to go, you see, no way for them to get away. That island isn’t even a quarter of a mile long. There’s nothing to it. Just a little is­land in the Hudson River. It’s an attractive subject, of course. It’s one of those subjects that I think Stafford would call a bonus of the world. It almost writes its poem for you, given details. And then of course to have it sitting there almost in the shadow of this modern military school, which also has a tradition behind it. And the for­tress, the armory there high up on the bank of the Hudson, over­looking the Hudson. Lots of material.
kittredge: It sounds very cinematic.
HUGO: In a way I suppose it is. What happens as near as I can tell is that a contrast sets up. In the slow, apparently narra­tive, style of the language, the symbolic meaning of things be­comes even starker because of the contrast of symbolism to this slow narrative rhythm of the line. In other words a person seems to be speaking almost casually about things. In contrast to the cas­ual language—the casual rhythm of the language—the symbolic meaning seems to become even starker and more vivid. But it doesn’t always work and I still have the same problem that I have in other ways of writing and that is that I tend to fall into too monotonous of a form. That is to say the rhythms tend to set up into too montonous of a pattern and so I have to break that.
kittredge: One of the things that strikes me again is how much you have been talking about the juxtaposition of disparate elements. I keep finding in fiction that the real energy comes from—a collision—conflict, you know.
HUGO: Yah. I understand. In certain kinds of poems—I wrote an elegy for my father and I wrote an elegy for Jim Wright— and in those poems I tend to go back to more standard rhythms— a harder driving kind of rhythm to set up a very strong beat and so forth which will free me to say certain things and lead me to say certain things. But I find elegies very hard to write. I have written one that I liked fairly well for my father who died a couple of years ago.
kittredge: Getting back to the subject of careers. It’s my impression that Roethke became more metaphysical in the last book. Do you think that’s true?
HUGO: That might be. I’d have to go back. I haven’t looked at Ted’s stuff in years and years.
kittredge: I just wondered if there was any impulse to
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move in that direction yourself.
HUGO: I don’t know. I’m only interested in getting the poems. So I don’t concentrate on that other matter so much, about whether I ’m being more metaphysical or less metaphysical. I don’t think about those things, so I couldn’t give you a very good answer on that. But I’m sure you’re right about Roethke, that there was a change. I’d have to go back. What was his last book?
KiTTREDGF,: The Far Field
HUGO: The Far Field was the last book he did. I tried to teach him many years ago. I didn’t do very well. In fact I find him very hard to teach. Louis Martz teaches him at Yale. Of course Louis Martz is terribly bright about poems, a great scholar and critic, and teacher, and I’m neither. But Martz said that he finds Roethke hard to teach except for the North American Sequence.
kittredge: Why do you think that is?
HUGO: I don’t know.
kittredge: It doesn’t seem on the surface—to me—what you would call difficult poetry.
HUGO: No. But there is something about them. It’s hard to talk about. I think that there are a lot of good poets like that. I think Yeats is hard to teach for that reason. And one reason I think that Stevens enjoys such popularity isn’t just that he was a good poet; of course, he was. But that he was kind of a kitchen sink. He gives you a lot to talk about. And, you know, when you’re sitting up in a classroom and you’ve got fifty minutes to fill up, it’s better to have a rich, flamboyant, esthetic kind of poet like Stevens than it is to have, say, someone like William Carlos Williams who’s spare. And I think this is one reason Stevens is so well regarded on campus is simply that he’s a good poet to teach. For one thing, he’s difficult and you can get in there and worry things to death. Whereas with some poets everything seems so spare. Things are left out and what is included seems all on the surface, direct and readily available. I almost feel like saying “here.” With Roethke, however, it’s a different matter. He is difficult, but I find—I don’t know what to say about him exactly. I think it’s because you can’t exactly say what’s happening in his poems.
kittredge: With a poet like Stevens there are a lot o f  things to name. With Roethke it’s pretty darn difficult to name what in the hell exactly he is talking about?
HUGO: That’s right. He’s playing games sometimes that he played as a child. That is to say he’s demonstrating ways his mind used to behave when he was a child making up nursery rhymes, trying to recall fears and so forth, and sometimes the jumps get very difficult to follow. Sometimes the language is meant, I think,
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to approximate manic states. Sometimes he is sane in the poem and sometimes he isn’t, and I think that makes it hard to follow too. I don’t think I would ever try to teach Roethke again, except for simpler poems. But there are people who do very well. One problem, as Dick Blessing pointed out in his book on Roethke, is that you can’t crawl the lines the way you can in Stevens. That is to say, the new criticism was sort of fashioned to talk about a cer­tain kind of poem and it was the kind of poem you could talk about as if it were a refrigerator. That is to say, if you took it all apart and studied all its parts then somehow you would understand the whole. It was no good of course for a great poem, that is say for epic poetry. You obviously can’t do that with Homer. That would be silly. Roethke was also the kind of poet that you can not crawl the lines and find this meaning or that meaning, as Blessing points out. You can’t say, well, let’s see if we can understand this poem more fully, because in a way you’re never going to understand it more fully. It’s a curious sort of poetry and I think for that reason Roethke may not do as well as Stevens in your university systems because I think he is more difficult to teach.
kittredge: I know that holds true of lots of works of fiction. For instance, one of the things that everybody teaches is “Heart of Darkness.” It’s very easy to teach. Take it apart like a Model-T and put it back together again. But nobody teaches “Benito Cereno,” which is a greater work of art, I think, and much more difficult to talk about. It deals with the same thing, really.What do you think about writing from the perspective of a for­eign country?
HUGO: I know that I was disappointed in my Italian book (Good Luck in Cracked Italian, 1969). I had wanted to go to a foreign country and write a book that I liked. And the first time I did it, I went back to Italy where I had been in World War II. Now that book didn’t have many good poems in it. I think the thing that worked best in its favor was that it had a certain kind of unity to it. In fact it was probably the most unified book of poems I’ve ever published. But Gary Thompson, you remember him.
kittredge: Certainly. He was a student here.
HUGO: He told me one time that my trouble as a poet was that when I got in a foreign land I talked only for myself. That when I was in America I talked for a lot of other people as well as for myself. I wasn’t aware of that. I couldn’t see that much of a dif­ference but I suppose it’s there. When I got the invitation from the Guggenheim Foundation to apply and felt, since everything was coming my way, that I was going to get it, I talked to Ripley about it. She showed me pictures of Skye, in Scotland. I thought, well,
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I’ve always been disappointed in my book of Italian poems. I like the unity of the book but I didn’t think it had very many good poems in it, and I always wanted to do a good book of poems in a foreign setting, outside of America; and Ripley, in the early fifties, had gone to the University of Edinborough for graduate school. She was studying the Ninth Century Celtic lyric manuscripts, and to facilitate her studies she studied the Gaelic. She then came back. Her father took ill when she was halfway through the pro­gram and she came back and finished up her degree at Montana. But when she was studying the Gaelic she went over to Skye to practice, because they speak the Gaelic in streets in towns there. She showed me some pictures of Skye. I liked the looks of the place. It was desolate and bleak and beautiful. Castles in ruin. Rivers and lakes (lochs, if you will). Beautiful sea coasts. I thought, this is for me. So I proposed to go to Skye to do a book of poems if they would give me the money and they gave me the money so we went to Skye. So I took Melissa and Ripley and we got the Guggenheim and a sabbatical at the same time. That gave us enough money. So we went over and lived on Skye. That’s how I came to do the book of Skye poems (The Right Madness o f Skye, 1980).There was one thing I believed at the time or at least thought might be true.
KITTREDGE: What is that?
HUGO: If I went to a country where the language around me was not always foreign, where my own language, more or less, was available, it might be easier to write a book, so that this time I would go to a spot, and it would have to be somewhat remote. I al­ways like the out-of-the-way places, as you know. This time I would go to—what about the Hebrides? Go and try a book of poems there. I think that worked this time. I liked that book. Somehow I was able to absorb the history of the place and some of the traditions very rapidly when I got there. Of course it’s my kind of landscape. It’s something of the weather of Seattle and some of the vegetation is very much like Seattle. On the other hand, the bareness, the starkness of it, the open quality is very much like Montana. So it’s almost like having two homes in one. So I had two of my favorite landscapes around me in one way or another. One of my favorite weathers is windy, rainy weather. Skye’s very far north. So far, in fact, that in the summer there is only one hour of darkness in June. And it is so far north that one would expect ex­treme cold. Yet it rarely gets cold there because of the Gulf Stream in the Atlantic Ocean. As long as the wind remains out of the west, you get usually warm but very strong, fierce winds, a lot of rain,
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about seventy inches a year, and winds that go from forty to sixty miles an hour and stay that way for as long as a week. So that was a little more extreme than Seattle. I was awfully pleased that I was able to go to a foreign land the second time, this time to get poems. Now my language wasn’t always available to me; that is to say, they speak the Gaelic in bars and in the streets but also they’ll speak English with their Scottish lilt and brogue and so forth.Things are changing there too. I think that at one time people spoke the Gaelic all the time. I remember in the main town, the biggest town, Portree, where Melissa went to school, I visited the school one time. I was invited there and in a class, I think fifth grade, students were asking questions so I decided to ask a ques­tion. I asked how many people in the class spoke the Gaelic and it turned out that only about three or four of them spoke it. On the other hand, out where we lived on Trotternish, I went to a gram­mar school there and asked the same question in the eighth grade class and every student spoke it. So once you get out in the country in Skye, that’s where traditions still are. But, you see, a lot of Low- landers have come over and a lot of English have come over and settled in Portree. So they don’t know the language and it’s not being passed on there. Anyway I heard a lot of English and I could converse with people in the pubs and so forth. The Gaels are not overly friendly people, at least on the surface. When you first meet them, there’s not a lot of throw-away charm that you might get in cities, but when you get to know them they’re very generous and helpful. The only place where we ran into much trouble was out on the island of Lewis. Some of the people there have a rather bad reputation for being unfriendly anyway. Not only to foreigners but to their own people.In Italy, you see, I was never quite sure where I stood with the people because I couldn’t understand what they were saying. I mean I can speak a little Italian and I would converse with them in Italian and so forth but they all converse in dialects, you see, when they’re not talking to you. So at one time I lived in a place in Southern Italy for three months and there was no one to speak En­glish to. A very lonely situation. And so I didn’t hear my language at all unless I talked to myself.
kittredge: It probably, as you say, accounts for some of the differences. I have the sense that the Italian book is predomi­nantly by a visitor, an outsider, someone looking at things in a place where he accidentally was years before.
hugo: Yes. I think that’s right. That probably sums it up very well.
kittredge: And the Skye book. Some of the poems, particu­
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larly the stronger poems, seem to me almost as if an inhabitant had written them.
HUGO: I don’t know how it happened. Part of it, I suppose, was that I am just more mature as a poet perhaps. I ’ve had more experience. But I was able to get some real personal investment in the poems in the Skye book that I probably couldn’t get into the poems in the Italian book. They just didn’t quite have the depth, I think, that these poems have. Anyway I finally did something I had always wanted to do. I got out of my home country and into another one and I got a book of poems out of it. Also got a mystery novel out of it because I wrote the first drafts of that mystery novel there.
kittredge: Like getting out of your skin?
HUGO: Yah. Well I think one thing was that Montana, of course, is vast and there are a lot of poems lying around just to be picked up and most of my Montana poems the last few years have come from east of the Divide since I’ve gotten to know that area better through Ripley; that is where she comes from. But I proba­bly needed a new hunting ground. You know I probably did. That’s a funny way, I suppose, for a poet to think about it, but I do think of the world as a kind of hunting ground for poems and that I can find them lying around here and there. Hopefully always in­side of myself ultimately.
HUGO: Sure.
HUGO: But I am a landscape poet, I guess. I respond pretty much to the place where I live.
kittredge: You need new landscapes once in a while.
HUGO: I think that’s true, but, you see, this wasn’t too new and that probably helped. Italy is so beautiful. My God, Italy is just breathtaking with beautiful places, and it’s different, espe­cially Southern Italy. Even the attitudes of the people are not what we are used to in America. Northern Italy is a little more like the United States. It’s more bourgeois and one sees the same kind of thing one sees in America. But when you get down to Southern Italy that surely is a foreign country, and it’s a different kind—oh, it’s breathtakingly beautiful, the towns, the old towns, the sea— quite different, but the Hebrides are more what I am used to, com­ing from around Puget Sound in Seattle. That wind and that rain and a lot of dark skies.
kittredge: Wonderful landscapes.
HUGO: Yes. Yah, I am about to submit, I think, another book of essays. It would be a sequal to Triggering Town but it won’t be about writing so much this time. The essay is a form I really wish I knew. In fact, I kind of think I would like to see classes in
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essay writing if there was anybody who could teach them very well. I don’t know who that would be. But I think the art of the essay is a wonderful art and I’d give anything if I could write a re­ally good essay. I think I’ve only written one that was real good and that was the one on softball, “The Anxious Fields of Play,” and the reason that turned out so well was that Theodore Sol- ataroff helped me with it so much. He’s an astute critic and under­stands what makes essays work and so forth and oh, he sat hard on me on that, but it was to my advantage that I got in there and did it right. You know, I try to do the others as well as I can but I’m al­ways aware that there is some kind of trick to making essays work.
kittredge: My feeling is that the essay is largely anecdotal, more anecdotal than a lot of other forms.
HUGO: That’s right. That’s true.
kittredge: I remember when I first started trying to write for magazines, Terry McDonell, a wonderful editor, was editing Rocky Mountain. He’s editing Rolling Stone now. He sent me a copy of Larry McMurty’s essays, In a Narrow Grave, and he said here, this is how to do it. Remember, he said, one anecdote can take the place of endless pages of “bullshit philosophizing.”
HUGO: Yah. That’s right. I think when a poet goes to work in prose, especially essays, he feels some sense of luxury now that the form is no longer tight. Now I can really fool around, I have all the time in the world, and that isn’t true. I mean what Solataroff taught me, and other people, is that it isn’t that much different. It really isn’t. I mean you’ve got to keep moving; you can’t sit there and repeat yourself. You can’t say something and then philoso­phize; you can’t discuss your own meanings right in the middle of things and slow things down that way. It isn’t so much different— 
kittredge: No, I don’t think it is either.
HUGO: In a poem perhaps rhythms and tonalities tend to be more of a cohesive force than they do in prose. That is to say, in prose there is more of a logic to the progression and I think there is more of a clarity to why one thing follows another. In poems some­how it seems that things follow each other for musical reasons. And that is not true in fiction so much, somewhat perhaps in fic­tion, but almost never in an essay.
kittredge: One ofthe things about The Triggering Town that I really like, is that it’s a useful book for writers.
HUGO: Oh, thank you.
kittredge: And there are so few useful essays, you know. With these, when you sit down to write you can think, oh yah, I re­member what Hugo said.
HUGO: Thanks. You know Norton is going to come out with
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a paperback.
kittredge: Oh really, good. The great thing about that is finally it’s feasible to use it in the classroom, where it was a pretty expensive item before. I think a lot of people will use it.
HUGO: I hope so. I read a lot of books on writing and they’re quite helpful in one way or another but most of them, finally, prove to be books about reading. That is to say they talk about what is wrong about a piece of writing from the standpoint of the reader and while this can be very helpful in some ways, it doesn’t tell the writer what to do. That is to say a piece of writing goes wrong for a reader for a different reason than it goes wrong for a writer. And so what I try to do when I teach writing is to get in be­hind the poem, act as if I had written it myself, and say where did I go wrong. Now sometimes I don’t always bring this off. Of course I can’t always bring if off because I run into poems that are so strange that it’s impossible to feel that I could have written the poem.
kittredge: That happens to me in teaching fiction writing. I know that there is a certain kind of story and a certain kind of sensibility that you run into a lot in the West. Sometimes you can be successful in helping those people. But there are others, as you say, other kinds of sensibilities, particularly East Coast urban sen­sibilities. I have a lot of trouble there.
hug o : Oh yes. Yes. I don’t think I could teach very well in the East, and, you know, they have wonderful writers there, but I wouldn’t know where to begin to talk about some of the kinds of poems I see coming out of Eastern cities. And I admire them. They’re fine poems, very well done, but if I had a class of say W. S. Merwin’s or John Ashbury’s, I don’t think I would be much help to them. I’m better off in the West. That’s limited, but I think any creative writing teacher is somewhat limited. I think there are cer­tain kinds of things you can do.I have always had good success teaching Indians and I don’t know why. Not that every Indian I have had has turned out to be a good writer, but that would be true of any group. I had Jim Welch, and I had Bobby Hill in my classes. I don’t know why I feel confi­dent teaching Indians. I think it is maybe that their culture ena­bles them to be individualistic in a natural setting , that is to say their religion so often had in it the possibility of going out and identifying oneself with an individual spirit of some creature so that you had names like Mitchell Small Salmon or John Beaver or Joe Many Hides and so forth. I find that attractive. I think also the fact that the majority of Indians in the United States are not urban is very important. I am not very good with urban peoples as a
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teacher. I would say that of all the minority groups, the Indians prove to be the best students for me to teach. I think it’s because, although I am not really rural myself in background, I tend to identify with rural sensibilities much faster than with urban sen­sibilities.
kittredge: I find that true for myself, too. What are you working on now? You’re preparing a lecture on Wallace Stevens?
HUGO: Right. Yes, alas, I have committed myself to that. Well, I think I am about to start revising one essay and maybe I’ll revise one other and then I’ll have the book done and then I ’ll mail it out.
kittredge: What’s this book g o in g  to be called?
HUGO: I think m a y b e  The Real West Marginal Way.
kittredge: That’s a wonderful title.
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Editor’s note: We have learned, with sadness, of Richard Hugo’s death on October 22, 1982.
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Ursula Le Guin
from THE WORD FOR THE WORLD IS FOREST
For ten miles out of Central, the plain had been logged and the stumps had all rotted away; it was now a great dull flat of fibreweed, hairy grey in the rain. Under those hirsute leaves the seedling shrubs got their first growth, the sumacs, dwarf aspens, and salviforms which , grown, would in turn protect the seedling trees. Left alone, in this even, rainy climate, this area might re­forest itself within thirty years and reattain the full climax forest within a hundred. Left alone.Suddenly the forest began again, in space not time: under the helicopter the infinitely various green of leaves covered the slow swells and foldings of the hills of North Sornol.Like most Terrans on Terra, Lyubov had never walked among wild trees at all, never seen a wood larger than a city block. At first on Athshe he had felt oppressed and uneasy in the forest, stifled by its endless crowd and incoherence of trunks, branches, leaves in the perpetual greenish or brownish twilight. The mass and jumble of various competitive lives all pushing and swelling outwards and upwards towards light, the silence made up of many little mean­ingless noises, the total vegetable indifference to the presence of mind, all this had troubled him, and like the others he had kept to clearings and to the beach. But little by little he had begun to like it. Gosse teased him, calling him Mr. Gibbon; in fact Lyubov looked rather like a gibbon, with a round, dark face, long arms, and hair greying early; but gibbons were extinct. Like it or not, as a hilfer he had to go into the forests to find the hilfs; and now after four years of it he was completely at home under the trees, more so perhaps than anywhere else.He had also come to like the Athsheans’ names for their own lands and places, sonorous two-syllabled words: Sornol, Tuntar, Eshreth, Eshsen—that was now Centralville—Endtor, Abtan, and above all Athshe, which meant the Forest, and the World. So earth, terra, tellus meant both the soil and the planet, two mean­
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ings and one. But to the Athsheans soil, ground, earth was not that to which the dead return and by which the living live: the sub­stance of their world was not earth, but forest. Terran man was clay, red dust. Athshean man was branch and root. They did not carve figures of themselves in stone, only in wood.He brought the hopper down in a small glade north of the town, and walked past the Women’s Lodge. The smell of an Athshean settlement hung pungent in the air, woodsmoke, dead fish, aroma­tic herbs, alien sweat. The atmosphere of an undergound house, if a Terran could fit himself in at all, was a rare compound of CO2 and stinks. Lyubov had spent many intellectually stimulating hours doubled up and suffocating in the reeking gloom of the Men’s Lodge in T untar. But it didn’t look as if he would be invited in this time.
* * * * * * * *
He had come in late afternoon, which was like arriving in a Ter­ran city just after dawn. Athsheans did sleep—the colonists’ opin­ion, as often, ignored observable fact—but their physiological low was between noon and four p.m., whereas with Terrans it is usu­ally between two and five a.m.; and they had a double-peak cycle of high temperature and high activity, coming in the two twilights, dawn and evening. Most adults slept five or six hours in 24, in sev­eral catnaps; and adept men slept as little as two hours in 24; so, if one discounted both their naps and their dreaming-states as ‘lazi­ness,’ one might say they never slept. It was much easier to say that than to understand what they actually did do. —At this point, in Tuntar, things were just beginning to stir again after the late-day slump.
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George Wickes and Louise Westling
DIALOGUE WITH URSULA LE GUIN
Raj Lyubov is a typical figure in Ursula Le Guin’s fiction, an an- thropolgist whose mission is to report on higher intelligence life forms (hilfs) on another planet. In this case the planet is popu­lated by a peaceful race of furry human beings three feet tall who live in harmony with the lush forest that covers their world. The men from Earth who have come to log the planet are led by a mili­tary macho who regards these “creechies” as subhuman and treats them brutally. Le Guin has explained that she wrote The Little Green Men (as she entitled it) in protest against the Viet Nam war in which the landscape was defoliated and noncombatants of a different race were callously slaughtered in the name of peace and humanity. Characteristically in this novel she subordinates science fiiction to her liberal humanitarianism and her concern for the natural world of which humanity is but a part.Anthropology came naturally to the daughter of the great Berkeley anthropologist Alfred Kroeber and his wife Theodora, a writer best known for her biography of Ishi, the last surviving In­dian of his tribe. Writing also came easily to Ursula Le Guin, but success did come until she turned her talents to science fiction and fantasy. Then she published in rapid succession three novels set in the universe she was to explore in later novels, and the first volume of The Earthsea Trilogy which introduced still another world, this one an antique world of wizards and dragons and legends. Since 1966 Le Guin has published more than a dozen novels and won some of the most prestigious literary awards. Her most highly acclaimed novels are The Left Hand o f Darkness and The Dispossessed.The interview was conducted in the Le Guin family home in Portland, a comfortable old wooden house on the edge of Forest Park. The neighborhood seems an appropriate setting for the au­thor who created the forest world of Athshe. In collecting her stories for publication in The Wind’s Twelve Quarters she discovered “a certain obsession with trees” in her writing and concluded that
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she is “the most arboreal science fiction writer.” She talks a bit about this dendrophilia in the interview.
george w ickes: When did you first know that you were going to be a writer?
Ursula le g u iN: I d o n ’t k n o w . I so r t  o f  to o k  it  as an estab­lished fact.
wickes: From infancy?
le g u in : Yes. When I learned how to write, apparently. 
wickes: What do you suppose it is that makes people writefiction?
le GUIN: They want to tell a story. 
wickes: There’s much more than story in your fiction. 
l e g u in : But I think the basic impulse is probably to tell a story. And why we do that I don’t quite know.
louise westlinG: Did you write lots of stories as a child? 
l eg u in : Some. I wrote a lot of poetry. They’ve always gone together. But I started writing stories somewhere around eight or nine, I think, when I got an old typewriter. Somehow the typewriter led me to prose—although I don’t compose on the typewriter now.
westlinG: What kinds of books were your favorites in earlylife?
l e g u in : I grew up in a professor’s house, you know, lined with books. My favorites as a child were certainly fiction or narra­tive, novels and myths and legends and all that. But I read a lot of popular science, too, as a kid. Altogether, pretty much what I read now.
wickes: If you were asked to compile a list of the books that have been most important to you, not only as a writer but also in your thinking, what would be the first half dozen?
l eg u in : I’ve tried to do it, and it goes on and on. It’s insuf­ferably boring, because I’ve read all my life, and I read every­thing. I’ve been so influenced by so much that as soon as I men­tion one name I think, “Oh, but I can’t say that without saying that.” I think there are certain obvious big guns, but I really hate to say any one, or six, or twenty. But you could very roughly say that the English novelists of the nineteenth century and the Rus­sian novelists of the nineteenth century were formative. That’s where my love and admiration and emulation was when I started. But then I read all that other junk, too. And I did my college work in French and Italian literature. I never much liked the French novelists. I can tell you what I don’t like. I don’t much like “the great tradition,” the James-Conrad thing that I was supposed to like when I was in college. I’ve revolted against that fairly con­
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sciously. Flaubert I really consider a very bad model for a fiction writer.
wickes: Stendhal?
l e g u in : Stendhal’s a good novelist, but I think the limita­tions of Stendhal have been rather disastrous. I think you’d do better with Balzac. If you have to imitate a Frenchman.
WESTLING: PrOUSt?
l e g u in : You can’t imitate Proust. And in modern writing, for instance, Nabokov means nothing to me. I have great trouble reading him. I see a certain lineage there which I just don’t follow, don’t have any sympathy for.
w ickes: How about more philosophical books, like some of the Oriental thinkers, or Thoreau?
l e g u in : You’ll find him buried around in poems and novels fairly frequently, but I don’t know Thoreau very well. You have to be a New Englander to really read Thoreau. There was stuff around the house, again. My father’s favorite book was a copy of Lao Tzu, and seeing it in his hands a lot, I as a kid got interested. Of course, it’s very accessible to a kid, it’s short, it’s kind of like poetry, it seems rather simple. And so I got into that pretty young, and obviously found something that I wanted, and it got very deep into me. I have fits of delving further into Oriental thought. But I have no head for philosophy.
westling: You’ve said that you now associate some of your ideas with Jung but that you probably came to these yourself first before you ever read Jung.
le g u in : My father was a Freudian—he was a lay analyst— so the word Jung was a four-letter word in our household. After the Earthsea trilogy was published, people kept telling me, “Oh, this is wonderful, you’ve used Jung’s shadow.” And I’d say, “It’s not Jung’s shadow, it’s my shadow.” But I realized I had to read him, and then I got fascinated. Then he was extremely helpful to me as a shaman or guide at a rather difficult point in my life. At the mo­ment I wouldn’t want to read Jung; you have to need him, like most psychologists. But it was amazing to me to find how parallel in certain places his imagination and my imagination, or his ob­servation and my imagination, had run.
westling: Well, part of it could be your absorption with mythology, because he came to his thinking by saturating himself in mythology.
l e g u in : I didn’t have an absorption with mythology, but I had a child’s curiosity, and there were Indian legends all over the place. My father told us stories that he had learned from his in­formants, and my mother was interested, too. The books I read
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were mostly children’s editions, but what’s the difference? The stories are there.
westling: Yes, it doesn’t matter, the pattern is what counts.
w ickes: How do your books come to you? Is there a particu­lar process, or is it different every time?
l e g u in : It varies from book to book. For some o f  them it’s very neat, and I can describe the process, but then for another one it’s utterly different. Left Hand o f Darkness is the nicest one because it came as a vision, a scene of these two people pulling something in a great snowy wilderness. I simply knew that there was a novel in it. As Angus Wilson describes it, his books come that way, with a couple of people in a landscape. But some of them don’t come that way at all. The Dispossessed came with a perfectly awful short story, one of the worst things I ever wrote. There it was, all about prison camps, everything in it all backwards, a monstrosity of a little story. Then I thought, “You know, it’s really terrible that you could write anything that bad after writing all these years; there’s got to be something in it.” And sure enough, there was, after about two years’ work and reading all these utopists and all the anarchists and thinking a lot. That one took real homework. But sure enough, the idea had been there all along; I just hadn’t understood it. Yes, I worked like all blazes on that one. And for Left Hand o f Darkness I had to plan that world with extreme care, writing its history, roughly, before I could do a good solid novel.
wickes: It seems to me there’s a good deal of geography in you writing, too.
le g u in : I like geography and geology. You may notice the other thing besides trees is rocks.
wickes: Yes, and landscapes, weathers, climates—you go into these things a great deal.
l eg u in : It’s one reason I adore Tolkien; he always tells you what the weather is, always. And you know pretty well where north is, and what kind of landscape you’re in and so on. I really enjoy that. That’s why I like Hardy. Again, you always know what the weather is.
westling: You said you liked trees and you liked rocks, and that expresses a dichotomy I’ve felt in your fiction, between lush forest worlds and desolate places where people have to struggle. I wonder whether you are simply a creechie but are restrained by pioneer impulses.
l eg u in : You know, I’ve had this mad fascination with Ant­arctica ever since I was sixteen or seventeen and first read Scott, and that’s where all that snow and ice comes in. I believe all the
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sledge trips in Left Hand o f Darkness are accurate. That was very important to me, that I didn’t give them too much to pull and make them go too far.
westling: That’s the heart of that book, the most fully realized thing in it.
l e g u in : Sure, that’s where it started. But that is also my Antarctic dream, my having followed Scott and Chapel and Wil­son on those awful trips for years. Every now and then I have another binge, going back to Antarctica. I have a story coming out in The New Yorker about the first women who got to Antarctica. Ac­tually they got to the Pole first. But they didn’t leave any traces. 
w ickes: You mean they got there ahead of everyone else? 
l e g u in : They got there just a little bit ahead of Amundsen. A small group of South American women. I think I enjoyed writ­ing that story more than anything in my whole life.
wickes: Now that brings up something else. You have all these journeys in your fiction; people are always traveling around. That’s a great way to see your geography, but it often becomes the plot. We go on a journey, not always an ordeal or quest, but we al­ways go on a journey.
l e g u in : You’ve just hit a very significant note here. Actu­ally I’m terrible at plotting, so all I do is sort of put people in mo­tion and they go around in circles and they generally end up about where they started out. That’s a Le Guin plot.
westling: Well, who says you have to go straight ahead and then stop?
l e g u in : I admire real plotting, the many strands and real suspense. But I seem not able to achieve it.
westling: Have feminists commended you on this fact? They should. That’s supposed to be feminine, just as Eastern cul­ture is supposed to be feminine because it emphasizes the circular.
le g u in : But complexity surely is neither masculine nor feminine, and I see the line of my stories being awfully simple. It’s not that I want to write mysteries, I ’m talking about something more like what Dickens did, pulling strands together, weaving something—I’m not very good at that. I just plunge ahead. Or I do it by trickery, by zig-zagging.
wickes: How long have you lived in Oregon? 
l e g u in : Since 1959.
wickes: Do you think Oregon has had an influence on yourwork?
l e g u in :Sure. It’s the place I’ve lived longest now. 
w ickes: Has it made you a dendrophile, or were you one al-
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ready?
le g u in : I must have been one already, but I didn’t even notice until I was looking over that bunch of short stories I was supposed to write an introduction for and suddenly realized, “My God, this thing’s crawling with trees.” I think living on the edge of a forest has had some influence. And we’ve managed to plant a forest, without really intending to. The kids won’t let us cut any­thing down: “Oh, what a sweet little seedling!” So now we have a garden towering over us. And every summer when I was growing up in northern California, I lived in a forest, up in the foothills of Napa Valley, and going out in the woods was what I did. 
westling: Were you a tomboy?
l eg u in : I had three older brothers, so I tagged around after them. I wasn’t brave, and I didn’t climb trees—I’ve been terrified of climbing and so on—I was not a tomboy in the sense of being brave and courageous, but my parents made no great distinctions between boys and girls, so I had the freedom of the woods.
wickes: Would your feelings about nature have something to do with your feelings about what we might loosely call civiliza­tion or more exactly call technology? How do you feel about tech­nology—for or against?
le g u in : Oh, for. I don’t know, it’s such a large question, every answer turns out sounding like a fortune cookie, but you don’t get civilization of any kind without technology. Ifyou want a tool to do something with, you’ve got to figure out how to make it and how to make it best. And all that aspect of life I enjoy very- much. I am really interested in things and artifacts, doings and makings and objects. So in the very simplest sense I enjoy technol­ogy. I love a good tool or a well-made thing.
wickes: Yes, but there’s a difference between craftsman­ship and technology.
l eg u in : Well, craftsmanship is just good technology. Now, if you’re talking about the excesses of the industrial West, then ob­viously we have taken something too far too hard. But to say that I’m against technology would make me a Luddite, and that I de­test and abhor and am afraid of. People who think they can get on without the things that we now know how to do are kidding them­selves. I would last five days in the woods without a good deal of technology. And besides, I like houses and cities.
wickes: Yet it seems to me that your ideal state is the one you describe in City o f Illusions, for instance, a comfortable old Maybeck house in the forest, with modern conveniences that no­body has to look after, where life is rather simple.
l e g u in :No, no, not at all. That’s a total dead end. That’s
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why he had to get out of that place. It was fun to describe it, to give it the solar cells and stuff so that they had this nice, low-level dream technology, but I’m a city person.
wickeS: I’m surprised to hear you say that because I thought the city was a bad place in your fiction. There’s the one in City o f Illusions, which is a bad place, or the one on Urras in The Dispossessed, which is beautiful and luxurious but ultimately evil.
l e g u in : But what about the other city in  th a t  b o o k , th e  o n e  on Annares? It’s a kind of Paul Goodman city.
westling-. And yet dangers lurk there, because of the politi­cal conniving.
le GUIN: A c ity  is w h e r e  a ll d a n g e r s  c o m e  to g e th e r  for  
h u m a n  b e in g s ,  w h e r e  e v e r y th in g  h a p p e n s  to  h u m a n  b e in g s .  I u se  
“ c i t y ” in  a  fa ir ly  m e ta p h o r ic a l  s e n s e . A c ity  is  w h e r e  c u ltu r e  c o m e s  
to g e th e r  a n d  f lo w e r s . A p u e b lo  is  a  c ity .
westling: The idyllic moments in many of your stories, though, seem to occur outside of cities. It’s the pastoral problem. People need to escape the corruption of urban life and find re­newal in an idealized natural setting, but they have to go back.
l e g u in : Yes, people are always going back and forth. But in my fiction the place they’re going to end up and do their work and live their lives out is the city. As at the end of The Beginning Place, which is, of course, much fresher in my mind than City o f Illusions is. If I might say so, City o f Illusions is rather a bad book to use for anything; it’s my least favorite and certainly the one with the most just plain stupid mistakes and holes in it.
wickes: Still, quite often you present this antithesis be­tween the modern city and the natural world, and my impression is that your fiction doesn’t show very much interest in technology. By technology I mean hardware, gadgetry. This side of science fic­tion doesn’t seem to interest you very much, and though you’ve got the convenience of space travel which will permit you to visit all these wonderful different worlds, you’re not really interested in how the contraption works.
l e g u in : Not at all. Because I don’t believe in it. If you ask me, do I believe that we will have space-flight of the speed neces­sary to get outside the solar system in any foreseeable future, I’d say no. We have nothing leading to such technology. So the whole thing is a metaphor, and you play around with making it look realistic, because that’s part of the fun of a novel. And I put limita­tions like they couldn’t exceed the speed of light. I like that part of it; I like playing with theory and what science I am able to absorb, which is pretty limited. But the engineering part is where I draw the line. I like my washing machine, and I treat it well, but I don’t
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really yearn to know what’s inside it.
westling: How do you go about mapping out an imaginary world like that of Malafrena?
l e g u in  Y ou  certainly have to have maps. You have to know how far it is from there to there, or you get all mushy in your mind. Don’t all the novelists draw maps? Jane Austen did it, when she needed to, and the Brontes did.
westling: But when Joyce wrote back to Dublin and had people measure the time it would take to walk from one place to another and whether Bloom could jump over the railings, wasn’t he being awfully literal-minded?
l eg u in : Well, of course. A novelist has to be really, stupidly literal about these things.
wickes: But that’s very different from inventing a country, as you do in Malafrena.
le g u in : Whether it’s real Dublin or invented Dublin, it’s got to be right. Whether it’s really there and other people can walk it, or whether you’re building it for them to walk in the mind, it’s got to be absolutely solid.
westling: When you got ready to write The Lathe o f Heaven, did you wander around in downtown Portland to see exactly where the parking structure was in relation to the other places?
l eg u in : I checked a couple of things, because my memory’s so terrible. There are deliberate red herrings there. For instance, I could show you the house George lives in, but it’s not on the street I say it is, it’s one down. And Dave’s Delicatessen never was on Ankeny Street. When they moved it, I went into an absolute panic. I thought, If they put it on Ankeny, I’m leaving this town.
wickes: Why did you choose Portland as the setting instead of some imaginary place?
l e g u in : Oh, that wasn’t an imaginary place type of story. That was about America now. That story came close to home, lit­erally.
wickes: Is this your vision of what’s going to happen in the next twenty years?
l e g u in : The book’s a dream, quite a bad one. If I had a vi­sion of what’s going to happen, I ’m sure I would be unable to speak it. And I don’t see why I should. I don’t see what right I have. I’m not a prophet. I do not predict. I certainly hope I’m wrong.
wickes: Are you more interested in the past or in the future? Your fiction goes both ways.
l eg u in : It’s all mixed up together for me. You don’t get one without the other. It’s a Gordian knot which I have no wish to cut.
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It’s obvious there’s going to be no future without the past and no past without the future. I get rather Chinese about the whole thing.
westlinG: Well, in a way then, real time doesn’t matter be­cause what you’re doing is establishing metaphors within which problems can be explored. Is that right?
l e g u in : Yes. And I think the way of talking about time that makes the most sense to me and within which I work most happily is to connect what it’s now fashionable to call waking-time and dream-time. There are two aspects of time, and we live waking in one; but western civilization has announced that there’s only one real time, and it is that one. This I more or less consciously reject, and I am perpetually attempting by one metaphor and device or another in my books to reestablish the connection between the dream-time and the waking-time, to say that the one depends upon the other absolutely.
westling: Well, then, do you see the writer as a dreamer? 
le g u in : Any artist goes back and forth between the two times, trying to speak one to the other, as a translator or interpre­ter.
wickeS: One of the most interesting things that keeps turn­ing up again and again in your fiction is “mindspeech” and tele­pathy. Do you believe in ESP or anything like that?
le g u in : I have to give the agnostic’s answer. I certainly have never experienced it. But it was a very convenient metaphor for what I needed to do in the stories. I am not sure what it’s a metaphor for. I’ve read some critics who have had some ideas about what I was trying to say and have left that to them because I really don’t know what I was babbling about. I just know I needed it in certain stories.
w ickes: I think it works very well.
l e g u in : It certainly is another way of talking about double vision. There is more than one way to see, more than one way to speak, more than one aspect to reality.
westling: It’s also a way to indicate the closeness of the two travellers across the ice.
l e g u in : Sure, it’s a lovely emotional metaphor. You can play with it endlessly. That’s what’s so neat about science fiction. It gives you the opportunity to say, “All right, there is such a thing as telepathy, and you can learn it as a technique.” Then you play with it novelistically. That’s why I’ve enjoyed writing science fic­tion.
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westling: Have you ever lived in a desolate place like Anar-res?
le g u in : No. I never really lived in a  desert, although I’d been across it in a train, until we went to French Glen years ago, just overnight. A whole book, The Tombs ofAtuan, came out of that one trip into the Oregon desert. And I’m absolutely addicted to the desert now. Both of my parents liked the high desert country; they liked the Southwest and went there when they could.
westling: Your new story in The New Yorker makes me think of another question, which I’m sure you’ve been asked ad nauseam, but I’ll just ask it one more time. Why is it that most of your pro­tagonists are male?
l eg u in : I don’t know. Yes, I’ve certainly been asked it, and I’ve tried and tried to answer it, and I’ve given up trying to answer it. In the crudest sense it’s that all protagonists doing the kinds of things that I had mine doing were male, and it took an effort of the imagination which I wasn’t cabable of making until very recently to change that. This is going to look rather odd in print, but it re­ally doesn’t matter to me very much what sex people are, and this is my main problem as a feminist. Every now and then I forget to be upset.
westling: Well, Flannery O’Connor said that she always knew there were two sexes, but she guessed she behaved as if there were only one.
l e g u in : Yes, I’m afraid this happens to a lot more of us than has either been fashionable or even right to admit, but I think now we can admit it. I think the Movement has gone far enough, given us strength enough that we can say it. Sometimes it just doesn’t bloody matter.
westling: I used to be quite disturbed when I thought of myself in front of a classroom. For years I saw a man in a tweed coat with a pipe. And that bothered me. I’ve been working on it for ten years, and I’m still not able to see me up there yet, but it’s not the man in the tweed coat any more. I wonder whether you’ve had to make that kind of conscious effort.
le g u in : Oh, yes. And I am so grateful to the whole women’s movement for giving me the intellectual tools to make the effort with. Sometimes it’s almost gimmicks—making yourself change the sex of a pronoun to see what happens, for example.
westling: So sex does matter, ultimately, doesn’t it?
l e g u in : Of course it does. But it doesn’t always matter in everything.
westling: Well, if one grows up with adventure stories, they’re always about boys, and one’s imagination gets formed by
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that.
le g u in : That’s it. But you see, I happily identified totally with the hero—if it was Jane Eyre, I identified with her; if it was a hero in Zane Grey, I identified with him— and I never thought a thing about it. And so I didn’t think anything about it as a writer. My conscience had to be raised a lot before I saw that. As of about the early 70s, it does matter. Now I can’t do this innocently any more, that innocence is gone. So now it matters a lot what one’s protagonist is. I would defend my earlier books, because than it didn’t matter. But now it does.
westling: So you wouldn’t agree with Virginia Woolf that there is such a thing as a woman’s prose style.
l e g u in : I don’t know. I am not going to disagree with Vir­ginia Woolf about anything. I see her style, which is wonderful. Now there’s the kind of complexity that I envy with my whole heart, that kind of weaving. But is there anybody besides Virginia Woolf who can do that particular sort of thing? You see, that way of thinking slides so easily into a sort of sexism that it worries me a little bit.
westling: But many of your stories are about heroic adven­tures in the vein of the old military epics with hardly any partici­pation by women.
le GUIN: Are they? Well, particularly the earlier ones. There’s nothing like a good vicarious adventure.
wickes: Speaking o f  one of the later ones, when did you write Malafrena? At the time it was published, or was this a book 
y o u ’d written earlier?
l e g u in : No, it wasn’t a book I’d written earlier, but parts of it are very old. The idea and some bits of it go back to the mid­fifties or late fifties. And it shows in the way it’s put together; it creaks a little. It’s a very old-fashioned novel. It’s a nineteenth- century novel.
wiGKES: We would have guessed that it was your apprenticework.
l e g u in : Well, there’s apprentice work in it. 
w ickes: Of course it’s entirely appropriate that it should be a nineteenth-century novel; it’s right in the tradition of Stendhal.
le GUIN: If you’re going to write about the revolution of 1830, you might as well do so in a style appropriate to the subject.
wickes: You majored in Romance languages in college. What other languages do you know at least something of? The reason I ask is that you have these names that seem to be part Ger­manic, part Slavic, part Scandinavian.
le g u in : Well, I’ve got a little linguistic facility which I
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haven’t done much with. I’m trying to teach myself Spanish now, but that’s no great trouble for someone with French and Italian. I didn’t learn any other languages. But my father was an ethnologist. There were books about language around, and he talked with informants in the languages he knew, like Yurok. The house was always full of people with funny accents. I ’m comforta­ble with foreign languages, and I enjoy them, so it’s a lot of fun making them up. Word-making is one of the roots of fantasy. It reaches its peak in Tolkien, who said he wrote The Lord o f the Rings so that they could say “Good morning” in Elvish.
wickes: How d o  y o u  c h o o s e  y o u r  n a m e s?  It s e e m s  to  m e  
y o u  h a v e  a  h o d g e p o d g e ,  o r  is  th a t  d e lib e r a te ?
l e g u in : I don’t think you’ll find too much hodgepodge in the phonemes of any language that is implied by the names in a certain island or a certain country in my books. I tried to have fairly clearly in mind what pool of sounds they used because it bothers me very much in other people’s fantasies when they have a hodgepodge of sounds that don’t go together. One name obviously resembles German and the next something totally different, like Chinese, and then you get an ‘X’, which you don’t know how to pronounce. I tried for a certain coherence in implied language, and also for something that looks pronounceable to the reader so that he doesn’t have to stop every time he comes to it.
wickes: In Earthsea you’ve got quite a variety in thenames.
l e g u in : Well, there are four languages going in Earthsea. There’s Kargad; there’s Hardic, the main one; there’s the Old Language, and then there’s the language they speak up in Osskil.
wickes: Then in Malafrena you have characters with names taken from several different languages. I spent a lot of time trying to figure out where Orsinia was, and whether you agree or not, I know it’s Hungary.
l e g u in : Well, it isn’t Hungary, but it must be pretty near Hungary. I’ll tell you something funny. I’ve been told quite au- thoritively by several people what it is and where it is, and nobody has ever mentioned Czechoslovakia, which is incredible to me be­cause it seems fairly obvious that there’s a lot of resemblance. Gould I throw Romania at you? That’s the language.
wickes: Well, I figured it should be Romania, but it doesn’t fit. For me the real clincher is that when Luisa goes to Vienna she stays in the Hotel Konig von Ungarn.
le g u in : You know why? Because I stayed in the Konig von Ungarn. It was right behind the Dom. It’s closed now, but it was a real hotel that Mozart and Beethoven stayed in, so I could use it
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with total assurance. I knew it was there in the 1820s and 1830s.
w ickes: Do you attach any particular significance to the names in Malafrena? For instance, Valtorskar and Paludeskar seem to be landscape names. Is there a significance to those land­scapes? Is Luisa a swamp?
le g u in : There’s a touch of swampiness in the Paludeskar family. I like Luisa, though. Now that was one of the parts of that book that was old. Luisa was an incredible villainess as I first thought about her, the femme fatale, when I was trying to write that book way back when.
wickes: One final question. What are you writing now?
l eg u in : I havejust been working on a television screenplay of one of my short stories for PBS. This is a new venture for me, screenwriting. Last year I was working on a screen play for Earth- sea with Michael Powell. He’s an old British director—have you seen The Red Shoes?—and he was determined to make Earthsea into a movie.
westlinG: And what’s its fate?
l e g u in : Its fate is Hollywood. We wrote a perfectly beauti­ful screenplay that would make a beautiful, serious fantasy, finally, in the movies. But then Hollywood said, “Oh, yes, this is wonderful, yes, we want to do this, but actually what we need now is a movie about immortality.” And so Michael and I said, “Well, yes, but you see, what we have is not a movie about immortality. We have a movie about this here wizard, and this young lady.” We did the whole thing backwards. You never start with a script. What we should have done is gone down to Hollywood together, Michael and me, and said, “Here we are, you’re going to buy us, for $200,000, and two years from now we will give you the script that you always wanted.” What idiots, we arrived with a script! And so now they want to rewrite it. And it’s going to be our movie or no movie. So it will probably be no movie. But we are both rather obstinate people, and we believe in our screenplay; so who knows?
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James Welch
from WINTER IN THE BLOOD
Fall had been brief that year. The heavy August days had lazed into September with a heat that denied the regular change of sea­sons. The days did not become shorter, the nights did not cool off, nor did the stars turn white. It seemed that the hot, fly-buzzing days would never break, that summer would last through Christ­mas. Mosquitoes swarmed in the evenings outside the kitchen window and redwing blackbirds hid in the ragged cattails of the ir­rigation ditches.Then, toward the end of September (when everyone was talking of years past), fall arrived. The leaves of the cottonwoods changed to dusty gold and fell; the fields of alfalfa, long since cut and baled, turned black beneath a black sky that refused to rain. Mosquitoes disappeared one night as if by magic, and the blackbirds flocked up for their flight south. At night the sky cleared off, revealing stars that did not give off light, so that one looked at them with the feeling that he might not be seeing them, but rather some obscure points of white that defied distance, were both years and inches from his nose.And then it turned winter. Although it had not snowed and no one admitted it, we all felt the bite of winter in our bones. It was during one of those bitter nights that my father, First Raise, who had not even had time to make his plans for the taking of elk in Glacier Park, decided to bring the cows down from their summer range. We had been expecting it, so the announcement came as no great surprise. First Raise said to Mose, “You and your brother bring the cows in tomorrow.” Teresa packed a lunch that night— sandwiches and hard boiled eggs. We went to bed early, not really expecting to do much sleeping but to lie and think of the several places on the range where the cows would be this time of year. Huddled beneath the star quilt, we plotted routes that would allow us to sweep the ravines and reservoirs, the buttes from which we could see the washouts and cutbanks that would shelter
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the cows from a high wind. In the glass cupboard by the door, the circles of arrowheads, the jackknife and skulls, the coin collection were as distant as the stars.First Raise woke us up about four in the morning. Without a word he shook Mose awake, then me (but I had been waiting). We dressed quickly—long johns, blue jeans, flannel shirts and boots. As we tiptoed through the living room, my grandmother, who was old even then, watched us without sign of recognition.First Raise cooked breakfast on the wood stove. He wore a pair of Levi’s and a work shirt. He would be fixing machines later in the day. We watched him break the eggs on the side of the frying pan, then jump back as the grease curled the edges black. In another frying pan, he dropped slices of bread into bubbling but­ter that hissed a keen smell through the kitchen.First Raise set the plates of food before us. The eggs were yellow and white and black, the bread golden brown. He went over to the bucket beside the washbasin and dipped us each a glass of water, then sat silently watching us eat. The eggs were like rubber. First Raise smiled. It was beginning to get light.First Raise got us each a cup of coffee and watched us drink. It was beginning to get light. He loved us. He watched us drink the bitter coffee down. In the living room beside the oil stove, my grandmother snored. Behind the closed door leading off the kitchen, Teresa slept or didn’t sleep. First Raise watched us drink the coffee down, then stood.“Ride the west fence first,” he said.Mose was fourteen.“Ride the west fence. That’s where they were the other day; that’s where the grazing is,” he said.I was twelve.We walked down to the corral. It was beginning to get light as we saddled the horses. Bird, just three years old, sniffed the morn­ing air as I tightened the cinch. Mose saddled up the bay, then swung aboard. First Raise stood in the doorway up at the house and watched us ride out. We waved. He smiled.
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Bill Bevis
DIALOGUE WITH JAMES WELCH
bill bevis: Winter in the Blood received a great deal of atten­tion as soon as it came out. What did it feel like to have a first novel treated on the front page of the New York Times and how unpre­pared were you for this kind of reception?
james welch: No, I hadn’t expected any of the attention. I was just hoping to get it published. And when I wrote it I thought of it as a learning experience. I was learning how to write a novel. I went through about 4 drafts to get it into good enough shape to go to an editor. That was as good as I could do, but I had no idea whether it was publishable. All I know is that Lois liked it and Jim Tate came down to Greece and read it. So those were the only two people who actually read it. And both of them liked it a lot, so that gave me hope—that made me think that maybe it was a novel— maybe it was publishable.
bevis: Y ou’d already gone through severe revision of earlier drafts. Bill Kittredge had read an earlier version?
welch: He read the first d ra ft . He’s the one who practically broke my heart. Man, he just went through with a red pencil. Every page was marked up—it was a terrific reading job. But it was also very heartbreaking, because I thought at least it would be readable and tell a story and approximate a novel. After Bill got through, I realized that it just needed to be completely re-thought and re-worked. So I put it away for about a month— possibly with the idea of bagging it completely, you know. Maybe I wasn’t a novelist. But then after a month I re-read it and everything Bill said—virtually everything he said was right on the mark—so then I started to re-write it—more carefully, thinking of it as a novel rather than just as an extended piece of writing.
bevis: Was the final version much shorter than the draft that Kittredge saw?
welch: Not much—because some scenes were expanded. Even when I started getting down to the level of working with an
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editor, some scenes were cut and some were developed. For in­stance, there were a couple of scenes of conflict I had avoided. I’d written up right to the conflict and then I thought that the conflict itself wasn’t necessary, because I  knew what the conflict was. So then I would just take off on another chapter. And people con­vinced me that when you lead up to a conflict, you’ve got to have it and resolve it.
bevis: Unless you’re Faulkner and spend a whole lifetime writing around it.
welch: Yeah. (Laugh)
bevis: Certainly your suggestiveness in style works very well. The end of that first paragraph of Winter in the Blood—“She could be anywhere but the Earthboys were gone”—is a good ex­ample of saying a great deal in a very quiet way. But I suppose if you’re able to write subtly sentence by sentence, there’s all the more reason to leave the big scenes in.
welch: Yeah. Just because you’re resolving the conflict doesn’t mean that there has to be all kinds of fireworks going on. You can resolve it quietly. But you should have the scene. For in­stance, in Winter in the Blood, a man is looking for a girl, ostensibly because she stole his gun and electric razor, but for other reasons, too. In the draft that my editor read, which was about the third draft, I had the narrator see the girl in the bar, through the win­dow and that was it. I’d never had him enter the bar and confront the girl. My editor, Ted Solotaroff, said, “You can’t do that,” you know? So now I have him enter the bar and confront the girl and they talk about everything except their problem. He tells her she should go to secretarial school and learn shorthand. So you can re­solve the scene, but it can be a very quiet resolution.
bevis: Let’s get the years straight. What year did you begin and when did you finish Winter in the Blood?
welch: Boy! I think I finished it in ’73 and I probably started it in ’71.
bevis: That’s pretty fast. 
welch: It’s a short n o v e l .  
bevis: But it’s also a first n o v e l .
welch: Well, I worked steadily on it all the time, with about a month off between drafts. When you work steadily and you know basically where you’re going, it doesn’t have to take you a long time.
bevis: How did you first conceive of the novel, what was the firm thing in your mind that you knew you wanted to do when you began?
welch: Well I knew right out this was not going to be a
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heavily plotted novel because I’ve read a lot of novels that have been heavily plotted or well plotted or whatever and I realized that I just wasn’t that type of person, to sit down and invent all kinds of complicated things that would come together in the end. So, what I wanted to do is keep it fairly linear—keep it moving from one thing to another, always moving forward in a direction— sometimes even a direction the narrator didn’t even know. I had in the back of my mind the idea of a picaresque novel. Yet I didn’t want it to be completely episodic. So it’s like a linear progression, but yet there were things in it that would recur all along the way.
bevis: Right. That’s what you had in mind technically, but it’s no accident that the novel’s set on the Highline of Montana. 
welch: That’s true. 
bevis: What else did you want to say? 
welch: Well, this is kind of a long story and I’ll try to make it short. I was writing poems exclusively up to this time, for about 7 years I think, and each individual poem would deal with an as­pect of Montana prairie life, the people, the flora and fauna, the atmosphere. I wanted something bigger—something in which I could just take my time and try to pack it all in and get all of the landscape in there. It’s like the difference between still pictures and a movie. In a poem I could always take the snapshot, but this time I wanted to make a movie. That’s why I had my character moving through different situations, through different landscapes so that it would always be changing, and I could always be writing about that change. At first I thought of even making it a travelogue. If you were a tourist coming along Highway 2 there on the Highline, all you might want to do is get through this country as fast as possible so you’d reach either the Rocky Mountains on one side, or, say, Minnesota on the other where the country gets green and lush again. I wanted to hijack a carload of those tourists and tell ’em, “O.K., here’s what’s here,” and take ’em out on the hills to the south there and just look at all the little plants—you know, the little flowers that happen, the insects, the snakes, a coyote or maybe a herd of antelope. Then I wanted them to smell what an alfalfa field smells like, I wanted them to smell what a cor­ral smells like at 5:30 or 6:00 in the morning when the dew is on the manure and a kind of sweet smell comes out. I t’s really one of the most memorable smells of my childhood. I just wanted them to be immersed in this country so that they would see as much as I saw, because, to me, that was a whole world right there and most people can’t see that world. So I thought that I could write like a guy telling a group of people, “O.K. this is here and this is there— look around, smell, use all your senses. Get an idea of this world.”
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But then I got a character and then these other people became characters and so that’s when I first started to think of it in terms of a novel. As soon as the characters started appearing, I thought, well, I’ll just dramatize these scenes and once I thought that way it naturally evolved into a novel.
bevis: When we were discussing The Big Sky once, you told me that at the beginning you intended in some ways to write al­most a pastoral work, and as you’re describing the Highline, you’re describing mainly pleasant sensations. But there’s a gap between the world of evoked sensations that you’re giving us now and the difficulties in which the protagonist finds himself in Winter in the Blood. What happened in between your desire to depict some of the positive aspects of ranch life on the Highline and the plot of the book?
welch: Well, I think reality intruded. (Both laugh). You know there are all kinds of problems in living up there. It’s very isolated country. Distances are very great. There isn’t much to do. You can’t go to a play or a concert. Basically what people do—not only Indians, but white people, too—they drink a lot. They drink too much. They get in their cars and go out and kill themselves. Families break up. There’s lots of misery as a result of this isola­tion and boredom. And in combating this boredom, people often make a real mess of their lives, because they’re always trying to es­cape this boredom. That’s what I grew up with, all during my younger years, and so when I started to write, these things just started to come to the forefront. The character was just an average guy, basically, and he drank too much—he was bored. There was an innate dissatisfaction with his life. He wanted something better but he didn’t know what it was. These are really common prob­lems. I just ended up writing fairly truthfully about one of these people up there.
bevis: Well, that may be a good description of your intent in creating that character, but when I teach the book, almost no student calls this guy your average Joe. He may have average problems and he may have no better than average solutions to his problems, but his consciousness is extraordinary. I think every reader feels he’s in the presence of a speaker who is very smart, very observant, and very articulate. So, in that sense, mentally, he’s never an average Joe.
welch: Yeah, I know what you mean. Other people have remarked on this and at the risk of sounding conceited, I think be­cause I didn’t know how to write a novel, I sort of wrote about me in that respect. I always saw things, you know, so I think what I did was use my consciousness through him and then put him
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through things that a lot of people suffer up in that area.
bevis: But in that case I’m real glad, to use your words, that you didn’t know how to write a novel. Had you been following for­mulas you might easily have fallen, as others have, into a sort of re­ductive approach to western whites or Indians. You might have created some remote, laconic person whose consciousness is re­duced because he doesn’t read a lot or talk a lot and I think that’s probably a lie in getting at the inner life of people anywhere. It may describe their outer life b u t. . . .
welch: Yeah, yeah—
bevis: Actually since we’ve already mentioned Faulkner— one of the great things Faulkner did was to apply that absurd rhetoric to every character who drifts through Mississippi. He gives the impression that it’s possible for anyone—no matter what his redneck exterior—to have nobility and grace and perception as part of his inner life. I think it’s a great virtue of your novel that it does use a very sophisticated consciousness and I don’t find that unrealistic at all.
welch: I don’t either, because I think what you said is re­ally true, that in a lot of Western writing people take, say, a char­acter’s outer demeanor and they submerge it into the character’s inner being, so that this person does come off as a laconic, tight- lipped person with no sensitivity, no feelings, no nothing. A lot of those people up there and all over the world, obviously, feel a lot, they see a lot, they wonder a lot and it just seems natural to get in­side of the person and try to bring that out.
bevis: True. I imagine if we were going to talk about Winter in the Blood politically, it’s place in native American politics as a piece of literature, almost without question its major contribution would be the fact that the protagonist is so sensitive, so observant, so intelligent, so articulate, so verbal. I know you’re read in Europe. To a lot of people far away from here who have no idea of what the American West is like, to those people, I should think, the first power of the book as a social and political document is the exquisite sophistication of the mind of the protagonist even though his life is moving through an average Joe’s western movie of bars, horses, cows, drunken men and women. That is a power­ful statement about the humanity of a person in that situation.
welch: I think people are always sensitive but out here they have kind of adopted a facade, this kind of stoic facade that just be­lies everything they are. The Indians before the white people were very sensitive. They let emotions out at the slightest opportunity. They would weep and they would get angry. They were very sen­sitive and they knew their place in nature. They saw everything
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and considered everything a part of them and them a part of ev­erything else. They were extremely sensitive people and why shouldn’t one of their descendents also be extremely sensitive?
beviS: Is the notion of the stoic Indian a recent develop­ment, or a misleading one, or only a description of them in certain situations?
welch: Well, I think it happened very predictably when the whites came. Indians were always mistrustful of the white people and they would not give themselves to white people. They wouldn’t express this sensitivity when white people were around because they didn’t want to make themselves vulnerable. And so they would put on their stoic, stone faces, but when they got back to camp, you know, then they would tell stories and laugh and dance and sing and smoke and do everything. A very emotional people, but when they were around white people they would just clam up.
bevis: What about today—on the reservation? How much do you think the Indians know of their own past behavior? Perhaps this varies a lot tribe by tribe, but just to take the North­west Plains Indians at the moment, how much is their present be­havior affected by patterns imagined or forced on them by whites?
welch: Their relationship to whites is still one of distrust. I’ve seen it all my life. You know I’m not just guessing—this is ob­servation.
bevis: I suppose that’s true at either extreme of any power spectrum. The visiting general conquering a nation doesn’t show the sensitivity he shows among his friends. 
welch: Yeah, right.
bevis: I guess it’s a privilege. No matter how oppressed a people are there is something they can withhold like the whore’s kiss—their personality or their gaiety or their wit—there’s some­thing they can choose to give or not to give.
welch: That’s right, and then when they share it amongst themselves, it just means that much more. It’s incredible to be in a roomful of Indians. The stories and, as you said, the wit is incredi­ble. They just are very quick minds. When I’m in a room with In­dians I’m just laughing constantly. It’s just one witty word-play joke after another. They’re very verbal.
bevis: What about native American writing—right now— what about verbal Indians today?
welch: Oh, I think it’s in terrific shape—getting better all the time. Writers like Scott Momaday, Leslie Silko, Ray Youngbear, Joy Harjo, Simon Ortiz, Gerald Visinor—and this is just scratching the surface—they’re very good writers. I mean
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they’re good writers in any league. This isn’tjust Indian writing— this is good writing. And there are a lot of young people who are more and more interested in writing. Indian people never thought of actually writing things down—they were an oral people and for many, many, many years it was enough to tell the story, genera­tion to generation. But now that kind of lifestyle is going, and also I think a lot of Indian writers want to get “out” to other people. They want to make other people aware of Indian situations. I don’t mean especially how bad the Indian situation is, but how it is—both the positive and the negative aspects of Indian life. And so more and more young people are becoming writers and I sus­pect in another 10 or 20 years there’ll be a lot of novels written by Indians. Indians are already writing a lot of poetry.
BEVIS: Where are these Indian writers coming from? 
welch: I think it mostly started in the Southwest. Most of the writers that I mentioned are from the Southwest originally. Leslie Silko, Momaday, Joy Harjo, Simon Ortiz—and several others grew up in the Southwest, went to school in the Southwest. 
bevis: Any particular schools that have become centers? 
welch: Well, there’s a school in Santa Fe. The Institute of American Indian Arts.
bevis: In both Winter in the Blood and Death o f Jim Loney, a young native American protagonist seems to have very few op­tions—not very good ones at that. We feel there’s a world for him of reduced alternatives, and that’s been a criticism of your work, especially in the case of Loney.
welch: Some people objected to it in Winter in the Blood, too. 
bevis: Right. So here are two books in which the pro­tagonist along the Highline doesn’t seem to have many options that make much sense to him and I’m wondering how much you see this, I guess, as an idiosyncrasy you personally want to deal with in your work, or how much you see this as a reflection of polit­ical and social reality on the reservation. An impossible question.
welch: Yeah, because th e  answer is both. I’ve chosen to write about these two guys who sort of have self-limiting worlds, who don’t try very hard to rise above what they are, because they interest me. I ’ve seen people like this all my life. And, to me, they’re much more fascinating than the person who goes right through by the numbers and ends up as an engineer out of Boeing or whatever.
bevis: Why are they more fascinating? 
welch: Because I think they just have more going on in their minds—and in their spirits. They’re more tortured people. They probably have the potential to do these things, if what you
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say about my character in Winter in the Blood is true. He’s a pretty bright guy and he could probably do all right. But for some reason he doesn’t.
bevis: And Loney, too, is clearly very bright.
welch. Yeah, when he was a young boy he was very bright and he just sort of lost himself as he’s gotten older. I’m fascinated with this type of person—I’ve seen him all over the Highline. At Northern College there would probably have been maybe 60 In­dians fall quarter and then in 2 weeks probably 15 or 20 of them would have gone home and maybe 15 or 20 more would have gone home by the end of that quarter. They didn’t feel really comforta­ble outside of their own world. This was really a foreign place to them. Back in those days there was no such thing as an Indian club and so a lot of Indian people just felt very isolated. Some of them felt like role models. I can remember being in classes and the teacher would say to somebody, “Now you’re an Indian. You have a special relationship to the land—”or whatever and im­mediately that person would shrink down in his seat. Back in the dorm room with a bunch of other Indians, this guy would have talked his head off, but not in this situation. So I mean all kinds of pressures are put on Indian kids—as soon as they get off their land, you know. Especially full blooded Indians, because they re­ally look like your basic Indian and so that makes them different. They are as different as black people are different—although there are a lot more black people than there are Indians, so when an In­dian goes off to school, especially if it’s a school without too many Indians, then he just sticks out like a sore thumb and that’s a pres­sure. So all these things work to make the Indian feel really un­comfortable and not amongst his own kind—he can’t relax and do the things he likes to do.
bevis: Surely you are interested in these talented people who go nowhere partly because they represent Indian experience in general. Both of your protagonists are looking for significant connections to their lost past. Loney even says at one point he can’t understand how Kate can just live in the present, that he’s seeking the identity of his past, and it’s very important to the pro­tagonist in Winter in the Blood to find out about his ancestry. In­dians face the problem of where the hell to go. They have a past but they’re severed from it—not necessarily in the sense that they don’t know what it is, but they have no way to apply it to the pre­sent in a constructive way. These books express more than Jim Welch’s personal interest in people who are talented but waste their life. They seem to be important figures in the native Ameri­can situation or history.
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welch: I think it’s true. Even if a person knows his tradi­tions—and this is getting to be a smaller and smaller group of In­dians, especially young people who actually know their tradi­tions—right now it’s almost impossible to have a real, honest vi­sion quest. There are all kinds of preparations. There are all kinds of ceremonies—for instance, going into a sweat lodge with the medicine man and having the medicine man prepare you to go after your vision. These things are getting harder and harder to do. So, even if you try to hang on to your traditions, you probably don’t know the ceremonies and fewer people on reservations do know the ceremonies involved. They want their traditions very badly, but yet they don’t really know how to go back and get them.
BEVIS: I know that you serve on the state Board of Pardons and deal with people who have found no constructive alternatives ... 
welch: Right—they’ve found instructive alternatives. 
beviS: So you’re working at finding some way out of deadends at a practical level as well as a Active level. And I’m aware that you’re working on a book now dealing with Blackfeet history. There must be some connection here. What is it? What are you hoping to do in your third novel?
welch: Well, it’s about some people—they’re Blackfeet In­dians. It’s a historical novel. It’s set in 1869 and 1870. 1870 is when the massacre of Heavy Runner’s band occurred on the Marias River. His band was massacred by soldiers, government soldiers. They killed practically all of them, including women and children. I’ve always been interested in that period. I’ve heard stories—My dad’s grandmother lived with him when he was a child and she was an old Blackfeet woman who had been through many of those old, traditional years of horse raiding and skirmish­ing with the white people and she told him a lot of stories and he in turn told me. Then I started reading a little bit more and I realized that many, many things happened to these people. So many people say, “Well, you know any Indian can get a college educa­tion if he wants to” and “They get a free ride up there on the reser­vation and yet they’re always bitching and complaining.” I al­ways knew that was wrong, obviously. There was some deep-seat­ed defeat in these people, but I had never tried to really find out for myself how this came about, what made them what they are today. And then I started reading and you think of all the smallpox epidemics that decimated them. You think of something really simple, like their reservation shrinking five times—the Blackfeet reservation shrinking five times. Any time the whites en­croached on their reservation, they just passed legislation and shrank it again—and again and again. And during the winter of
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1883 and ’84, when the Blackfeet were starving to death, the white men were running cattle on their reservation. You know, there were thousands of head of cattle on their reservation—illegally grazing there. And yet these white ranchers were constantly in touch with the army, telling them that they thought that these In­dians would be getting so desparate that they’d start killing their cattle and eating them—these cattle that were illegally on the re­servation.
bevis: A starvation which the whites had deliberately forced, because in 1881 and ’82 they had killed off the buffalo.
welch: Right. And so they reduced the Blackfeet to these starving people—
bevis: —and they yelled and screamed when the Blackfeet came and got a few cattle.
welch: Yeah, and they got very few, very few. Very few Blackfeet actually went out and killed cattle and ate them. They starved. They starved to death rather than eat these cattle that were illegally on their land. So it’s all kinds of things like this that really just sickened me inside, and so if I can, during this novel, I’d like to write it fairly straightforward. I certainly don’t want to slant it. You know I don’t like books that are slanted because when I read them I know that they’re slanted, that the author is sympathetic to these people and so it takes away some of the truth of the book. So what I’d like to do is write this book that would take a fairly objective viewpoint of the Blackfeet Indians and just show what happened to them, without making judgments about what happened to them. The reader can make his own judgment and obviously the judgment won’t be good for white people.
bevis: I think that could be a very important book, and I think you could do it. There’s not an ounce of sentimentality in either of your other two novels, though there’s plenty of sentiment. And you’re right—it has to be done without any sentimental slanting.
welch: Well, I think if I wrote it right, it could be a good book. In a way it could show how in a two-year time span—but that was a very important two years— it could show how a group of people totally declined. These are really dramatic events, be­cause after the massacre of 1870, the Blackfeet never fought white people again, ever. That was the end—they laid down their arms. And then in 1882 and 1883 they starved.
bevis. So they la id  down their arms before the Nez Perce re­bellion and Chiefjoseph, in ’76 or ’77.
welch: Yeah, yeah. It was a great irony, but the Blackfeet were noted as a very fierce group of people who were most feared
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by the white people in the nothern plains area. And yet they were the very first Indians, as far as I can tell, who laid down their arms. And it was because of that massacre. Theyjust felt that their medicine had gone completely bad and that these white people were something different.
bevis: They had had earlier run-ins with the whites and they’d had one smallpox epidemic back around 1835, and so they had feared the bad medicine of the whites for sometime.
welch: Everything just kept accumulating and finally one day they realized “we cannot fight these people.” 
bevis: They were right—it was inevitable. 
welch: Yeah. If they had fought more they might have saved a little pride, but the results might have been worse. Be­cause at that time, in 1870, all of the chain of command, the mili­tary and the Department of the Interior, especially western repre­sentatives of the government, wanted to exterminate the Indians. The only sympathetic ears they had were legislators from back East. When the account of this massacre reached the Senate, it was the eastern legislators who were outraged. The western legis­lators and the government people, they thought it was terrific— they finally broke the back of the Blackfeet.
bevis: Right. The eastern establishment already had its liberalism cranked up from the days of abolition and the Civil War—that was only 10 or 20 years before. You said one thing that interested me. Are the Sioux any better off right now in their self- image, their morale, their sense of identity than the Blackfeet be­cause they fought longer against the whites and, indeed, had some wonderfully strong, imaginative leaders in Red Cloud and Crazy Horse—
welch: I don’t think so. I think that the Blackfeet people know that they put up the good fight. They’re aware of what their reputation was and I think that most people accept that laying down their arms in 1870 was probably the wise thing to do. Cer­tainly the Indian leaders at that time knew that they had run out of fighting room, they didn’t have the fire power to match the sol­diers. Theyjust realized that this was the end—the white people were far too strong. So it was time to quit. Today I think most young Blackfeet are proud of their background as Blackfeet In­dians. I don’t think there’s ever been a question of thinking that “well, we gave up first. Other Indians were still fighting and we had given up.”
bevis: If you were going into bars in Browning, along the Highline now, and into bars mainly filled with Blackfeet Indians, young and old, would there be a fair amount of knowledge among
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them of Blackfeet history, when the Blackfeet stopped fighting and why?
welch: I think that even today a lot of stories have been handed down. Maybe they wouldn’t quite recall the dates that things happened, but they would probably know about that winter when the soldiers marched from Fort Shaw in many de­grees below zero weather and surprised Heavy Runner’s band at dawn and wiped them out. I think most young Indian people who did come from a traditional family where stories were told, would probably know that.
bevis: We’re discussing a reversal of the usual belief that whites have a continuity and a past and the Indians have had theirs disrupted by being conquered. It’s almost the opposite. I have no idea what my ancestors were doing in 1860. I know my father came from Tennessee, but I don’t know where his grand­father came from or when, or where, or why. I was surprised to see my name, Bevis, in Danish, and to find out that it’s a Scandina­vian root. What’s interesting here is not that Indians have been severed from their past—it’s that they have much more interest in a past that in ways they’ve been less severed from than whites. That is, I’m a product of a mobile society and I don’t know my past—in a way I don’t care. Blackfeet are still close to their stomp­ing grounds of the last 150 years. Perhaps the people in the driver’s seat can afford to forget their traditions. They’re in con­trol of the present.
welch: Uh-huh.
bevis: Is it that simple? The deprived people need the past because they need that psychological support, or is there some other real difference between Indians and whites in relation to their past?
welch: Well, I do think there i s  a basic difference in the In­dians that have their oral traditions and it’s quite a structured tradition. There were certain people who told stories, certain people who were responsible for stories. There were certain people who were responsible for keeping the winter count, which was their way of making history of the previous years.
bevis: The winter count that would be kept on a buffalo hide with pictographs.
welch: Right. And it would usually depict a certain event that occurred during a certain year—like the Year of Many Buf­falo—the Winter of Many Buffalo, and they feasted, and then there would be another winter.
bevis: Damn few buffalo.
welch: Yeah, more of those. So they did have historians
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and they had story tellers and you can well imagine sitting in a lodge during the wintertime in the evening. There would really be nothing to do except a few little chores and listen to stories, tell stories. And so it wouldn’t surprise me if in some of the real tradi­tional families, some of the young kids know several of the stories from the mid-1800s.
bevis: That is different, isn’t it? Perhaps once you get a written history, you can afford to overlook your past because you could recover it at any time in the library.
welch: Also, I think, written histories don’t have much to do with people personally, whereas these oral histories, I think, would be flavored with personal qualities.
bevis: That’s a good point. The histories you’re talking about are the histories really of families, not of nations. That is, part of the difference is one of scale—a history of a band of 30 to 80 people is going to be much different from the history of the west­ward movement of the northern Europeans of the 17th and 18th centuries.
welch: You b e t .
bevis: Yeah. You and I have talked before about how the plots of white novels and the plots of native American novels seem to be slightly different. The white novels tend to begin at home, leave home and keep circling outwards to somewhere else. Boon in The Big Sky beats up his father, leaves home, moves west. The mo­tion of most white novels is spiraling outwards from a center in widening circles. Whereas in both your novels or in D’Arcy McNichol’s The Surrounded or in Silko’s Ceremony, in most of the na­tive American works we can think of, the action is spiraling back inwards toward home to stay there. Sometimes it seems a sort of doom to stay there. The characters want to break away, but can’t. Whatever this force is—lack of opportunity, despair, family, or tribalism, or kinship, is it still a significant force that helps define the difference between Indian and white life?
welch: Boy, that’s an extremely tough question because on reservations people are so different now, whereas, probably up to 30 or 40 years ago they were all basically pretty much alike. The structures were basically the same. But now you have a few tradi­tional people, you have a lot of transient kinds of people, different lifestyles, living side by side on reservations.
bevis: And that’s happened in our generation. 
welch: Yeah, I think since World War II. Since World War II, a lot of young men came back from the service really rest­less and pretty much anxious to get away from that Indian-ness. I think Leslie Silko really captures it perfectly in Ceremony. When
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these guys were off on the West Coast, going through those camps—they were in their soldier uniforms, it was World War II and they could even get white women—blonde, white women— and this really was something that they brought back with them after the war. Only here they were on the reservation again—the war was over. They weren’t heroes anymore. No blonde, white woman would even look at them. They were just Indians again.
beviS: Yeah. That’s not only a native American problem, is it? “How you gonna keep ’em down on the farm, after they’ve seen Paree.” That’s a World War I song.
welch: Yeah, that’s true. In Ernest Hemingway’s Soldier’s Home Krebs comes back, and he just lays around all day, he can’t go out with his friends or his girlfriend. A lot of soldiers have that kind of trouble. But with an Indian that trouble is compounded by certain opportunities that opened up to him, “over there,” that then were cut o f f  b y  society. And probably the most conspicuous example of this is the white women.
beviS: When w e  s ta r te d  talking about the Blackfeet history, you said that the feeling of despair of these people could perhaps be understood b e tte r  b y  looking at their history. But that would seem to grant the b le a k e s t  reading of your two novels—that they are novels of d e s p a ir .
WELCH: Right.
bevis: But I know that you feel there’s a positive element in both Winter in the Blood and The Death o f Jim Loney. Take Loney, a man who commits suicide. What do you see as the constructive note in those two books, especially in Loney?
welch: Well, I would say in Loney there are a couple of posi­tive aspects. One is his attempt to understand something of his past. Even though it renders him immobile, he’s still attempt­ing—he’s making an effort to find out something about his past. The other one is his death. He does orchestrate his own death. He becomes aware that he doesn’t want to live and once he makes that choice, instead of taking a gun and putting it to his forehead and blowing his brains out, he orchestrates it. He creates it, he creates a lot of events to put himself on top of that ledge in the end—to put the Indian cop, who was a real thug in disguise, down there in his police car with his rifle. Loney does that—he knows how his death will occur. And to me, that is a creative act and I think all creative acts are basically positive.
bevis: He certainly does regain power. He takes control of his life and directs the action, including the action of others.
welch: I suspect somewhere in philosophy is a theory that if you gain some control over your life, that can be seen as a posi­
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tive act, even if the end result is going to be what society considers a negative act.
bevis: Richard Wright’s Native Son. 
welch: Surrendering your life.
bevis: Loney and Winter in the Blood could be called existen­tial, meaning that there can be something positive in taking re­sponsibility for even a meaningless act—an act that won’t do any real good. Jim, do you envision Indians gaining more control of their destiny by learning about their past in a book such as you’re working on?
welch: Well, I think a  book could make them understand, in a very simple way, events, so that in a way they could say, O.K., here I am, standing on this street in 1982—how did I get here? If they could read my book, if it were written right, they could say, “Well, now I know that back in . . . we were a fierce, warlike tribe of people and then suddenly this event happened and we weren’t that way any more, although a lot of young men still went out and stole horses and fought with other tribes. But they ceased being a group of people who believed strongly in themselves. They no longer have that. So maybe if this person in 1982 could see these years, maybe they could understand more about how they got here. Now whether that’s positive or not, I don’t know.
bevis: Oh, it is, it is. There’s something constructive in fac­ing tragedy squarely, playing the blues well. There’s got to be— it’s better than confusion. Clarity is better than confusion.
welch: Yeah, it is. I think it gives you some sort of ease of mind, maybe, to know that this is part of how you got to this cer­tain situation.
bevis: For blacks in America, employment and income seem to have declined since 1965. I fear that what is now a very healthy and vigorous Indian political awakening might run straight into a barrier of racism. In the backlash, Congress might suddenly end reservations, or in some way pull the blanket from under the Indians—
welch: So to speak? 
bevis: So to speak.
welch: Yeah, I agree. It’s like as long as you keep banging your drum loudly and insistently, changes will come about—no matter how reluctantly—as a result of intense pressure. But it’s hard to keep that intense pressure on. The black movement had their days of really intense pressure and then I think you have to let up as a group of people. Changes should come about for the better and that’s the way it should be. But it doesn’t work that way, so I’m afraid that the Indian movement peaked in the mid-
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70s—the intense banging. And a lot ot things happened as a result of that. And now, because I think the Indians can’t keep that in­tense pressure going, things are going to slide back. The Indians are going to find themselves where they were back in the 60s and earlier.
bevis: Yeah, that’s a problem. In every phase of American political history, though the majority of a given group may want X, if a very small minority can make a great deal of money by Y, that minority has a constant incentive and they’re working behind the scenes and in front of the scenes year after year because they could be millionaires. The majority has to keep it’s vigilance up through newsletters or whatever and when the crisis passes, they want to go back to their families and live their life. The vigilance drops and the person who can make a million, who still has the motivation, comes right back in.
welch: So you eventually end up with role models. I’ve been to a lot of places where I’ve been a role model, you know. People have told me this: “You are a role model. Go in and talk to these people and let them know that an Indian can write.” I know most of my Indian friends who are writers or activists or whatever, are also considered role models. So you’re reduced to this group of people with their few role models instead of all of the people rising up. This is after the banging is done. It’s hard to identify with a role model, incidentally.
bevis: You’re supposed to identify with role models if you can dream that someday you will be president. I mean that’s the classic 19th century way of conceiving it. Abe Lincoln is any boy. It was true, if you were white and male. It was very exciting to think that as opposed to the monarchies of Europe any kid in a cabin could dream of becoming president. A white, American male could empathize with role models because there was no role model he couldn’t possibly become. But for anyone but white males and colossal egotists, it’s a bit absurd.
welch: That’s right. Especially when society conspires to keep you from dreaming by making you scrabble to keep peanut butter and lard on the table and whatever commodites they deign to hand out. They are suppressing you on one hand, making you dependent, and on the other hand they’re telling you to become independent, to dream and to look upon this role model as some­body that you can possibly become.
BEVIS: Right.
welch: It’s a bad situation.
bevis: Yes. Let’s turn, if you don’t mind, from politics all the way back to where we began, back to art. After all this talk of
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native Americans in Montana, Sioux, Blackfeet, your own back­ground, the background of your characters, I know you were read­ing Vittorini’s Conversations in Sicily when you were working on Winter in the Blood. Tell me, was Vittorini a main influence or sort of a breakthrough example for you of how to handle realism? How did you come upon the style and the voice that would suit your purposes? You’d already published a volume of poetry, you were already a poet and your confidence in using the image, the sudden image is very evident in Winter in the Blood.
welch: I’d always been interested in direct language and one of my early heroes was Ernest Hemingway. And for a whole body of work, I guess, he probably still is the most influential per­son. I studied the way he wrote and I liked the way he wrote. Most of his sentences were simple sentences, but when you got through reading a short story by him, you felt that so much had gone on. And as a poet, I liked the evocative quality of his language, in that you could use very little language to create such a large world. A few reviewers compared my language to Hemingway’s lan­guage—but I think that’s because they hadn’t read Elio Vittorini, because he’s the guy who really made me realize that you can use simple language poetically; it can be beautiful language. And it can evoke just as much as Hemingway could evoke. But I found Vittorini more poetic in that he could use language as a lot of Latin American writers can use language, to sort of go beyond re­ality. Hemingway was always pretty much grounded in what we consider the real world. Whereas Vittorini, like a lot of Latin American writers, could suddenly put you in another world, and you aren’t aware that you’ve passed this boundary of reality into this other reality. I liked that very much about Vittorini’s novel and I’m trying, especially in this one, to cross that line, because for the Indians, there wasn’t a heck of a lot of difference between the physical world and the spiritual world—
bevis: The Hemingway concept of realism wouldn’t be ac­curate for the Blackfeet—
welch: I think his kind of writing would create a very shal­low book, because in a historical novel, you have to deal with ev­erything that they’ve thought about, everything that they knew about.
bevis: You’ve put your finger on exactly the reason I prefer your technique to Hemingway’s—
welch: All rig h t!
bevis:—and that is exactly that Hemingway tried to drop all rhetoric, really, at the sentence by sentence level, though that creates, of course, his own rhetoric of reduction. But I love the way
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your use of poetic image in otherwise simple sentences creates something more than the real: “the paring knife grew heavy in the old lady’s eyes.” That’s not Hemingway and that is a use of poetic image to deepen the whole texture, the tone, without using subor­dinate clauses. You keep a simple Hemingway sentence, but you add the surreal or irrational image.
WELCH: Right.
bevis: And those natural images are important in Winter in the Blood. The magpie squawks and the reader feels that it may be significant. With Yellow Calf, it’s obvious that the Blackfeet did not live in a Hemingway world. You leave very delicately up in the air the question of whether the deer did talk to Yellow Calf—
WELCH: Uh-huh, right—
bevis:—and if deer might possibly talk, then a little wilder use of imagery is necessary than in Hemingway.
welch: Yeah, I think so, too. It’s interesting. When you mentioned the magpie—that’s probably my all time favorite bird because I do think magpies have great personalities. Out of all the birds I know, they seem to have this great curiosity, they have this great sense of self-preservation and they’ll eat practically any­thing. And yet they always will stay just a little bit out of rifle range.
bevis: Or dog range—
welch: Dog range, and they can sit out there and laugh at a dog who’s trying to get at them. And so at the end of the book when this magpie comes and sits on this fencepost and looks down at the narrator lying on his back in the mud—the rain’s falling and the magpie’s going “Squawk, squawk.” I just thought of this kind of old person, you know, who kind of comes over to see what’s going on. So I kind of gave him some human qualities in a sense. I was thinking of him as something more than a bird, you know?
BEVIS: Uh-huh.
welch: But nothing heavy.
bevis: So many people feel closer to the behavior and pat­terns of animals than white European culture has given them any way of explaining. It’s just not true that we’re so different—or so separate.
welch: Not at all—Jesus. Some moments it just becomes very clear to you, like when those three waxwings ran into our windows the day after that blizzard. I picked them up, and you know it was like they weren’t birds any more. They were some­thing more than birds. And it was a real small tragedy, that these three crazy waxwings ran into our windows. I ’m sure that it had to do with the disorientation coming from that blizzard. I mean
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when you pick up a waxwing like that and hold it, you realize that this isn’t something apart from you. This is part of what we’re all in—everything that is around us—
bevis: “Not man apart” is that Jeffers line. . . .Jim, quite apart from native American connections to the land—which curi­ously in our culture tend to be perceived as if they were Romantic Primitive connections—I think there are Western American con­nections in your work. White European separation from the land is almost unprecedented anywhere else. In other words, the way Europeans have separated themselves from animals and nature is exotic to most of the world. But westerners in the United States, white and native American alike, live in such a powerful land­scape. That is one of the first things whites notice when they cross the Mississippi. Even though all the world has nature, England has nature, New England has nature, when you see so much of it at once, when you get out of the hardwood forest and out on the open plains, the power of land and weather is so tremendous that western literature, including your own, tends to reflect that sense of place. All of our books are printed in the East. Have you had any run-ins with the literary establishment just because you’re a western voice writing about western materials?
welch: Yeah. I think it happens, both in dealing with editors, copyreaders and people like that, and then dealing with reviewers or critics. You know, Easterners just don’t have that idea of nature that we have out here because we just live in it. I ’m reminded of a time when I was working with an editor on my book of poems, Riding the Earthboy 40. I was back east visiting my editor at that time, Stanley Moss. To get some peace and quiet to really work on this book we went up to his place in the Catskills and got up early one morning—God, he woke me up about 6 o’clock and said, “Are you ready to go to work?,” so I staggered out and we drank a little coffee and started editing and one of the first things he said was, “You seem to have a lot of wind and bones in your poems, you know. Maybe too much of that kind of stuff. They are great symbols but you can’t keep it up forever. ” And I said, “What do you mean, wind and bones?” So he started pointing out poem after poem in which wind and bones appear. And I had no idea that these things were even in the poems. It was just that I lived up in a country where the wind blew constantly. There were bones all over the place. And they just found their way into my writing. So this is an example of, you know, of how we become used to things here that back east they might consider symbols.
*
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bevis: You’ve read in Europe a number of times. They must see the west through such exotic eyes.
welch: Well, a lot of Europeans are very sophisticated about the west—much more than eastern United States people. For instance, a couple of years ago, I did a lot of readings in vari­ous places all through Germany. Most of the people that I read to, of course, understood English and I read at a lot of universities where they had American studies programs. Almost all of these people—teachers and students alike—had spent some time in the west. It was amazing. Mostly in the southwest but also up in the northern plains area. And so they could see how things were, but yet they couldn’t lose their romantic notions. Most Germans, they told me over there, grew up with this guy Karl May, and he wrote these James Fenimore Cooper-type stories of western Indians, very romanticized characters. Then when they went west they could see the reality of how it was on reservations and in pueblos, wherever. And yet although they could see the reality of it, they had a hard time accepting it. And so you had this twofold notion. At one place I was with Scott Momaday. There was an Indian guy from Santa Fe who was a government official and a couple of other people. We were on this panel. And these Germans would, on the one hand, have this terrific, romanticized notion of Indians in the west, and on the other hand, they would have seen what the reality of life is on reservations—the poverty, the complete powerlessness of people. And so they would say things like—very insistently— “Well, why don’t the Indians rise up? Why don’t they declare war on the United States? Why don’t they burn down buildings and do this and that?” And they would say, “Why can’t Indians be like the blacks and just rise up as one—” you know, and get some kind of justice, although they had been to the west and knew the vast distances of the west and knew how relatively small the reserva­tions were and how much distance there was between reserva­tions. We would try to tell them, “Well, say the Blackfeet rose up, you know, and say the Sac and Foxes in Iowa rose up and say the Seminoles in Florida rose up, you’re talking about three thousand miles distance—”
bevis: And not many buildings. There must be about seven thousand Indians in Montana?
welch: Well, not a heck of a lot more—
bevis: And they’re imagining a proletariat, urban mas­ses—
welch: That’s right, yeah—like the blacks in the ghettos, and when they rose up they made a lot of waves. But if the Blackfeet rose up, it wouldn’t make 10 seconds on the evening news.
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bevis: When I think of the Germans and the west I think of landscape painting and the romantic traditions of central Europe—coming west. As a matter of fact, I started counting the other day and there were probably more European landscape painters in the west than there were trappers by 1850. Trappers and traders are cultural heroes, but there were a lot of landscape artists, too.
welch: That’s right.
bevis: Do Europeans keep up with native American litera­ture and native American art? Are they aware of contemporary painters such as Neil Parsons and Dana Boussard?
welch: No, they’re not that aware of these people like Neil—I think he’s a terrific artist—but he’s not a representational artist. Neil is more abstract although his painting, to me, is just terrifically Indian painting—because of the colors he uses and some of the symbols he uses. They wouldn’t think of that as Indian art. They’re more attuned to art by, say, R. C. Gorman in the southwest, by Fritz Shoulder—he’s very big over there. And al­though his paintings can be very grotesque, there are still lots of recognizable forms. They love those paintings of Indians with Coors beer cans in their hands, you know. They can see this and relate to it, whereas I don’t think they can relate to somebody like Niel Parsons’ work because it’s so much more abstract. . . .
*
bevis: Jim, when did you decide you’d like to write? And how did you get into writing?
welch: I was really—it sounds self-serving—but I really was, honestly, a failure at most other things. I was always a good worker, you know, I could put up hay and I worked for the Forest Service and worked on a pipeline and I was always a good worker. But I was never much in school. I failed out of two colleges, was al­ways basically a C-student and I was never going to be much of anything in a controlled world, like in the business world. I couldn’t see myself as working for the government for the rest of my life. I couldn’t see any of those traditional 8 to 5 jobs. Then I came down to the University of Montana and I met a writer John Herrmann. I was taking an American Literature course from him but he also taught Creative Writing—and he made writing seem like it was someting that a person could really do—an average per­son. I liked him a lot and that got me to thinking because I always
*
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was able to write and I had written poems before that, not very good, but, you know, always copying other poets including Mil- ton—I wrote a kind of Paradise Lost imitation that went on for maybe 12 pages, which is a hell of a lot of writing in that style. But he made me realize that you could write about your own back­ground, your own life, and if you did it well enough, people would be interested. And then, my big influence was a couple of years later. I took a poetry writing course from Dick Hugo and he really solidified that notion that if you use the language well enough, if you use the words well enough, you can really create something that would be art. And this appealed to me. At that time I had no idea that I would stick with writing. It was just something that I really enjoyed doing and so I did it for a year, two years, three years and maybe after three years, I made a commitment to my­self that this is what I wanted to do for the rest of my life. And at that time I thought it was going to be poetry, exclusively. And then, you know, later on I decided I wanted to write a novel. And so I’ve evolved since then. But this was basically how I started to go from a pretty bleak future to doing exactly the thing that I want to do. I’ve got practically the best life of anybody I know. You know, I can pick and choose my jobs and I have large blocks of writing time, so it worked out very well. 
bevis: A little bit of fishing. 
welch: Yeah—a lot of fishing, rafting. 
bevis: One last question. You’ve done one book of poems, one novel first person, then one novel third person—which Bud Guthrie was delighted to find had a “little bit more plot than the first one.”
welch: That’s right.
bevis: And now you’re working on an historical novel. What next?
welch: (Laughter) What next?
bevis: After the historical novel—what do you think. 
welch: Well, I ’ve often thought of urban Indians. In fact, whenever I go to cities like Chicago or Seattle or Minneapolis or Denver or wherever, people always tell me about the urban In­dian population and I meet a lot of urban Indians. And they have actually had the effrontery to ask me, “Well, why don’t you write about urban Indians?” And I always tell them, “Well, why don’t you write about urban Indians? You know a hell of a lot more about them than I do.” But maybe, when I get this one done, I will think seriously of, say, maybe a Blackfeet family going to some place like Chicago or Seattle and what they encounter there. I’d love to get back to poems. I have an idea for a series of prose poems
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that I would really like to tackle after this historical novel. Maybe that’s next.
bevis: Good luck.
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Mary Barnard
THE PLEIADES
They are heard as a choir of sevenshining voices; they descendlike a flock of wild swans to the water.
The white wing-plumage folds; they float on the lake—seven stars reflected among the reeds.
Tonight, the Seven Little Sisters, daughters of the Moon, will come down to bathe or wash their summer dresses.
They wear costumes of the seven rainbow colors; they wear feather mantles they can lift in sea winds
raised by their singing, and so riseflying, soaring, until they fadeas the moon dawns; their voices dwindle
and die out in the North Woods, over Australian bush, from Spartan dancing grounds and African beaches.
They have returned to the skyfor the last time, and evenElectra’s weeping over Troy is stilled.
What girl or star sings now like a swan on the Yellow River?
Anita Helle
DIALOGUE WITH MARY BARNARD
anita helle: I wonder if we could think about your Collected Poems (Portland: Breitenbush Publications, 1979) as a vantage point for reading backward, considering your work as a poet, translator, and scholar. To begin with, how did the idea of a “col­lected poems” come about?
mary Barnard: I had wanted a “collected poems” for a long time, and I had talked about it originally with friends who thought I should go ahead with it, but I thought perhaps I needed more new poems and I hadn’t written very many lately. But mainly, I dreaded sending the manuscript out. I felt in the first place that I wasn’t writing the kind of thing that the young people were writ­ing, therefore they would find it very old-fashioned. And I thought that there weren’t enough people who were interested in my work who were still around. I couldn’t imagine that even a university publisher would do the book. I did write to one agent who was the husband of Perdita, H.D.’s daughter. I had met Perdita, and I knew she would remember who I was, and I wrote to him and asked if he would be willing to handle a volume of collected poems, but he would not. And as far as I knew, no agents were going to do it. I simply couldn’t face this business of sending out and waiting and waiting, and getting it back, and sending it out again. And then James Anderson ofBreitenbush Publications turned up, and he wanted to do it. He proposed it. He wanted to do it. I didn’t know anything about him—except that he was a Reed graduate and was working in the development office at Reed—but he prom­ised me that everything would be the way I wanted it to be, that I would have a say about the type and the design of the book, and he would not expect me to go out and sell the book by doing readings and taking part in workshops, and all these things that I was not interested in doing. He wasn’t going to ask me for any of that, and he was going to bring it out right away. So I put it together, and he published it.
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helle: What is the significance of a volume of “collected” poems—as opposed, for example, to a “selected” poems?
barnard: Of course, it is selected, really, because I had not only written but published quite a lot of poems that I did not in­clude. But I wanted to use “collected poems” as a title because these were all that I intended to republish in book form. I don’t mean that I ’m not writing any more—I have written and pub­lished a poem since Collected Poems came out—but as far as going back and publishing the early things is concerned, and putting them into a volume, I’ve collected all of the early poems that I in­tend to republish.
helle: What have you published since? 
barnard: Well, an Irish poem. I wrote it at Brunnenberg a year ago last summer, but it’s written around an experience of the previous year. I had a request for a poem from Cincinnati Poetry Re­view because they were putting together an issue containing work by the Elliston Award winners, so I sent it to them and they took it.
helle: The fact that the Collected Poems are not presented in chronological order has led reviewers to speculate about other patterns implied in their arrangement. For instance, Joan Swift observed that the themes in each section move from beginnings or renewals toward loss. What do you think?
barnard: If t h a t ’s tru e , i t ’s n o t  b y  d e s ig n . I h a v e  n o t  d is ­
c o v e r e d  it a t  all, a n d  I’m n o t  r e a lly  c o n v in c e d  y e t .
helle: How, then, did the arrangement come about? How did you make decisions about the separate sections?
barnard: Well, if you’re going to arrange poems chronolog­ically, you either start with your earliest poems or your latest poems. Some people put their most recent poems in the beginning and then taper off with their earlier ones. I didn’t want to do that, and I didn’t want to begin with the earliest ones either. I preferred not to use a chronological order because I write in different veins, and the poems don’t always read well one next to the other. Be­sides, as far as publication goes, publication is not in chronologi­cal order as the poems were written, and I don’t even know by now what the chronological order of the writing was. I just know in a general way what was written in the 30s and in the 40s, and it seemed better to me to try another form of organization. I tried first to do a continuous thing without the sections, but then I tried with the sections, and I liked that better. It seemed like a good idea to put the poems relating to childhood and growing up in the first section, and it seemed like a good idea to put the poems re­lated especially to myths in a section to themselves, and they
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seemed to go well in the last section. In the second section I put to­gether the poems that specifically had to do with the Pacific Northwest. As for the ones that were published in A Few Poems, al­most all of those went together, so they made up another section. Another was made up of poems related in some way to poetry­writing. One section is made up mostly of left-overs.
helle: What about section V, which seems to focus on translation—by way of alluding to classical sources and to making use of metrics similar to those you adopted for the English transla­tion of Sappho? (Sappho: A New Translation, Berkeley: Univ. of California Press, 1958).
Barnard: Yes, well, those were written at the time I was doing Sappho.
helle: I want to pursue what you said about writing “in different veins.” You once told me that one of the things you wanted to capture in your Sappho was the sound of the speaking voice. I wonder if you discovered any affinity between your own voice and Sappho’s in the process of translation, and what other bearings the translations might have had on your poems?
Barnard: Well, this relates to another question. You could say about the poems in the Collected, beginning with my earliest and going on to my last, that there is one thing that distinguishes the earlier from the later. Some people have written to me that they have been unable to tell early poems from late ones, but I feel that they’ve become increasingly terse. I was leaning toward this without knowing quite how to get there before I did the Sappho, but when I did the translating I learned more about the way I wanted to do it.
helle: Can you expand on what you mean by “terse?”
Barnard: The shorter lines, the fewer words in general. In my youth I was quite fluent. I found I cound go on and on, you see. One of the longest poems I’ve written recently is the very last one, which is “Travel Notes,” but although there’s a great deal in it, it’s still terse. I made the same kind of progression when I was trans­lating Sappho. If you put an early version of a Sappho poem against a later one, you get more verbiage excluded all the time. I may have told you this before, but when I first sent the “Fable from the Cayoosh Country” to Pound, he wrote back that it was mattressed and quilted down under the verbiage. I think that after that I was more careful, and I kept on paring down to a point when—at one time before I did the Sappho—I pared down to where there was nothing left, and I would just give up on it, be­cause there was nothing there, really. But with the Sappho, it seemed to be so rich, just with a few words, there was no necessity
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for more.
helle: Are there other aspects about your poems that changed after the Sappho? For instance, in the poem “Static,” from section V, the first person pronoun is particularly promi­nent. Are you speaking of the frustrations of translation when you refer to “Greek pterodactyls/ and Victorian dodos”?
Barnard: No, I was thinking of the Victorian translations of Sappho. Because you see I had not really been interested is Sap­pho until I read Quasimodo’s translation into the Italian, and it was his translation that revealed her to me, and I realized what could be done.
helle: You once told me that you didn’t really enjoy trans­lating, that only when you were really immersed in the Sappho did you realize you would finish.
BARNARD: I had never liked translation. I had done a little of it, mainly at Pound’s urging, but I never liked it. And it was only when I read Quasimodo’s Sappho that I wanted to do it. I felt a real urge to do it.
helle: Could the different “veins” of your writing also be distinguished by variations in poetic line? I can think of several kinds of poetic line in Collected Poems. For instance, in the “Fable of the Ant and the Word,” the line is a logical and rhetorical unit of discourse. By contrast, in “Probably Nobody,” or the “terser” poems, line is determined by sound and rhythm, musical phras­ing.
Barnard: “Chronos” is another of the terse ones. You see, I worked very hard on the metric of Sappho, and this influenced these later poems. And what you really see there is the line I de­veloped for the Sapphic fragment, and in poems like this with very short lines, I’m making the line equal a foot.
helle: Does the idea of a balance of weighted syllables which you used to carry Sappho’s voice into English also find a place in your poems?
Barnard: Yes. I’ve been amazed that not one reviewer, so far as I know, has mentioned the sound of the poems. Valerie Trueblood wrote a very fine review—she did an analysis of “The Rapids” all the way through, made a critical study of it, but she never mentioned the sound. And she especially mentioned the ef­fect I got with the last few lines, and that’s one place where I really thought I brought it off as far as the sound goes, but she didn’t mention it. I don’t need to have somebody read poetry aloud to me, because I hear it when I read it silently. I understand that many young people say that they do not “sound” poetry as they read it silently, and I’ve even wondered if that is because they read
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poetry against a background of music. How can you hear a metric against a background of rock and roll? Whether it’s rock and roll or whether it’s Beethoven, you can’t hear a metric if you read against that background. I suppose to some extent you can hear vowel sounds, and I play a lot with vowel sounds.
helle: Was sound always an important value for you? 
Barnard: Yes, ofalmost the first importance. You know the last time you were here I showed you a poem, “A Picture of the Moon,” and you liked it so much you wanted it for Encore, and I wouldn’t let you have it, and I always regretted it— I could never get it published until I put it into the Collected Poems. I said at the time that it was written almost entirely by ear.
helle: Stafford states in his introduction to Collected Poems, that “Lethe,” the last poem in the book, was among the first group of poems you sent to Pound. Are there any others among this first group in the collection?
barnard: No. That was the first time I wrote to him. I sent six poems, and “Lethe” was one of them.
helle: Do you remember any advice Pound gave you on this poem in particular?
barnard: On the very first postcard he wrote, “Lethe is the best because there’s more in it.” I have left it just as it was when I sent it to him. But the diction is a little more literary than in the later poems. “It were a thousand pities/ thus to dissolve”—later, I would not have written that way.
helle: As Pound developed as a poet, he became less con­cerned with technique and more concerned with subject matter. I wonder if this it true of you, whether the technique is less or more important to you now than it used to be?
barnard: Well, perhaps earlier you experiment more, you think more about it, and it ought to be, as you get older, that you have it better in hand so that you don’t have to think about it as much. Of course, I really experimented when I was doing the Sap­pho as much as at any time, but I don’t think about technique as much as I used to, because I’ve more or less found my own line. 
helle: How would you describe your own line? 
barnard: I wouldn’t try to. Ever since I did my earlier ex­periments with Greek metric, using that Encyclopedie de la Musique that Pound sent me, I ’ve been after a balanced line, a balanced foot. Balanced but varied. The principle is balance and variation.
helle: The principle of balance and variation could work at many levels—vowels, stresses, phrasing . . . .
barnard: Yes, I see the poem as falling into divisions that are balanced, but with variations within the divisions. This is
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what I have done in the Homer that isn’t published, and it’s what I did in the Sappho, and in more recent poems like “The Pleiades.”
helle: Since some of your models are classical, I wonder if you feel an affinity for poet lore from the classics. For instance, the idea of a muse, which has been revived by Robert Graves and Robert Bly, among modern poets, and more recently by Adrienne Rich, who envisions a kind of collective female muse. Is the idea of a muse one way into your poetic process? I have in mind the poem “Ondine,” which I would be tempted to think of as a muse-poem, where the water nymph is invited into the house, and there’s a question about whether the fire can be made.
Barnard: That’s a very old poem, and it’s one of three that received the Levinson Award from Poetry magazine. I left it out of Cool Country, because I thought the book would be a bit overbal­anced with poems from the early 30s, but one of my friends never forgave me for leaving it out, and out of deference to him, I in­cluded it in the Collected Poems. And I found out something very strange about this poem when I was working on the memoir I’ve been doing. I’d been going over my early things, my letters home, and I also went back and reread things I’d been reading then, and one of the things I went back to were the poems of Elinor Wylie, which I hadn’t looked at in years. I found a poem by Wylie that I was obviously drawing on when I wrote “Ondine.” I know I had read her poem. I don’t think I was consciously remembering it when I wrote this, or that I set out to imitate one of her poems, and yet there are parts of the two poems that are so alike that anybody comparing that poem and my “Ondine” would say, well, she was just copying. Not literally copying but the idea, the theme of the poem—the visitor in her poem is the ghost of a drowned sailor. And it’s perfectly possible, you know, to absorb things and then have them go down into the unconscious and come out as inspira­tion. The poem’s called, I believe, “The Coast Guard’s Cottage.” I was much embarassed to find it. and the other strange thing is that this poem of Wylie’s is more like my poem—it’s not much like her other poems.
helle: Is the similarity to your other poems the fairy-talemotif?
Barnard: Yes, in part. Rex Arragon pointed out to me be­fore I put the Collected Poems together how much myth permeated my early poems. Also, the metric of the Wylie poem is more typi­cal of my early poems than hers.
helle: Aside from the fact that critics have not commented on the sound values of the poems, have there been any other sur­
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prises about the reception of Collected Poems?
Barnard: The first big surprise is that younger people have been so excited about them. The younger poets who haven’t been used to this sort of thing. Valerie Trueblood went back and read Cool Country, and what she said was that of the five young Ameri­can poets in the 1940 Directions volume, my poems seemed more contemporary than the poems of Berryman and Jarrell.
helle: And that surprised you? How would you have placed yourself among the modernists?
barnard: Well, I thought I had sort of fallen down through the cracks. I was too late for the imagists, and I was too early for the Lowell, Berryman, Jarrell wave. I was formed by the 20s, and I always felt that I had come along on the tail end of the group that I really belonged to. And then in the 30s there were all the social poets, and then there was the war, and the war poets, and none of this was really my line, and finally, it seemed to me that my work was so antiquated, that there was not going to be enough interest in it to warrant publication. And the response to the Collected Poems has completely rejuvenated me! Another surprise has been that I’m hearing from some of the people who read my work in the 30s and 40s and still remembered it. Just the other day I heard from someone in Tucson who was publishing in the same magazines I was publishing in in those days. He said he was pleased to see how well the poems held up, and he mentioned the sound, the “tonal elegance.” But then he goes back to the 20s too.
helee: What have you been working on since CollectedPoems?
barnard: The biggest project has been a volume of reminis­cences, not so much an autobiography as a memoir. I’ve finished that and the University of California Press will publish it—soon, I hope. Now I’m working on a book to be called Time and Tradition. 
helle: Could we talk about the memoir for a moment? 
barnard: Yes, well, one of the reasons that I did the memoir was that in a poetry workshop several years ago, I found that people were interested in what I had to say about what I’d been through in the publishing world, and I thought it might be of value to others. Also, scholar friends were prodding me to put down everything I remembered about my meetings with Pound, Williams, and other poets.
helle: What do you see as the purpose of the memoir? 
barnard: Well, I’ll answer that by reading from the Fore­ward.
“A memoir has never been on my list of Things to Be Done or
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Books to Be Written. Now, at age seventy, I am changing my mind. The world I lived much of my life in is disappearing. And many of the people I knew are disappearing also, not so much into the grave, which would be only natural, but into unwieldy tomes written by people who never knew them.I can still think of a number of reasons against writing such a book as this.First, a life singularly lacking in dramatic incident.Second, a reluctance to set forth the dramatic details of other, more interesting lives to satisfy a public (and editorial) craving for gossip.Third, an absence of the urge to confess, which seems to impel so many writers of reminiscences.Fourth, no feeling that I need to justify my action or my inac­tion.Fifth, a conviction that lyric poems should be able to float free of biographical anecdote or footnotes, so that the reader may appro­priate them as an expression of his own experience or observation or emotion, or at least as an extension of his own experience, not the writer’s. The affirmative reasons that I weigh on the scales against all those reasons for keeping silent is the hope of writing a useful book. I do not mean a book useful to scholars who might be able to establish a date or identify a would-be poet in a walk-on part, but useful to young writers who read literary biography or autobiography much as a young explorer whose goal was the South Pole might read journals of Scott’s or Shackleton’s expedi­tions. The magnitude of the success or the fact of the failure is of less interest than the day-to-day account of what happened: the equipment, the rations, the precautions, the errors, and accidents. I once read in this way myself, and I think young writers must still be doing so, judging by the questions they bring me.With this purpose in mind, I originally thought of beginning with my first letters from Ezra Pound and William Carlos Wil­liams, and my first publication, but on second thought, I realized that the reader needed to know where I started from and how I got to what proved to be my taking-off point. I am, therefore, begin­ning with a bit about my grandparents, more about my parents, and quite a lot about my education. Along the way there will be nonliterary digressions, but on the whole the narrative will deal with a feminine climber’s determined and sometimes partially successful assault on Mt. Helicon: There be Griffons.”
And I call it, “Assault on Mt. Helicon.” And the epigraph on
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the title page is from one of Pound’s letters to me: “You hate trans­lation??? What of it?? Expect to be carried up Mt. Helicon in an easy chair?” I subtitle it “a literary memoir,” and it is mostly about trying to write, and trying to get published, and once in a while getting published. And I’m using quite a lot of correspon­dence—in the early parts, I’m using correspondence from the time when I lived in Vancouver—letters from Pound and Wil­liams and Marianne Moore, if I can get permission. Then, when I began to visit New York and work in Buffalo, I’m using my letters home. I’m quoting very freely and at length from letters describ­ing my first meetings with Marianne Moore and Williams, my first meeting with Pound in ’39, and my visits to St. Elizabeth’s. I never kept a journal, but I did write at length when I wrote home, and, in a way, this was my record, because I knew that my parents were keeping the letters, and that if I ever wanted to go back and find out what had happened, it was there. And I think the letters are more vivid than a journal would have been because I was try­ing to put the experience over to someone who took great interest in all of this.In the process I’ve found some surprising things that I’d gotten mixed up on. One is, that I’ve been telling people for years and years that my first poems were published in Poetry when Pound wrote and told me to send them, and say that I was doing it at his suggestion. And it isn’t true! Pound wrote and told me, “send some poems to Marianne Moore.” I did, and she in her first letter to me suggested that I send some to Morton Zabel, then the acting editor of Poetry, and to say that she said to send them. I sent one to him, and he accepted it. Pound was the intermediary, but he first told me to write to Marianne Moore. He did suggest, as I remem­bered, that I send poems to Zabel and say that he had told me to send them, but that letter came after I had already sent “Shoreline,” which was accepted.
hei.le: In speaking of a “feminine assault” on Mt. Helicon do you mean to call attention to yourself as a woman writer?
Barnard: In my last chapter I have several pages on women and writing. I think the first time you interviewed me you brought up this subject, and I begged off. I said there’s too much to say about that, I don’t want to go into it. And I think perhaps that if I hadn’t reread all my letters and written this memoir, I might have had a little different view of it. But somehow when I got through, I thought, you know, so many men were so helpful to me, it would be ridiculous to say that men did anything to hold me back.As far as writing as a task is concerned, obviously some things were different in the eighteenth century. But in the nineteenth
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century women were writing novels successfully. Women should have been just as able to write good poetry as good prose, but few of them were doing anything memorable. The problem is not that women were not writing poetry, but that they were writing so much bad poetry. Felicia Hemans is an example that I mention in the memoir. She was a very popular poet, now long forgotten— deservedly. My only suggestion is that much of the poetry women have written wasn’t professional enough.
helle: What do you mean by “professional”?
Barnard: Professionalism is a question of attitude toward the craft. This relationship between women and professionalism gets into some deep psychological questions that I didn’t go into in the memoir. I intended to, but then I thought no, I can’t have the tail wagging the dog. It’s going to get too involved; I don’t want to do it here, perhaps I can do it somewhere else. Now Sappho is a beautiful example of somebody who did bring it off, and certainly she had a professional’s attitude toward her craft—as much as Maria Callas had, as Sarah Bernhardt had. Women can excel, I think, if they put their minds to it. But it’s easier to write some­thing that’s acceptable, and stop there. When a boy is learning cabinet work, he must learn that the thing is to do it well, and to direct that attitude toward his craft, not just toward pleasing someone. But if you’re going to function as a female—and I don’t want to do away with that—you’re going to be oriented towards pleasing. A woman who has a craftsman’s attitude toward taking care of her house and cooking is not a good wife and mother. So there is this split.
helle: How did you manage the split?
barnard: Well, in the first place, you have to have drive. You have to have a lot of drive. And it’s rough, you know, and too many women find it easier to write the popular thing, that goes over well. In art, it is not enough simply to please.
helle: Was it hard not to want to please Ezra Pound?
barnard: Well, one thing, you know, is that I chose as hard a taskmaster as any living. And I also stood up to some fairly rough treatment. Not only from him—well, I told you about the poem he said was “mattressed and quilted down under the ver- bage”—things like that. And from Williams too, I took some very rough treatment. But if you break down in tears, or if you simply accept, it won’t work. I always have said that in the arts the harm comes not from men who are trying to keep women down, but from the pat on the head and the chuck under the chin. Encour­agement without a real edge on the criticism. That’s the biggest pitfall. It is marvelous to have encouragement and attention from
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the master, you know, but if you just float along on it, you’re sec­ond-rate. But I’ve written the memoir simply as a writer, without stressing the feminine viewpoint. I have only added these few pages on the subject at the end.
helle: What other projects have you been working on since Collected Poems?
barnard: I m e n t io n e d  m y  c u r r e n t  p ro jec t:  Time and Tradi­tion. I th in k  o f  th is  b o o k  n o t  a s  a  s e q u e l ,  b u t  a s  a  c o m p a n io n  v o l ­
u m e  to  The Mythmakers.
helle: I’m tempted to make a connection between your in­terest in the way time was experienced and ritualized by the an­cients, your use of myth, and the metrics of poetry. Am I right to think that the “different veins” of your writing also, at times, con­verge?
barnard: I suppose you could say that two of my major in­terests meet in my poetry and again in The Mythmakers, and also in my current project, and that the poetry and prose are linked in this way. The first is an interest in time and its divisions, from the met­rical foot to the Magnus Annus, and the other is an interest in metaphor. Obviously, both rhythm and metaphor occur in most poetry. I have too much to say about metaphor to expand on it now, except to point out that movement is always involved in Homer’s metaphors. Instead of comparing one thing to another, he compares process to process. A acts on B as C acts on D. I think that a verb is always involved in the best metaphors. Sappho does not say, “Love is like a whirlwind.” She says “as a whirlwind swoops on an oak, Love shakes my heart.” Sometimes the metaphor is contained in the verb and needs no further elaboration—“is abashed into stillness,” for instance.But then in my study of mythology I have explored especially myths relating to time and the calendar—moon, sun and star myths—New Year myths, and so on. And I am interested in myth as metaphor, deliberate, not unconconscious metaphor. All these threads form, you might say, a tangle or knot in “The Pleiades,” where the stars that determine festivals are reflected in water and become girls bathing in a stream or swans alighting on a lake. These are not my metaphors—they are traditional in different parts of the world. So you have the time theme and the metaphor put into a metric that I had worked a long time to perfect— that balanced line we were talking about.
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NORTHWEST REVIEWCOLLOQUIUM
W ith this colloquium we hope to correct the im ­pression that m agazines publish only to forget their authors. The following poems and passages of prose were selected from recent issues of Northwest Review, and the questions were drafted, by our staff of editors. We offer to readers of Northwest Review this personal encounter with some of the authors whose work they have read, along with a glimpse into the process by which editors judge a piece of w riting w orthy of publication.
Ann Stanford
MAKERS
The Sword
I made the sword.Here in the fire I plunged the steel white hot bearing the beat of the apprentice’s hammers, one-two-three over and over on the steel bar—over and over the firing the beating of hammers till the bar is dense with the struggle, and I bend it again and again.Over and over the pounding, the cutting, the bending, layer on layer the crude bar resists me.
I have given it courage. It has held day and night against heat, against pounding. At last I have shaped it, hardened its edges.It becomes a mirror of my hand hardened in fire
with the metal that resists and is beatenfolded and beaten to the lusterof the still pond that is windlessthat carries one gold curving branch in its centerspread with the gold of springtimeand waitingto bring you this mirror, this hardness, this ardor of hammering home.
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The Weaver
I am the weaver.Before the last frosts I planted the seeds covered with straw from the reeds by the river.Green rising under the moon in springtime the jagged long leaves lifting a tide around me.
In summer the blue seeds appeared grew into harvest, and the blue of indigo rose in the water when the cloth I had woven took the color of sky, took the azure of evening, took the darkness of blue night without stars.
Shining, the cloth that I carrieddown to the river stones, carefully washingthe dross from the workroom, leaving bluecaught as the clear afternoonlooking down on the river.
The sedges dripped toward the water, dipped in bluedropped from the sky, and the broad channelran from the cloth over the blue rocksunder the sky that would darkeninto still ponds where the frogs turnedto blue statues in cold streams of midnight.
I have woven through springtime at dawn at my shuttle; now the blue sky dries in my yard. This blue will not fade.It will darken to midnight. It will tellof the river; it will speak of the weaver. It willlast you a hundred yearsout of myself, out of the sky and river woven.
(from Northwest Review, vol. 20, no. 1)
NWR: I understand that the impetus for “The Makers” was a National Geographic film of Japan. Could you elaborate on the development of this poem?
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ann Stanford: I happened to enter the room where my hus­band was watching a film called “National Treasures of Japan,” in which various artisans were shown carrying on the ancient crafts. The film took hold of my imagination, and the three poems on the makers of the sword, the cloth, and the bell were based on my reaction and came forth quite naturally. This is what often happens—something strikes a chord within and results in an out­pouring of words and feeling which have been waiting, apparent­ly, for a touchstone. But as one who creates, I am attuned to the creative process in other arts; there are many likenesses, and it’s exciting to see general principles of aesthetics developing in other forms.
NWR: Edward Kessler in his book Images o f Wallace Stevens states: “Like a painter, Stevens enjoys the endless variations that light makes on solid surfaces, the effect of one color on another.” Your own use of color seems vital to “The Makers” and to your work as a whole. Could you comment on your use of color imag­ery?
Stanford: I don’t consciously use color imagery, but I know it is important in poetry. In the case of the weaver, though our television is only black-and-white, I was entranced with the idea of blue. I enjoyed finding the ways the image could be evoked in the poem, from the setting given and the setting added by the im agination.
NWR: Through forging and weaving “The Makers” concern themselves with control and compostition. Do you find yourself identifying more strongly with one or the other of these personas or are they two sides of one personality?
Stanford: My only identification with these people is with the patience and skill of their craft, which every artisan or artist must learn. All artisans give their own vigor and vision to the craft. But with both of these I was moved by the strength and last­ingness of the results and with their courage in giving so much of themselves to the creation of an artifact.
NWR: How are forging and weaving like the writing of the poem itself?
Stanford: Forging and weaving are of course metaphors for writing and moving through words in lines. The activities of the maker of the sword and the weaver of the cloth and the maker of the bell with its echoes are those needed for any kind of work: there must be structure, there must be movement through the structure, there must be response to human feelings and desires, there must be rhythm in the composing and in the composition, and insight into order and belonging.
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NWR: While these repetitious tasks do achieve meaning, we, as readers, are also struck by the sense that meaning is illusory, that it can always slip away despite deliberate attempts to control it. How important is this balance to your poetry?
Stanford: Of course, things in general may be thought of as illusion, and one must take tight hold. Supporting the light is darkness, supporting courage is resistance to the beating; repeti­tion of good, useful tasks, all the trite but still good smells of mown grass and fresh bread, the look of a clean floor, the feeling of good work made visible in the sword, or the bell, or the cloth, or the poem, these carry us over the darkness we both admit and must ig­nore.
Michael David Madonick
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William F. Van Wert
from THE NINTH MONTH
First month. The head will come out, caught by my hands, and Moira’s body will open wider than it has ever opened for me. She will be lost in the frenzy of the last pushing, and I will not see the rolling eyes of the comatose, saliva bubbles at the corners of her mouth, the pink cheeks of strain, raw as fleeced sheep. I will not see her at all. I will touch the soft patch of scalp that crowns, I will guide the squirming shoulder, and I will feel the slippery shudder of suddenly exposed skin on down to the gender of the child. The pregnancy has been confirmed, and Moira and I have already separated, withdrawn into our private excitement. We hold hands, but my hand is not really there. It is waiting to catch.Third month. Babies do not remember the moment of birth, be­cause they come out upside down. Crawling, then learning to walk and talk, that’s when memory begins. Hair grows to cover the red bruise of birth at the base of the neck. That’s when memory begins and the fear of falling subsides. And yet I can’t remember any­thing Moira and I have said to each other from one day to the next. Why am I so afraid of this coming birth, when everyone as­sures me that it happens every day and that nobody dies at birth? I am uneasy because I am a man. I’m afraid that Moira will listen to the midwife instead of me or that she will accuse me at the last moment or that somehow I will be robbed of this birth.
(from Northwest Review, vol. 18, no. 3)
NWR: In a 1978 letter you suggested that at one point in the writing of “Ninth Month” you had “separated the character who was the expectant father from the writing about that expectancy.”
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But as the story is now we are, as you say, “submerged in the preg­nancy.” How did your submersion in the story alter the con­tent—I’m thinking especially of passages like: “I am aware of sex­ual feelings toward my son . . .  There is only pleasure.. .  I feel only pleasure . . .  I feel only this deep unspoken language of skin, father rubbing son, . . .  I feel homosexual. . . .”
william  van wert: There are several responses here. One is a question of timing. I wrote “The Ninth Month” in 1976 after the birth of my first son Ian. I was aware at the time that both the writer and the expectant father have in common the fact that they are one level removed from the “action.” The birth was a home birth, and I was the “coach,” holding my wife’s head and shoul­ders, sharing her visual perspective, but not her internal pain and immediate joy. My position seemed to me like that of the Goodyear blimp, an aerial view of everything: too removed from the action. Arbitrarily, then, I separated the character who was the expectant father from the writer writing about that expec­tancy, because I wanted the writer within the story to be the anti­dote to the all-feeling father, the voice that reflects upon the action and learns how to “save” it for himself. That writer’s voice and his emotional rearrangement of the months into headings appropri­ate to him (the fifth and fourteenth months become triggers for each other, as they are the nine months of “term” for the father) were originally supposed to represent the groping back to con­sciousness, to control, to a way of telling the tale, having a “his­tory.” I was struck early on in our birth classes by the fact that most parents (and especially the fathers) experienced a kind of amnesia after their births, sincerely forgetting the nine months of expectancy and, thus, needing to repeat the birth classes for each pregnancy.In 1978 (the time of that letter) my son David was born at home. I was no longer the coach. A midwife-friend and I delivered David. The midwife did all the preliminary work, but during the actual birthing, she coached both my wife and me, as I put myself between my wife’s legs and brought the baby out with my hands. I was no longer behind my wife’s head. We didn’t have the same vi­sual perspective. The experience was much more physical, more sexual and more immediate for me. Ironically, my wife felt dis­tanced from me, a bit abandoned by me, because my eyes were on David and not on her. But that physical urgency reminded me again of Ian’s birth, of the three hours I held him, while the mid­wives attended to my wife. Those three hours of bonding were the birth for me, three hours after the birth had occurred for everyone else.
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One of the fascinating things about your questions, as they re­late to me and this particular story, is that I am now being the writer, reflecting upon the writer within the story, who reflects upon himself as expectant father. By 1980 the entire experience had come full circle. Within a two-week time frame my third son, Daniel, was born and my mother died of cancer, both in the hospi­tal and both in my arms. So “The Ninth Month” encompasses the births of all three sons and the death of my mother. My reaction at each stage of reading the story was to edit out more and more of the reflective passages (for example, the memories of my grand­mother as a midwife and mother, the ways of looking at old photo­graphs as icons for both birth and death, etc.). The characters in the story shift slightly because of those reactions. In the original story Moira is so preoccupied with the coming birth and so with­drawn from the husband/narrator that she’s almost without per­sonality. She’s a birth cow. She reads books and asks questions (“What are you writing?”) and that’s about all. In the final ver­sion Moira is much more physical, more tentative about the birth, more hostile toward the husband. In the process Moira moved away from being a simple baby-machine and became much more like my wife in real life. Still, it took three births and one death for me to write: “. . . she will accuse me at the last moment or that somehow I will be robbed of this birth.”That passage is difficult for me to approach or explain, because I still experience very powerful feelings for my wife, even though we no longer live together. But I needed finally to say something about the robberies of birth, because the terrorism that the man feels in that story is not just writer’s fantasies. It’s a fact of life. I felt swarmed and overwhelmed by the sexuality that surrounded the making of my three sons. Usually fearful to the point ofleaving her body and taking her mind somewhere else, my wife in those three periods was especially open and expressive. What I recog­nized later was that she needed me for the original conception, but the fulfillment she was seeking had very little to do with me. And moments of birth are chances to express the “glue” between two people. They are also the occasion for seeing the gap between two people, the true intimacy that’s not there. I realized the dead-end of my marriage through those attempted robberies at birth. And the passage you quote about the father-son feelings derives in part from such a gap between the man and woman. What was new for me were those feelings of pleasure, of flesh touching flesh, that I had always reserved for a woman. Now I was feeling them and acting upon them with my sons.
NWR: There seems to have been a dramatic widening of per­
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spectives, of character roles, in your recent fiction. Do you see a re­markable difference in the man and woman in this piece com­pared to the roles and relationships of, say “Night Baseball” {Northwest Review, vol. 18, no. 1).
van WERT: Yes, I think there has been a widening of per­spectives for the characters of my fiction. I think I used to bend and twist my characters to fit my dialogue and my ending. They look like pretzels. And that kind of control over characters creates people that are so small that, as A1 McGuire points out, “they could play handball against the curb.” I’m less interested in the grand character or the eccentric character. I ’m more interested in characters that reveal themselves as they work through problems, and I now have confidence that those problems will interest read­ers. But I don’t have readers in mind when I write. What I have before myself is a certain plateau of integrity for me to reach. I have a kind of allergic reaction to them now when they don’t. The difference between short story and novel for me is in part the dif­ference in being able to contain myself within a pure form (the short story), and digging deeper and deeper into myself (novels). I have written four novels (all still unpublished) and I realized that all of them were about men who had trouble expressing anger. But my real life (births, death of my mother, loss of my marriage, single parenting) has forced me to work through my anger. As a consequence, my fiction has changed. I feel that it used to be hard around the edges and a little mushy at the center (“Night Baseball,” for example). Now it feels hard and solid at the center and softer, more gentle around the edges. But it had to be true about me before it could be true of my fiction.
nwr: “Eighth month. For some time now, I have been dreaming the pain of dying. At the point in the dreams when I am to die, the exact point, I disappear and our baby is born.” Throughout “Ninth Month” birth and death are enjambed, and I know the final revisions of the story were complicated by the death of your mother. You wrote “So it was difficult to come back and re­vise a story on birth. I realized how many times a character had died in my fiction and how little I knew/know about the stages of dying . . . .” How do these sandwiched oppositions enlarge your narrative possibilities?
van wert: It’s difficult for me to say anything meaningful in such a short space about my experiences with cancer and with my mother’s dying. It’s difficult to talk about the “lessons” in her dying or the miracles of communication that went between us, without sounding overblown or corny. Let me just say that she and I got everything said and done between us in that process.
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The ravages of cancer were horrible to behold, but the actual dying was a blessed event. Joy, intimacy and dignity were all there in multiple layers, so much so that I am still feeling the effects of that dying.In a cultural sense death has been stripped of its dignity and its awe for us. Death is a kind of entertainment, an along-the-way di­version in our cop and cowboy films, a formulaic conclusion to many of our love stories. And I have used death that way too. Characters have died in my fiction, almost as blank statements, and not with the proper respect for that passage. To convey the terror of dying, that seems to me to be the sign of a great writer. I can’t do it yet. I would like to. In the meantime, almost as com­pensation, we surround the actual event with external descrip­tions, factual diversions, frills. Or we give the voice of a little ser- monette to dying mouths, when, in fact, the wisdom of those who die is often not in their last words. I am trying to write about the experience of death by cancer, and it’s very slow going. Grief en­ters, and the images don’t hold.For the second part of this question, there’s a problem with words. I don’t, at the point of writing, feel bound by what I know, but then it’s only a beginning writer’s trick to think one can write in the blind about what one doesn’t know. Of course, we’re always writing about what we know. The surprise of writing, the thrill of writing for me, is when I begin with what I think I know, and then the writing evolves into areas of thinking and experience that I had not previously had words for. Dualities and sandwiched op­positions do enlarge the possibilities, but they’re no guaranteed techniques. I ’m always a bit scared when I get into writing that moves into areas where I had either not gone before or not gone in a “public” way before. How many characters in fiction have we encountered who have been really vulnerable? Usually, the point of utmost vulnerability is rewarded by the quick solution out of vulnerability. It’s a very humbling process for me to realize at some point in a fiction that I DON’T YET KNOW whether a character stays or goes, loves or refuses to love, lives or dies. I have to leave my typewriter, take some walks, do some thinking, dreaming or whatever to live out the right decision. I don’t have to do that when I’m writing an article on film. In the article I am writing about what I already know, and the presentation is every­thing. In fiction I’m pushing myself along with my characters, and that process dictates the presentation.
NWR: In 1981 you wrote “I am single parenting three sons under five. Short stories and film articles still come out (back ac­ceptances), so academic colleagues still think I’m in there pitch­
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ing. But truth is, I’m pitching diapers and laundry, moonlighting . . . I’ve several questions about influences, postitive and nega tive, on your writing. How has it been affected by your university position? By being a family man? And now by being a single par­ent? How will you reconcile all these demands and still write?
van w ert: I used to try to organize my time, so that my job and my children occupied my days; I spent evenings with my wife; what was left, the time from around 11 or 12 midnight until three or four in the morning, those were my writing hours. I still like to write late into the night when there are no possible interruptions. But being a single parent of three little boys is a demand larger than writing right now. The difference in my writing is significant. I used to write about twenty short stories in a year. I am happy now with three or four. I still think of fictions, I still make little outlines and play out the plots in my head. I just don’t write them as fast or as freely as I used to. I don’t know how I will reconcile my parenting and my various jobs with my desire to write. There are problems with being a writer in a single parent family and in a nuclear family. The problems for the single parent seem more in terms of energy, not time. I often feel all-given-out by the time I reach my typewriter. It’s a difficult transition, moving from Dr. Seuss to my own work. In a nuclear family the problem essentially falls on the cooperation of the partner. Living with a writer, a painter, a musician, living with whatever kind of artist seems to take not just understanding and a leave-alone attitude, but a shared passion for the work as well as the person. I think that it takes two people who are the best of friends. I know a couple ex­amples of good nuclear families in which one of the two adults is an artist. In each case the non-artist loves the art as well as the person, and in each case the two people are the best of friends. I admire it when I see it, but I don’t see it very often.
nwr: Besides all the other roles, I know you are a film critic. Many of your stories seem to develop through a series of scenes, or metaphors, numerous levels of complication, overlapping. How has film affected your writing? Do you see the multiple layering that is basic to much of your fiction as stemming from cinema?
van w ert: I’ve been asked a lot about the links between film and writing for me. I see them as two hats I wear, the one rejuicing the other. I love images, whether they’re verbal or cinematic or in old photographs. I often find myself “freezing” scenes in real life, taking mental snapshots for a later time when I will have the lei­sure to really look at them. I do like overlapping, as you put it, and multiple layering. I admire works of art that reward the first read­ing, but which continue to reveal themselves in layers upon each
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reading. I like filmmakers who seem to have a sense of literature (for example, the French Directors who aligned the New Wave with the so-called nouveau roman—Alain Resnais, Marguerite Duras, Agnes Varda, Alain Robbe-Grillet). And I like writers who show some sense of the cinema in their work (Robert Coover’s “The Babysitter” and Donald Barthelme’s “Views of My Father Weeping” are examples). But I don’t consciously strive for a film-writing interlock, although I am aware, even as I write, that I am building a scene and that there are various visual approaches to that scene. I love teaching film and I love writing fiction. Thus far, I haven’t made any movies and I haven’t finished any screenplays.
Deb Casey
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Kenneth O. Hanson
LIGHTING THE NIGHT SKY
Under clouds, at the tag end of August all the splendid atoms fly off into darkness. This
is the nick of time, our fine tooth comb, it’s nothing doing, never too late—
And they kicked him out of the city and kept him from voting for saying the sun was no god but was rather a hot rock and larger, even than the Peloponnese(Anaxagoras)which is no doubt what got them 
—Paul Kleehis pale face like a peeled eggbehind that upstairs window in Switzerlandlooking out on what?looking down on what?(gathering dust)
Stendhalin exile, even at home frenetically changing his name the way other people change shirts
THESE PEOPLE said Lord Byron, “these people have an endemic incapacity for telling the truth”(before they bled him to death)
and his name now, in Athens has been given to a sidestreet where they sell shoes (him being a clubfoot—though that, in the long run was thought less important than his money)
0  I don’t want to paint great pictures he said. In Greecethey don’t understand great pictures.1 want to be famous, that’s all and to have all the newspapers talk (he was 25)
And the phoenix flower died{phoenix whatever)that had lasted three months—
“Maybe someone they look at it”Niko suggested. “One of the Spanish.Or maybe George.” And “You don’t believe?” when I looked somewhat quizzical. “In Greece (triumphant) is superstition.”
—taxing my faith in the nation.
It’s paint, said Picasso counting his rubles.
—Stendhal with a face like a fried egg Paul Klee changing names like hats and Lord Byron, fleet as Nadia Comaneci
—and the phoenixflower diesand will not rise.“Once you’re dead”
said the grocernot all the flowers or the greens will make you up— as they placed a wreath on the grave of Venizelos.
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In the night sky the fixed starsare like nails in the atmosphere. They are not lanterns.
“The world is perishable” said Anaximenes
“and shaped like the top of a table.”
(from Northwest Review, vol. 19, no. 3)
NWR: Y ou speak in one of your poems of the “urgency of his­tory.” In what sense is history urgent? How are the poet’s and the historian’s impulses similar? What responsibility do historians and poets have toward each other and to the world? Are you famil­iar with Charles Olsen’s theory of history?What impulse generated this poem?You seem to be using Klee, Byron, and Stendhal as repre­sentatives of art in its perishable or futile aspect. Would you agree? And, if so, why did you choose these three artists in particu­lar? How is the structure of this poem related to its message?Though you often seem to identify “truth” with the lyric or contemplative moment of poetic insight, in this poem “truth” seems to be more nearly equated with reason, with the acknowl­edgement of hard scientific fact. Are reason and contemplation compatible, essentially linked, or contradictory?Are there things that you find particularly offensive in contemporary poetry?
Kenneth o. hanson: Having tried at various times recently to respond to your questions, I found my responses getting progres­sively shorter. “Are there things you find particularly offensive in contemporary poetry?” “Yes,” for example. Probably that won’t quite do however, so I’ll have another go at it, and try to keep things reasonable.
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To begin at the beginning—the line of mine to which you refer (“urgent as history”) has a meaning specific to its context, which is an important consideration to me, since I distrust general state­ments in poetry (“Life is real, life is earnest,” etc.) and feel strongly that these have their proper place only in prose. “Athens in August”—from which the phrase you quote comes—is a poem about Greece more than halfway through the seven year rule of the junta, and the imagery of the poem is derived from that era, symbolized by the phoenix rising out of flames, which the leaders of the junta chose to convey their sense of mission and its “histori­cal urgency.” Their rule, and the symbol for it, were both (at the very least) over-wrought and a bit feverish, as self-righteous, pur­itanical and repressive regimes tend to be. When such regimes begin to sense they are doomed, as the junta I think did by the time of the writing of the poems, their sense of urgency increases, and so does the impatience of their opponents, who feel “it is only a matter of time.” These were the background conditions of the poem, and restrict the meaning of the line “urgent as history,” which anyhow as a phrase in the poem is applied ironically to sol­diers and their girls, strolling by in pairs—something usually re­garded as of no “historical importance.” But the sexuality of the young ironically has some of the same ambiguous urgency as some larger historical moments—both of them sharing a sense that there is something important toward which everything is moving, a future impatient to realize itself, but which is at first glance perhaps mysterious.
*
As for historians and poets, they have no greater responsibility to each other than they have to other people. But a healthy society needs them both, along with a lot of other things, such as a varied food supply, decent government and laws, highways, airports, banks, and a proper sewage system. Poets and historians however need each other in special ways related to what might be called oc­cupational health. Historians are needed to help keep poets from the occupational temptation, stronger at some times than others, to feel too easily that “nothing like us ever was.” And on the other hand, poets can be helpful in preventing historians from conclud­ing too wishfully that history is a matter of impersonal forces, rather than something lived by people, who tend to be rather way­ward. But both are needed in a society, to keep things honest— memories (history as the remembered past), as well as immediate perceptions, either of the self or the world.Theories of history?
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Theories about the apple are less interesting than the apple.
*
The impulse behind “Lighting the Night Sky”? I suppose that in the usual sense of the word there was no impulse at all. Writers seem to have wildly different ways of doing what they do, when they do it. “I had the knack” (Pope), “fame was the spur”—or the desire for fame (Milton), or less grandly, “I had this idea I wanted to express,” or “I couldn’t sleep” (Celine). Some writers write to a design or plan, some sit down daily at the appointed hour to see what turns up, and hope they’ll surprise themselves. All of this seems very orderly to me—though a bit too possessed of urgency, necessity, self-confidence, and either hope or trust. I didn’t set out to write “The Night Sky”—specifically that poem—nor did I have the vaguer but intense impulse to write some poem or other, no matter which one. I can’t write from either of those conditions, or at least I don’t. And neither do I believe that believing in luck ever makes you lucky. So this poem, like most of the others I’ve written lately, “happened,” not because I wanted it, or coaxed, or urged, but because I listened when it came along, which no doubt sounds odd, and waited till it had its say, and figured out later what it meant to be saying.For years, one of my favorite books has been Philip Wheel­wright’s volume on the Pre-Socratics. I suppose I’ve read it twenty times (possibly a repetition compulsion), and I usually take it with me to Greece when I go there, where it seems to make more sense than it does anywhere else. In any case, there are things in it that stick in the mind, where they come together from time to time and take a shape. So that book was, I suppose, a prin­cipal element. Possibly it’s important that what survives of the Pre-Socratics survives in fragments—important to a considera­tion of what history is, what memory is, and what the poetics in the poem is. I had also been reading a book by Ornstein called On Time, which is concerned with the various psychological kinds of temporal experience, and this had returned me to a consideration of the difference between the experience of time as narrative se­quence, and time in the lyric, which seems to be rather that of “moments suspended in a condition.” (History as narrative or lyric?)But of course the poem isn’t really about history—except in the sense of mutability, time passing, what is lost and what remains— and about the inevitable cost of human accomplishment, whether this is considered in its transient or its more permanent aspects. In your question you ask, “Why Klee, Byron and Stendhal in the
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poem?” They’re there against the frame of the Pre-Socratic philos­ophers—but so are Picasso and the gymnast Nadia Comaneci (re­member?), and the ghost of Bill Bailey (Won’t you please come home?)—these, lest the world of the artist sheer itself off too ut­terly and too sentimentally from what is sometimes approvingly and sometimes condescendingly referred to as real life.All of this, of course, is what I discovered the poem to be “about” when I later had time to consider it. What is lost, and what remains, and the price paid. I don’t think the poem is about any other truth than the truth of an awareness—the materials of the poem gathered themselves almost of their own accord around a pre-occupation, and took shape—sculpture and music (lyric), both temporally ambiguous in that they are complete to begin with somehow, but must be experienced in a strange form of se­quential time in which there is no going forward but only a “com­ing to be.” So the poem has the shape of an hourglass. “There should be a suitable levity in the study of the Arts.” E. P.And Picasso—the materialist, Marxist—is at the pivot or crux (turning) of the poem, and survives, or will, not because “it’s paint,” nor because of his rubles, but in spite of his beliefs and in spite of his success—almost, that is, in spite of himself—which is one way a life can be irrelevant to accomplishment. That he co­exists in the poem with Byron, who clearly knew what he was up to, or up against, in his life in history, is not hard to figure, since he ended up being relevant, but at rather great cost to himself. And how many times can Greece be saved?There is always something melancholy about unique human accomplishment, in the arts or elsewhere—it can never be re­peated, one can never write Hamlet or Finnegans Wake again for the first time, nor repeat the insights of the Pre-Socratics nor the per­fect intricate moves of Nadie Comaneci—but something like them will always be possible, and will have the same nimbus of the melancholy. Nothing like us ever was, and something like us will always be—perhaps. Which is the shape of the table, if not of the poem.
*
There is not much I find truly offensive in contemporary poetry, since that exists, and it would be pointless to be offended by real­ity. But there are things I find depressing about some of it, along with much that I find exhilarating. It’s tempting to say that poetry is unlike real life in one important way—there are only a few ways to be “good” in life, which gave Dante a problem in writing the Paradiso, but the ways of going wrong are almost infinitely various.
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In poetry, it’s the reverse. The ways to write well are endlessly various and distinctive, but the ways to write badly are few, easily recognized, and require great ingenuity on the part of critics to make them appear interesting.Much that is bad about contemporary poetry is a result of ig­norance—young writers have simply not read enough bad verse of earlier periods. Nor will anthologies of distinguished bad poetry, like The Stuffed Owl or Pegasus Descending, enlighten them. The poetry these so nobly present is so positively awful that it comes close to genius, and gives its own kind of pleasure in its positive badness, like listening to the recordings of Mrs. Miller in full song, or watching Burt Reynolds act. What is needed instead is experi­ence in-depth of the thoroughly mediocre, the thoroughly ordi­nary work of earlier periods, including the recent avant-garde. Once a thing has been done badly, it need not be done badly again. Try reading John Gould Fletcher, Norman MacLeod, or the complete back issues of transition magazine, all hot items in their time.The two forms of contemporary poetry that depress me most are 1) the poetry written out of a theory, currently most fashiona­bly linguistic, and 2) the poetry totally lacking in any technical stringency or interest. The first is subordinate to theory, as a sing­ing commercial is subordinate to whatever it’s pushing, and the second exists insofar as it does by analogy with processed cheese or those machines made of interchangeable parts—any one of them will do, since they’re all alike, and they all do the same job, and they all make the same noise. When it’s bad, contemporary poetry is bad because it’s ideologically or technically boring. Ideology tells you what you may or may not experience, or worse, intimidates you by telling you what you should experience. Techni­cal sloth or indifference says relax, don’t worry, you can comforta­bly talk about everything the same way. But in the hunt for truth, to pick around among the gravel is no mean thing. I believe in the later letters of Keats. I also believe (with Pound) that technique is a test of a writer’s sincerity. Technique should be skintight with its subject—its particular, individual, unique subject, and not a mat­ter of ease and habit.Bad contemporary poetry is bad because it’s too easily commit­ted to something that sounds good (at the expense of experience), or because it’s too comfortable with its ways, too habitual, too easy to get along with. There’s nothing new about any of this. It’s simply the failure of too many poems to “be” on their own, inde­pendent, individual, wayward, distinctive, quirky, memorable, and necessary. Who needs safe poems?
Brigit Kelly
Robert Taylor, Jr.
from GRIM WANT AND MISERY
Belle Starr? Yes, I knew the lady once, but that was long ago.— Cole Younger, 1889
Better come quick, Pearl’s telegram says, my mama’s shot dead. He rides hard. Damn right. It’s February, the wind stiffbut clean and the sky gray and smooth like cat fur. By nightfall Wat­son’s face seems to stare at him, mean and sunk-cheeked, caught in the spindly branches ahead of him and to all sides of him, shim- mery, slivers of moon shining from a lot of dark ponds. A man like that on the loose, this is no time to turn yourself in. Got to ride west fast and hard, back into the Choctaw Nation, across the Poteau and the San Bois and the hard-humped hills in between.Well, says Watson, and what is it like in these parts.Belle just grins. Like hell, she says, only a little better. Stroking the nose of her mare, she smiles, looks into the horse’s eyes. Wat­son is laughing, damn his soul. Reckon he’s come to the right place, he says.Be sure, Belle says, you show Mr. Watson the way out, Jim.Jim, something about that man I don’t like. You notice the way he looked at me, up and down, like he was inspecting a piece of horseflesh?I get lonesome, Jim. That’s all. This is lonesome country. I’m not an ornery person at heart. My disposition is warm. I want to trust.There are plenty, he supposes, besides Watson that she hadn’t ought to trust. Her own daughter, for example. Clear up in Catoosa, way down in Tuskahoma, they talk about Pearl. Pearl si­dles up to him and touches his cheek, says, Jim, how come you treat me like a little girl when here I am a growed-up woman. I got charms my mama never even dreamed of.
(from Northwest Review, vol. 20, no. 1)
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NWR: What research did you have to do for “Grim Want and Misery”? How much liberty do you allow yourselfwith fiction based on historical characters?
ROBERT taylor, JR.: I did not have to do any research at all. I wrote the story because I had done the research; that is, the story became necessary because of the intensity of my interest in the his­torical characters and the legends they inspired. It may have started when I was a child, seeing all those cowboy movies, but more recently it began when I ran across, somewhere in my mean- derings through quaint and curious lexical territory, a legend about Belle Starr and a most loving fiddler who reminded me of myself. By the time I came to write “Grim Want and Misery” (it was the fifth to be written in a group of nine stories), I had read enough so that I had in mind the pertinent facts, the interesting legends. I wanted to put in all that the facts left out, the feeling, the mystery, the life. But I wanted the facts to be straight too. JimJuly did have to ride back from Fort Smith to Younger’s Bend when he was told of his Belle’s death. What, I wondered, would that have felt like?
NWR: In another of this series of stories, “The Promise of the Territory” {Iowa Review, vol. 11, nos. 2 & 3), the father wonders “How were you going to get along if you didn’t know where you’d been?” What do you feel is history’s meaning to us? What qualities of the nineteenth-century pioneers and outlaws attracts you to their stories?
taylor: I suspect that history means little indeed to mod­ern men and women. But this is a mean-spirited suspicion. The father in “The Promise of the Territory” may be more typical than not; he has a story inside him, one given him by his grandmother, and that story resonates with the story still in the making, the story of his life. Such stories, historical or not, become our mythologies and therefore make our own lives seem at once small and grand, discrete and entire.The virtues of 19th century pioneers and outlaws are surely well known. The pioneers had admirable courage, if also abundant foolhardiness. They wanted to make a world possible to live in. Though not all visionaries by any means, they must have had some imagination, the kind, anyway, that finds old materials un­suitable. Ezra Pound surely spoke in their spirit when he said, Make it new. The imagination of outlaws was of the same order, only less utopian. Make it mine, they said. A subtle distinction, I’d say. After all, pioneers and outlaws are just like us writ large, mak­ing it new or making it ours or not making it at all.
NWR: Belle Starr asks:
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What are you, Jim July?A man, he tells her, just a man.I sure can see that, she says. But what kind of man?What kind of woman was Belle? Is her courage different from a man’s? As in your story “Morning” (Ontario Review, no. 14) which is written from Jesse James’ wife’s point-of-view, “Grim Want and Misery” is experienced through the character of someone rela­tively unknown but personally involved with the legendary Belle Starr. What advantages did your choice of persona and point-of- view confer on the story?
taylor: I wish I knew what kind of woman was Belle Starr. Really she is the main mystery in “Grim Want and Misery,” as Jesse James is in “Mourning.” All my outlaw stories are written from the points of view of figures who love and live in the aura of mystery, and the mystery sometimes goes by the name of Belle Starr, sometimes Jesse James. In “Grim Want and Misery,” as in all my stories, I’m interested in the significance of my character’s passion. Choosing to write about, or inside, Jim July meant trying to comprehend anger and loss as well as love. Some try! But such efforts are the flesh and blood of fiction, I think.
NWR The only chronological time in “Grim Want and Mis­ery” is during the horse ride—Jim July trying to get to Belle Starr’s burial site. You’ve taken a setting full of implicit action— outlaws, the Wild West—and created a twentieth-century interest in identity, dreams, and consciousness. What influences your treatment of time in fiction?
taylor: One reason I like working with this material is that the action can remain implicit. I can, that is, expect most readers to have some familiarity with the violence—movies and television have seen to that—and therefore I can leave it out and address what interests me most: how events give rise to feelings and feel­ings to events; how we are ghosts in our own time, all of us living legends, significantly mysterious inasmuch as we mean anything to anyone else, not to mention outselves; how we live and what on earth for. No doubt I could get at those concerns through fiction set in modern times, but I would have to take more pains with the devising of events. Action is only history. All the rest is what mat­ters most—and, I might add, what makes fiction matter.My handling of time in fiction depends on the character that the story is made of. Jim July, having lost Belle Starr, would surely not be thinking orderly thoughts, having sober feelings. His story will therefore be different in its treatment of time than, say, Zee James’s story. My rule of thumb: the more intensely the character feels about the circumstances of life, the closer he or she comes to a
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state of mind in flux, where events impinge, as they do in memory and dream, with mythological significance, and time is told by no damn clock.
R ob in  L eigh
Robert Taylor, Jr. 2 2 1
Jim Heynen
WHAT ARE THEY MISSING
There was a kind of boar that went on breeding even after it was castrated. It had a hidden testicle that could not be found or seen, and there was no way of telling which boar was keeping this potent secret.But it was no secret when that animal set itself to work on young gilts that were meant for market instead of breeding.Look! That one has a hidden testicle! one of the men would shout, and everyone would jump helter-skelter into the pig pen with sticks and feed scoops, smacking and pushing the busy boar off the female before the damage was done.The men separated this kind of boar from the other pigs, but the boys noticed how the men, instead of punishing that animal, gave it more and better feed than the others. Once the boys watched a man stand next to the animal’s special pen for nearly an hour, talking quietly to it and stooping over now and then to stroke its ears.For the boys, the mystery was not so much in the strange boar as in the men. After all, where their own testicles were located was perfectly ordinary. What do the men think they are missing? the boys wondered.
(from Northwest Review, vol. 20, no. 1)
nwr: In “What Are They Missing?,” as in similar pieces re­cently, you seem to create a mythic or fabalistic account of boy­hood. Is the boar tale intended as such a document—an initiation rite, perhaps, in which boys first encounter secrets about their passage into adulthood?
2 2 2
Jim heynen: The boys do ask a lot of questions, but they dis­cover the wisdom of their innocence more often than they make a step forward into adulthood. Perhaps that wisdom is a step for­ward. As to the fablistic or mythic: when I think of fables, I think of talking animals and elements of allegory. I am not interested in anything so controlled by ideas or a collective morality. I would rather begin with the oddly real and examine it under the intense and sometimes disorienting light of imaginative inquiry. I squirm too at the suggestion of the mythic. If there is anything mythic, I had better not know about it—at least, certainly not when I sit down to write. To intend something universal would be a deadly premise. If by mythic we mean “the gift of life meanings,” as Robert Duncan says, fine. But in this sense, the writer is as much recipient as the reader. And if allegiance to the real, the actual— focused, condensed, or polished—produces the mythic (i.e. things perpetual which are free from time and maybe even free from nar­rative expectations and assumed necessities of plot) then yes, I would like to believe that effect.NWR: Readers report extremely varied responses to your tales. In “What Are They Missing?,” for example, one reader might be satisfied with what he feels is the meaning of the boys’ discovery, while another reader sees no meaning at all. These re­sponses often follow sexual lines, male readers reacting positively, females negatively. Maybe I am overstating the case here, but your stories do deal with a male experience and strongly praise the male sex. Some readers find your prose sexist. How do you re­spond to that charge?
heynen: At the readings I have given, the responses have not fallen along sexual lines. I do not know what happens in edito­rial offices. The characters are often male, but the tales do not praise male sexuality at all. The farm is often a convenient setting in which to question stereotypical sexual attitudes—which is the case in the boar tale.Animal sexuality, or more broadly, reproduction, is the central image on the kind of farm I know and remains an exuberant metaphor in my consciousness. There is such a palpable richness and opulence in those barnyard conjugations! The froth and foam and raw sensuality of it. Animals mating can be like watching an Iowa sunset through stained-glass windows while sipping cognac and sniffing musk oil. Orgasm of all senses. I can remember lying on my stomach in slough grass watching foxes mate—the fox-trot, you know. I was ten then and wondered if one day all life might be like that. I still do. I remember fondly Joseph Campbell’s defini­tion of lust in a recent speech—something to the effect that lust is
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the genitals zeal for each other. That mutual zeal is least fettered among animals and watching it I have always sensed the seeds of something beyond the moment and actors. I will resist the va- gueries and abstractions, but I believe that copulating animals would make better symbols/embodiments of human aspirations and dreams than the single-animal images which so often are used in advertising to epitomize the more one-sided aggressiveness and baser of human impulses. Did you know that hermaphroditic snails mate by facing each other and flinging spermatic darts (called cupid’s arrows) at each other while in a lip-locked but eva­sive, playful dance? I confess the palpable roots behind my own sensibility and am not ashamed of them. Although less than 3% of the country’s population now lives on farms, there is still a very widespread attraction to the rural—a kind of romantic ruralism. If people are going to be romantic about the farm, they ought to be more romantic about creature sexuality too.But in the boar tale there is the surprisingly potent male “get­ting” all those females. One response to the scene might be “sexism.” But this is an especially ironic situation since the farm­yard is a setting of almost total emasculation. Most males are cas­trated and fattened to be eaten. Their precarious situation is at best comparable to an Amazonian matriarchy. Given the psycho­logical implications of male farmers perpetually having to impose this arrangement for economic reasons, many might find their at­traction to the aberrant boar understandable. But the boy’s inno­cent questioning of the men’s admiration is commentary on the men’s ignorance, not theirs. One woman who heard me read this tale suggested that the internal testicle was like an ovary. I had not thought of that, but—yes—that is not far from what I understood: the men are missing something they cannot find in their own geni­tals, a potency that cannot be explained by conventional male “appearances.” If anything, this tale is heavy-handed in its com­ment on some male hang-ups.Still, I hope the tales are not too hard on men—or anyone or anything else. I do not move into the tales with any motive—with any particular cause—and I am often surprised at what the com­bination of ingredients produces. But knowing what a wonder­fully delicious experience it is for me to write the tales, I would be distressed if any readers think they are laced with some kind of malice. My own test is to read them aloud to myself—as they are meant to be read. Whenever I do this, I always find the voice of the speaker to be very benevolent.
NWR: Why a rural rather than an urban setting? Have you drawn on your own early expericences to write these stories?
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heynen: I grew up on a  farm in an area of Iowa that in some ways was so peculiar that it gave me many more years of experi­ence than I have years of life. It was an almost exclusively Dutch community where most of the adults were bi-lingual. It was a  strictly Calvinist group—isolated, tight, and proud—among whom theater attendance, dancing, and most forms of Sunday recreation were forbidden. We had no electricity when I was a young child, no indoor plumbing, no central heating. In the 1950’s this community and I went through transitions that other generations experienced in the 1910’s, 20’s, 30’s, and 40’s. But even through the drastic changes, it retained many of the old ways—the delight in story-telling, the close connections to each other and the earth. Living there, I have many experiences in common with people twice my age and older. When I am con­fronted by the neon glare of contemporary concerns which have come mainly from urban life, my inclination is to filter them through the rural setting, characters, and imagery and see what is left.
NWR: How did you come to create the voice in these stories?
heynen: I recovered the voice rather than creating it. At least some of these tales are close to what might exist now among the people of my community had the oral tradition remained alive. When I started writing the tales, I felt I was hearing them and have tried to continue as a good listener.
NWR: Did other writers influence you directly?
heynen: I am aware of the early influence of Chaucer, Swift, and Twain. I share their distrust of the general (including mankind) and their love for the particular (the real person and thing). I also like the sturdy bones of their writing, the clarity of diction, their directness. I suppose more contemporary writers like Coover, Barthelme, and Gass, have given me ideas about de­fying expectations of conventional plot and character develop­ment, but Howard Norman’s translations of Swampy Cree Nam­ing Songs is the most particular inspiration: the simple and strong voice I hear in those pieces is similar to the story-telling voice from the rural community where I grew up. His translations drove me home.
J. I). Brown
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Betsy Adams
from CHILD OF LIGHT
The beautiful sister
At the same moment light is the shaft penetrating the stone is the flesh which leaps into the spot oflight laid before it on a wooden stage is the canon read scripturally is the green violet misplaced beneath rotting sod Is the movement of the small claw, kitten like across the deeply rent face of the antelope is the marksman in the field just before the axe blow fells him is the piglet suckling warmth drawn away into itself is the overture to a crown Is a rank berry in the field before the first snow is the light which leaks from the caverns of the head is the snail is the tortoise Is the friend to whom you never gave more than particles of vibrations from yourself is the measles on your brother, from which birth was initiated and Is the inhibition of your soul from knowing itself: Is the carefully carved word of the brain you place, now, on these pages before you in light, you, and only you, have made cold. Is the beautiful sister. For no light is cold but we make it so.
(from Northwest Review, vol. 20, no. 1)
nwr: The dense, blocklike form of “The beautiful sister” seems to compliment its dark, carefully carved and medieval im­agery. How do you determine the form a poem is going to take? Is this presentation particular to “The beautiful sister” or do you usually present your writing in this form?
Betsy ADAMS: I never “determine” the form any of my poems take during their creation . . . the rhythm/structure is built in and given to me to “convey.” I do as little as possible to alter the al­
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ready inherent structure. Thus, even though there have been other works with this block-like structure, it is still a structure “unique to” “The beautiful sister.”
NWR: Besides an MA in creative writing you have an exten­sive background in Zoology, Biology, Evolutionary Ecology and have said that one of your long range goals is to aid in implement­ing alternatives to the use of living animals in biomedical re­search. How strongly do these scientific influences figure in your writing and could you talk a little about the poets who are impor­tant to you.
ADAMS: It has become, I am very glad to say, impossible for me to separate my scientific endeavors from my writing. At first, because the language of science is so strict in its meaning/ applica­tion, I had difficulty. But by immersing myself in the biological sciences, the sciences dealing closely with our physical reality, this difficulty has been overcome. Science is for me, now, a fountain of meaning.My favorite writer is George Oppen—his utter determination and tenacity to get at the meaning and to strip away all but what is utterly essential and still maintain his own rhythm/self is what motivates me towards him. At one time I said, and I meant it, to George Starbuck my teacher—“George Oppen should be a mathematician, but he isn’t, he’s a poet.”
NWR: Many writers talk about the given poem. A poem that comes about with little effort, a gift from the unconscious. I can’t help but feel the presence of the unconscious in this poem. Would you mind discussing how “The beautiful sister” came about and whether or not you consider it to be a given poem?
ADAMS: All m y  poems, I guess, are “given.” I know that the first and most important thing is that before writing I “prepare myself to receive” the information to be given me. I am a reporter, or medium through which one kind of information is transformed into human written language.
nwr: Who is the beautiful sister?
adams: Myself. Although it came as a shock, and only when I read your question!
Cindy Veach
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Maria Flook
from LOVERS OF TODAY
Michael Jay Mason—who would believe it. The world is a stupid heart and you hang on. The night is something that climbs onto your back, pale troll named Angela or somebody, little white monkey baby, and you let it ride. The world is a big asshole heart, and you grip it lovingly. Night with its sparks and stiletto spurs, it kicks you. The parking ramp keeps rocking all the late models, cradle of chrome and black rubber orphans. You got that monoxide rush, that black honey wad. Night is the velvet rag you choke on.Something blows hard through your sleep, through all your minutes alone. Fast-moving, heavy objects hovering and flying past you. Blocks of concrete, pale mica-flecked UFOs, they seem to crush you. Then something bright, metallic. Cars rising bumper to bumper in the parking ramp outside, black and white and chocolate brown babies. People disappear and the little troll- whore, growing teeth now, rides your back heavier and heavier.
But Marianne’s okay. She’s a burned-out Cosmo Girl moving back down the line, real cautious now, like Cat Woman doing the big number nine. Her lips are dark, slicked mahogany. She keeps her lipstick in the refrigerator and puts it on cold. When you kiss her mouth, it tastes like that iron afterlife. You bite into her and the night breaks in half real slow and easy. It’s that mean pleasure you get and she doesn’t seem to mind. Her eyes sink back, way out of the world. You want something more, and she should give you something, just like that. You say, So what’s this bullshit? She says, Just something from the past.Well, you don’t buy it, but there ain’t no point in begging. Be­cause she’s beautiful anyway, standing on the street beside you. Bus loads of people have to get out of the way, zig zag that cool, si­lent scene you got going down. You’re not even talking man, but simply standing there for half an hour. She’s in those tight, velve-
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teen pajamas and you with those killer eyes. People are marching every which way, hurrying closer to that cold, stony place. While you and her are just motionless, and it’s safe for a while, it’s okay, in fact it’s so smooth you got that spooky marble feeling.
(from Northwest Review, vol. 19, no. 3)
NWR: In “Lovers of Today,” Michael Jay Mason and his girlfriend, “this kooky skintight Marianne Faithfull clone” are a tough looking, tough acting couple. Mason says of his girlfriend, “She taught you to be hard on the edges and that’s everything,” and when she splits, Mason, calling on aggression to survive, says, “You got to get back on the streets, stare down some strangers and get your strength up.” Toughness is a part of the story’s environ­ment, and the final image calls up that connection: “Outside, the parking ramp has got it all over you. Tough-looking. Heavy mov­ers stacked in and sleeping like babies. In the end that cement or­phanage is going to outlast everything.” Is toughness a response to city life or the only behavior to deal with fear and loss and un­certainty?
maria flook: I feel the characters in “Lovers of Today” use this predescribed “toughness” as a kind of outerwear. The leather jackets, tight clothing, heavy coat of lipstick are, of course, all part of a facade. This is a doctrine, a demonstration against tender­ness. Not a response to city life, this pseudotoughness, this hard- as-stone cinema verite is to mask some very deep inadequacies of human spirit. I don’t believe any exterior force has imposed itself upon the characters, making them withdrawn and bitter. It’s the fear inside that has dressed them up in layers of denim, leather and make-up. They move against traffic, thankful for a friction that seems to hold them up. They use music against their own heartbeats, and ask so few questions. I feel they are completely im­mobilized by their inability to express their feelings. When some­one becomes so weakened by desire, it might not be unusual to transfer that desire towards a kind of style, an appearance. It makes it easier to go out in public. That’s why people wear black when in mourning, it helps put what hurts inside on the outside of the body.
nwr: Mason seems to worship and draw his strength from Southside Johnny, Ronnie Spector, and Mink Deville, all rock
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and roll or rhythm and blues artists. He plays Graham Parker and says “It hurts but it’s good, like throwing up nails.” This numbed response suggests a limited sense of perception—as earlier in the piece, when Mason says to himself, “She’s gonna kill you but you’ll be alive to feel it. You love to feel it.” Is pain necessary to consciously feel alive?
flook: There are some who say that pain is never neces­sary, and that desire has no necessity. In the characters here, pain is conjured up with the help of some dramatic song lyric. It’s much easier for Mason to latch on to some popularized, universal sore spot. Rather than go to the trouble of researching his own pathol­ogy, he chooses to identify with the woebegone heroes of rock ‘n’ roll. There is a definite sadomasochism here, something grotesque in Marianne’s refusals and denials of Mason, and in his ineffectual responses to her. I have very little patience for the two of them, which is not to say I am not sympathetic. I believe in the existence of characters such as these, as I am forced to believe many other impossibly sad, sometimes irritating facts.
NWR: Where or how did this piece originate, and how does it fit into your wider writing habits?
floor: I would never have written this piece without some personal fascination with rock ‘n’ roll; I could not have. Primarily, I am a poet. And, in poetry writing I am constantly avoiding, in the strictest fashion, the kind of writing that’s displayed in “Lov­ers of Today.” Those up-to-the-minute, popular speech patterns, the slang, the nervous, pep pill stream of consciousness—subway boogie in this story is exactly opposite to what I try to achieve in my other work. Yet, what I must admit is that much of this story comes from poetry. If this piece is at all successful I believe it is be­cause the language tries to be precise within the actual obsession with language. I think of “Lovers of Today” as a kind of “voice piece.” So much relies on how the story is told rather than what it tells. It was exciting to write this story, I seemed to hear it rather than write it. But, I don’t believe I will ever write a similar piece. Whatever I heard back then, when I wrote it, has diminished.
R ob in  L eig h  and D e b  C asey
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Marilyn Burkhardt
TO MARY
When we went sledding down the slopes that day and your father looked at me like I was a woman when I was only twelve and helped me up the hill when I slipped,the ice hung in clumps from my mittens.
(from Northwest Review, vol. 19, no. 3)
NWR: How strongly does your work in the visual arts influ­ence your writing? Do you “visualize” a poem before you write it?
Marilyn burkhardt: Several years of rendering still lifes and landscapes, figures and faces, in different media, have had an ef­fect upon my writing. My artistic endeavors have disposed me to concentrate on the general shapes, and only the most important details—the ones that will contribute to overall mood. It also taught me the art of suggesting detail; painting in only a few leaves instead of hundreds, to suggest a bush. All this has had the fortu­nate outcome of making it easy to leave out extraneous detail in my writing.In both my writing and art I place a high value on spontaneity. I hope to capture the life that slips out briefly from the subcon­scious. At the present time I am sculpting bronze horses, which I fashion first in wax, and which I work on for only a few minutes. If I work on them longer, they begin to lose life. I am inspired by Rodin, whose works look as if they were completed in one mad flurry and still retain the life from his hands. This is what I hope to accomplish in my poetry.I have felt most satisfied with my poems when I have imagined pictures and then described them, all the while keeping in mind
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the feeling I want to express.
nwr: What role have the imagist poets played in the de­velopment of your poetic process?
burkhardt: My exposure to such poets as Pound and Wil­liams has given me permission to be brief, not to have to explain everything, and not to have to strain for profound statements. However, I was directly inspired to write this poem after reading poems by e. e. cummings. Sometimes I attribute to poets sublime powers, which makes me very uncomfortable when I try to write poetry, but when reading cummings I felt a sense of his simply re­collecting, in a way that anyone could, and so I assumed that I could, too.
nwr: Have fairy tales influenced y o u r  work?
burkhardt: I’m not sure that fairy tales have influenced my writing, but I do have a great fondness for the absurd. I am exhila­rated by the prose of Octavio Paz, in which he relates preposter­ous tales, and one’s understanding and enlightenment depend on one’s willingness to believe what obviously could never be. It is like letting fresh air into the mind. The only specific way in which I can say that fairy tales have influenced my work is that when I was young, all the stories I wrote began with the phrase, “Once upon a time . . . .”
NWR: Do many of your poems stem from early recollec­tions? Do you think that it is necessary to translate or adapt early experience to fit your present thinking, philosophy, lifestyle, etc.?
burkhardt: Many o f  my poems deal with my childhood. I don’t think it is possible to ignore my present beliefs when I write, but I hope for them to emerge in an indirect way. One reason I like to write about my childhood is that during that period I did not make judgements, and blame people, and think up complicated explanations for why things happened, as I do now. I try to create that former feeling. There are many topics about which I feel exactly the same way now as I did then—mainly in regard to cer­tain injustices.I think I replicated the experience in “To Mary” pretty closely. If I had inserted my present thinking and philosophy, I would have had to include that I was bewildered by the sexual attention of an adult male; how unfair it was for him to treat me as an exten­sion of his desires when I was much too young, naive even for my age; and how I should have run home to tell my mother but didn’t because I was such a proper child and brought up to be pleasing and not to criticize adults, and men in particular. Instead I wrote as a casual observer might have seen it.
NWR: What role does feminism play in your writing and art?
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Does this poem imply that there exists an irreconcilable breach between men and women? Do you think that it is valid to involve one’s political beliefs in one’s art?
burkhardt: The idea of feminism is a great impetus behind my work. Feminism has given me some sense of power, while I have been brought up with the idea that women do not have power. My mother, by her resentment and anger toward my father, gave me the indelible idea that she needed an independent life. She stifled her desires and assented to whatever my father wanted, which included moving his family from one state to another for several years, for no reason other than his discontent. My father made the decisions, and my mother seemed to take the responsibility for them. It was my mother who provided what emotional, and often financial, stability there was in our family. But so much did she suffer, and I suffered with her, that I didn’t understand why she didn’t break away and try something differ­ent. I can see now that guilt over feeling that opposing her hus­band was equivalent to not loving him, and not loving him was a  possibility she couldn’t face, after so many years, and also a fear of being on her own, and making all the decisions that were now made for her, however badly, were what kept her where she was. It seemed unfair for my father to be overwhelmed by his surplus of authority, while my mother, who was much more responsible, was going mad for lack of it. My mother obviously was strong, but not in a way that benefited her very much.The situation in my family made me so unhappy that I spent much of my time locked in my bedroom, reading and writing down how I felt. For a time I was convinced that being a man was the only solution to leading the kind of life I wanted to lead, but began to wonder why a woman couldn’t have some control over her life, too. I feel I am continuing my mother’s struggle for the in­dependence and self-respect that she never attained.I did not plan to imply an irreconcilable breach in this poem, but it does signify a conflict between the male and the female. The need of the girl in “To Mary” is to be considered as a human being first; to have her feelings, and the reality of who she is, acknowl­edged by the man. The man is seeing only who he wants to see, which is a female who understands and accepts his attitude to­ward her. He is either too insensitive to detect the girl’s real feel­ings, or he realizes that it doesn’t matter if he does or not, given her powerlessness and the fact that she is too timid to object.I consider an issue like feminism to be more humanistic than political, but I think a person should include whatever she wants in her art, and let others decide if it is art. The artists and writers
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that I admire who have not shied away from the political are Goya, Kate Kollowitz, Zola, and Richard Wright. It would be im­possible to draw the line between politics and art, or politics and life, or life and art.
Brigit Kelly
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Michael Martone
from NEIN
I can see cigarettes burning evenly in ashtrays by the cash regis­ter where they have been left when the attendants went out to the pumps. Grandfather calls me a pet name, coaxing me to translate the letters. He explains how they came to him. “I heard General Mark Clark on the radio after the War and I did what he said to do.” Ed’s voice breaks in over the other noise, the soft “w” becom­ing a pointed “v.” “Jimmy, Jimmy, we need you.”“Do what you can for me,” my grandfather asks. That night I begin to translate the letters.
#
They are from a man named W. Gabauer of Vienna. The first letter, “I thank you, and my family thanks you for this paper and pen with nibs (I am not sure of this) so that I can write to you for all your gifts. This paper, this is the sheet.” Grandfather seemed to have found out about the Gabauers through a reconstruction scheme of the Third Army. The family is similar to his own—a young boy who has known nothing but the war and an older girl, Frieda, who “is learning English now, Mr. Payne, so that she can work in the American Army Bank.”“We have been cleared of everything now,” he writes. “It is ter­rible to have a past.” This in capitals. There is a long section recal­ling the inflation between the wars. “It must not happen again, Mr. Payne. Your Army lets us work and controls the price of things. But we survive because of you.”Grandfather has sent them non-perishable food, paper, thread and needles, candles, perhaps some clothing, buttons, tinfoil. “Your family is giving all of this up for us.” Then long sections on the nature of victor and vanquished and victim. Frieda continues to learn English. He writes at length of peanut butter. They have never seen it before and are unsure what to do with it. There is a
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letter describing the ruins of a city, a bombed out building, lines of people moving rubble from one pile to the next, waiting for food, for medicine. “You must not feel sorry for us, Mr. Payne. With your help, we will be just like new.” This last phrase supplied, in English, by Frieda.The packages keep arriving—picture magazines, chocolate, spam, Quaker Oats, pencils, metal toys. Everything is duly noted, and gratitude is shown for each. The pronouns change to familiar. “The whole neighborhood came together today,” he writes, “and everyone brought their American peanut butter. We eat it every way. It is so good.” Ribbons, combs, rubber bands, zippers, eras­ers, pop corn. “What is pop corn?”
(from Northwest Review, vol. 18, no. 3)
NWR: Wearing pinstriped coveralls, quilted vest, and a hel­met liner with union button on its brim, grandfather becomes so real we can picture him coming up to our own car as it sits at a gas station, and asking, “What ja have? What ja have?” Tom Wolfe calls this “status detail,” that symbolic detail which adds a sense of realism to a story. How do you acquire such minute detail? And how do you bring it all together when you sit down to write a story?
Michael martone: I think there are two types of writers— those who write with nouns and those who write with verbs. I like nouns. My stories are usually sectioned off, then filled in with de­tails. I don’t think it comes from any theoretical point-of-view but a natural neatness. Things in place. When I was a child I thought it was a great step forward to outline sections before I colored them in. I always liked lists of things and understood the language of their arrangement. Living in America, I am surrounded by things. “Nein” is about that in a way—about not needing more things, about being overwhelmed by things. In the story I make the allusion to a thought of Borges: Can a map be more detailed than the thing it represents? When I sit down to write a story I am driven to bring together those details to make that kind of map. Of course, using nouns exclusively, I risk losing action. Often my stories are rather static—people writing letters while imagining people writing letters.
NWR: In “Nein,” the time period between the beginning of
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the story and the ending is hazy. Is there a conscious purpose for eliminating a time framework in this story?
martone: Though the time period of “Nein” is hazy, time is still the framework of the story. The time involved in this story is not of the clock but of the letter. The letter, as John Barth demon­strates, has two times—that of its writing and that ofits reading. A letter carries with it its own time period. While the letter is still sealed up in the envelope, its time is suspended. I chose to tell the story in the present tense for that very reason. The present tense best captures that sense of time starting up again, as the seal is broken. The character is taking two steps backward and one step forward. He is continually lost in his own digressions, surrounded by ruins of his past and his family’s. But these past times are al­ways being animated. There is no time period to the story because the character of the narrator is out of his time, obsessed by the gasoline war and the World War. He is being drawn into the life of the letters and his own history. Metaphorically, the narrator’s re­sponse to the letters should be the reader’s response to the story. For any story has its own time as well as a period setting. Each step the reader takes into the story is a step backward in this story’s time. A story has the possibility of going backwards or, as Van Wert does in “Ninth Month,” back and forth in time and on the page. A reader can and should watch the film of the story stop or reverse and make it do so. Time in “Nein” is a major part of the story, for what is at stake is always when, a when that is “the point where . . .  no one needs anything any more.”
Scott Martell
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Luis Omar Salinas
MANY THINGS OF DEATH
Death today smells of apples worms chewing their gums
a child with mud on his hands
today it has the mouth of an insect crawling through the avenues
it has the nightmaresoffishdrunkon rain
it has the footsteps of a gardener wanting to murder a chairit has nonsense in its eyes a dog barking at a cloud
a woman opening an awkward door
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it has the stubborness of an owl hatchingits eggs
it has the elegance and laughter of clowns
many things of death in the taciturn protest of ants
in the unrest of flies
(from N o rth w e s t R ev ie w , vol. 18, no. 3)
NWR: The Spanish term duende implies an intensification of the senses as if in the presence of death. Your poem seems to pos­sess duende, written as if brushing past death in every line. Do you feel an urgency and intensity, such as this, when you write?
luis omar salinas: I believe in poetry as mystery and would like to think of Deunde as a sort of magic captivating the poet in a kind of intoxication of the senses. It’s as if someone were writing the poems for me. I remember writing the poem, “Many Things of Death,” in one sitting with little or no editing. I remember the emotion of anger. I followed my intuition like always. I didn’t have to think in terms of structure or strategy. It’s as if I were talk­ing directly to death, saying, “Stay away.” My first experience with death was at age four with the death of my mother, who died at 27. So, in a sense, I had about forty years to prepare the poem.
nwr: Could you talk a little about rapid association of im­ages and its importance to your work? Would you consider such associations a technique or do you think it is possible for associa­tion alone to be the content of a poem?
salinas: Rapid associations are a key to my kind of poetry. In my first book, Crazy Gypsy, I had a lot of dazzling and striking images. In my second book, Afternoon o f the Unreal, I made a con­scious affort at toning down imagery. I am not a poet of the Sur­real, yet there are elements of Surrealism in my poetry. One can get lost in Surrealism. My best poems have a directness and a kind of urgency seen, for example, in a line like, “Poverty is the smile from a turtle.” I can work with this line since I have already set the way in which the poem is to go. Yet it leaves me with a lot of free­dom. Here is the poem to illustrate the way I write:
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WHAT IS POVERTY?
Poverty is the smile from a turtle,It is my kin and I entering a river,It is my nephew telling jokes, feeling pangs of puberty. Poverty you have me by the fingers. Mother poverty you have things well in hand. The nite and you are twins. When we meet to talk over supper you never fail to appear.Yet your handshake is reminiscent of a promiscuous wench. The door is open please leave.
NWR: In Leaping Poetry, Robert Bly describes the leap as a jump from the conscious to the unconscious and then back to the conscious mind. To perform these leaps, he feels, the poet must be writing with great spiritual energy. What are your thoughts on such arcs of association? When you deal with the unknown, as you do here, do you feel you have leaped into the unconscious?
salinas: In th e  poem, “What is Poverty,” there is a leap from th e  first line to the second. Definitely I am going from the conscious to  the unconscious. We have a lot of poetry in the un­conscious. In fact, I feel, most of our poems are already prepared for us. It is a matter of assimilation.
NWR: The clarity and swiftness of this poem reminds me of poets like Lorca, Vallejo and Neruda. Who and what have been the major influences on your writing?
salinas: Poets like Lorca, Vallejo and Neruda have been a definite influence on my poetry. In fact, I hold them in awe and re­verence. They opened so many doors for me. My first influence was the late romantic Gustavo Adolfo Becquer. I like his sense of being haunted. I still love Becquer’s poetry, though it’s outdated. Lorca, Vallejo and Neruda made me see the incredible and the tragic. Of course, the great commotion and turmoil of the civil war filled Lorca and Vallejo with a kind of doom. Yet they faced the madness and wrote great poetry. I do feel the major influence in my life has been my mother’s death. At age four I was sort of pre­destined to a tragic vision of life. Also, when madness came at age twenty I was the offspring of pain, fear, rejection. It has been one long battle with madness. These two events nailed me with no reason whatsoever. Yet poetry became like a kind of saving grace. I owe much to contemporary poets like Philip Levine and Peter Everwine.
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NWR: In “Many Things ofDeath” death seems always to be just over one’s shoulder; not the sober deity of the underworld, but a child, a gardener, an owl. Would you discuss your thoughts con­cerning death?
salinas: Death woke me early. The only way to be some­what victorious over death is for one to reach somewhat of a state of immortality. Sometimes I feel like Miguel Unamuno. Why should we die. If God dreamt us up. He is going to have to dream us up again after we die. Maybe we will come back like birds. I wouldn’t mind being a colorful bird, and my friends as well. There is so much beauty. To spend it in a grave would be a waste. Some­times I get the feeling I’ve lived before and that I will live again. Then again, it could be finis. But I have great religious energy. We will all meet again in a better place. We might even get a chance to meet Shakespeare, Shelley, Byron, Cervantes. Who knows where the dead go? Maybe the ghosts of great writers go to the Corrida on Sundays. The Catholic nuns told me it will be a fine place. Maybe I’ll come back as a bullfighter. But I do see greatness in this life. And of late I feel a great lust for life. Maybe we’re in heaven al­ready and don’t know it. Little miracles in my life tell me a lot. And people capable of great kindness and compassion speak a true language. I feel whatever happens will be for the best.
Cindy Veach
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Patricia Henley
from A S LUCK WOULD HAVE IT
Lillian returned with three gin-and-tonics on a wicker tray. She bumped the screen door open with her hip. ‘Ice! We have ice now,’ she said. ‘Sue-Sue got the refrigerator working.’We relaxed into the cushions and the drinks. The chickens clucked around the porch and the dog sat there grinning like he was having a private joke on us all. A breeze whipped across the lake and cooled us. The mainland shore was just a curling green blur on the horizon.“Now tell me what’s new and exciting,’ Lillian said. I noticed a silvery streak in her short brown hair. She was thirty-seven. This always amazes me when I see that we are aging.‘I’m in love,’ Sunbow said. She and Lillian laughed together.‘He rides a white horse,’ I said.‘Wouldn’t you know,’ Lillian said. ‘Now be serious. Tell me all about him.’There ensued a lengthy discussion of Kelsey. After a few min­utes I slipped away for a walk.The Island was a lush green place, not like the coastal islands, of course, but still more wet than our territory at the farm. A trail circumnavigated its perimeter, winding through the deep, razor- edged grasses, over beaches, and within a grove of cottonwoods and pine. In the trees, pinemat covered the earth on either side of the path. Exposed weather-polished tree roots, like the bones of last season’s deer, framed step-downs of packed dirt. I was on the Island but I could not be there completely. My mind always wan­dered back home, wondering about the animals, the garden. I sat down on a flat rock on the southern shore. A cormorant landed on a boulder out in the lake. Ground squirrels scurried among the rocks, inspecting me, waiting to see if I would leave any crumbs.I sat there for a long time. I thought of Crazy Heart, the way it is with us. He is my neighbor and brother more than my husband. He cares for the animals when I am gone. I share venison with
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him, he gives me a grouse now and then. We go for days on end without seeing one another, even though he lives in the dugout just across the road and down the lane a ways. Yet we lean on one another, on the presence of an old friend.‘No thinking,’ Sunbow said, startling me. She handed me a sweater.‘You should talk,’ I said. The light was growing golden, a sum­mer dusk.‘Lilly is making a salad. We put the wine in the fridge to chill.’I put on the sweater and there were three sunflower seeds in one pocket. I left them there for the ground squirrels. We started walk­ing, Sunbow in front since the path is wide enough for only one.‘Doesn’t it surprise you that we’re all getting older?,’ I said.‘Sort of,’ Sunbow said over her shoulder. ‘I think of us as young still.’‘The gray hair and the personalities don’t merge,’ I said.‘I’m old enough to be a grandmother,’ she said.‘A young grandmother.’We walked for awhile without talking until.we came to a clear­ing of vetch and thistles where someone had piled clean new lumber.‘What’s this?’ I said.‘You won’t believe it,’ Sunbow said, ‘Lilly has a friend, a man. He’s building a little house here.’‘A lover?’ I said.‘What else?’ Sunbow said. ‘She says this is it.’‘Everybody’s settling down.’
(from Northwest Review, vol. 20, no. 1)
NWR: In this passage the narrator, Virginia, reflects on her own life. Elsewhere she’s both analytical and cynical. What is Vir­ginia’s relation to Sunbow and the others? What about her char­acter and the situation make her a good observer of her own com­munity—
Patricia henley: Virginia is a matriarchal figure, the source of the dream expressed by a poster on her wall: the land belongs to those who work it. She is a friend, the giver of home, for the land tech­nically belongs to her. She uses her power judiciously. She has
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been married, separated, celibate. She has passed through many of the stages of life the others are still struggling with, the internal struggles of where to be and with whom. She is a keen observer of human nature and takes great delight in the vagaries of such. She has perspective and a spiritual distance that allows her to be in­volved in the farm, without being at its mercy. There is a timeless­ness about her way of life and her relationships, and this is, perhaps, where her surprise about aging comes from, in the pas­sage you quote.
NWR The setting in “As Luck Would Have It” is rural and the characters both rural and counter-cultural. I remember that some years ago you lived on a communal farm and I understand you’re now about to start teaching in one of the bush communities of British Columbia. How has your lifestyle influenced your writ­ing?
henley: My lifestyle, if you want to call it that, seems to be characterized by a sparse cash flow, a commitment to making do, low-impact on the earth, and an adventurous spirit. I embraced the era we commonly call “The Sixties” and my characters and stories reflect that past. My people evolved out of those times. My settings are mostly rural because I feel most at home in those set­tings myself. As for the question about time: I think if I could settle down I’d have plenty of time to write, wherever I might be. The nomadic life I’ve led doesn’t lend itself to writing.
nwr: Can language embody a lifestyle?
henley: Of course. Language must make concrete your set­ting, and lifestyle is part of setting. A writer chooses words, names, objects, metaphors, figures of speech, gestures, to create an intri­cate design, like a mandala, which seeps into the reader in an al­most pre-literate way, impressions and images laid down to reflect a whole environment. It is no accident that there are no com­puters, televisions, or calculators in my stories.
nwr: You wrote poetry first, now prose, what impulse lead you to fiction?
henley: Several factors influenced my turn to fiction. Four years ago, while recuperating from an illness in southern Califor­nia, there was suddenly time to reflect and write and rewrite. Looking back on my poems of six to ten years ago, I see stories emerging over and over. But in those days I lacked the discipline to develop the craft of story-telling. Writing poetry seems to me a non-linear activity, requiring receptivity to images—it all floods in, then as the poet, you pick and choose the images you need. Story-telling, on the other hand, requires more analytical thought. Reading I. B. Singer influenced me. I admire the rich­
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ness there, the timelessness. I admire the way he focuses on the world he knows and reveals to us the universal there.
NWR: Change, as in the passage we’ve reprinted, the re­duced population of the community, and ultimately the choices Sunbow herself makes, would seem to be the central thrust of your story. How have your characters adjusted or failed to adjust to change? Are these characters in any sense failures? How much is “luck” a factor in the changes that do take place?
henley: I don’t see the characters in this story as failures. I see them as people longing for connectedness, for home and settledness, in an age of transience. Once the flow of life was a high, a roller-coaster of adventure. Now, Virginia and Sunbow and Kelsey, too, are adapting to the need for roots, by accepting compromise. Luck is a factor in this story. There is a certain ele­ment of chance and randomness in coupling. Synchronistic events, in the separate lives of two people, lead in an unknown di­rection until paths cross. It is random. And yet it is all somehow in the cards.
Maxine Scales
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Robert Crum
THE FOREST
The tree within the tree, the tree that hangs within the mind—should we not say it lives
by dying, that its rings are death’s accretions, that its private weathers are only assumed
by those who doze deeply in their wooden crowns, with leaves pressed against their skin like mouths?
How the night comes over them! The summer turns its back. The insects multiply their ears.
O glass forests, pine-sweet, your lucent soot recovers nothing to atone for. Still,
we are here, wooden, within a mirrorwithin a mirror, the words carved down our sides.
(from Northwest Review, vol. 19, no. 3)
NWR: Who has influenced your work?
Robert CRUM: The word “influence” takes in a lot of terri­tory. If one’s childhood plays as large a role as I suspect, then my obsession with establishing a sense of place and means to confront loss finds its justification in the fact that I was raised in a family that hardly ever lived more than a year in one place, and even as we were living in those places we were constantly losing them, or at least the surrounding prairies and forests, to industrial parks, shopping centers, subdivisions and so on. This particular poem makes an oblique approach to such matters by internalizing a
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landscape, and reconciling loss through imaginative synthesis. In this poem, the influence of Neruda, his surrealism, is mostly evi­dent. Beyond that, the ways in which one is influenced are largely indefinable. Frost once said that a poet, when writing his or her poem, is like a rain cloud—that is, the precipitation of all the read­ing that has been important to him. Very often I write lines that remind me of other poets. It’s not altogether a conscious choice, which would somehow make it inorganic, or forced. The recogni­tion comes after the line is on the page: “Hey, that sounds like so- and-so. Well, fine! Now so-and-so is part of myself.”
nwr. Is this a contemporary poem? Might such a poem have been written in the late 19th or early 20th century?
crum : Though this entails more generalizing than I am comfortable with, I would have to say that two of the predominant themes of contemporary poetry are the travails of self-conscious­ness and, to quote Stevens, “the mind in the act of finding what will suffice.” In sharing these concerns, my poem is contempo­rary. If some of the diction—the apostrophe of the fifth stanza, for example—seem to belong to another time, it’s only an attempt to enrich the present with techniques of the past.
nwr: What is your process of composition? 
c rum : The word “process” always seems so insufficient. It makes it sound as though the poem has gone through Ellis Island, as though every step of composition could be accounted for, when really there is much going on that is unaccountable, mysterious and wild. The germ of a poem usually surfaces in a phrase that is, to me, rich in sonic effects and meaning, begging to be tested and explored. I find myself playing around with its syntax and with the “feel” of the words, until a direction presents itself through as­sociation. The poem then continues in much the same manner, through attention and association, until it feels complete. This, perhaps, is my “process.” But how little this says! It doesn’t tell how, why, or from where the initial impulse and the associations come, nor why a certain phrase appeals to me. Also, there is some­thing that happens in the interstices of the process—a kind of pa­tience, maybe, or passion—that is as important as the process it­self, though completely unrecoverable.One thing I try to do is vary my style, subject and technique as much as possible, and I have written in narrative, surrealistic, ob­servational, and meditative modes, and this is not an attempt to dodge some sort of identifiable voice. That’s impossible; the writ­er’s charater always leaves its mark. But I feel that to restrict my­self to one genre or method would be to forgo such chimerical hy­brids and creatures of the deep as can be discovered when working
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with the fullest range of alternatives.
nwr: You have recently completed your first year at the Iowa Writers’ Workshop. What changes have occurred in your writing? Do you feel any pressure to write the so-called “Iowa poem?”
crum : My writing has changed insofar as I am enjoying a  greater facility and range—of technique and emotion—than ever before. This is what comes with practice, I suppose, though I do owe much credit to Iowa. The environment here is supportive, the discussions enthusiastic and intelligent, the opportunities exten­sive. And the writing here is anything but homogeneous. Both the students and the teachers are too diverse in their inclinations for that, and if there were to be some sort of aesthetic cloning attemp­ted, you would find a strong reaction against it. The only common tendency I have been able to detect among the teachers is the de­sire for a poem to adhere to reality. Now if we could just get certain critics to do the same, we wouldn’t have to deal with such sloppy, vague and irresponsible terms as “the Iowa poem.”
Michael David Madonick
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Craig Lesley
from OFF THE MAIN ROAD
Danny Kachiah pulled his hat tight, kicked his left foot free of the stirrup and hunched forward in the saddle. “Now,” he said, and the gateman swung open the doors to both chutes. The roan gelding shot out of the chute after the spurting steer. Shifting his weight so he leaned far to the right, Danny could have touched the bolting steer’s black rump. “Faster,” he urged the horse—the sec­onds ticking off in his mind.The gelding overtook the steer, and Danny was alongside the dark, shaggy head. His eyes matched the wild flatback eyes of the steer. Then he concentrated on the horns, yellowed with brown tips, and lunged. As he dove free of the horse, his hands seemed to float toward the horns, but the brown tips bobbed away from the fingers. For a giddy instant, Danny thought he had missed.His chest slammed against the steer’s front shoulder, jolting him with pain. His left hand grasped the horn and his right clung to the thick hair along the muscled neck. Danny dug his bootheels into the ground and tried to twist the matted head, but the bulging neck refused to yield. Off-balance, Danny was carried along by the steer’s momentum and driving legs.He needed leverage on both horns to dog the steer. As he made a desperate move with his right hand to grab the other horn, the steer thrust its head forward and shrugged its big shoulders. Danny’s left hand slipped off the horn and his hat flew away. For a crazy instant, he was running with the steer, flailing the shoulders and back with his right hand. Then he tumbled forward onto the gouged dirt of the rodeo grounds.Frothing from exertion, the steer shook his head and trotted to the far end of the arena where a couple of pick-up riders shooed him through the gates.NO TIME FOR DANNY KACHIAH THE INDIAN RIDER FROM POPLAR MONTANA the announcer blared. Danny stood slowly and dusted off his pants. HOW ABOUT A HAND
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FOR HIM ANYWAY FOLKS. As he bent to pick up his hat, Danny heard scattered applause. He waved toward the bright blobs of color in the grandstand. NEXT TIME USE BOTH HANDS DANNY. One of the pick-up riders handed him the geld­ing’s reins. NO MONEY FOR THAT COWBOY . . . DOG­GONE.As he led the horse through the working gates, a moon-faced cowboy sitting on the fence said, “Better go back to the reserva­tion, Chief. You’re getting too old to wrestle stock.” He smiled but his blue eyes were hard. The cowboy wore a big tag with “ 12” on it in block letters. Danny knew he was a hometown boy who had a good chance of winning the Buckaroo’s all-around cowboy purse.When he got to the area behind the chutes where the rodeo par­ticipants kept their pickups and trailers, Danny saw Henry Nine Pipes sitting on the tailgate of his pickup drinking a beer. Danny tied the gelding to the doorhandle of Henry’s pickup on the pas­senger side. “Nice horse you got.” Danny said. “He worked that steer just right.”Henry nodded. “I broke him in.” He moved over the tailgate so Danny could sit down.“Guess my timing was off,” Danny said. “Damned near missed the steer.” He took a drink of Henry’s beer and wiped his forehead.“The steer skittered. You might have got him with Ring-Eye.”Ring-Eye was Danny’s horse. Danny wanted to bring him to the Buckeroo but then his pickup had broken down. He’d left the horse in Poplar because he had no way to haul him. “No,” he said after a while, “I probably would have missed him anyway.” He took off his tag with the “42” on it and tossed it away. The wind carried it across a field of tumbleweeds.
(from Northwest Review, vol. 19, no. 3)
NWR: You start the story with a rodeo scene, where we see that Danny’s eyes “matched the wild, flatback eyes of the steer.” The comparison seems to go deeper than physical similarity. Like rodeo stock, the character of Danny Kachiah seems caught but not tamed, a victim who wants to escape but doesn’t know how. How far through the story would you take this comparison?
craig Lesley: Your question raises some intriguing pos­
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sibilities, and perhaps there is a temptation to draw similarities between Danny and the rodeo stock. But I think the analogy breaks down rather quickly. The verb “matched” here implies a similarity, but I also had in mind its usage to suggest the competi­tive match between the two and Danny’s taking a measurement of the steer by “reading” the eyes. Danny is a victim in some ways, of course, (paradoxically, he is also a hero), but not at all the kind of victim the animal is. Danny is caught up in very real economic, so­cial, and political forces, but even within the limitations those forces impose upon him, Danny acts by hammering out a code of conduct. And he is clever too, knowing how to survive within his environment.
NWR: One of our readers initially observed: “Something about Danny bothers me—as though something is always held back from the reader, that one detail that would build trust and identification. As it is, I don’t feel comfortable with him; I under­stand his actions, but don’t vicariously live them the way I might.” Is this distancing of the reader intentional? What would the story lose if we could be intimate with Danny?
LESLEY: Yes, the distancing is intentional. The story em­phasized action and environment and a character who works out a code and manages to survive within that environment. It’s not a psychological story or one that encourages an intimate knowledge of Danny. He is “off the main road,” far removed from the mainstream of our society and alienated to such an extent that in­timacy is not possible. Danny is wary, concerned with losing ad­vantage. My technique is not to “tell” very much about Danny but to show the kinds of forces he’s up against and the actions he takes to survive. Perhaps I should add that “Off the Main Road” is the opening story in a series about Danny, and as the series progresses, Danny reveals more and more, thereby lessening the distance with the reader.
NWR: The title “Off the Main Road” refers to the car acci­dent at the end of the story, but is also a description of the life led by the characters. Billy Que, Danny’s uncle, sold some of their jointly owned cattle and then drank all the money up before Danny got his half of it. Tommy Thompson, an incidental charac­ter, is described as “the old Cree whose mind went after drinking antifreeze from his car’s radiator one winter.” How would you de­fend such frequent reference to Indians as irresponsible and al­coholic?
Lesley: Alcoholism is a harsh reality of life on many res­ervations. It is part of Danny’s environment and one of those forces that can ruin him (but doesn’t). The title refers to a lot of
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things including the action at the end of the story and life on the re­servation which is “off the road” or out of the mainstream. I also wanted the title to suggest certain conditions to most people who live rather comfortable lives and don’t pay much attention to what else goes on. The economic and social deprivations on many reser­vations are staggering. At best, the attitude of the government (especially the B.I.A.) has been neglectful. At other times, it has been punitive or idiotic. Let me offer a personal example. Eight years ago, I received guardianship of a four-year-old Assiniboin boy, and my son has been with me ever since. However, before I received guardianship, he was placed in nineteen different foster homes and institutions, not by Indians, but by government agen­cies with Anglo workers who were supposed to be watching out for his interests. Any objective history study reveals the disgraceful practices that have eroded many tribes’ economic bases and un­dermined the individual’s dignity. These include the Dawes Allot­ment Act, termination, relocation, broken treaties—all fiascos.Having grown up in this environment, Danny is remarkably re­sponsible, I think, particularly when you consider the forces he contends with. He acts within his own code to rescue Henry, sal­vage the cows’ meat, eventually bail out Billy Que. I hope the reader also understands that what may seem irresponsible in one culture isn’t necessarily in another where life is very close to the bone and survival means struggle.
NWR: Another character who is a stereotype is Milo, the Anglo mechanic who overcharges Danny for fixing his pickup.
“Forty,” he started to add. “Then there was the new tire— fifty- five— and the alignment. Front end was really bad. Would have ruined that tire.”Danny stopped looking at the girl on the cover. “I bought those tires six months ago,” he said.“Good tires too. Best I sell. But one had a big gash in it. I can’t warranty road hazards. You know these reservation roads. Just eat up tires.” He didn’t offer to show Danny the tire with the gash.
Would you say that the prejudiced expectations held by those who are on the “main road”—mechanics are dishonest, Indians are shiftless—become self-fulfilling prophecies because they are so prevalent?
Lesley: It’s difficult to know exactly what y o u  mean b y  “stereotype.” I don’t think Milo is a stereotype, but he is recogniz­able to the reader. When I put Milo in the story, I had a particular character in mind as well as a “type,” the Anglo drifters who come over from the Dakotas and Minnesota, often to work in the oil
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fields. Some are like Faulkner’s Snopes, exploiting the Indians, but others are worse, more sinister. Milo probably did rig his ex- wife’s car so she died in it. The account of a similar character and incident came to me through some Assiniboin friends in Montana and struck me as accurately portraying the kinds of forces Danny has to go against.NWR: This story has a specifically Western vocabulary and idiom, (Buttry’s sack, barrow pit, cashy, doggone), words and ways of speaking which are not widely used. Do you use these strictly for authenticity, or are you working to preserve them in your writing?
LESLEY: Both. I do like the authenticity of the words you mention. The expressions are authentic too. For example, Sam CutHorse’s remark, “It’s so hot the sheep are lining up for crew- cuts” is one I heard in Wolf Point. I also hope that the story (in fact, most of my writing) will help to preserve or to remind the reader of our Western language heritage. I think it’s colorful, vir­ile, expressive.I am a Native Oregonian who grew up east of the Cascades and spent summers working on ranches or for the Deschutes River Guide Service. I try to use words that suggest locale and I love compound (or near compound) words such as Ashwood, Grass Valley, Frenchglen, Bakeoven. I get a kick out of poring over maps, looking at the names of places. And I like words that come from industries here such as skid road or whistlepunk, as well as those derived from the Chinook jargon such as potlatch. It’s an in­credibly rich language heritage I think. When I lived in Amherst, it drove me crazy to find Plainfield, West Plainfield, East Plain- field, and so on .. .  as though they couldn’t come up with any other names.The West is losing some of the names I love. In the Imnaha re­gion, for example, there are canyons with names like Gumboot, Freezeout, BlackHorse, Crazy Man. But now the Forest Service is taking down all those signs and putting up ones that say “Road 55203” or somesuch. I think that is appalling.
Cecelia Hagen
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Patricia Goedicke
LETTER FROM D.S.
What called to me from it was, when it arrived, flat as a stomach in its smooth brown paper envelope with the new poems, travel announcements of other journeys, what
called to me from the neat grid of gray typewriter strokes dense as the clean fibers of an outdoor-indoor rug, the nap close woven, pre­cise, industrious as ants walking together in supple single minded columns from
all directions at once raising up like true and enormous saints a cathedral, that spoke to me, that grabbed my heart like a rose and flew away with it,
murmuring the fine complicated texture of the pure and the impure: poetry as the wild passionately lonely bridge between what is and what we most desperately and forever
long for, “What a romantic!” my friend said, but she’sin favor of romance, only the night before,at a talk I’d given about the particular, the letterof the law, if it were really possible in art to usethe private to commandeer the general, out of the loose
amiable array of closed, individually shut selves and meaningless pieces of time to create those blazing battalions of abstract beauty that can openly bloom in the church blade even of only a single hieroglyph, she said
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“But it’s all opening and closing, isn’t it? The chromosomes rhythmically bend and twistin and out like arms, like long ribboned braids,” stooping to tie her sneakers, the next day she wondered
“What’s he like?” waving the part of the letter I’d just given her to read before we left for tennis as usual: out on the wide, eroded, bare windy plateau at the foot of the patchwork mountain
with tin shacks, radio jingles blaring, ricocheting from the canyonson the other side: the lush green of the club, palm treeslike jewels, luxurious bougainvilleaand, right in the middle of the tennis court,
large wet puddles my friend, small, black haired, with snub nose and liquid muscles leaped over quick as a goat but far more sinuous and silkily graceful but tough, tough as a little brown nut, how lucky she is, I thought,
the other part of the letter said diabetesjust discovered, don’t worry, exercisewill help, but this one does it for fun,though she has two children, paints, not much moneyand som etim es the charm ing nose twitches
nervously, the tanned skin drains, still she charges the net, growling, picking up pollen from everywhere, dust, seeds out of the wind, if she hits one she hits them all, she is one
smart woman, I know you’d like her, would know her for what she is, swinging the tennis racquet wide open and then swiftly, with great generous force closing on the ball only to send it springing
round as a little moon spinning in and out like petals, like the compact closing and opening single white athletic leaves of your letter.
(from N o rth w e s t R ev ie w , vol. 19, nos. 1 & 2)
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nwr: You’ve said elsewhere that “images have lives of their own, too, lives that belong almost as much to themselves as they do to their subject.” What do you see as the difference between image and subject?
Patricia goedicke: Something, at the moment a poem be­gins to be born, is “given” to the poet. Auden called it “the numin­ous,” by which I understand an extremely delicate kind of seizure, almost, that magically invades and infuses one’s perception of an object, person, landscape, idea, or event. For me, this “numinous” perception is at one and the same time both the image and the sub­ject of the poem. In the case of “Letter from D.S.,” the “in­tellectual and emotional complex” (to use Pound’s definition of the image) which appeared to me in that particular “instant of time” was sudden. It was a vague but very urgent sense of an im­portant connection to be made between a letter I’d received from my friend D.S., with its particular poetic concerns and tone, and the way my other friend, my San Miguel friend, plays tennis; her personality, the way she goes after things, even to the way she ties her shoelaces and braids her hair. But that “image” was also the “subject” I wanted to explore, a subject or theme I hope will be­come clearer by the time I’ve finished answering these questions, as I certainly hope it comes clear in the reading of the poem itself.Anyway, the “subject” of the poem usually comes to me wrap­ped (n the very particulars, the perceptions and ramifications of the five senses (to use the more usual definition of imagery) I want to explore. These perceptions seem to exfoliate around me: I seem almost to “live them out”—intellectually, linguistically, rhythmi­cally, and most especially emotionally, while writing the poem. In this process I hope to understand, to illuminate, to live up to the moment well enough and long enough to turn it into the poem the moment demands. The process is a complex one, and contemplat­ing it afterwards it is hard for me to see any real difference, finally, between “image” and “subject.”In “Letter from D.S.,” to recreate the process very roughly, it all began with my awareness, as I thought about D.S.’s letter, of my impending tennis game with my San Miguel friend. Next, as I attempted to understand the mysterious sense of significance that attended my awareness of the two events, came the ath­letic connotations of “flat as a stomach,” (describing the letter), the “grid” of typewriter print, its flexibility and industry, and especially the “outdoor-indoor rug.” Then the odd contradictions involved in that last phrase (plus the annoying and untrue passiv­ity of “flat,” now in this new connection) insisted on another direc­tion—“up”—and allowed me to talk about the intellectual, more
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“high flown” content of the letter, whose physical (textural) and emotional complexities brought me then to “pure and impure,” another in the several “fused” paradoxes (chief of which is “open­ing and closing”) which appear and reappear throughout the poem. (Equivalent to the serve/return action of playing tennis? Racquet open; racquet closing on the ball?) Anyway, the “pure/ impure” paradox then became the bridge to take me to the chief personal worry of the poem—that such concerns, such feelings, are “romantic” (first hinted at in the “grabbed my heart/like a rose”), but romantic in a pejorative sense, namely the possibility that the particular—especially the personal particular—is always and invincibly private, and it is foolish to think otherwise.As “the talk I gave” suggests, what is at issue here is whether or not it is possible to believe that our selves and the particulars of the world we live in are not isolated, discrete entities in a meaningless universe; whether it is possible to believe in the existence of beauty, community, brotherhood, even poetry itself. And it is at this point—I believe because I had not been trying to make any generalizations as such, had been trying only to “stand in” the de­tails of my perception of the content of the letter as well as its phys­ical reality and all that was suggested by it—that my tennis play­ing friend suddenly appeared to me as a particular manifestation of the very vague “athletic” complex the poem had been swim­ming around in up till then. Her appearance—her braids, her tying her sneakers—then began to open out to me, to tell me that all the individual strands of experience, like the strands of DNA that seem to inform the whole world, might very well be linked to each other in an unending (biological) chain of being. So that, re­leased by this large (but particulate) juxtaposition, the rest of the poem was then able to move on to its conclusion in more or less freely, warmly, “romantically” personal and human terms— even, at the last, joining to its own long chain the actual tennis game and the actual letter. At least, so I hope.
nwr: In “Letter from D.S.,” we are in a sense following a bouncing ball for much of the poem. How important is the rhythm of the tennis game to the structure of the poem?
goedicke: “Following the bouncing ball” is a pretty neat image for the writing of “Letter from D.S.,” itself. But super­ficially, at any rate, during the writing of the poem I wasn’t conscious of any specific correlation between its rhythms and the rhythms of the tennis game. On a deeper level, though, I think I was certainly aware of a great effort, a kind of snowplow push going on, aimed at keeping the “bouncing ball” of the argument going. It was the kind of effort—I am neither a natural nor a fre­
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quent occupant of the tennis courts!—I associate with actually playing tennis myself. And incidentally—usually I write in coup­lets, tercets, or one liners—I also associate this sort of effort with writing in big blocky stanzas like the stanzas of this poem. Which are also, not coincidentally, quite similar to the kind of dense, close-woven poems and letters of D.S. himself.
NWR: The center of “Letter from, D.S.” comes for me.in stanza five, “at a talk I’d given on the particular, the letter/ofthe law, if it were really possible in art to use/the private to comman­deer the general. . . .” Though the poem goes on to say ‘yes it is possible,’ I’d like to hear more about the outcome of that talk. How does a poet depend on personal imagery, yet avoid develop­ing a set of images so insular as to exclude the reader?
goedicke: As you can see by all the above, I agree with you that the 5th stanza has to be the center of the poem. As to the “out­come of the talk,” I intend that to start becoming apparent with the sneaker-tying-braids-chromosomes (DNA) image, where the long double helix underpinning everything (physical-intellectual and emotional, if one is to believe the linguists) links itself to the “opening and closing and opening” activity of braiding or tennis or genetic or even poetic reproduction in an attempt to reinforce that very “Yes.” Yes, it is possible that in my private sense a simi­larity, maybe even a fairly detailed, maybe even a coded network of connections between tennis and D.S.’s letters, between poetry and athletics, between almost any particular object (person, land­scape, idea, event, etc.) and any other can be made—maybe even is already made, without our knowing it until we discover it— public and general.At this point, of course, we are back to the question that besets everyone who tries to deal with the validation of metaphor. Where does it come from? What makes it work? What on earth is it that makes us assume that our own private perceptions of various similarities will be shared by others? Perhaps there is indeed an Order underlying all orders, another universe behind the one we think we know. Perhaps—which may amount to the same thing in the end—it is only that we human beings are more similar than not. I tend to agree with both statements—and also with Pound’s hint (as quoted by Louis Simpson in Three on the Tower) that the re­ality we glimpse in such magical moments (both of the perception and its showing forth) is, indeed, both “divine” and “permanent.” Unfortunately I am not really equipped to discuss such matters myself, but I do know that one reason for hoping that there is, ulti­mately, some universal ground behind all these similarities-in-ap- parent-dissimilarities lies in the fact that despite the extremely
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private nature of my sense o f D .S .’s letters and poetry— let alone my San M igual friend’s gam e of tennis!— som ehow or other the juxtaposition o f the two in the form o f “Letter from D .S .” has at least succeeded in “com m andeering the general” attention to the extent that Northwest Review not only published the poem  but wanted to keep on investigating it with the questions which have elicited these responses.
Maxine Scates
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Daniel Moyano
translated from the Spanish by H. E. Francis
from SUSANA
It was raining the night she knocked weakly on the door, Good evening, may I come in? with her rachitic voice, and after several evasions she asked me to give her a shot, But I can’t pay, my father didn’t get paid yet.Now nobody in this town remembers Susana.I had begun to drink, but my pulse was still regular. I pointed to the couch. Impossible now to remember her face. Those versed in Latin could only diagnose that Susana lacked vitamins, calcium, iron, phosphorus—everything.The down of her skin shone under the light. She trembled like an animal when it knows it’s going to be sacrificed—it is a tremor that isn’t natural to it; it comes from afar, from the killer or the knife: Who knows?When she noticed the professional scorn with which I treated her, she trembled less and told me not to drink, that the lonelier you were in the world, like her, for instance, etc., and said all the other stupid things people say when they use words like loneliness or happiness, words which, strictly speaking, belong to radio an­nouncers and their horrible broadcasting philosophy. Not only did these words bother me, but her preoccupation with abstract terms when her real problem was vitamins. The doctor’s prescrip­tion said three boxes. From the door she said that seemed a lot, looking at the bottle and the glass on the table: Don’t worry. I’ll stop by your house tomorrow.I like to drink when I don’t understand things. From the mo­ment I understand, alcohol mixes with that understanding, and then instead of wine you drink rage, desires, or memories. That night Susana with her stupidities added pity to my wine.
(from Northwest Review, vol. 19, no. 3)
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NWR: Is there a particular “code” you would like to see translators follow?
h e. francis: The only code for me is fidelity to the experi­ence as I know it through the story, (illuminated by my knowledge of the author).
NWR: I’m fascinated by the syntax, the rhythm, and par­ticular voice of “Susana,” and am at a loss to imagine how this could be achieved in a translation that is also true to the original.
francis: I hear stories. I can’t begin until I have a story’s rhythm. When I read Moyano, I heard his sound. Now that I ’ve lived with it—fifteen years of reading it, some twelve sporadically translating it—I feel I must know it better than anyone. His rhythm, even when a story may have defects, is true to the story material.I experience an emotional undertone somewhat analagous to his in my own work. I feel I am combining two selves—mine, his—into one voice. I share the suggestive force of poetry in our stories, the obsessive concentration on realistic aspects which as­sume monumental (even fantastical) symbolic overtones which lift one out of the ordinary experience they are grounded in to a timeless realm. I feel I have been “elsewhere” and returned, in­formed by that journey into the invisible.Daniel trusts me (he knows my stories) and allows me certain freedoms: to redesign a line, to cut, occasionally even to place a line (or more) elsewhere—of course, all this to achieve in English his emotional impact or experiential continuity. This means I can be true to him and his work by recreating the experience as if it were originally created in English, with a certain subjective play, minimizing any suggestion (except for the necessary and obvious) of its Argentine origin. He—and I—will sacrifice (best, convert) anything which stands directly in the way of the story’s true ex­perience. Sometimes there are certain psychic and psychological dimensions which require “transference” into different literal terms that will be equivalent in the second language—for the reader of that language.
NWR: Were you in contact with the author during the trans­lation process?
francis: I mail final versions of the stories for approval, sometimes with questions, with alternate possibilities, requests for deletions, additions, changes. Two years ago, during a sabbat­ical, I spent a couple of months with him and his family (in exile in Madrid, though now Spanish citizens); but we seldom touched di­rectly on translation. I was absorbing him, his ambience, feelings, attitudes.
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nwr: How d id  you come to b e  acquainted with Moyano’sfiction?
FRANCIS: I met Daniel briefly—but concentratedly—while on a lecture tour in Argentina. He met me with a marvelously hos­pitable group at the La Rioja bus station at near two in the morn­ing; and we were so struck with each other that we talked almost uninterruptedly for two days—from radio to TV to lecture hall, bar, receptions, house. He was unforgettable in his humanity, his vision, his verbal style, a style at one with his written word: he is a born storyteller; he lives to tell stories. There was a hiatus (we had contact throughout it) before I actually sat down after I had ab­sorbed years of Argentine living and, returning to America, found it unbearable to be separated from my rich personal, familial, and professional life there. In that mood I turned to his famous story “El rescate” (“The Rescue”) and translated it. Daniel’s profound prose became a medium: it brought Argentina here; it took me there.
nwr: Do you associate Moyano’s work with a particular cultural tradition or literary style?
francis: Though I could classify Moyano’s prose in many ways in the literature of Argentina (he is called a nationalist, a provincial, a magic realist, a fantasist, a proletariat writer!), all belie the immensity of his concern with the timeless and perma­nent, the fusion of fantastic and actual. He is often compared to Kafka. The truth is he is simply modern, a man struggling to com­prehend ultimates, images of which keep shifting, but generally centering about the dominant image of the long-lost father—a unifying point, an ultimate ordering and placing force.
nwr: What relationship do you feel exists, if any, between Moyano’s political and cultural exile and his fiction, themes and style.
francis: His recent isolation, dislocation, has intensified the search for that unifying force and has caused him to seek in the most ancient and primitive myths what modern men and women have lost. Mythic patterns, Argentine popular music, and an in­creasingly imagistic prose are the immediate evidences, though his new work is not yet available.
NWR: What in another culture attracts you to translating? As a creative writer yourself, do you share affinities with Daniel Moyano’s work?
francis: I grew up in a New England town (Bristol, R.I.) with a large, increasing population of Italian, Portuguese, and Irish immigrants. My training was rigidly Anglo-Saxon Protes­tant, though I was closely exposed to the wonderful optimism of
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Catholicism I had—always—an absolutely unthought-about desire to know Spanish. Many of the positive aspects of my life have been determined by that irrational choice. One fruit, seven years of university lecturing in Argentina, brought me very close to Latin effusiveness, family intimacy, emotion, even impetuosity, and that overriding Catholic acceptance of the world. It occurred at a historical moment, as I imagined it, like that of the Thirties in the U. S. A wider horizon for all people was the preoccupation of everyone I met. That made them leftist by sentiment if not by poli­tics—humanitarians. So it was this dream, which gave me the feeling of living in an immensity of life we had forgotten, or even lost the pulse of, at home. I did not want the dream to stop. It has not. The impulse toward that dream of freedom (“All stories are about freedom,” he says) Daniel and I share.
Robin Leigh
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Thelma Brown
YOU ARE A  GRANDPA NAMED SETH
I am a grass stem in wind.I hear music rise in your throat before it begins.We rockto songs from old Pat’s Pick, gather at the river with a Spanish cavalier.
In the Civil War you march through Georgia on your wounded leg. Your blues are bloody, torn, flap around your ankles. I hobble beside you, false notes in my path.We hide in an orchard, sleepon the ground. I cover you withmy new pink coat, stand guard all night.You shoot your last bulletat the only appleon the tree. Blow itto smithereens. We’d plannedon it for breakfast,but this is war.
So now we’re bellowing every song in the bookat the top of our lungs unless Grandma complains of the volume. She slices pound cake, pours tea for them, milk for me—
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It’s still while we eat. The canary takes his head from under his wing, cheeps small sad notes. Grandpa’s a Rosacrucian, rose on the cross. Grandma prays to Jesus. I won’t pray to anyone unless he can sing.
(from Northwest Review, vol. 18, no. 3)
NWR: I understand that you are a retired dietician and are now attending Portland State University. When did you begin writing? Is academia beneficial or an impediment to writing?
thelma brown: Two years before retirement from my pro­fession of hospital dietician I decided to devote myself to writing, but discovered that I didn’t really know much about fiction or poetry.Life in my profession was not beneficial to the immediate act of writing. Early shifts and arduous duty combined with child rear­ing and homemaking left me too drained physically and emotion­ally to do much writing except for the necessary professional treatise; or for much reading, except for the necessary professional journals. During vacations I read everything I could find: fiction, poetry, biography, history. Occasionally I wrote something I felt deeply about: a poem when my daughter went away to Girl Scout camp for the first time, a letter, a description.The close contact with well people and with those in trouble contributed greatly to the raw material for my work. In private hospitals and in the Fourth Air Force hospitals during World War II there has been opportunity to observe human suffering, frailty, even nobility. Some experiences were so sad that I cannot write of them to this day; others were tremendously funny.Dieticians, indeed, most medical personnel, have to be well or­ganized, and in control of their emotions in order to function effec­tively. When they teach, give an order, chart or confer with a doc­tor, the language must be clear and concise. Time and accuracy are precious commodities.I think these factors are helpful to the writer in that they con­tribute to a strong, spare style which draws the picture and lets the reader come to his or her own conclusions.So, in the long run, I believe that life away from academia was
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beneficial to my writing. We bring to our work what we have been, have seen, have felt. That is the materials, rendered and trans­formed, which becomes the poem.It would be presumptuous of me to say that, in my case, academia reinforced a naturally refined impulse. When I began formal classes, although bursting with the need for expression, it was terribly difficult to write a simple sentence or paragraph. I was trying for a more elaborate style of writing than the technical sort I was used to. I couldn’t trust the language to lead me. I felt the need to embellish with adjectives and adverbs, to hide my shortcomings with trimmings. Fortunately, under the influence of fine teachers early on, who both encouraged me, and set standards on the quality of work that they would accept, improvement began. They gave me a wonderful world I wanted to enter. When I began classes at Portland State University that world began to open for me. I could have anything I wanted! Best of all, it was free! Thirty years behind in my reading, feeling insecure because of my Bachelor of Science degree instead of the admired Bachelor of Arts, but loving the time with my young classmates who have always accepted me wholeheartedly, I threw myself into the work with great enjoyment. This is the happiest time of my life.
NWR: From where or what did this poem originate? How do you feel about poetry that originates from abstract ideas as op­posed to poetry originating in experience?
brown: This poem originated in life experience—one of my earliest memories of my beloved grandfather rocking me on his knee at about the age of three or four while teaching me to sing from a tattered old song book called “Pat’s Pick.” When we finished singing, he would tell me stories of his years in the Civil War until I fell asleep. He suffered leg wounds in that war, and as a result, stumped about with a cane for the rest of his life.“There are no ideas but in things” is a quote that guides my work. Almost always I begin with a place, a memory, a person, a tree. The idea, the abstract, I trust will spring from the concrete images, if I have done a good job of writing.
nwr: How would you characterize this poem in terms of its tone? Nostalgic, reflective, ambivalent? What specifically contrib­utes to this tone, and did you deliberately set out to convey it?
brown: The “Seth” poem is nostalgic. The narrative aspect contributes to the nostalgia. I don’t set out to do anything deliber­ately in the way of inflencing the poem one way or the other. Whatever happens in the poem happens from strong emotional feeling, and the necessity to write. I do not feel responsible. The tone chooses me. The poem chooses me. I listen to classical music,
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trust my ear, trust the language. I write in pictures and let the ideas, the emotions, form as they will. If I have observed carefully, and written honestly, a message comes through. Most poets are amazed at what other people see in their poems. Each one brings something of oneself to the poems they read.
NWR: What changes did this poem go through from start to finish? Could you discuss the complexity of the poem as a whole versus its simple lines and language.BROWNiAt the time o f writing the “Seth” poem I did not save my revisions. It m ight have gone through four or five, and had it not been for the kind assistance o f Northwest Review's, past poetry editor, John Addiego, who helped me realize that a section  o f the poem I was rather fond o f had to go, it might never have been published.In the beginning of this poem, I thought how my grandfather had influenced my life—hence, “grass stem in wind.” How I waited, song book in hand, for our rocking chair time together, and leapt to his arms at the first sign that he was ready.Grandpa was a Rosacrucian. I knew that logo: the rose twined on the cross. He never went to church, nor did Grandma, as far as I knew, but they read their Bible daily. It is mine now. I seldom read it. My thoughts turn to Grandma on her knees praying to Jesus to bring my Uncle Joe safely home from France and the First World War. He did all right, only to have Uncle Joe die a terrible accidental death a few months later in the machinery at the grain elevator where he worked.In this poem, I must be confessing that Grandpa is my God, and at that age, I suppose he was. Perhaps the poem is a wish to return to the perfect happiness and idealism of childhood. Any­way, I’m glad that you liked it enough to ask me to comment on it.
Julia Fogarty
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Denise M. Cassens
from HEART OF A  HORSE
Tonio, age eleven, stood in a city street of children buying and selling. It was a filthy city with an Indian name; it had grown fast. The signs, the street, the kids all looked like they hadn’t been there long; they’d just appeared by magic.“By my magic,” said Tonio. “Look here.” He grabbed Minnie Chakowska by the neck. “What do you have on you.” He felt her ribs. She squealed. He reached in her creamy sweater and pulled out a doll. It had one long lock of hair, no clothes and no eyes.“It’s mine,” screamed Minnie.“Padeem shazam.” He jerked the doll from her hand and threw it in the alley across the street.“I hate you,” she screamed, and ran for the spot where the doll had landed. “I can’t find it,” she yelled from under the trash.“You see?” said Tonio. “That’s magic.”Every kid in the street backed off. Tonio stalked them, wiggling his fingers. “Fee fi foe foe foe,” he said. “My words are magic. I ’m a magician.” But he was tired of tricking kids. “I’m old, I’m really old,” he thought.
“You know what’s magic,” Sammy said. “I tell you. You want something, you work for it. That’s magic.” He stood Tonio at the foot of the stairs and squeezed him like he was a tomato, all eyes and ears with a red little mind. “Look. You want the horse? I don’t care. What’s a horse? So scrub my stairs.”
* * * * * * * *
“See this?” Tonio held up the ruby. “They want it, that’s what their problem is.”He squeezed the glass. He couldn’t tell if it was hot or cold; it felt
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cold, it looked hot, but really he supposed it was neither, it was more like air, the temperature of rooms. He cradled the horse; he tucked in the ruby and plucked it out. He knew suddenly he could sit here forever; putting in and taking away as the sun came up in a sky that was becoming all the colors it shouldn’t be; that the heart of a horse was easily extracted, removable, replaceable a thousand times without injury. Cool it was, or no temperature, clean, full of light, red, but a red you could see shapes in, like red water.“With the power invested in me by magic,” said Tonio, “I give this to you.”
(from Northwest Review, vol. 18, no. 2)
NWR: You’ve remarked in past correspondence on your dif­ferent styles of compostition. You’ve cited some stories as being extremely “conscious, deliberate, and controlled,” and suggested that you finally care less about those, compared with the ones that are “easier” to write, more intuitive, but then difficult, even scarey to see in print. Would you discuss “Heart of a Horse” in light of these comments, and also extend your remarks to your current writing?
denise cassens. A linguist recently asked me how a writer writes, wanting to know if it’s true that the source of the best work is “outside” the writer. There’s some truth to this, I think. Flan­nery O’Connor says a good writer of fiction cannot do without a certain “quality of staring stupidly” by which she means, I think, that there are different ways of knowing; we are not always ration­ally in control of our knowledge. The same ways of knowing that make you a good writer of fiction may, for example, make you a lousy conversationalist or essayist. O’Connor also says a fiction writer looks at specifics, concrete details which seem to have some meaning—the color of a man’s car, for example, or the kind of ab­surd details which take great and inexplicable significance in dreams, such as Freud’s “wart on the forehead of a stranger.” When you notice something specific, though, and it seems impor­tant but you can’t explain why, that seems like a gift from heaven, which is of course supposedly how the psychotic organizes his uni­verse, too: life is a code. You have a duty to decipher it.There’s certainly no right or wrong way to write a story, but I enjoy most the moments in writing when I feel least in control. I
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felt in control, rationally, writing Heart o f a Horse, so the story has always seemed a bit contrived to me, and I’m continually sur­prised at the number of people who like it better than other things I’ve written. (Which just proves, as I was saying, that the manner in which a story is written does not necessarily have any impact on whether or not it works for readers).At any rate, I don’t like to own what I write. And ifit’s scarey to see such a piece in print, it’s partly the thrill of recogizing that I don’t own it—it came from something beyond me, the “collective unconscious,” or whatever. Sometimes I feel my name on a piece means nothing; the piece didn’t really have an author—and that’s a kind ofspriritual experience that is also scarey. Of course, it can also be scarey because I have revealed personal things about my­self that I was not aware of until I saw them in print.
NWR: Is your writing influenced by dreams? I know you’ve taught Dream Workshops in Adult Education Programs.
cassens: To clear up a common misconception people have when I say dreams have had a great influence on my writing: I never use my own actual night dreams in my work. I’ve tried to do this, and it never comes off; they always seem arbitrary, tacked- on, and—believe it or not—consciously contrived. In fact, I rarely have characters dream in a story. More often, the world is simply dream/i^, that is, the allegedly real setting seems more like the world of a dream, as in “Heart of a Horse.”Ever since I began writing I have said that I wanted to write about a plane of existence that would strike the reader as simul­taneously real and “unreal.” Maybe this is because I grew up with such TV shows as Twilight Zone and Outer Limits. Or it may be be­cause suburbia breeds a great sense of the unreal, even though— and perhaps because—it’s so involved in the material plane.As far as how dreams can be useful to the writer in general, I touched on this issue when I mentioned Freud’s “wart on the forehead of a stranger.” Dreams transcend rational explanations; they provide an alternative way of knowing. Also, they focus on concrete detail, not on abstract ideas and declarations of feeling. In a dream, you are not afraid to notice something you can’t ex­plain.
nwr: The ruby of “Heart of a Horse” appears as a single, hidden, central “essence” to be sought or avoided as the case may be, and is, moreover, somehow parable-like. In other words, a good/bad element seems basic to the story, in a Grimms, if not Biblical, fashion?
cassens: I think in this story I was, as you suggest, working with a naive belief in magic. I was professing my belief that writ­
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ing fiction is an act of faith in magic. Now, however, I’m working more consciously with “heavier” forces of good and evil, and this interest is beginning to take shape as something that resembles horror. I just wrote a letter to another fiction writer in which I said that horror may have become a substitute for religion in our soci­ety, because horror focuses on a peak moment that involves posi­tive transcendence as well as negative brutality.The horrible—like the miraculous and beautiful and obscurely meaningful in dreams—seems a gift to us. The unexpected in any form is a gift. It reorders our priorities; it alters our perspective on everything. So it teaches a lesson. Most people in this country are, I think, hungry to learn, because their lives don’t involve much learning. That’s what suburbia was about for me, that’s why I hated it—my family wanted me to grow up in a world of total secu­rity, no dangers, no risks, no pain, no shocks—and therefore no learning, because most of the major lessons life can teach us are learned through the sorts of experiences they hoped I’d never have. If survival ever becomes as easy as some members of the last generation hoped and believed it could be, real learning will stop. Of course, it doesn’t look like that’s what’s happening, so I don’t think we need to worry.Maybe the ruby, too, is a “horrible object”—it seems alive be­cause it contains or embodies some lesson. Its capacity to provoke us to teach ourselves something about ourselves makes it seem to be endowed with supernatural, or magical, powers. There. Perhaps that’s the connection.
Deb Casey
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David Walker
SLIPS
(Franz K ajka’s last messages were written on “conversation slips” since he was unable any longer to speak aloud. The following incorporates phrases from these so-called “slips” but is otherwise an imaginary recontruction.)
Given this: the twelve kinds of fruit burning me, and every limb tired as a man after his whole life; giventhe lilacs fresher than morning (but you cut them wrong— the stems should touch the bowl only on a slant) and giventhese pills that sticklike splintered glass, and even the beerrasping my larynx—
I do nothingand who will pay for it?What is the prizefor a large swallow, when it’s easier to choke on less?
Move the liliesinto the sun, if you have a moment. And why in a vase?
Doctor, are you a connoisseur of wines, the ones you advise me to take with a slice of lemon?
But I’ll hold out
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another week, such are the nuances;
and though my mother was ill, when she received the good water she rejoiced. . . .
Fear again: it’s crazy, they killed the man beside me— every doctor’s little underling prescribing, until he walked with fever 106. At the last rites, he had no time to confess.
So full of water,I’m a lake. Which flows nowhere,no miracles, although the forestaround it is lovely. . . . Memories,but now we’ve come too farfrom the tavern garden’s summer, its blue-blackdragonflies at mating, and enoughflowers for now— laburnum, the columbine too bright to stand with others, scarlet hawthorn too hidden, too much in the dark. . . . Yesterday evening, a late bee drank the white lilac totally dry!
A little ice cream? Rhetorical question, though the lilac, dying, drinks its fill—that cannot be for a man.
I was to go to the Baltic with her once but was ashamed: my thinness, misunderstandings. No, not beautiful but slender, a fine body which she has kept.
Put your handon my forehead. For courage: whose?
Beer now, instead of lemonade: all has become boundless, the way the help goes away again without helping.
(from Northwest Review, vol. 19, nos.2&3)
nwr: Could you talk about the nature of persona as you’ve experienced it in your own writing, its limitations and advan­tages? Is it more difficult to deal with a persona who is in fact an historical personage, rather than a persona of your own invention?In “Slips” the distinction between actual phrases from Kafka and the “imaginery reconstruction” that the epilogue des­cribes is, for this reader, indistinct. How are the two fused? Is it necessary that a reader be aware of how they are fused?You’ve described your approach to this genre as “a cross between the ‘found’ poem mode and the personative inventions of a Lowell, R. Howard, etc.” Could you define the phrases “found poem” and “personative inventions” and discuss the poet’s role in presenting them? Could you tell us more about your own ap­proach as you see it in the “cross” between the two?
david walker: For me, “persona” is character speaking through the mask of sound. But that is still dictionary talk. More specifically, persona is how I grow beyond my “personal” self in poetry.In an old notebook, I find these admonitions:
. . . The contemporary American poem must liberate itself from its own narcissism: its self-congratulation, its confusions of genre and purpose. It needs the re-inclusion of a wider range of material, and the revival (or re-development) of older forms—genres— structures. It must, above all, regain a sense of the “tale to tell”— whether by direct, or indirect narra­tion— and of the drama to be shaped more economically, inwardly, than the stage can do.
Now, in the latest Georgia Review (Winter, 1981), I hear Christ­opher Clausen almost echoing my thoughts:
. .. Literary convention now gives tht poet less to say— at least less that is important—  than a hundred years ago. The much-vaunted expansion of subjects has been an illusory liberation, substituting the private and the ironic for the avowal of sharable insight. The obsessive search by poets for a new poetic language, forms, and subjects is at bottom a search for a context of reference and meaning in which to live and out of which to write. . . .
I have found the use of personae an exciting liberation from the di­lemma Clausen here pinpoints. To write in, and from, the voice of
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the “other” can be bracing, broadening, deepening. In short, it can be a way around the roadblock of the “private and . . . ironic” with at least part of the destination being “sharable insight.”I don’t feel, moreover, that the distinction between invented and historical personae is an important one, for me or most poets. Clearly, we all infuse much of ourselves into our “characters”— just as the fiction writer or dramatist does. Our only obligation is not to be tongue-tied— confusing— or boring. This means, in ren­dering “real” personae, that we must understand the corner of each we’re drawn to inhabit. Our one limitation is that the intelli­gent reader or listener must not be moved to react, “But the real X couldn’t possible have said or thought this!” Whether the real X did say or think our poem is rarely the issue.When I do use “real” personae, these may be of either of two types: public historical personages (Kafka, Chekhov, Rene Char), or relatively private persons (my ancestors, for example). In either case, I always meld the persona’s actual words— usually written, sometimes spoken— with my own inventions. Emphati­cally: I do not want the reader to be able to sense where these splices occur. Equally emphatically, in the case of public person­ages: I acknowledge the “plagiarism” from their real words, and frequently will suggest within the poem the sources of my borrow­ings.On the other hand, some of my poems spoken even through public voices are verbally sheer invention. In these, I try to capture the right tone in part by using a context or scene which is real, or at least highly credible. However, I don’t see any meaningful dis­tinction between this approach and that dependent on actual “texts.”To be specific about instances when I do borrow words: seldom will I use more than a phrase or two at a time, and I cut— con­dense— re-write considerably. In one poem, for example, at least six of Chekhov’s letters to various correspondents become one let­ter to one of them— perhaps the “ur-letter” I felt he was trying to write all along. But, not to invent a lot of the talk, and not to try to improve what isn’t purely invented— well, that wouldn’t be much fun.For that very reason, I find most “found” poems quickly exhausted, more curiousity than serendipity. Here is a rare excep­tion: I have changed only the line breaks from the original (prose) letter, to emphasize rhythm and rhetoric.
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TO THE SELECT MEN OF THE TOWN OF ALNA: APRIL 11, 1821”
As I kept Mary Fairweather last wintershe is desirous to stay with me this year,because she does not want to be handed aboutfrom house to house to be made a slave offor she has been a slave long enoughfor she has been a slave above 70 years,but she says she’s willing to do what she can,but she is not able to do any hard labor(she may do some chores about the house)but I understand you mean to get the paupers keptas cheap as you canbut I am willing to work hard to pay my part to support them comfortable so as Mary wants to stay with me,think that it’s well worth one dollar a week, through the year running the risk of sickness and finding her clothes for she must have a new gown this year and other clothes but if you think one dollar too much, will take 75 cents per weekbeing she wants to stay so much (the doctor’s bill excepted).
Abraham Walker
*
I wouldn’t try to improve on my great-great-great-grandfather here; but at the other extreme, a poet like Robert Lowell (or in some poems, Browning) tends to turn all his personae into him­self. By contrast, I see the process when I use found material as a turning out of myself, and into the worlds of others. Put simply: I believe the “self’ as poet, at least, can be found in creating other­ness. This process of “person to persona” is a sort of negative capability at play with objective correlatives, in the best mode I’ve encountered.Finally, I recognize that there are enormous issues I can’t even touch on here (psychological, mythical, aesthetic, and so on). And I want to declare my debt, to varying degrees, to such as Brown­ing, Pound, Frost, Lowell, and Jarrell. I think all of us, though, de­rive ultimately from theatre, and maybe beyond and behind theatre to ritual reinactment. Surely, im-persona-tion is as old as the cave dweller reliving the hunt? I relish the thought.
Maxine Scates
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Kevin Mcllvoy
from MR. & MRS. HAIRFUL
Hood River, Oregon November 5, 1979
Dear Myr. Dizzey,Egg Is Good For Dog Diet! I am enclosing this new calendar they put up. It’s all the better if you do not get it in the mail. But I don’t know how I’m going to face it coming Back here. And that’s the truth now.A wonderful thing has happened. Hairful recognized me! No. I mean that just for a second, just for a blink he recognized me.And a horrible thing has happened. They have shaved off his moustache. Yesterday I went in to visit. He has been very sick, Dizzey. I think you know. Still he was awake. Looking up at the ceiling like he wanted to bring it down. What I’m saying is his face was all anger. All sharp edges and dark clouds. It made me so happy I nearly cried. I bent to kiss him. And I kissed and kissed and kissed him. He was awake but he didn’t stop me. I kissed him more. When he closed his eyes I left. But I felt so happy!Last night I went to his room to see if it was all true. He was wide awake when I came in. Staring at the ceiling that way. I love him, Dizzey! It’s no secret I know. But I do love him! I held him and kissed and kissed him. Then I felt it. He didn’t have his mous­tache. He’s had that since he was sixteen. He’s never not had it. Everybody knows what it means to him. He’s had it for 70 years. Dear God. It wasn’t right to do that. Do you think it was right? But I didn’t try to make it right for him. Besides. Nothing could make that right. And besides, his face was so beautiful. It was like a storm gone hunting.When I walked out of his room the shaving guy walked in. I thought Oh - Oh. And I felt so all-of-a-sudden good. So. I waited outside Hairful’s door to listen. It’s just what you think. Hairful threw himself on that boy with that strength you hear only the
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dead have. That boy! He screamed a short scream. You could tell from it he was scared out of his pants. I decided to go in and save the boy. Then I thought. No. I t ’s Hairful’s turn. Then I thought. No. Then I went inside.And I beat on that boy like I was felling some whole forest. I beat on him until I thought I’d drop. The boy howled. And he screamed some more. But the two of us beat him quiet. Never in all my life have I beat a living thing. But I just couldn’t stop. We beat him until he broke out of Hairful’s hold. I grabbed his hair. But he ran so full out he just left a clutch of it in my hand. You don’t know how much I wanted to get back ahold of him and beat him some more. I can’t tell you how much.My Hairful without his moustache! I looked at him again. He even smiled at me. His lips were that Number 29 blue you paint say buckets and the center of flame. And he looked at me like I was his wife. He knew it was me. Katy Hairful. I asked him Do you re­member? He shook his head Yes.
At the funeral services for him the ceiling music was too loud to hear the priest’s sermon. But I got faith back all the same.
Always,Katy Hairful
(from Northwest Review, vol. 18, no. 2)
NWR: Mr. and Mrs. Hairful’s psychic separation is nicely mirrored in letters largely about each other but not to each other. The returned letters increase a sense of isolation, but is it the letter form that prevents Mayor Dizzey from ever replying? Is he dead? What keeps the Hairfuls writing letters for 8 months to an unre­sponsive third party?
kevin m cilvoy: Yes, Mayor Dizzey is dead; in fact, he dies just after writing the first letter. What keeps the Hairfuls writing letters for so very long to a party that never responds is a desire to reach an arm and hand out of the windows of institutional life even if only to grasp at nothing, at air. Writing these letters is a way for them to remember things in the past and observe things in the pre­sent that identify the human part of them in the midst of de­humanizing circumstances: their separation from all close friends and from the community of Shakino; their enforced isolation from each other; their alienation resulting from Mr. Hairful’s memory loss; etc.
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NWR: Mr. HairfuPs strokes deprive him of physical strength and of some of his memory, yet the nursing home’s rules, such as forced shaving of men, inevitably increase his loss of per­sonal control and individuality. In what way can Hairful’s vio­lence towards the aide be justified?
mcilvoy: It is almost a cliche in fiction that moments of vio­lence are often the truest moments of self-recognition. I admit a weakness for this cliche. Mr. Hairful’s attack on the aide is an in­stant in which he acknowledges that he is still a man with the right to be angry and the will to express that anger.It makes sense that Katy would want to participate as she does in this moment. After all, what more do any of us offer someone we love than freedom and the power to exercise it? It makes good sense, I think, that she actually enjoys helping her husband beat the aide.
NWR: Are the Hairful’s heroes?
m cilvoy: Heroes of the first rank. Flawed by their failure to say, “I am old. I am less human,” they are doomed to greater gen­eral disillusionment and more debilitating personal loss. Re­strained by new barriers (isolation, loss of memory, loss of inde­pendence, etc.), they continue to accept the responsibility of sim­ply being fully alive. Whether they survive or survive barely is not the point. By confronting every last year of life on their own terms they have constantly discovered in themselves an incomprehensi­ble reserve of courage and love.
NWR: Humor seems to be a part of the style in which the Hairfuls deal with hardship. What is the nature of humor in your writing?
mcilvoy: Any piece of my writing is invested with only as much humor as the characters in it. Come to think of it, almost all the characters in my work have a solid sense of humor. This could rightly be attributed to the fact that, like most writers, I write about people the least of whom is better than I am. On a very basic level I suppose I believe that a person’s sense of humor uniquely suggests his or her strengths and weaknesses. For Katy, religion is no laughing matter, but it is mysterious enough that she will allow herself to smile at her husband’s “heathenism.” That kind of flexi­bility characterizes her in a vital way. Ironic, slapstick, wry, witty: the more kinds of humor the characters are capable of the more we expect of them. Why? Because they have made us at home in their world, in the world of the work, by permitting us something that makes us at home in our own world: laughter.
Robin Leigh
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